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MODERN,'
The Modern Electric Manufacturing Co.

MODERN
Electrical and Radip Equipment
TOLEDO, OHIO

Tc the Radio Trade
of America
Until recently, the rather modest manufacturing program of our
company has only permitted us to make the acquaintance of a comparatively few of the many radio dealers.
But those dealers who have regularly handi..a modern products
krow that they are des rned and built by ENGINEERS, and that
they have an enviable reputation for satisfactory performance
and lack of service attention.

Modern Automatic Switch
Positive, Compact,
Simple to Connect

This year our increased facilities permit us to offer an increased production of Modern "B" Compacts, and also several
new items including an "A and B" power unit, a "B" compact kit,
and Audio Master, the finest transformer yet designed.
You, too, can profit by the sale of these dependable units and
your regular jobber should be able to supply you.
Yours for a better Radio year,

TEE MODERN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

Sales Mgr.

B. It is interesting to note that Modern 'B' Compact
finished the past season with practically no returns or
N.

adjustments.

Modern Charger
Efficient, Long Lived
Raytheon Type

The fact that Modern Radio
Accessories and Transformers

have called for a minimum of
Modern "B" Compact
Quiet, Efficient,
Proven Dependable
For

Raytheon Type "B" Tube

Service and adjustment has won

the approval of all dealers and
7
users who know them

.
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RADIO /TUBES
Now more than everStandard for all sets
Twelve years of concentrated
effort on a single product has

brought such uniform perfection
that confidence ín these tubes and
in the name they bear is almost

universal among radio enthusiasts.

The vigilance that has won for
Cunningham Radio Tubes such
national demand serves as a trade
stimulant and justifies the jobber

and dealer confidence placed in

this nationally advertised product.
E. T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.
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IN THE two and a half years Radio Retailing has been

in existence, its editors have travelled approximately 75,000
miles in securing a knowledge and background of the retail radio
trade. The information thus obtained concerning radio trade
practices in every corner of the United States, is passed on to
readers through the editorial pages of the magazine.
William C. Alley, acting managing editor, has traveled the
Atlantic seaboard from Boston to Florida and inland as far as
Detroit and Cleveland several times. Ray V. Sutliffe, stationed
at Chicago, has covered thousands of miles throughout the
Middle West and the Mississippi Valley from the Dakotas to
Alabama and Texas. Henry W. Baukat, technical editor, and
William McDonald, assistant editor, keep constantly in personal
touch with the New England and Middle Atlantic States situa-

\

C. Grunsky, Pacific Coast editor, migrates from the
snowbound reaches of Vancouver to the sun -kissed sands of
Lions.

Mexico several times a year and has made four complete
trans -continental journeys.

With this setup, the radio trade-retail, wholesale and manufacturing-of every city of importance, and hundreds of other
cities, towns and hamlets, has been studied. Referring to the
map, the red lines indicate only routes that have been covered
once. Second, third, fourth and even fifth trips to the same
territory are not indicated. A 75,000 mile coverage in 2i
years-the equivalent of three times around the world-is a
conservative estimate of the mileage made by the editors of
Radio Retailing in the course of their service to the radio
industry.
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Announcing The New Stromberg -Carlson!
Reproduces both Broadcast and Recorded Programs
No. 744 Stromberg-Carlson
tubes, large size Radiotrons
with UX-210 in output stage ;
7

Double -Shielded, the tuning coils
being encased in individual

cylindrical copper shields and
each complete radio stage in
rectangular shields; Audio am-

plifying system common for both
recorded or broadcast programs ;
A.C. power plant which operates
directly from lighting circuit
without batteries, without liquids,
capable of delivering the wealth

of energy which heretofore was
obtainable only through the use
of an external power amplifier;
concealed loop; equipment complete ready to operate, requires

no extras; simple to install-

just plug into the socket -power
outlet the same as the floor lamp ;

control switch to change from

"radio" to "records" ; graduated
volume control; American Walnut cabinet.

With this magnificent instrument two fields of entertainment
are available. Radio as you never before have heard it. Recorded music with a new quality which comes from the passing
of the record output through the superlative audio system of
the receiver.
Advance showing of this latest achievement of the Stromberg-

Carlson Laboratories at the Music Industries Convention at
Hotel Stevens, Chicago, June 6 to 13 and at a private showing
at the Hotel Blackstone, from June 13 to 18. These exhibits
mark the first time that a radio manufacturer has shown a
unified "radio -record" reproducing instrument. Deliveries
will not be made until September 1.
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

S1roniberr1on
Makers of voice transmission and voice reception apparatus for more than 30 years
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ADLIERPzfROYAL
RADIO
CABINETS

FIFTY - SEVEN years'
experience in the design-

ing and fashioning of
fine pianos, organs and
phonographs enable us
to put into Adler -Royal

Radio Cabinets a distinction and visible value

that becomes a noticeable sales -advantage for
you. A new line of beau-

tiful stock models now
An exquisite Spanish creation at a surprisingly
moderate price. See the

available to distributors.

complete Adler -Royal line

Write today for
photographs.

on display at the Radio
Exhibit.
Chicago,
17th.

Stevens Hotel,
June 13th to

Special
to Radio

Manufacturers

IL E TR
Manufacturin
Co.
ncor_pora e
t
LOUISVILLE Cw-Avrw KENTUCKY
.wo :

a

r

We specialize in

designing and
executing

exclu-

sive cabinets for
Radio Set Manufacturers. Write

us about your
needs.
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Grebe Synchrophase Seven__,

Ca Jefe
Jthu'

New principles greatly increase tone quality, selectivity and
distance: viz.,
1 Single Controlling Dial
-for easy and accurate tuning.
3 -Point Tuning Drive
-smooth running, permanent adjustment.
5 Tuning Stages
-maximum selectivity and fidelity of tone.
7 Useful Tubes
-for tone, volume and distance.
Litz -wound Binocular Coils and tube isolating circuits give uniform

selectivity and signal strength. Shielded metal deck-totally con-

cealed rigid wiring-Colortone with full tone range-cabinet of
selected butt grain walnut, French marquetry inlay panel of exquisite design and workmanship.

Grebe Synchrophase Five.
Special features provide exceptional tone quality, selectivity and
distance :

Colortone - one, two or three -dial control at will -

power tube operation-complete wave -length and broadcast range
-Litz -wound Binocular Coils.

Grebe 20-20 Cone

$35

Grebe 20-20 Cone..,
A marked advance in quality sound recreation with all the color
of complete reproduction of high and low notes - reduction of
second harmonics-freedom from "paper rattles"-heavy mounting
base insures stability -20'" in diameter, 20° angle, bronze finish.

Grebe Socket Power
Type 671-Reliable, self-adjusting "B" and "C" power supplyquiet-ample voltage for 180 -volt power tube-for 5 and 6 -tube
receivers and the Synchrophase Seven- durable, fool -proof, shielded
and sealed against tampering.

A. H. Grebe Ú Co., Inc., 109 West 57th Sreet, New York City
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y. Western Branch: Los Angeles, Calif.
The oldest
exclusive radio

Grebe B & C Socket Power

Type 671 $50
less tube

he

-

manufacturer

MEW
-SYNCHROPHAS
TRADE MARY. REG.D.5 V11

Grebe Synchrophase Seven $735
Grebe
Complete line on exhibition at R. M. A. Trade Show, Chicago, June 13th to 18th

Synchrophase Five 95

6
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Here's craftsmanship
that sells itself!

No. 929 Solid Mahogany Cabinet with reproducer, same as No. 928.
Also space for Batteries or Eliminators.
Dimensions: Top, 18 x 30. Height, 32.
Packing same as No. 928.
List price, including reproducer and unit,

$75.00

No. 928 (at left) built in any model Atwater Kent, including New
No. 50 and No. 33 Models.

Solid Mahogany thruout, Lacquer Finish. Newcombe -Hawley
Console Grand Reproducer with Baldwin 's Concert Unit. 8 -ft.

Air Column.
Outside Dimensions, 27 in. wide, 20 in. deep, 47 in. high. Space for
all batteries or eliminators.

Packed in plywood cases suspended so that no finished surfaces
touch the case.
List Price, including Reproducer and unit,

1
Solid mahogany con-

struction. No thin
panels.

z

Newcombe -Hawley

Ccnsole Grand Reproducer, with 8 -foot
air column.

Two outstandin
values

$ 110.00

3
Baldwin Concert
Unit, in this combina-

tion reproducing all
notes in musical scale.
The radio trade has never

before seen a cabinet selling
opportunity like this.
Here is the highest degree of
craftsmanship in design, reproduced in mahogany-solid mahoganyconstructed as only the highest grade furniture could justify.
The matchless reproducing feature is simply beyond comparison.

And the prices-the amazing values given you-they are unequalled
anywhere in the country.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL WATSONTOWN PROPOSITION

Watsontown Table & Furniture Co.
Watsontown, Pa.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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The Big Hit
of the

ladio

Show

Stevens Hotel

Chicago

Our Mr. Edward Biel will be
registered at the Stevens Hotel,

Retail Price
MODEL M.

Rooms 1905A -1906A, from June

Q,50
Q

Radio;.

12th to 17th inclusive. Ask to

see him about Melofonic
Speakers.

Speakers
Retail Price

Retail Prices

Slightly Higher in the West

MODEL LB. $65.00

/[ELOFONIC perfect performance is rapidly
getting into the "ears" of thousands of dealers

and jobbers. And at the Stevens Hotel from June
13th to 17th they will be open for comparative test
with any other speakers on the market.

Amplification free from distortion-Mellow tones
-high and low pitch range and handsome appearance,-that's the Melofonic Speaker in a nutshell.
Just two models-each the best in its class.

PROGRESSIVE MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT CORP.
319 Sixth Avenue, New York City

"Quality First"

1

Radio Reta ding, .-1 JlcGra

8

n;i

wins

--

THE much talked of A C Electric
Radio Receiver is a reality-with
full credit due the Freshman Laboratories. No batteries-no accessoriesno hum-full rich tone-extraordinary
selectivity-wonderful range.
One-control-six tubes; one UX 112
RCA Power tube and five of the

\Tew54C Tubes

$16

solve the problem. Millions of people have
been long awaiting this Electric Radio which
is as great an advance in radio as the electric
light over the candle.

Complete-nothing else to buy

The Freshman franchise is a valuable asset to any merchant who possesses adequate display space and who
has the facilities to handle volume business. A few
chc'ce territories are still available. Wire or write for
com1lete information about the most profitable franchise
in radio.

The first cost is the last cost.
Sold to Authorized Freshman Dealers only

Stx tubes One Control

11111111.
Visit the Freshman display at the RMA
Trade Show, Hotel Stevens, Chicago, June
13th -18th, Booth No. 128.

YORK CITY
CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., INC., FRESH MAN BUILDING, NEW
Los Angeles
Chicago
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So far it has done its own talkingHere's one typical exampleWhen the Wirt entered the market last fall it

stepped in among speakers of every type,

From then on we let the Wirt do its own
"talking." And it "spoke" so eloquently that

quality and price-some well established,widely
advertised and having a definite demand.
What chance was there for a newcomer?
Our first call was on one of the biggest and
best jobbers in Philadelphia. "I'm not interested

our complete production was quickly absorbed,
and almost wholly in this one market.

entirely satisfied with the line I now carry."
Then we let the Wirt do the talking. After
comparing it with the line he carried (which
sells for much more than the Wirt) he said,
"That's fine. I'll take a thousand right now
if you'll give me exclusive in the Philadelphia

remarkable reception ever given a radio speaker.

in taking on a new speaker," he said, "I'm

territory." We explained that of course we
couldn't do that, but he ordered anyway$20,000 worth at list prices, sold them all and
came back for more! Incidentally, this represented a profit of $8,000 to the dealers who
bought from him.

As soon as we caught up we let the Wirt sell
itself in other markets, which it did so success-

fully that within these few months national
coverage has already been secured-the most
"The Speaker of the Day" stands before you
ready to demonstrate to you that it is comparable

with the best from the standpoint of clarity,
volume and tonal qualities. And the Wirt
retails at only $20.

Wire your jobber to send you one. Let it
prove its own merits. When it does-and it
will-place your order well in advance of the
season, for the Wirt is going to make radio
history this fall.

5239 GREENE STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

9
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but surely, the
GRADUALLY,
seller of Radio begins to see

Steadfastly this organization has
held to the belief, since the day it

the light. Catch -penny sales methods have begun to fade out of the
picture. The Ballyhoo of the Bar-

first began business, that its product
could and would command full price
at all times ... a factor to be guarded
as jealously as the quality that goes

gain steadily grows fainter. Each
day brings clearer realization of the
public's willingness to pay full price
for full value; each day stresses the
absurdity of ignoring this attitude.

.

into its making. It reinforced this
belief with a sales policy that not
merely preaches dealer protection,

chandise that

but practices it. How well it has succeeded is measured by the fact that
the Farrand Speaker commands the
same price to -

commands full.

day that it did

And each season finds the retailer
narrowing his sales efforts to mer-

price and assures full profit.

Gradually....
the fog

....

begins to :lift!

THE FOG
BEGINS
TO LIFT!

three years ago.

Farrand Manu-

facturing Co.,
Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.

Exhibiting R. M. A. Trade Show
BOOTH loo

Stevens Hotel

CONE SPEAKERS

Chicago

`B" ELIMINATORS
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How the Institute of

Standards gets a graphic

of the response
characteristics of loud
speakers. The Institute
record

is under the direction of
Professor Col line P. Bliss.

Associate Dean. College

of Engineering, of New
York University.

How a

Magazine
influences

"millions"
in Radio Purchases
"GIVE
"(JIVE readers only proved facts" has

been the policy of POPULAR
SCIENCE Monthly.
Then radio came along, presenting a
new problem.

But we had to have

ucts soon became a vital factor in the

Determining

channels of radio selling. Jobber, dealer

in the Institute Laboratory.

and consumer used it when making
purchases. Today, POPULAR SCIENCE

8000 letters like these
in the past year

proved facts!

From the Wholesaler:

And we got them ... by
establishing the POPULAR
SCIENCE Institute of Stand-

of radio merchandise from your
list of approved products. Since
adopting this policy we have

ards.
Ever since radio became

In July we bought $50.000 worth

never had a single complaint
from a customer.
R. W. Cameron & Co., Inc.,
New York City & Australasia
The Dealer says:

a commercial factor, the
Institute has tested radio

Will you please mail us a list
of approved products 1 This is

sets,batteries,speakers, etc.

benefit of your investigations.

First-to insure editori-

al accuracy.

Second-to enable us to

guarantee the products
advertised in POPULAR
SCIENCE.

The Institute's Buying

Guide of Approved Prod-

the operating
merits of various vacuum tubes

very valuable for any dealer.
Thank you for allowing us the
John Wanamaker Store
New York
And the Consumer:

My location is a difficult one.
I must spend around $150 for a

set to get results. I am at loss as

to the set to buy. Please send me
list of approved products.
Fred N. Meyer, Agency Cashier,
The Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance Company of Philadelphia
Topeko, Kan., Branch

influences millions of dol-

lars in radio purchases. It

stands as a disinterested
"third party" which has
the facts.

Out of the confusion

of conflicting claims, the
POPULAR SCIENCE Seal of
Approval stands for "test-

ed and found O. K." in

the minds of hundreds of
thousands. They buy with
confidence.
Dealers: Our Free Dealer
Service keeps you posted on
the radio equipment approved

by the Institute. Or consult the
advertising pages in POPULAR
SCIENCE MONTHLY.

POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY

300.000"interested" men

25? every
month for the practical
information contained
in the editorial and adreaders pay

vertising pages of Pop-

ular Science Monthly.

250 Fourth Ave., NewYork City

111unlnbticilef"
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RADIO IS BETTER WITH BATTERY POWER

Eveready Layerbilt
"B" Battery No.
486,

the

Heavy -

Duty battery that

should be specified
for all loud -speaker
sets.

The Layerbilt
patented construction revealed. Each
layer a an elec-

trical cell, making automatic
contact with its
neighbors.

.Are you using the wrong size batteries ?
IT IS well worth your while to

answer this questionBecause many radio users
are connecting the smaller

Light -Duty "B" batteries to

loud -speaker sets, when all

such sets require the Heavy Duty size that lasts much
longer;

Because batteries misused
in this way may lead them to
think that batteries are not the
best source of "B" power,
whereas :
1. Well -made dry cell "B" bat-

teries of the right size (HeavyDuty for loud -speaker sets) offer

the best source of "B" power

The

air

is

supply for all receivers operated
at normal voltages. Batteries are
superior in reliability, lower first
cost, operating economy, quality
of reproduction, and general satisfaction. Radio is better with
Battery Power.

2. Of all Heavy -Duty batteries, the Eveready Layerbilt

"B" Battery No. 486 is the longest -lasting; it is the most eco-

nomical source of "B" current
on the market today, and is required by the vast majority of
present receivers.
Your customers

are not
getting the best in radio unless

they use batteries, and they
are not getting the best in

full

of

batteries unless you sell them
the Eveready Layerbilt. Sell
this battery and you gain not
only the immediate cash profit,

but you also increase your
good -will. Order the Eveready

Layerbilt from your jobber.
NATIONAL CARBON CO., INc.
New York
Atlanta

San Francisco
Chicago

Kansas City

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

Tuesday night is Eveready Hour NightP. M., Eastern Standard rime
WEAr-New York
WJAR-Providence
WEFT -Boston

wri-Philadelphia
WGR-Buffalo

wcAE-Pittsburgh
WSAI-Cincinnati
wrAM-Cleveland

wwJ-Detroit

wcH-Chicago

things you shouldn't

woc-Davenport
wcco Minneapolis
St. Paul
xso-St. Louis
wac-Washington
wcv-Schenectady
WHAS-Louisville

wss-Atlanta

wsw-Nashville
yaw -Memphis

miss
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"We were Tracing 0Cindbergh's Course on Our Symphonic
globe 0Coudspeaker as the reports of his progress came through!"
'THAT'S the sort of thing you can do with this loudspeaker. It's a genuine, accurate, full-sized library

Globe-a superlatively efficient loudspeaker --in one.
The Globe form, being an integral part of its design permits the full range of reproduction in balanced harmony-no

blurring or roaring of bass notes-no rattling of trebles.
It will out perform, on comparative test, any speaker in
its price class.

And the Globe is hinged at the center so that, by tilting

back or closing the top, the volume of sound can be
modulated as desired -a feature possessed by no other

loudspeaker. Beautifully colored and finished, mounted

on a bronze pedestal, it is a good looking addition to

library or living room.
And its price is little more than the cost of the
Globe alone. Complete with 20 feet of cord

3500

Distributed only through recognized wholesale channels. Inquiries from good distributors will receive prompt and full roof's OM.

SYMPHONIC SALES CORPORATION
Dept. R.

370 Seventh Avenue

New York

AT THE R. M. A. SHOW
Chicago, June 13-18

We welcome our friends in the trade

to OUR SUITE

STEVENS HOTEL

onle

GLOBE

SPEAKER

14

Sparton's rank among the leaders of

the radio industry is easily understood when Sparton's quarter -century of achievement in other fields*
is remembered. Without this foundation such recognition would have

come none the less surely, for

Sparton Radio is the most advanced
expression of Radio science and of
electrical and cabinet craftsmanship.
Sparton models range from the superlative 110 A.C.", a light socket
receiver requiring no batteries of any

kind-to battery operated sets of
outstanding performance.
*Spartan Motor Horns

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

Like a Rare old `Violin ---7Vch L14brdnt-Soul-S'tirring

SPARTON RADIO
"The Pathfinder of the Air"

The Sparks-Withington Company, Jackson, Michigan, U. S. A.
Pioneers of Light -Socket Radio without batteries of any kind

(107)

lni)intl.

How Bakelite protects your profits
no other material possesses all

BECAUSE of the complete
satisfaction that they give,
Bakelite equipped radio sets and
parts have a way of staying sold.
You keep the profit on the sales

of the advantages inherent

in

Bakelite.

When you sell Bakelite equipped
sets and Bakelite panels and parts,
you are making an investment in

that you make, and don't lose it in
paying for service calls nor in ex-

customer satisfaction and good
will, and are at the same time pro-

changes.

tecting your profits in a way that
looks well on the balance sheet at
the end of each month. Write for

Year after year Bakelite holds its
place as the standard radio insulation, because radio manufacturers

Booklet No. 39, "Bakelite in
Radio."

have discovered by experience that

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

Chicago Office, 635 W. 22nd St.

BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA, LTD., 163 Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontario

REGISTERED

f".-."..)

U. S. PAT. OFF.

THE MATERIAL OF 00 A THOUSAND USES
''The registered Trade Mark and Symbol shown above may be used only on products nude from material.
manufactured by Bakelite Corporation. Under the capital "B" is the numerical sign for infinity. or unlimited,
quantity It symbolizes the infinite number of present and future uses of Bakelite Corporation's product.^`

s
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Radio's Ontstandin

Profit Maker

(110`

ce.

for 1927o192S
RADIO merchants fortunate enough to secure a
Fada Franchise will find the new Fada Special
a source of profit and tremendous word-of-mouth
advertising. No service nightmare follows the sale
of a Fada. The unprecedented VALUE this new
Fada product offers will put sales resistance down

for the count ! Here is Harmonated Reception
within reach of all-quality at a price.

Radio

F. A. D. ANDREA, Inc., 15b1 Je-rome Ave., New York City

The FADA SPECIAL
Six tubes-three stages of radio frequency-detector-two stages of auto frequency. Equalized amplification. Solid pressed -steel chassis. Shielded
two -dial control. Extremely low current drain on batteries.
Prices slightly higher West of the Rockies

$95

Complete Fada line can be seen at Booth 80, Radio Manufacturers Association ShowJune 13 to 17-and at our Display Rooms, 2619 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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Backed by

pow

Sales -Building National Advertising
Dealers: Get in touch with us direct for

The Stewart line shown on the following
pages
.

.

.

complete details of the Stewart line and plan.

backed by Stewart advertising
offers you a remarkable opportunity.
.

.

.

a
The outstanding "A" eliminator
wonderful "B" and an "AB" which we believe is the highest development in radio
.

.

.

socket power units . head a line which
seems destined to lead during the 1927-28
.

.

Powerful . . full page advertising . . in
Saturday
carefully selected magazines
.

.

.

.

Evening Post ... American ... Liberty ..

sales policy.

The complete plan ... is yours ... for the
asking. Write ... wire ... now ... before

season.
.

Jobbers: Distribution in each territory will
be limited. Jobbers securing the Stewart
franchise will have the benefits of a thoroughly co-operative and highly protective

.

Stewart representation is placed elsewhere,
thereby giving your competitor a great advantage. Get the facts immediately.

Radio News
Popular Science Monthly .
.. Citizen's Radio Call Book. Telling the
world . . . building public confidence .
selling Stewart products . . . for you
.

.

.

.

.

STEWART BATTERY CO.
119-127 N. Peoria St., Chicago, Ill.
R. M. A. Show, space 56.
OWER
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The Most Advanced
Power Units

No Battery-No Tubes-No Acid
No Liquids-No Moving
Parts No Hum

-

-

Constant "A" power for any radio set regardless of
size. Attach a Stewart Electric "A" to any set ..
plug into a light socket
forget it. The power is

...

full
always there
long the set is used.

.

.

.

... reliable ... no matter how

"Best in all Creation for `A' Elimination"
Both "A" and "B" power are controlled automatically from the radio set switch when the Stewart
Electric "A" is used.
The Stewart Electric "A" requires no attention
no care ... no service from you. Small and compact
... fits all console set compartments.
Sales this summer will set new records for power
.

units. Profits will grow constantly

who pub his quick selling unit.

.

.

... for alert dealers

andjIiet
The Stewart
Electric "A -B"
A combination of the Stewart Elec-le

tric "A" with the Stewart "B" into."
one compact unit ... all controlled

automatically from the radio setae
switch. A complete power plant
.

.

.

the ideal unit for those whole

want to forget power supply
plug into any light socket
.

.
.

.

a

constant and permanent "A" and.
"B" power supply ... without care

or attention.

No battery, acids,

liquids, moving parts or noise.

"Best designed of the socket kind."...
Models to meet every requirement.

6 volt 50 -60 cycle model, List.
Price $63.00 (without tube for B.)

The Stewart "B"
A new, compact, attractive "B" socket power
`designed to overcome the usual disadvantages
ascribed to "B" power units.
Possesses outstanding new features:

11111111111

11%iiPrimary voltage control, preventing condenser

breakdowns and insuring perfect voltage regulation at all taps ... no paralyzing of tubes ..
three amplifier taps, 6712, 90 and power voltage. All binding posts and controls enclosed

a big factor in eliminating unnecessary

\service calls
Oversize parts
Perfect
regulation to number of tubes in radio set .. .
regulated, forget it. No acids, liquids or
`moving parts
noiseless in operation.
"Buy it for Quiet."
IIIIIIkoim The Stewart "B" uses either type B or BH
.

.

.

.

.

.

`once

.

.

.

tube. Models for any and- all types of radio
sets. 50-60 cycle model, List price $29.00
(without tube).

R11

aio

Need

These Make the Stewart Line
adio Power Units Most Complete

.-

The Stewart Super "A"

Stewart Duo -Rate "A" Unit

Something different in light socket "A" power ... new in principle ... will operate
any radio set. Automatically controlled from the radio set switch. No tubes, no

A heavy duty Stewart "A" Battery and a Stewart Tu -Rate Charger
... combined into one "A" socket power unit. Operates at 34 -ampere
trickle charge rate ... has 21/2 -ampere rate for occasional boosting
when set is used excessively. Equipped with automatic relay and
"B" receptacle so as to control both "A" and "B" power from radio
set switch. Four models. 6 volt 50-60 cycle mode', List price $27.50.

moving parts, no noise ... not a trickle charger combination.

It is a 21/2 -

ampere fully automatic charger of the dry solid rectifier type combined with a heavy
duty Stewart battery. It automatically restores exact amount of current used . .
no more, no less :.. charging starting the moment the radio set switch is turned off.

Stops automatically when battery is fully charged. Simple in design ... performance guaranteed. Four models. 6 volt 50-60 cycle model, List Price $34.50.

Stewart Hi -Rate Automatic "A"
Charger
A 21/2 -ampere ... fully automatic ... dry solid

rectifier. No tubes, acids, liquids, moving
parts or noise. Needs no care or maintenance.
Connected to a good "A" battery ... this charger
becomes an automatic "A" socket power unit.

Equipped with "B" receptacle so as to control
both "A" and "B" power from radio set switch.
Charging starts when set is turned off ... stops
when battery is fully charged. Two models.
50-60 cycle model, List Price $19.00.

Stewart Tu -Rate "A"
Charger
A convertible charger . . . 3/4 ampere rate ... transformed ...
in a second ... to a 21/2 -ampere

charger. Dry solid type ... no
tubes, acids, liquids, moving
parts or noise. Requires no

maintenance or care. Small .. .
compact. Two models. List
Price 50-60 cycle model, $12.00.

Stewart Power Controller
Transforms any "A" battery and high
rate charger combination ... with "B"
power unit ... into an automatic light
socket power unit, controlled from
radio set switch. Charging starts the
moment radio set switch is turned off
stops automatically when battery
is fully charged. Six and four -volt
models. List Price $7.50.

Stewart "A" Storage
Batteries
Heavy duty type ... a real leader ... improved
radio terminals ... heavy connectors ... extra
strong composition case, equipped with bail
.
.
handle. Plates uniform, machine pasted
.

formed hard for long life ... porous for maximum
capacity and constant flow of current. All sizes
... 40 amperes to 160 amperes ... correctly rated
on the straight one -ampere continuous discharge

rate. Guaranteed fully ... highest quality ..
moderate prices.

Stewart Full Automatic
Radio Power Switch
Operates any trickle charger battery combination and "B '
power unit . .. automatically
from the radio set switch. Six

and four -volt models.

List

Price $3.50.

STEWART BATTERY Co., 119-127 North Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill.
Prices slightly higher West of Rockies
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Metal in Radio
The demand and uses for metal in
radio construction today are growing
by leaps and bounds. The public is
asking for better shielding, better tonal
qualities, more beauty, more refinements and greater efficiency. In short,

it wants better radio, at no additional
Hence metal is taking a new
recognized place in the radio industry,
cost.

and is

leading the way to real imbigger sales and more

provements,
profits.

The Van Doorn Company is today at
the

peak of 34 years of

successful

metal forming and finishing. We have
worked with the pioneers in overcoming difficulties, and have kept a step
ahead of the modern steel working industries on all products when the finish has as much importance as the

forming. When we say "any metal,
any form, any finish," we mean just
that. It is our ability to beautifully

ereDee

reproduce any color or collection of
colors on metal-to reproduce what is

.E,W*

given to us or suggested.

The Vee Dee line-up offers

The Vee Dee Line
includes-

the industry as near complete housing as has

ever been available from our source,
and at prices much below those ever
before offered. We bring to the manufacturer front panels, sub -panels or
chassis, cabinets, unit stage shielding
boxes, power pack housings or anything of like character. We are able
to handle the needs of leading kit receiver and power pack manufacturers,

and to work with them in the distribution and marketing.

Adjustable Stock Chassis (6
standard sizes).
Stock

Panels
sized .

No.

(6

standard

250 Cabinet.

251
Cabinet (Adjust
ablel.
Power Park Housings.
SC -2 Assembly Unit.
Kit. Panels.

No.

Special

Panels

-

for Manufac

Curer.

The stealers and jobbers will find in the
Vee Dee line an increasing source of profit
and satisfaction. It enables them to offer

an assembly that has appearance and construetion value equal to a completely manufactured receiver-front, sub -panel and
cabinet. at prices much lower than ever
before offered. They will have our full cooperation in cuts for catalogs, national advertising. cit-enlars, and any service that is

Special Chassis for Manato
turer.

Special

Stage

Manufacturer.

Shields

for

Special Cabinets for Manufacturer.
Authorized Dealer
Display
Signs.
I Metal Art Reproductions

withiti reason.

Our unusually large plant facilities enable us to handle an
unlimited volume-to assure prompt deliveries and exceedingly attractive terms.
We invite correspondence on your problems.

THE VAN DOORN COMPANY
160

Panels.

Stock

NO. LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO. II -I,.
Factories at Quincy, Illinois

ee

Metal
Form
ant Finish

up to and including
colors.I

15

-
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And you CAN sell them the
Hyatt Portable 6
Your

potential

customers

want

modern radio-they want dependable
music with convenience. They demand tone quality, selectivity-and a
set that is harmoniously beautiful
without costing a fortune.
The Hyatt Portable 6 has these advantages. It is a beautifully made
compact radio that weighs but 28 lbs.
completely equipped, and is suitable
anywhere because of its selectivity

and clear reception-its quality and
attractiveness. 6 tubes-single dial
control-loop aerial-built-in loud
speaker. Can easily be taken anywhere.

Ideal for the homes where live children or invalids-the homes that could

use and need another radio set that
can quickly be transported to any
room in the house. Offers you a resale opportunity with less resistance.

Model A
Without Accessories $9

Fully Tested
Dealers and jobbers have found
the Hyatt Portable lives up to
its reputat'on. It has actually
out-performeI many big sets
tinder exacting tests.

But Remember This
Air conditions govern radio

5.00

Brown leatherette covered cabinet,

wide, 111 in. high, 9! in. deep.

15

in.

The
Loop Panel is embossed in relief, making
it very striking and very attractive.
Demonstrations of the Hyatt in homes
result in Sales.

reception.

Electrical interference prevents

clear ratio reception when the
Hyatt Portable fails to bring in
a station.
The reception produced from more powerful receivers amplifies the interference
as well as the broadcast. Who
wants

to

listen

IE ILIE (C111 - 1R II (C
836 N. WELLS STREET

to

amplified

static combined with music?
Write or wire for details.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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CONE
SPEAKERS
- - that

will

Create
Sales

The Syllan
Frusto-cone
Model F.

The Sylfan Frusto-Cone Speaker, with its new and novel

features not incorporated in any other speaker will
revolutionize your customers' ideas of what to expect

from a cone speaker. Regardless of their present
speaker they will be interested in the Sylfan Frusto
Speaker which is adjustable for either high or low pitch
reception. Its four color floral design also makes it an
ornament to any room.

Backing up this "brand new" cone are the well established Enchanter Model H and Model G cone speakers.
The quality of reproduction and tone range of these
cone

speakers

have made

them

real

PROFIT

BUILDERS.
Dealers and jobbers who are interested in profits from
cone speakers should communicate with us immediately.

BAKER -SMITH
COMPANY
CHRONICLE BUILDING:
SAN FRANCISCO

National Distributors

The Enchanter
Model H.

The Enchanter
Model G.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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`N ne out of Ten will Buy It!
HOW them this speaker, let them hear itnine out of ten will buy everytime and place
large advance orders-In fact each year the demand for SONOCHORDE has always far exceeded production.

SONOCHORDE Junior offers faithful reproduction. Silk front, protected back, easy adjustment
and mahogany semi -gloss finished metal frame, at
the nominal price of $15.00. All the predomi-

nating features that have made the name

SONOCHORDE famous for QUALITY.
Write for full details, illustrated circulars, etc.

BOUDETTE MFG. CO., Chelsea, Mass.

gis

Model A-2,.larger of
course, offers slightly
more volume and is
more decorative. Performs equally well on
all receivers, including power sets.

Masterpiece in
acoustics.

A
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organízeitúrn
announces a
perfected resistor
This Resistor was not an accident-it is the result of
painstaking research. Radio and Electrical Engineers
wrote the specifications for this Resistor and we not
only met their most exacting demands, but in many
instances exceeded them.

Following are three outstanding features, with the
advantages incident to each feature given in detail;

1. HOMOGENEOUS BODY RESISTOR:
(a) Unusually large overload capacity.
(b) Absolutely noiseless.
(c) Stable, Mechanically and Electrically (does
not change in resistance with time).
(d) Great mechanical strength.

2. CAPS SOLDERED TO RESISTOR BODY;
(a) Perfect electrical contact between Cap and

Manufacturers

Write us now for
prices and samples for
laboratory tests before
you decide on any resistor for this season's
requirements.

Resistor.

(b) Great mechanical strength where Cap joins
Resistor.

3. FUSED REFRACTORY RESISTOR
SHELL;
(a) High insulating qualities or dielectric strength.

(b) Moisture proof.
(c) Positive protection against abrasion.

This organization is entirely devoted to the manufacture of electrical resistance units and their accessories,
specializing in the production of non-metallic electric
heating elements for use in heating appliances and high
temperature industrial electric furnaces.
We Solicit Your Enquiries

RESISTOR
AMERICAN RESISTOR CORPORATION
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSON
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Greatest Radio Enjoyment
with a Rola Cone Speaker
MANY leading radio dealers are now demonstrating receiving sets
exclusively with the new, improved Rola Cone Speaker.
They realize that quality of reproduction is the greatest factor in making radio sales.

Quality Reproduction

The quality of reproduction afforded by the
new Rola Cone is decidedly superior both
in tone and articulation to anything known

in radio engineering. Rola quality is in stantly apparent on all sets, irrespective of
make, type of tubes, or circuit used.

Customer Satisfaction
A comparatively inexpensive set with Rola
Cone reproduction, gives satisfaction that

heretofore was possible
highest -priced sets.

only

with

the

An Artistic Instrument
The Rola Cone Speaker is sturdily built,
artistically designed, and beautifully fin-

ished in rubbed walnut. It is a beautiful
addition to the finest living or drawing room.

Pedestal type, with 20 -foot cord, $32.50; table type, $28.50
/Write today for information on the Rola line, and the Rola plan
for helping you sell Rola Cone Speakers.

1

Ol`d

CON E
SPEAKERS

Manufactured by

THE ROLA COMPANY
Oakland, California
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Meet Every Public Demand
with

6 LINE
2
1n

in ONE

PREMIER
ONE DIAL

Instantly convertible to two-dial-no
wiring changes necessary.

Dealers meet both demands with
minimum stock investment.

Features and Specifications
One Dial-Convertible to 2 dial in 30 seconds-no wiring changed.
One Control-Battery and volume from loud speaker is handled with one control.
Hook-up -Tuned Radio Frequency -6 tube -3 Radio, Detector and two transformer coupled audio.

Power Tube-May be used.
Special Detector-Also provided for.

Light Socket Operation-All standard "A" and "B" Power Packs for direct operation off of lighting
circuit can be used.

Aerial or Loop-Provision is made for use of either.

Chassis is Self-Contained-Every moving part mounted on steel front panel. Bracket supports
sub -base, assuring extreme rigidity. Everything stays put.
Selectivity-One dial handles congested broadcasting without interference. Judge for yourself.
Volume-Comparable with any set made.
Tone Quality-Positively unsurpassed by any set made regardless of the n..iker. Dealers must

prove for themselves our statements of selectivity, volume and tone quality under our merchandising plan.

Merchandising Policy

We sell direct to all responsible dealers who meet our requirements, full details of which will be

furnished on request.
We believe every dealer is interested in purchasing a quality receiving set direct from the manufacturer
at a price which permits him to build up a real service department, and leave him a profit besides.
Every dealer must know and be made to understand that servicing a radio set after it has been sold
and installed, is the one prime factor that governs his success in building a permanent business. Unless a
dealer realizes this fact and organizes his service department on an efficient basis, he is not going to succeed.
Premier's Radio Chassis and Complete Receiving Sets are quality throughout, and every dealer must
sell himself on this quality before he can avail himself of our liberal dealer arrangement whi^h provides a
flat low price on one or more chassis or complete sets without the customary binding quantity contract.
W e manufacture from the raw material to the finished product, every component part of our receiver.
We are one of the few who do; and with our policy of selling direct to the dealer, we are able to make prices
which leave their required margin of profit, after their expense of operating a service department, that
really means something, have been deducted.

Get our liberal proposition at once. If you come to the Show June 13, don't leave Chicago
without seeing this Premier "Six -in -Line" plus "Two -in -One" getting full details of our Merchandising Plan.

IfJOBBERS AND DEALERS: We will supply you with Premier Chassis

for installation in cabinets trade -marked with your own name. Why
not build your own "Good Will" (when you have the Sales Expense)
with this high quality product.

One of the many available
models of complete receivers.

PRJMIEft ELEVTÜIV J1IMPANY 3802 RavenswoodTelephone: Ave., ChicaGracelandgo,0486 Illinois
P:Rf.
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announces
New Socket Power Device
AS active participants in the radio field, we have
watched with great interest and with complete
understanding the steps that have been taken toward the
production of a combination "AB" socket power unit.

Until the present we have felt that no device had yet
been produced that was sufficiently practical to assure its
commercial success.

It is, therefore, with a great deal of pleasure that in
this, the fortieth year of our storage battery manufacturing experience and the thirtieth of furnishing batteries for
radio installations, we are able to announce the production of a combination "AB" socket power unit which we
confidently believe will meet with exceptional success.
The unit with its patented features, will be placed upon
the market in ample time for the Radio Season of 1927-28,

and will measure up in every respect, to the high standards of quality and dependability that have always been
associated with the name " Exide."
If you as a wholesaler or retailer are interested in selling this latest practical development of the socket power
unit, please get in touch with our nearest Factory Branch.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FACTORY BRANCHES
ATLANTA

Peachtree and Baker Sts.
BOSTON
100 Ashford Street
CHICAGO
613 Marquette Building
CINCINNATI
1142 Sycamore Street
CLEVELAND
Chester Ave. and E. 24th St.
DENVER
1420.24 Wazee Street

DETROIT
8051 W. Chicago Boulevard
KANSAS CITY
129 Belmont Boulevard
MINNEAPOLIS
3 North 15th Street
NEW YORK
23-31 West 43d Street
PHILADELPHIA
1955 Hunting Park Avenue

PITTSBURGH
Union Trust Building
ROCHESTER
642 Plymouth Avenue, South
SAN FRANCISCO
6150 Third Street
SEATTLE
1041 Railroad Avenue, South
ST. LOUIS
1058 S. Vandeventer Avenue
WASHINGTON
1823-33 L. St. N. W.

2fl
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after nine years' research

Prof. P. G. Andres
produced this long
compensated exponential

aircolumn-

Qt

1

"

""

TEMPLE

DRUM
SPEAKER,
UNEQUALED TONE QUALITY
Have you ever listened to the playing of a
large organ in a beautiful cathedral? If you
have, your greatest impression has been the
purity of tone, the soft murmur of the bass
notes, and the mellow beauty up the scale.
When listening to a classical piece transmitted throughtheTempleDrumSpeaker,no
matter how fine or meager your surroundings,
you would imagine yourself in such an atmosPriced at $2g.00.

phere-for nothing is lost in this fine instrument throughout the entire musical scale.
The Temple is not just "another speaker," it
is not a cone, but rather a unique musical in strument of the long compensated exponen tial aircolumn design, coordinated with a recently developed unit and built to precision
with acoustical qualities of an unusual char -

acter. Write for special dealer proposition.

West of the Rockies, $32.00.

TEMPLE, Inc., 213 S. Peoria Street, Chicago
Sales Offices in All Leading Cities

LEADERS IN SPEAKER DESIGN
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BOSWORTH
Absolutely no extras are required

1. Completely electric. Built-in power pack provides A. B. and C. Supply. No liquids or liquid

Bosworth Electric is an A -C set

2.

A Real A -C Set
to operate this Bosworth Electric. All you need is the floor
plug, and a loud speaker. The

in every sense of the term-

built

according

to precision

standards as all Bosworth sets
in the past have been.

substitute.

New A. C. tubes in radio and audio amplifier.

3. First audio tube on 100 volts B with 6 volts C,

and second audio on 180 volts B and 40 volts C,
gives real power amplification with corresponding
perfect tone.

4.
5.

One rectifier tube operates the entire set.

The set will take care of line voltage fluctuations
from 90 to 130 volts.

6. The new A. C. tubes have 201-A characteristics

in volume and efficiency, and avoid the usual

necessity of using 199 tubes in a moderately priced
A. C. set.

7. Radio circuit is two stages tuned radio, detector,
and two stages transformer coupled power audio.

8. The set continues the use of Bosworth standard
two -dial single -control tuning.

9. Tandem condensers are balanced at 9 points on
tuning scale from 0 to 100, and coils and condensers
are matched to within 1-10 of 1% of total accuracy.
This accuracy is ten times that of radio industry

standards, which usually allow errors of plus or
A Handsome Table to match

minus 1% between adjacent coils and condensers.

And here's the Bosworth table on which the
Bosworth Electric can be placed in the living

10. The set is exceedingly compact and handsome.
1 1. It contains a built-in speaker filter.
12. The list is only $175.00. There is nothing

room.

These two-the Electric set and the

table-make a combination that is hard to beat.

Write for Interesting Booklet...

else to buy except tubes and a loud speaker.

All the information you'll want about the set
is contained in

a booklet-"The Bosworth

Electric." Write for your copy.

The Bosworth Electric Manufacturing Company
3754 Montgomery Ave.

Cincinnati, Ohio
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.Announcement
And Now

A New BARITONE
Sings bass and tenor too
The bass is not presented at the expense of the
high notes. Heretofore, a loud speaker has been
efficient on high notes, on the middle register

pitches or on bass sounds only.
20" BARITONE CONE
SPEAKER

Sizes 9 to 36 inches
Tripod, Console and
Wall Types

The new

Baritone is the first to be efficient throughout
the entire audible range. At last you may hear
statuesque round notes.
This is accomplished by means of a new amplifying system actuated by the reliable Baritone
unit.
Remember what it means to have a speaker that
is efficient on all pitches.
Remember the

partials and overtones that are the soul and
passion of music and remember that these are
not all placed at just one point in the scales.
They wander up and down as fancy flies and
the new Baritone keeps pace with them.
We'd like to have manufacturers, dealers, jobbers and the radio public be fair enough with
themselves to give our new product a test and
give themselves a treat by listening to natural

and genuine radio reception with perfect
amplification over the entire audible range.
BARITONE HORN UNIT

Don't fail to see our exhibit at the R. M. A.
Trade Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Booth
41-B.

Write for further details.

BARITONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
844 West Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO, ILL.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllllulllllllllllll
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KENNEDY ROYAL SEVEN eSt, SPINET TYPE

C...eONSISTENT, faithful adherence to quality ideals has earned

for Colin B. Kennedy Receivers a nation-wide reputation
that has become almost a tradition.

Recognizing the responsiblity of maintaining this reputation,
Colin B. Kennedy, Incorporated, is constantly striving to pro-

duce only the better types of radio
Quality, rather than quantity production, is its guiding principle.

The greatest assurance to both radio dealers and consumers
alike lies in the fact that the present Kennedy organization is
again under the personal control and direction of its original
founder.
The Kennedy Receiver illustrated is the Royal Seven, Spinet
Type -a one -control, 7 -tube Receiver with 4 stages of individually tuned radio frequency, detector, 2 audio stages. List,
without accessories, $220. Other models, priced as low as $90.

Kennedy also offers: "A" Automatic -socket Power Unit, Type A-600
"B" Socket
Power Unit, up to i8o volts, fixed resistance, Type B-i8o > > "A" Battery -charger,
2 Amp., Type C -1o2 > > Automatic "A" and "B" Power Switch, Type R-151.
>

COLIN B. KENNEDY, INC.

3821 LACLEDE

SAINT LOUIS

KEN N [DY
Dhe .oyccy

f Jadio

You are cordially invited to visit our display at
The Blackstone Hotel, June 13 to 17.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Some Team !
Radio for winter sale-Peerless Fans for summer-a team which swings
business along the year around.
You who have wept over the summer slump know that it is difficult to get
people to buy radio in volume enough to even meet expenses. But expenses

are always with you. Rent demands payment even though stores are
empty and windows worthless. Sales force-whether you are jobber or
dealer-burns up reserves without opportunity to produce revenue.
But Peerless Fans-they sell best when radio sells poorest. Ole Sol may
strangle radio sales, but he is the best salesman in the world for Peerless
Fans.
Use Peerless Fans to fill in the summer months and turn red ink into black.

Radio salesman-radio stores can move them in volume without extra

training.

Silent-powerful-durable motor-reliable oscillating mechagismmoderate price-good profit-the Peerless Fan sells on sheer merit.
Write for complete information-get ready to lick that summer slump.

THE PEERLESS ELECTRIC COMPANY, WARREN, OHIO

33
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If you don't hear me-

it's your fault.
H. BOBKER

i4

to the whole

worl!/

This year SUPERTRON gains three years ahead
of them all-by adding to its good quality a New
Departure by a chemical process-It's a chemical
application inside the tube-It's an unseen virtue.
A decided improvement for "clarity, volume,
longer life-and good readings, too-

Supertron can not improve its construction-you

will concede that on sight-so it improved the
quality you'll never know unless you try them.
No matter whose tubes you are selling-no matter

whose tubes you expect to sell-even Supertron
as was-no matter what you think of anybody's
tubes, good, bad or indifferent, we say Try
Supertrons.

For the sake of your family-for your own sakefor the sake of your business, your customers and
your profits-by all means Try the New Departure
Supertrons by a chemical process.

Come on all good jobbers and manufacturers-ask
for as many samples as you like with a privilege to

return the goods-Competitive tube makers are
also welcome-yes the whole world. Dealers
should insist on a similar proof through their
jobbers-Do it now.
A complete line all types including
the Supertheon Rectifier-an 85 mil.
gas filled tube.

SUPERTRON MFG. CO., INC.
Hoboken, N. J.
And then we will tell you about the
Cage Antenna-By Supertron. What a

Export Dept. -220 B'way, N.Y.C.

surprise you're going to get-and a
good profit, too.
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Balkite has it
The radio trade has always expected that when any
very spectacular advance was made in the radio

power field, Balkite-the leader-would make it.
First noiseless battery charging. Then successful
light socket "B" power. Then trickle charging.
Balkite has always had what the trade needed at the
right time. And now Balkite has it again. At the

R.M.A.TRADE SHOW
Stevens Hotel, Chicago
June 13th to 17th
Balkite will show the greatest development ever
announced by a radio power unit manufacturer.

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
North Chicago, Ill.

Balkite
Radio Power Units
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Goodbye Batteries
and all other external power accessories
ABSOLUTELY ELECTRIC-no "masked batteries" or hidden
eliminators. SLEEPER ELECTRIC RADIO iS Electric-not merely electrified. It has no external power units, cans or disguised troublemakers.
Simple, powerful, dependable-Sell SLEEPER ELECTRIC sets to hundreds
of families waiting for freedom from batteries.

To proven superiority in fundamentals of tone, quality, simplicity of control, fine selectivity and
THE SCOUT: Lowest priced proven dependable
full -electric set available. Table model, attractive mottled walnut -finished panel, two -toned
polished cabinet and knobs, Adam brown

Die-cast construction, 5 tube chassis,
lincluding power tube). Superb, natural tone
quality, powerful. Sells on demonstration.
Size 35x11x11. List Price $160
finish.

long range power, Sleeper now
adds electric operation from
house current, doing away with
all batteries.
1. No A, B or C batteries. (Complete
battery elimination.)
2. Works direct from 110 volt A.C.
house current.
3. Free from hum.

THE CONSOLETTE makes a brilliant appeal
to the women who want fine furniture. Designed by America's foremost interior decorator. Polychrome, highlight finish. Butt -walnut top. mottled walnut finished panel. A gem
in appearance, performance and tone quality.
Same superior chassis as in Scout model.
Size 26x14x10
List Price $175

4. Adjustment to compensate for

line voltage changes.
5. Big reserve factors-two 216-B
rectifier tubes giving 50% greater
capacity than needed insures long
life.
6. Develops 180 volts for power tube,

insuring rich full tone with big
volume.

7. Hinged panel for easy access and
display of interior.
8. Simple two control tuning.
9. Calibrated wave length scales.
10. Reduction vernier condenser drives

11. Non-microphonic - cushioned
detector socket.

12. Non -oscillating.
SCOUT CONSOLE. Combining all the features
of the Consolette but in a Heppelwhite design.

13. Brilliant performer.
14. Fully guaranteed.

its
From its electric self-winding clock to the
hand hammered, gold -rimmed panel,
SLEEPER ELECTRIC MONOTROL is the
ultimate in radio. Single control, six tube

Adds charm and distinctiveness to any room.
Beautiful butt -walnut finished console of fine
craftmanship. Will satisfy the most exacting
as to appearance and beauty of tone. Size 42x
16x40. List Price $235.

chassis-a set that will make a decided impression on anyone who sees or hears it. To
show it is to sell it. Size 42x16x40.
List Price $350

SLEEPER RADIO & MFG. CORPORATION
GORDON C. SLEEPER, Pres.

463 Washington Avenue

Long Island City

Stifper' Iii (t1'lC Radio
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There is a classic beauty
in SHAMROCK cabinets to
which no photograph can do
justice

...

There is a mechanical
perfection inherent in every
SHAMROCK set which no pic-

ture can express .. .

We invite you to check
these statements yourself.
The SHAMROCK booth at the

R. M. A. Trade Show is No.
146. SHAMROCK invites com-

parison.
Models from
:.. ....:..

X55

::....
:.
.
... :......:::......::.,:.:.:.
.. .. .. .... .
r::::::: ::..:::1}1::::.:..,::....::;:::.,:::
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to
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..

X250
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S]UIAMROCK
SETS
ZZ A D Z O

PIONEERS IN ONE DIAL CONTROL
SHAMROCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
195 WAVERLY AVENUE

NEWARK, N. J.
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or "fingers -end"

and instant contact
Supply Source on
KELLOGG RECEIVERS
SAMSON TRANSFORMERS
GOULD BATTERIES
FORMICA PANELS
ZETKA TUBES

and scores of
other wanted
Radio products,

- See your

/IJcCJraw-Hill
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4662 Sprint Grove Avenue, Cir,ciane
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Mohawk settles the question of
LAST year, with the best one -dial set in the
world, with cabinets and consoles of splendid
design, and with prices that established unbeatable values, Mohawk amazed the radio world,
wiped out traditions, and began a spectacular

march to the front rank of the industry. This
year, with a set that has 24 major refinements
over last year's great set, with cabinets and consoles that completely eclipse the beauty of last
year's models, and with prices that definitely stop
competition, Mohawk settles the question of radio
leadership in 1927-28.

SEMINOLE SPANISH VARGEUÑO CONSOLE-A superbly
unusual Mohawk Creation. Complete in every detail of design, originality and construction. Dimensions:
45314 x 36 x 20 inches. List

.

$245

IROQUOIS CONSOLE - Rich walnut, hand rubbed, pia no- finish, duo-tone,with apron maple
spindle -carved, four turned legs, batterycompart-

ment with front removable panel, with built-in
patented pyramid loudspeaker with tastily designed Burgundy red silk -backed grill, with set
compartment accommodating Mohawk inter-

changeable battery or electric Drawer Unit.
Dimensions: 473/4 x 231/2 x 151/2 inches.
List

$120

Building Them Better

Pricing Them Lower

Selling Them Faster

HIAWATHA CONSOLE-Pier creation. Rich wa nut, nand -rubbed

piano -finish, duo -tone, hand -carved Chippendale leg: trimmed in curly
maple, battery compartment with front -removable panel, with befit -in
patented pyramid loudspeaker, with tastily designed >urgundy real silk backed grill, with set compartment accommodatir£ Mohawk interchangeable battery or electric Drawer Unit. Dimensions: to x 1 ' x 14
$150
inches. List

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Radio Leadership in 1927.28
SETTLE the same question in your locality.

Dominate your market with the mighty
Mohawk line. Cash in on the tremendous merchandising value of the exclusive Mohawk interchangeable drawer set. Share the success that
was enjoyed last year by every Mohawk distributor and dealer that pushed the line and used
the support we gave without stint. Write today
for the story of the most definitely valuable franchise in the industry.

MOHAWK CORPORATION OF ILLINOIS
Established 1920-Independently Organized in 1924

2211 Diversey at Logan Boulevard, Chicago

PA WNFE CONSOLETTE - Rich walnut,
hand -rubbed, piano -finish, duo -tone, with

apron maple, spindle -carved, four turned legs,

battery compartment with front removable
panel but
speaker compartment

iiispeaker, with set compartment accommodating

Mohawk interchangeable battery or electric
Drawer Unit. Dimensions: 38%x 19íx 131/4
inches. List
$85

CHEROKEE TABLE CABINET-Rich walnut,
hand -rubbed, piano -finish, duo -tone with maple
overlay on end pilasters. Full piano -hinged. Dimensions: 171/4 x 12 x 101/2 inches. List

.

.

.

$65

CORTES CONSOLE-Castilian strut -legged creation. Rich walnut,

hand -ruled, piano -finish, duo -tone, four to-oed strut legs, with hand wrought iron p ,lychrome-finished center stretcher, battery compartment

with front -removable panel, with built in patented pyramid Loudsperker, 4idin, disappearing type arm rasa receding. Castilian -designed, B-irgurdy red silk - backed grill, Console trimmed with curly

maple. wi-h in risible type hinges, with set compartment accommodating Mohc-vk interchangeable ha-tery or electric Drawer Unit. Dimensions: 48% x 24x 15% inches. List
$185

MOHAWK
CORPORATION
OF ILLINOIS
Established 1920
Independently Organized
in 1924
CHICAGO
-

CHIPPEWA-The famous radio -history making
Chippewa. The standard One -Dial Radio Console.
The favorite, fast-moving seller of the wide-awake,
piug'eaiive radio dealer. List
$110
Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies and

in Canada
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You'll get excited, too,/
All who hear the new Spartan Speaker become more than enthusiastic,-they get excited. The beautiful full-bodied tone that issues
from this speaker is something that so far as we have been able to
learn has never been duplicated in the acoustic field.

The secret of this new Spartan Speaker centers around a unique
diaphragm developed and patented by our engineers for which we
have designed a new non-adjustable Spartan Cone unit to operate
with maximum efficiency in combination with this diaphragm. The
new Spartan Speaker is a complete departure. It will stand power
amplification without distortion and surpasses by far anything that
has ever been developed in the loud speaker field.

You will have an opportunity to see and hear this new discovery at
the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, June 13th to 18th during the R.M.A.

Trade Show-and you'll get excited, too!

spartan

new-- Speaker

SPARTAN ELECTRIC CORPORATION
350 West 34th Street, New York City

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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strikes a new NOTE in

To meet TODAY'S merchandising conditions
1. Eleven models, many offering all the following
features, ranging in price from $45 to $1000.

7. Phonograph record electrical amplifying system
incorporated in receivers accommodates the

2. Table, floor and authentic period furniture models.
3. Cone and horn speakers meeting today's requirements.

8. Adequate national advertising and dealer sales

Splitdorf Bi-Radiophones* pickup.
helps.

4. Dual system of audio impedance amplification, 9. Splitdorf radio receivers manufactured under
yielding surpassing quality of tone ranging from
license association with Radio Corp. of America,
16 to 10,000 cycles-entire range of audibility.
General Electric Co., Westinghouse Electric &
5. Hilograd system of radio frequency amplification
Manufacturing Co., and the American Telephone
yielding equal power over entire broadcast wave& Telegraph Co.
band.

Models on display June 13th to 18th inclusive at Radio Manufacturers

Association Trade Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago-our booth No. 83.
6. True single dial tuning and modulating controls.
Some valuable jobber territory still open-correspondence solicited

SPLITDORF
RADIO CORPORATION
Subsidiary of Splitdorf-Bethlehem Electrical Co.
Trade -mark

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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SCIENCE

Has Perfected
A 7sf ri)elovis

N1WCBATTERY
RCsÉR

9Ae A PCO
Automatic
A Charger

SCIENCE has accepted the challenge of
those who dared it to build the "Perfect Battery Charger" and now presents to
the radio public the APCO Automatic "A"
charger.

One plant could not accomplish this achievement alone. This Charger represents the
combined efforts of the Apco Mfg. Company
and a great manufacturer of electrical products whose trade name is a household word
throughout the world.

In the marvelous laboratories of the latter,
the rectifying units of this Charger were
developed and perfected with infinite and
painstaking care.

These are supplied to Apco under special
license agreement and Apco is proud to com-

bine them with its own automatic control
system and offer the complete unit as the
perfect Battery Charger to the waiting radio
world.

Features of the New Automatic
New principle of rectification by means of special
analysis copper discs in the transformer circuit.

Each disc coated on one side with an oxide of

great endurance.

Rectification occurs between disc and its own
oxide, eliminating the possibility of poor surface
contact, which would impair the life of the unit.

The radio set filament switch exercises complete
control. When the set is turned on the Charger
is automatically disconnected and the "B" Eliminator goes to work.

When the set switch is turned off the "B" Eliminator is disconnected and the Charger takes up
its task without being told, at a rate sufficient to
keep the battery always in proper condition.
The new APCO Automatic "A" Charger is for
use with regular six volt, three cell storage batteries of anywhere from 60 to 120 ampere hour
capacity.

Made for 110 volt, 60 cycle alternating current
Output, depending on battery condition, is

only.

from .75 to one amp. Price, $16.50.

APCO MFG. COMPANY
1334 Eddy Street
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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DUDLO
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Radio

foilseS

Insulated flexible leads carefully

spliced and anchored in coil.

Protecting wrapper as specified.

Tough, heavy tube insula
tion from core laminations.

Paper insulation

between every layer.

Coil impregnated throughout
and ends sealed with highest
grade insulating compound.

Secondary winding of
Dudlo enameled wire

II

II.

I

Special insulation between
primary and secondary.

/'.` jllü//..

_

Vü

`
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To simply look at the outside of a completed coil, it is hard to realize the watch -like
precision required in its manufacture. The above sectional view of a typical Dudlo Coil
illustrates its rugged construction.

The winding of radio coils has become a highly specialized line of manufacture, requiring
intricate machinery of special design and skilled operators trained by experts of long
experience.
Expert supervision and rigid inspection guarantee those unseen qualities such as full
number of turns, correct resistance, and insurance against short or open circuits.
These are some of the reasons why the great majority of all coils used in radio are of
Dudlo manufacture.

u

DUDLO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
56 EARL STREET
NEWARK, N. J.

160 NORTH LA SALLE STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

4153 BINGHAM AVE.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

274 BRANNAN ST.
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Ri,rl in Il l't N illllfl, .1 JUG
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West of the Rocky
Mountains, $30

Licensed under
Lektophone Patents

e
Stamp ofApproval
HEN Sandar, the new cone

price, x$27.50

speaker, was introduced some

other speaker of its size on the market-

W

months ago both dealers and fans all over
the country hailed it as a notable contri-

bution to refinement in radio reception

and immediately labeled it with the
stamp of enthusiastic approval.
Sandar richly deserves their favorable
verdict, for its perfect performance, distinctive design, and
remarkably low

- lower than that of any

have made it outstanding in

its field

and brought it substantial success.
Dealers everywhere have experienced
a steadily growing demand for Sandar
and have reordered from us frequently.
You too have the opportunity to cash
in on Sandar success, so write today

for terms and full
information.

5 PEAKER

SANDAR CORPORATION

Crescent Plaza Building

>

Long Island City, New York
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Play a Winner!
Raytheon
Type Charger
There long has been a demand for a charger that uses neither contacts, liquids or
bulbs. The Raytheon Mfg. Co. have cooperated with us in using their new "A"

Rectifier unit, and which is acclaimed as a revolutionary scientific achievement. Its
efficiency makes a most effective sales argument with the consumer.
In addition to this simple Charger described above, we are offering a type that is
placed in a slightly larger case and contains in addition, B Eliminator receptacle,

also voltage and automatic relays which shut off the charger on the A Battery

when set is turned on and also connects the B Eliminator. When set is turned off,
the A Battery is connected to Charger and when Battery is full, it automatically
stops. Simple in design and unfailing in operation.
Price without Relay $14.00
With Relay $20.00

HQN

H

Radio "A" Power

Trickle Booster
Possibly you won't recognize

Steady current al-

Charger in its new dress. It
is the same reliable charger
as heretofore, made beautiful

ways fr.m your
light socket-with
large reserve ca-

our TRICKLE BOOSTER
-contained in dark maroon
Duco, all metal case. Selective charging rate-% and 2

pacity. The Handy
"A" POWER unit
is

amperes controlled by toggle
switch in front.
We can also furnish a
Straight 2 ampere bulb
and

and

automatic

a

genuine

Willard 40 -ampere

identical with those
used in Raytheon typé
Charger, described
elsewhere in this
advertisement.

combination

BOOSTER Charger, automatic relay

charger equipped with voltage

a

TRICKLE
glass case storage
Price

$10.00

With Relay

Bulbs

4.00

battery of advanced
equipped
design,
with visib:e strength
gauge, showing reserve, also solution
level.

Price complete with bulb-$42.50

Deduct $2.50 for relay and $4.00 for bulb,
if not desired.

Remote Control Relay

'This little control switch DOES EVERYTHING to supply the
power to your Radio Receiver WHEN YOU WANT IT. It turns
on the Charger when you are thru listening and turns off the

eliminator. It shuts off the

charger just while you

HAN ó Y

Automatic and Remote Control Relay

Space does not permit us to illustrate this remarkable device. It
you get nothing thru the is incorporated as an integral unit in one of our Raytheon type and
speaker but what you bulb chargers. Can be furnished as a separate unit. Price, $8.00.
are listening to be sure

want.

ABC
Unit

e1II1VMINAT9R

Price
$5.00

We were not among the first to announce an A B C Power unit. The logical
assumption would be that it ought to be an easy proposition to combine a storage
battery charger and B Eliminator into one Unit. Quite the contrary. We have
been experimenting with an A B C Unit for the last two years and now we feel
the Handy is about as perfect a piece of apparatus of its type as can be made.
Send for literature and prices.
The products pictured are new Handy items. In addition to the
foregoing, we also manufacture the Handy TWIN BULB,
STRAIGHT "A," SIMULTANEOUS, and ULTRA Chargers. Also
two sizes of Garage type rectifiers, designated as the 6B and 15B.

INTERSTATE ELECTRIC COMPANY
of St. Louis.
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A Noteworthy Achievement!
For the first time in radio history there has been combined a really artistic and refined cabinet
and what is generally recognized as the most faithfully reproductive horn ever designed and built.
The whole is a compact and complete unit-a delight to the eye and to the ear as well.
Already, without any official announcement being made, this new and truly revolutionary line

has caused more comment, and created more interest than has ever been manifested, to our
knowledge, in any other development in radio furniture.
Grace is the predominating note in the cabinet design of both models particularly as evidenced
in the ideal proportions of one dimension to another. The larger
model has a majesty of bearing which is still further emphasized
by the simple elegance of its design. The smaller model is of
such shape and size that it is ideal for use as a table. The twenty
feet of cord furnished with either cabinet allows the owner to

position the Aston Reproducer where it best accords with his
preference as to room furnishing.
Both cabinets are equipped with the drum type horn which, in
the short time it has been on the market has established its right
to supremacy. Not only does it preserve the full richness of
the deep low tones, but the fine clear tones of the high notes are
equally faithful in reproduction.

Model "B" Aston Reproducer
is made of selected genuine Walnut plywood, finished in a rich shade of Chestnut
brown. Its outside measurement is 24 in.
wide, 14 in. deep, 37 in. high. Inside, the
depth is 12 in., the width to in., and the upper or battery compartment is 12 in.
in height. This affords ample room, as the interior view illustrates, for all
battery equipment required. In the lower compartment, as shown, is mounted
the horn of drum -type, with 75 inch air column, fitted with a full range precision built unit.

9.50
7
F.O.B. CHICAGO

In Antique Chestnut Brown Walnut, List Price $
Shipping weight no lbs. (average)

Model "A" Aston Reproducer

Note the generous space for battery
equipment. Front grill is easily removed
by a slight lifting and forward movement.

is made of selected genuine Walnut plywood, finished in a rich shade of Chestnut
brown. Size is 23 in. wide, 154 in. deep,
3o in. high. Within the cabinet is mounted a drum -type horn, with 75 inch air
column, fitted with a special, precision -built, full -range unit.

In Antique Chestnut Brown Walnut, List Price
Shipping Weight 75 lbs. (average)

Catalog of the entire line sent on request

$59.50

F.O.B. CHICAGO

PRODUCTS OF THE

STANDARD PIANO BENCH MFG. CO.

1221-27 West Lake Street

Chicago, Ill.

WILL BE SHOWN AND DEMONSTRATED AT R. M. A. SHOW, SPACE 28
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Ask Me Another
Qsíon

What 6 tube set ofknockout performance
sells for X39 so

Name the bes`

6 tube one dial

set at the show ?
What 6 tube receiver is a

real electric, elírínatin
all batteries ?
Electric with power unit $150.00

Name the four mos/
díhictíve console models

at the show ?
Standard Radio Corp.
WORCESTER , MASS.
BEN FINK- "Vice -/President Qeneral _Manager

$tandarcIijn e
Standardyne Exhibit-Room 445-A Stevens Hotel
Ask for Booklet "Standardyne Excellence"

Created by Bert Ennis-Al Hirschfeld
Coast to Coast Publicity Service
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éd lion'abinets
1927 DESK TYPES
(Exclusively Red Lion)

To fit Atwater Kent Models
35, 30 and 33. Retail, com-

plete with loud speaker at

$110, $120, $130, $140 and $150

(HE selection of Red Lions by Mr. Atwater Kent as standard
cabinet equipment should be sufficient evidence of their
beauty and acoustic qualities.
As a piece of furniture, a Red Lion Cabinet, with its soft -toned,
hand rubbed antique finish of highly figured veneers, will bear
comparison with the most expensive radio cabinets.
RED LION CABINET COMPANY RED LION PENNA

.
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uilt exclusively foi

_ATWATER KENT
NEW CONSOLE TYPES
To fit Atwater Kent Models
30 and 33. Retail, complete
with loud speaker at
$135 and $145

qgUE to its reasonable price range, we feel safe in predicting for

Red Lion an even greater popularity with the radio public

than it enjoyed last season. The builders of Red Lion Cabinets are
now completing their plans for an intensive advertising drive to
begin at the opening of the Fall buying season.
For full details address the nearest Atwater Kent distributor orRED LION CABINET COMPANY RED LION PENNA.
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ATWATER KENT
RADIO
than any other
More people want Atwater Kent Radio
than any other.

More people buy Atwater Kent Radio
than any other.

More people are satisfied with
Atwater Kent Radio than any other.

More dealers make money out of
Atwater Kent Radio than any other.

WHY?
EVERY SUNDAY EVENING:-The Atwater Rent Radio Artists bring you their
summer program at 9:15 Eastern Daylight Time. 8:15 Central Daylight Time, through:
WRAF
WEEI
WRC
WSAI

New York
Boston

Washington

Cincinnati

WGN
WCAE
WGR

Chicago

RSD

Pittsburgh

WW1

woc

Davenport

Buffalo

St. Louis
Detroit

wcco .... Mpls -St. Paul
WGY

Schenectady

Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4733 WISSAHICKON AVENUE

A. Atwater Kent, President

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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In Next Month 's Issue
W hat Does It Cost to Sell Radio

at Retail?
DEQUATE and accurate knowledge of their costs
of doing business would probably have prevented the
failure of a good many defunct radio dealers. The
value of knowing how much it costs the dealer to sell radio
goes without saying. Therefore, the leading article in the

July number of Radio Retailing will undoubtedly prove
exceedingly valuable to the entire trade, as it will embody
the results of our most recent inquiry into retail selling
expenses.

The first radio retail sales cost analysis by the editors of
Radio Retailing was made in 1925. Since that time many
changes have taken place in radio sales policies and types of
merchandise sold. It was deemed necessary that a new
survey be made, which was started last January. Questionnaires were sent to dealers who sell radio throughout the
country, dealers in all the major trades that also sell radio,

and these blank forms, filled out and returned, form the
basis of the study. Advance news from S. J. Ryan,
merchandising counsellor of Radio Retailing, who is writing

the article, indicates the study will be thorough and comprehensive.

The total sales expense has been divided up into its various percentages and it will be possible to set a danger line
for each item of expense with which dealers may compare
their own selling costs.

Planning for the Season Ahead
THE beginning of summer is the time when dealers
are formulating their sales policies and planning

their stock for next season. John W. Griffin,
president of Haynes -Griffin, Inc., recognized as probably

the outstanding retail radio organization of the country, will contribute his
advice and counsel as to the course
dealers should pursue regarding the

Ralph Brooke Austrian, general manager of the R. B. Rose
Company, operators of the radio department in some 29

large department stores throughout the country. Mr.
Austrian has some very definite, practical thoughts about
the coming season, particularly regarding the electricallyoperated set situation, and he gives us a good, sound,
common-sense lesson in Fall buying.

The Cowboy Who Became a Member of
the President's Cabinet Tells What
Radio Means to His Homef olks
SECRETARY of Agriculture William M. Jardine has
long been recognized as one of the best friends of
radio in official Washington. Born and reared in the
West, he knows the extreme value of radio to the farmers
and ranchmen in the far-flung reaches west of the Mississippi.

Secretary Jardine has written, for the first time under his
own signature, what he thinks of radio's value to the farmer,
and what the Department of Agriculture is doing to bring
radio to the attention of those who need it most.

Can Radio Be Sold in the Summertime?
RAY V. SUTLIFFE, western editor of Radio Retailing, says, "Yes!" After a 500 -mile trip through the
Middle West, studying radio selling conditions, particularly as applied to summer sales, Mr. Sutliffe has come
to the conclusion that radio CAN be and IS BEING sold

during the hot months by aggressive dealers-BUT-the
dealer must watch his step in the matter of too great an

increase in sales expenses when going after summer business.

The viewpoints of several hundred
dealers regarding summer sales will be
reflected in this helpful review.

coming season. Through years of prac-

tical experience as a merchandiser of
radio, Mr. Griffin has acquired an
uncanny knowledge of his job. What
he thinks about the season of 1927-28
and how retailers should prepare for it

A Review of the
Trade Show
COURSE, the July issue
could not be complete without
an interpretation of the industry's first trade show for the thousands
of dealers who will be unable to attend
the actual show. The trend in set
design and manufacture, as indicated at
the show, and new developments in the
I

is the first of a series of articles on
retail radio subjects which Mr. Griffin
has agreed to write for Radio Retailing.

Fall Buying
THE July issue will apparently
take on the aspects of a "Fall
Buying" number. In addition to

the article on that subject by Mr.

Griffin, Edgar H. Felix will write the
results of a recent interview with
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

other major lines of radio apparatus,
John W. Griffin, president of
Haynes -Griffin, Inc., who will write
a series of articles on retailing subjects for "Radio Retailing."

will be explained, so that the trade as a
whole may be kept fully informed and
up-to-date on the new developments
which will be brought out at the show.
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THE system of "deferred payments" has opened up opportunities for expansion and
increased sales in almost every line
of trade. Particularly in radio, buying on the installment plan has made
high grade and high priced radio receivers possible for families that
otherwise might never have become
radio enthusiasts.

Surveys have shown that more
than fifty per cent of radio sales are
on time payments. There is no reason why a larger proportion of sales
cannot be. made on this basis, and

thus enable the dealer not only to

increase the number of his sales, but
also to increase the size of his average unit sale.

The principal object which has
stood in the way of installment selling in the radio field has been a lack
of knowledge on the part of dealers
of how to go about it.
For the retailer who is financially
able to contact with his local bank

and induce it to help him carry on
time payment radio business, that
method of procedure is undoubtedly

the best solution, as it involves the
lowest interest expenditure.

And

for the dealer to carry his own paper
is unnecessary and is often too great
a drain on his finances.

What the Finance Companies
Offer
Commercial financing companies,

or contract purchase companies as
they are sometimes called, purchase

radio "paper" from retailers who

meet their credit requirements. They

advance the retailer the entire, or
almost the entire, proceeds of his de-

ferred payment sales in cash. The
dealer, therefore, obtains within a
few days after the investment contract is signed, very nearly the
amount he would have collected if
his sale had been for cash. Under
such financing plans the retailer
makes a sale subject to acceptance
by his finance company, secures a
part of the value of his merchandise
in cash from the customer and a signature on a conditional sales contract
in which this customer agrees to pay
the balance within a specified period.

The conditional sales contract is
then indorsed by the dealer and

turned over for discount to the
finance company, with such financial

references as the customer has furAfter satisfying itself,
nished.
through credit investigations, that
the risk is justifiable, the finance
company advances payment to the
54

How T he Contract-

inance
dealer for the amount of the con- credit department and offer standard
tract, or a fixed proportion of its receivers as "collateral security";
total, less its interest charges for the
discount service. With some companies, the customer makes subsequent payments direct to the finance
company ; with others, he is required
to forward payments to the retailer
who in turn mails them to the
finance company. Customers generally arrange to pay for merchandise
on a monthly basis.

and the other is for the company to
limit its services to dealers who
handle a specific make of receiving

finance company plans for the conduct of radio business. The first and
more common plan is that under
which a company is willing to cooperate with retailers who satisfy its

ther "guarantee" reduces the cost of
the service to the retailer.
Under special regulations in this
latter or "specific set" division, it is
often provided that the finance com-

set.

In this latter class, some ar-

rangement is usually made with the
manufacturer of the specific receiver
whereby the finance company may be

assured of the stability of the retailer with which it contracts. In
such cases the lessening of the credit

There are two distinct types of risk to the finance company by a fur-
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The procedure necessary

for a dealer

to

contact with a credit
company - the various
plans in use-what these
companies require of

dealers who

desire

financing of time payment contracts.
are manufactured and backed by responsible companies and carry the
endorsement of responsible dealers."

Though the make of set carried
by a retailer is an important factor
in fixing the credit rating of a radio
retailer, his general reputation is
more important to the financing company's credit man. Some companies

even refrain from specifying the
type of sets to be carried by their
retailer -customers and place their
faith entirely upon the financial condition and reputation of the retailer.

Fixing a Dealer's Credit
What the finance company requires of a radio retailer before it
is willing to do business with him, is
an excellent answer to a question of

long standing in the trade, "What
constitutes a radio dealer?" General business ability and a reputa-

Purchasing Companies

tion for paying bills promptly carry

as much weight with

a

finance

company as a favorable financial
statement, though statements must

naturally be submitted by

Time Payments

all retailers.
An idea of the intricacies of select-

ing responsible dealers may be obtained from the following excerpt

from a statement on this subject
from W. Lee White, treasurer of the
Bankers -Commercial Security Company, Inc., of New York. Mr. White
says: "With respect to our credit
requirements on direct business we
cannot give you any exact figures as

pany advance its check to the re- seems sensible enough, that the retailer's jobber to be applied against tailer can be no stronger than the
the purchase of merchandise, thus merchandise which he sells. A. W.
still further reducing the financing Burton of the Whiting Finance Comcompany's risk and strengthening pany of Los Angeles writes, "Our to net worth, bank balances,
the retailer's credit rating. This latter provision is by far the least expensive of any of the finance company plans to the retailer, although
it directly limits his purchases to a
single line of merchandise.

method for arriving at an approved
list of radios is, primarily, the way
the sets operate, and, secondarily,
the amount of advertising being

etc.

Each case is judged solely on its own
merits. Working capital is a much

better index of a dealer's financial
ability than his net worth is, as net
done by the manufacturer in the worth is very often apt to include
community in which we are financ- real estate and other slow assets

Most of those companies which op- ing dealers." Many of the other cow- which are of no assistance to him in
panies have similar views, as is evi- the conduct of his business.
"A dealer with a working capital
denced by a like statement from E. A.

erate under the first plan, accepting
contracts which have any one of a
number of standard receivers as
security collateral, have preferred

Kirchner of the Union Investment
Company of Detroit, which reads,
lists of receivers which they consider "We simply carry the most nationstandards. They believe, and it ally advertised sets which we feel
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

of $1,000 to $2,000 and a splendid
moral record might be a good risk,
if located in a small town in New
Hampshire, but certainly would not
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Sundry accounts payable, merchandise, etc. -_
.

Note receivable "Not Due, Not Discounted".........
Accounts receivable

Estate (describe)

"Fully paid tor" _.____._.__.._._.-_-No. _.._....

-_-_-._.___

Not only do the majority of commercial finance companies investigate the financial status and moral
reputation of retail customers and

Borrowed from others (describe)

Radios and Radio Parts, Equipments and Electrical
Appliances

Total Curren` Agra, "Unpledg d^

Taal Currant LiabliW.

--'

check up on the individual credit

Notes receivable "Discounted"

Amount liable for Notes Discounted __---

LIST MERE
CONCERNS NAME
MOLDSNA PAPER

Owing for Radios and Radio Parts, Equipments and
Electrical Appliances
Mortgage on Real Estate

risks offered by these dealers but in

Chattel mortgages (other than listed above)__

"reserve," or part of the contract,

New

___.._.....___...._._-._..._..........

-..-.._..-------'-

App and Radio Part, Equipments and ELK-

'¡ill Appliance

the

'Title hula by Bank{ or Finance Companies.-..

No..-_

All other liabilities (described fully below)__

Mabinery, Tool,, Furniture and Fixtures._.___-_..

Other Asada (describe) -----------_.._--__

._i

TOTAL____.-_....__. .._._...._. _......_.._.._......i

De the above Assets include your Time Soles Obligations, and do your liabilities include all unpaid Liens on RadioºT_.._..._.___..___..
What eoncerlts have handled your Time Sales. or assisted you on "Wholesale Plan?"

_.

_.. Bank at
..
.-.....Highest Line of Credit, i_
.__. Bank at ..
._.__..Highest Line of Credit, i
._._ Bank at ...._._.__
._-__Highest Line of Credit, i
Have you or any of your Officers or Finn Members ever failed in busineT___...._.._.-_._._--lf so, explain fully
Banks do

_

_._

'Secured

. _._.

you deal? _ __

Umenind

i

-.

How long have you beens
explain fully

in the Radio Business?
Amount Last Year's Business, $
--.---.---.__..;

Net Profit, $
Makes of
Handled

i

._..

Are there now any legal proceedings for debt or any judgments standing against roo,

'

any of your Ofear or Hem lumberl

__-.._.._....__

Gross Profit i

H tq

--

year..

; Tot Operating Expenses, i

Net iota, $

_____.__._._---_.; Number Sold Last Year-.._....._._.___; Numbs Contracted for This year_
Number Contracted for The Year
l -_____.__..
_._..._..___...._. _.....___-; Number Sold Last Year
_.-__.___....._._...____.._._.....__.;
Number Sold Last Year
_._; Number Contracted for This Year
The above statement and tide agreement hu been carefully read by ehe a derºc:cad TM.nt.m.ot S. full and
cornet Mat meat
{¡

of dun financial condition of the nndenigia.d
regular eouna of twines.
Dated and signed under seal at

ea of..._._.__..__.. -.._._....___._.I92--, u shown by our boob et ...net

_. _-__...._._..___...._._....._.._.-.._._.this..__.._

_..___.day of

(Witted) ----- ------`.---....... .--_-.._:.._--.___.___

-

Witees._,____._ ____.. _......
(Oster,

rim Member M O..erl

kept in else

192_

(Sul)_
$

I

Corporation
er
Partverehip

By

Dealer.

3

Address

1

Street No

Toni and State

Typical Operating Statement Finance Companies Require from Dealers
have sufficient financial

responsi-

bility to insure his carrying on successfully in New York City. Regardless of net worth, a dealer to justify

our credit requirements must have

a good moral reputation."

The Underwriters' Syndicate of

Pennsylvania, listed its requirements
as follows : "In reply to your recent
communication regarding our requirements for the financing of radio
leases, it is almost impossible for us
to state any definite conditions under

which we will accept a certain account. It depends upon the financial

statement which should show a net

worth of at least

$1,000.

There

should be a current ratio of assets

and liabilities of at least two to one,

a

not only their interest charge but
this "reserve" from their check to

PLEASE ANSWER CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

With what

withhold

tract is retained by the finance company from the retailer as additional
security. Such companies deduct

-i

TOTAL

companies

other words a part, usually 10 per
cent of the face value, of the con-

Total
Total.LhbWtta
Net worth (difference between above amount and
Toth Asada)

_._.._..__....._.._...__..-.._._..

main

until the contract is disposed of. In

Dealer's deposits, -___..(Nn. dealers._)_

Deposits with Manufacltiren or Distributor__.._._.
Real Estate in Name of Undersigned (describe) _

Só

It is our general practice to start a radio dealer with an
obligations.

10 Per Cent "Reserve" Prevalent

Borrowed from banks on Security other than Real

New Radios and Radio Parts, Equipments and ELKtrical Appliance _...__.._........__.._..._

manner in which he takes care of his

fies it."

Borrowed from banks "Unsecured".-_...._._._

__.-._..._.:.._.....__

radio business and of course the

initial credit line of $1,090, increasing this line as our experience justi-

LIABILITIES,

ASSETS

Cash on hand and In bankº

L.

continues, "In considering an application, we of course look at a great
many other things than the financial
statement, such as his general character, how long he has been in business, what he did before entering the

the retailer, refunding the "reserve"
when the consumer meets his obligations in full.

Though this "reserve" has long

been a bone of contention between
finance companies and retailers in
practically every line, it is still practiced extensively. Its application is
not peculiar to the financing of radio
time -payment sales but to other merchandise as well, though it has been
applied as more or less standard prac-

tice in connection with radio in the
past because finance companies have
considered this merchandise relatively unstable.

As the interest rates of finance

companies are based chiefly on the
preferably three to one. We prefer "mortality rate" of purchased conthat a client deal with one finance tracts, much like the premiums of
company only, thus eliminating the insurance companies, this held -back
possibility of fraud. His bank bal- portion of a payment to the dealer
ance should be 20 per cent of the permits a minimum interest charge
amount borrowed from banks if he to both dealer and consumer by reshows any bank loans on his state- ducing the risk. It is generally bement. If he does not borrow from lieved throughout industry, however,
his banks, a cash balance sufficient that the practice is unfair to the refor operating expenses is all we re- tailer as it holds back just enough
quire. His reputation must be of cash to prevent payment of obligations to jobber and manufacturer.
the highest."
The Commercial Credit Trust, Chi- The rapid standardization of radio
cago, requires that its dealers have and its gradual acceptance as "stana net investment in the business of dard" merchandise will, in time, reat least $7,500, if no manufacturer move the necessity for such reserves,
or jobber guarantees the paper, ac- although from the finance company
cording to E. A. Hesler, manager standpoint it is certainly justified
of its instalment department. He under present conditions.
Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

Already a few instances of finance
companies which do not require this
reserve have come to our attention.
Several large companies have tried
in various ways to reduce the reserve

eral financing plan of the Bankers' the consumer. These are usually
Commercial Security Company, for made on a monthly basis.
instance, a compromise has been efThe reserve is entirely eliminated
fected which permits re -payment of or reduced to a minimum in those
reserve to the retailer periodically, companies which secure the guarto a minimum and so be of greater coinciding nicely with the reduction antee of manufacturers for retailers
service to retailers. Under the gen- of risk by payments to the dealer by
Please turn to page 91

Synopsis of Contract Companies and Their Plans
Finance Company

City

Accepted
Receivers

Payments
Collected

Min.
DownPa yment

Commercial Credit Company

Baltimore, Citizens'
National Bank Bldg.;
also St. Louis, and
San Francisco
New York, Pershing
Square Bldg.; and

All Standards

By
Company

25% of

Commercial Credit Corporation
,d s

S.F.

Cash
Available
On Acceptof
ance of
Contract
Contract

Maa.
Length

12

months

90% of

contract

Reserve

Reserve
Refunded

10%

Completion
of contract

less

finance
charge

Boston
Chicago, 230 South
Clark St.; Represented
in: Duluth, Detroit,
É
Milwaukee, Omaha
moo°
Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Hammond, Des Moines,
Indianapolis
Commercial Credit Company, Inc.
New Orleans, La.,
Hibernia Bank Bldg.
Continental Guarantee
Montreal, Can.
Corporation of Canada

Commercial Credit Trust

4

Bankers -Commercial Security Company,
Inc.

All Standards

New York, N. Y.
270 Madison Ave.

(Also special

arrangement with
StrombergCarlson,
Atwater Kent
and American
Bosch Magneto

By
Dealer

30% of

S.P. under

general
plan and
25% under
special
plans

10

months

greater

under
arrangewent

Companies)

v
i

Q$

Equipment Finance Corporation
Household Utilities Finance
Corporation

Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
39 South La Salle St.

C

.d m
.1.'1'

:

Contract Purchase
, Va Southwest
Corporation
Pacific Coast Contract Purchase
"1 5

Corporation
Canadian Contract Purchase
Company, Ltd.
Peoples Finance and Thrift Company,
Inc.

Summons Finance Corporation
Goldberg -Julian Securities Company

New York, N. Y.
120 Broadway
Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, Ill.

Dallas, Tea.
San Francisco, Cal.

Toronto, Can.

arrangement
with Urosley
Radio
Corporation

Through special
By
contract with
Company
the Radio
or by
Corporation of
Dealer
America these
companies handle
nothing but
Radiola"
paper

Sacramento, Cal.

All Standards

Wilmington, Del.
Baltimore, Md.
Reading, Pa.

All Standards

Trenton, N. J.
Broad Street. Bank Bldg.

All Standards

Reserve Discount Company

St. Louis, Mo.

Underwriters' Syndicate of
Pennsylvania

Pittsburgh, Pa.

4562 Baum Blvd.

(Not generally in terested in increasing

Special

1

General Contract Purchase
Corporation
Ohio Contract Purchase Company
Illinois Contract Purchase
Corporation

Company

20%

of S.F.

12

months

331%
of S.P.

25%

of S.P.

Payable to
dealer in
equal
monthly
instalments

its radio contra et business.)

10%

Completion
of contract

10%

Completion

12

months
10

Company

90% of
contract

cash advance
permit refund
of reserve to
dealer in equal
monthly payments so that
reserve is really
far less than
when lumped.
Each month
reduces cash
reserve

less
finance
charge

months

(Inform ation

All Standards

Approx. Under general
75% under plan approx.
general
20%. Coupons
plan,
issued with

I

months

100% less
finance
charge

90% less
finance
charge

of contract

taco mplete)

Company
or
Dealer

25%

of S.F.

8

months

90%

maximum

10% (Depends Completion
largely on
of contract
dealers

statement and
references)

Colonial Discount Company

Sperry, McKee & Crane

Standard Securities Corporation

Brooklyn, N. Y.
262 Fulton Street

All Standards

New York, N. Y.
I49 Broadway

All Standards

Milwaukee, Wis.

(Also special

25%

of S.F.

(Not

12

months

90% Less
finance
charge

enerally in terested in increasing

10%

Completion
of contract

its radio contra ctbusiness)

contract with
J. B. Ferguson,
Inc.)
All Standards

Company

331%
of S.P.

12

months

100% less
finance
charges

Union Investment Company

Detroit, Mich.
320 Fort Street West.

All Standards

Company

331%
of S.F.

90% less
finance
charges

10%

Completion
of contract

Whiting Finance Company

Los Angeles, Cal.
362 Union Oil Bldg.

All Standards

Company

331%
of S.P.

85% less
finance
charge

15%

Completion
of contract
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dealer who failed tells why he failed,
1l4 RADIO
points out his mistakes and warns other dealers to

beware of the pitfalls in
which he was entrapped.

The

Lessons

Failure

It was at this point that Mr.
"- available assets of $5,000
and total liabilities approximating Robinson was christened "Robinson"
$28,000," read the letter to creditors. and his residence became "CenterAnother radio store had dropped out. ville." His city is, incidentally, a
This article relates the actual ex- growing community of some size
periences of a radio dealer who with reasonably good broadcasting
"went by the board." He asked that and a high average of prosperity

his identity and location remain con- among its inhabitants. Mr. Robinfidential, so "Mr. Robinson" and son himself is a good fellow, honest,
"Centerville" are obviously fictitious. intelligent and enthusiastic about
But the story is none the less authen- his work. The members of his sales
tic. In it, this dealer calls attention staff were obviously well above the
to his own mistakes and tells fellow average in enterprise and persondealers what danger signals to heed ality. The Exclusive Radio Shop was
and how to keep themselves from an attractive store with an excellent
joining the ranks of the failures.- location, giving every appearance of
prosperity. The sets carried were
The Editors.
standard and the store's advertising
ES, I know why I failed," ad- was distinctive and well placed. If
{

perience might be of value to others

for the very reason that our diffi-

culty was not due to any great

cataclysm-an absconding with the
firm's funds or a particularly bad
season. What we did, thousands of
other dealers are doing today. Only
we have come to the point where we
have had to reckon up the cost.

"In the first place, our salary list
was too high. We had a manager
and an assistant manager and a sales
manager. We were all busy, but undoubtedly we could have got on with
a smaller payroll. Part of our several occupations consisted of placing
an O. K. on what someone else had
done.

It was nice to have things

handled so well and run so smoothly,

mitted Mr. Robinson of the ever a retail establishment had a just as it is nice to have a full corps
Exclusive Radio Shop, Cen- chance for success, it would seem of servants in your home, but you
terville, to the Field Editor of Radio that this one had-yet it failed. can't always afford them. Moreover
the actual cost of living usually
Retailing. "Not that it does me much Why?
"We failed for a number of rea- proves higher when there are more
good at this stage of the game, but I
am willing to tell you about it if you sons," explained Mr. Robinson, "all people spending the money. We had

think it will be of value to anyone of which might be included in the built up the organization during a
else. All that I ask is that you do general statement that we lived be- rush season-and when the time of
yond our means. Perhaps our ex- slightly lesser prosperity arrived, we
not give my name."
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If I Had to Do It
Again, I WouldMake a shirt sleeve
job of it
Count no profit except actual cash

Teaches
didn't know how to retrench. We simply went out
after more business. Well, we got it, but we paid
too much for it.
"Our location was good-almost too good. We
were fairly in the center of the hotel district, easily
reached by the concentrated population of the apartment district and convenient for downtown shoppers.

For the privileges of this location we paid $500 a
month, so undoubtedly the factor of high rent contributed to our downfall. It takes the sale of a good
many sets to cover that one item alone.
"I believe in advertising and spent lavishly on this

feature, going to one of the best advertising agencies so that the appeals which went to the public
should be well done. If I did it again, I think I
should write our own advertisements-and I should
keep the expense of this item down to a fixed percentage. The advertising would not be so artistic
perhaps, but it would not be so expensive either!
A good share of the rent we paid should properly
have gone into the advertising account. Strictly
speaking, if the location did not bring in customers
of itself sufficient to make up the difference between
rent here and in a more modest location, we should
have chosen the more modest location. Personally

I think the better location justified-but we did not
give it a chance to show what it was worth.
"Our service policy was reasonably conserva Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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tive but here again, our salary per cent, meaning a loss to be writroll was high. The cost of our ten on the final books.
Service department came to $300
"Free demonstrations in the home
or $400 a month. This is prob- were another indefinite drain, never
ably not more than that of the fully appreciated because they were
ordinary dealer handling the same so difficult to figure out and because
amount of business, but if that is the many of the losses appeared long
case, it only goes to show that serv- after the transaction was thought
ice is too heavy an item in all radio closed. The driving necessity for

already involved than to add more.

The result of all this was an even

larger number of second-hand sets to

be disposed of, most of them at a
This difficulty will probably
always be there under the most care-

loss.

ful of managements, but the situation could be greatly improved by
greater care in checking the credit
selling. In our case it came to 6.5 doing a large. volume of business, of time payment customers and by
per cent of the gross sales.
which was always before us in the the insistence on an initial payment
"Our overhead ran from $2,000 to form of a large overhead, led the of sufficient size to act as a safe$2,500 a month, exclusive of commis- salesmen to be a bit careless in the guard.
sions paid to salesmen. This meant acceptance of prospects. Too often
that we had to do a $7,500 business a set was taken out to a home and
before We broke even. These figures demonstrated or left on trial, with-

were all too high-they made us too out first checking up the credit of
anxious to build up a large sales the prospect. When the actual sale
record and made us careless of the came to be made, the necessary inquality of the business we secured.
vestigation was made, with the re"EtOR we did do a large volume of sult that the credit was frequently

business-sufficient, if it had refused and the set back on the combeen sound, to meet our overhead and pany's hands with burned out tubes
depleted batteries, not to mentoshow a satisfactory profit. During and
tion
other depreciation. In one or
1925 our gross sales amounted to two cases,
it became very difficult
$65,000, reaching the figure of
to
recover
a
set from a customer who
$15,000 for December alone. During
a willingness to buy but
the first nine months of 1926, we expressed
sold $50,000 worth of radio sets. The whose credit proved unsatisfactory.
loss which I now realize We were ac- The individual losses were passed
at the time, but they mounted
cumulating in place of a profit did over
up
to
a considerable amount in the
not show up on the books. Every long run.
transaction showed a profit - but
what was not disclosed was the fact
EVERTS were also too frequent.

that this was not always in cash.

«

We had adopted a policy, in
Part of it was represented by other common with the other radio dealers
assets which did not later prove in town, of asking 25 per cent down,
convertible into money.
with payment in ten months. This
"For instance, our policy in trade- large initial payment often proved a

BONE of our difficulties was that

we were unable to handle our

own paper, but must turn all time
payment sales over to a finance company. This worked against us in two
ways. In the first place, it often prevented our making a sale. We carried

standard sets and therefore must
compete with other companies, some

of which financed their sales themselves. This made no great difference in larger sales where the carrying charge of the finance company
was fairly low. On lower priced
sets, however, the customer must
pay somewhere in the neighborhood
of 12 per cent on the uncompleted
payments, as against a considerably

smaller charge asked by the company handling its own paper. The
consequence was that these sales
were almost invariably lost.
"Secondly, we lost the profit which

would have accrued to us through
the interest paid by the customer.
If we could have borrowed the money

ins was too liberal, as I fancy it is in stumbling block to sales and we came at the bank at 7 per cent and have
most retail radio stores. We per- to think nothing of accepting a note charged 10 or even 8 per cent to the
mitted our salesmen to take trade- as part payment of the cash sum. customer, it is obvious that the mar-

ins, allowing a figure which we

We felt that we had the precedent
thought was recoverable later from of large piano companies and others
the sale of the set. From a small be- in this action, many of whom adverginning in which the few sets taken tise a policy of $1 down and so much
in found ready purchasers, this prac- a month and who seem nevertheless
tice grew until almost 50 per cent to do a successful business-but in
of the sales made involved a trade-in practice it proved that when the cusas part of the transaction. This tomer had no large equity at stake,
meant a large volume of second- he was very likely to turn back the
hand radio sets to dispose df. In- set after a month or so, taking the
evitably some of them failed to sell loss of his initial payments and reand some sold at a loss, Few pudiating the note, allowing us to
brought more than the amount ex- go to law about it if we so desired.
pected. The overhauling of the sets
"Even when the full initial payand their handling for resalei became ment was made, the set was occamore and more an item in the over- sionally turned back, partly because
head, definitely diminishing the of unexpected hard times and partly
profit which could be reckoned on a because the customer changed his
sale. I have since figured out just mind. The novelty wore off somewhat the profit amounted to on sales thing which seemed purely a luxuryin which trade-ins were involved and why put more money into it? Or a
I have found that in hardly any case friend criticised the set and recomdid we receive the full amount for mended something else; they no
the set and in some cases the margin longer felt proud of their equipment

of gross profit was reduced to 18 and would rather lose the money
60

gin would have been pure profitand at that, the customer would have
paid less for the set.
6"ANOTHER mistake we made was

not to push the auxiliary line
of phonographs and records which we
carried. I am convinced that a side
line to bridge over the slack period is

almost a necessity in the radio busi-

ness-at any rate, it is an asset not

to be despised. If I had to do it
again, I should certainly put a good

man in charge of this department
and push records, both in advertis-

ing and window displays. They represent a repeat business comparable
to tubes and batteries and they bring
people into the store. They involve

a very small outlay of money and

are not difficult to sell. The larger
sale of the phonograph or radio set

comes more readily after the pur-

chaser is already a regular customer.
Please turn to page 64
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Keeping

outside

,,,Yalesnaen

Busy

How Schwartz E Heimerl, Pomona, California, radio dealers,
gather good leads for their two men engaged in follow-up work
TWO outside salesmen so well
supplied with leads that only
occasionally do they have to
dig up leads for themselves or engage in house -to -house selling. That
is one of the secrets of the success of
Schwartz & Heimerl, radio dealers,

leads

for a long time after the wise crack in reply to it. We didn't

Fourth of July had passed. Naturally, mind that-in fact, it was a great
when the salesmen called on people help, for when our salesmen called on
whose names were secured in this such people they would comment on
way, they received a courteous hear- the wit displayed and be quite sure
ing when they explained that they of a courteous reception.
"Our salesmen systematically folwere from the store that gave the
dollar's worth of fireworks for turn- lowed up all these county fair leads

of Pomona, California. But how
does this firm secure so many good ing in a subscription to the local
leads? They make use of many well - newspaper. This helped the salestried methods, of which one of the men greatly in making sales.
Another excellent method of securbest consists in co-operation with
ing leads this store uses is renting
the local newspapers.
Last year, for instance, for a a booth at the Los Angeles county
month or six weeks before the fair held annually at Pomona and in
Fourth of July, the leading local giving away things at this booth to
paper ran a coupon offering $1 worth attract the people.
At the last fair, in addition to a
of fireworks to everyone bringing in
a new subscription to the paper for radio set, the firm gave away radio
a month. The price of the subscrip- call books and log cards to all who
tion was 65 cents. And the coupon, filled out questionnaires presented
when properly filled in with the to all passersby.
names and addresses of the new sub-

scriber and of the individual securing the subscription, was good for

the fireworks at the Schwartz &
Heimerl store.
The fireworks cost

the store
thirty-five cents, of which sum the
newspaper paid twenty-five cents.
Schwartz & Heimerl, then, paid 10
cents for each name brought into the

store by this coupon proposition.

And every person who came into the
store was asked if there was a radio
in his home, or if the folks were con-

templating the purchase of a set.
All who brought in the coupons
felt that it was only fair to answer
the store's questions truthfully and
at length, because they realized that
they were getting considerable for
little and that it was up to them to
show their appreciation by giving
the store as much co-operation as

and made a satisfactory number of
sales as a result.

"Our booth at the county fair, I
can assure you, is one of our very
best means of getting leads, and of
boosting sales."
Schwartz & Heimerl also find that
the annual radio show held in
Los Angeles develops a tremendous
amount of interest in radio and supplies many worthwhile leads which,
when followed up, increase the
store's business.

PARTLY paid tickets for this show
The questionnaire read :
are distributed by the store to cusYour name
tomers.
The regular price of admisStreet address
sion is fifty cents, but tickets are
City
Do you own a radio set and if so given to customers which, when
what make?
properly filled in, admit the bearers
Are you contemplating the pur- to the exposition for twenty-five
chase of a set?
Would you like to have one of our cents. These cut-price tickets carry
salesmen arrange to give you a the names and addresses of people
demonstration?
who were interested enough to visit
What suggestion have you to make the show and are consequently good
as to what would increase your in- prospects.
terest in radio?
Finally the store is constantly and
"The average person likes to sign everlastingly asking its customers
his name and fill in questionnaires," and store visitors for the names and
explained Mr. Schwartz, One of the addresses of people who might be
partners, in telling how this little interested in buying sets. This prac-

stunt proved effective in securing tice furnishes hundreds of wonderleads for the store, "so when we ful leads for the outside men.
"We never pass up a good lead,"
asked folks at the fair to fill in all
"What
these questions we got a large num- declares Mr. Schwartz.
ber of people to do so. That last would be the sense of employing outquestion, asking what suggestion side salesmen if we didn't follow up
they might have to make as to what our leads? We get after every lead
possible.
Several hundred leads were se- would increase their interest in and make a real effort to sell sets to
cured in this way, and the two sales- radio, appealed to a great many. A every person called on. But we do
men were kept busy calling on these large percentage wrote down some not use high pressure sales methods."
RwJk Retailing, June, 1927
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nIdea
Through a

Est

Dealers Who Have Made

THE success of a radio store can not be based on any one circumstance. Rather it is founded on a
group of circumstances adroitly woven
together into a unified merchandising
fabric. That, at least, has been the experience of G. E. Pryor, owner of the
Rialto Radio Company, Long Beach, Cal.

Mr. Pryor has overlooked few opportunities to be of service to his customers. Whatever they may need in the
way of radio-either service, or advice,

or parts, or accessories, or complete
receivers, the Rialto Radio Company

Battery charging is another source of revenue for the Rialto

Company. The business is there for those who go after it.
supplies it. In other words, none of his
customers need turn to any other store
for their radio wants. Similarly, resi- they will encounter complete service journey" through the Rialto store. For
dents of Long Beach have learned that and expert knowledge.
instance,Pryor's radio service is complete and
The writer's interview with Mr. Pryor
that when they deal with Rialto Radio took more or less the form of an "idea

A Speaker Display Shelf

ON THE left wall as one enters the

J store is a shelf running the entire
length of the salesroom. It is about

five feet above the floor and is used for
the display of speakers. Sets, of course,
are nearby. This shelf, Mr. Pryor explained, prevents microphonic noises
and protects the sets from being
scratched by the speakers were they to
rest on the sets. There is space on the
sales floor and connections for seventyfive sets, with three different aerials.

Carries Stock of Parts
FOUR large showcases of parts run
down the length of the room opposite the side used for the speaker display. The firm carries one of the largest stocks of parts in the city. Pryor
is strongly in favor of carrying a large
parts stock. He feels that it serves
to keep radio owners in touch with the
store and what it has to offer. He sees

Rialto windows are always neat and attractive. There is a lot of
material on display, yet it does not have a crowded appearance.
62

in it a means to get in touch with
owners who may later purchase factory built sets. Naturally they will be favor -
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Journey
Coast Radio Store

The Prosperity of

G. E. Pryor and
The Rialto Radio

Company, Long
Beach, Cal., proves
the value of a com-

plete and diversified radio service

Radio Pay-No. 6
"Located as it is," stated Mr. Pryor,
find that the men are not
bothered by visitors. It is so inaccessible that they can work without interruption from the public. This means
"we

a big saving to us in wages, to say

SAL >NENS 1Afl:f 4'1T MO
auonxr
tcd.,.

nothing of the employees' patience."

Has Magazine Stand
THE store carries a newsstand handling only radio magazines, but un-

doubtedly the most complete in the
city. Here can be found every publication issued in America that is devoted to radio, either for the set builder
or program enthusiast who seeks information about artists.

Advertising
Meetings of salesmen are regular occurrences. Sales talks are
given, the sets' features explained and sales problems discussed.

E USE newspaper advertising
chiefly," Mr. Pryor said, in disW
cussing publicity methods of the firm.

st

"We carry large quarter -page ads in

one or other of the papers, about twice
ably inclined to that dealer whom they A stock room is situated immediately a week or eight times monthly. We
back of the salesroom, accessible only do not believe in small newspaper ads.
have depended upon for parts.
by going back of a counter, while back They haven't got results for us.
of the stockroom and on a mezzanine
Please turn to next page
floor is located the service department.

Demonstration Rooms
at Rear

TWO demonstrating rooms are directly in the rear of the main show
room. These are specially fitted up to
give a homelike appearance, and are
large enough to accommodate six or
seven sets each. Attractive furniture
helps give a cheery effect.
Other special equipment includes two
large speakers and amplifiers which can

be quickly switched to any set on

demonstration. A portable switch also
makes it possible to transfer from one
speaker to another until the best effect
is given the prospective purchaser.
In the salesrooms, aerial and ground
wires have been strung completely
around the four walls. Connections are
also

provided for house current for

socket power instruments.

Service and Repairs
THE shop is well equipped and prepared to do all kinds of radio work.
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Interior of the Rialto Shop. Note "easy visibility" of parts and
receivers, and the speaker rack at the left.
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"We stress three things in our news- these offerings, even as they do basepaper copy, first that we feature a ment offerings in a department store.
moderate -priced line and stand back of
"We have found the bargain counter
it; second, that we also carry what we idea very successful," stated Mr. Pryor.
believe to be the best set, regardless "If we didn't use it we would accumuof price; and third, we talk strong for late too much dead stock. We would
an electric receiver which requires no rather take a partial loss now than
batteries."
hold the goods indefinitely and take a
total loss on a large part of it."

Time Payments

names of prospective customers.
When a prospect comes into the house
his name is copied on an ordinary, un printed white card with all data obtainable. The white cards always remain
in this card file. The data on the white
card is then copied on an orange card
which is given to a salesman, together
the date on which a report is exDemonstration Record with
pected. This date may be three or four
ANOTHER form, number two, is days hence. This is noted on the white
used to keep a record of all sets duplicate, which is then placed in the
and parts sent out on approval. Space day -of -month index. Thus it will show

ON TIME payments we exact at
least twenty-five per cent down
and allow ten months to pay. Only on
rare occasions do we make any more
liberal terms," stated Mr. Pryor.
is provided for time set is sent out,
Time payment contracts are filed in description of it, price, the salesman
a vault at a local bank after having handling the set, the date returned, and
the data copied on a card index which name of person receiving returned set.
is kept in the company's office. This is At the bottom of the form is space for
alphabetically arranged, and space is the name of the prospect, address, date,
provided on the cards for name and set, and salesman, this bottom line alt4

address, date, description of merchan-

dise, down payment made, balance,

and

Recording Prospects
ASMALL card file is used for the

ways being visible in the files.

up automatically on the date when a
report is due.
"All prospects obtained by the sales-

men, themselves, must be listed with
us, the same as house prospects," explained Mr. Pryor. "In this way, if the
prospect comes into the house and

makes a purchase on the

pay-

ments due. Colored tabs are used
as quick signals,
so that the bookkeeper can tell at
a .glance how the
account stands.
These tags are
placed at the date
on the card when
a payment is due.
If the tab is green

floor, the
who

salesman
originally

ob-

tained the prospect shares in the

RIALTO RADIO COMPANY

OtACA CAL

PRICE

commission.
"We do not con-

sider a prospect

dead," continued

Mr. Pryor, "until
he

dies.

Even

after we know
Two of the record forms Rialto uses. Below, the form for

he has purchased
elsewhere we are
still interested in

recording 'merchandise out on demonstration. Above, the time
him.
He may
payment record.
later be in the
count is up-tomarket for one of
date. If the color is orange a payment
"When a set is returned," declared our sets.
name goes on our mailing
is overdue, while a black -and -white tab Mr. Pryor, "it must be received by and list, alongHis
with active prospects. This

it means the ac-

indicates that a letter has been written. receipted for by someone other than constitutes our mailing list for direct Orange may be used also when an ac- the salesman handling the sale."
mail work."
count is many months overdue but payments are being made, while black is re-

sorted to only when payments are in
arrears and none are being made.

The Rialto Company adheres to a

rigid policy of investigating credit customers. A complete record is obtained

The Lessons Failure Teaches
From Page 56

"Of course, we lost to some exof the customer, his employers, relatives, residence, etc. In the case of a tent on bad buying, although as a
"black" account, the manager of the rule our slate in this regard was
store tries to trace the set owner fairly clean. We did try out a new
through these references. Once it is
certain that no collections can be made,

and the owner is a "dead beat," his

name is exchanged, without comment,
with other co-operating merchants in
the city, who also do a credit business.

Trade-ins
cc

HEN we appraise sets we make

Wa

rough estimate based on the
number of tubes in the set. We figure
about $5 a tube, as our tentative offer."

Bargain Counter

and would center my thoughts on
keeping overhead low in every possible way. I would go out after busi-

ness, but I would not be so anxious

set which promised an attractive to get it that I would overlook the
margin, however-and most of those fact that it is only of value if it
sets we still have on our hands.
brings me a profit. I would do no
"It is difficult to say which of business with poor credit risks. I

these things contributed most to our would take on an auxiliary line and
downfall. After all, we were not would push it as a feeder to my radio
unlike a good many Americans who business. I would
are doing a large volume of business
"But why go farther? I shall
in real estate, or automobiles, or probably be back in the radio busiradio; they are making, as we were, ness again before long and I shall
attractive profits (on paper) and prove I have learned my lesson."
they proceed to live accordingly,
How to Get Rid of Those
just one notch above their incomes.

"If I had it to do again, I would

Trade -Ins This Summer

TRADE-INS and slow -moving sets make a shirt sleeve job of it, pitchSummer campers are excellent
have always been a problem to the
trade. Mr. Pryor doesn't worry about ing in with real work and no rich prospects for the radio dealer who
them. He has a "bargain counter" man's flourishes. I would count no wishes to dispose of a stock of
placed in the center of the selling floor profits earned until they were in the traded -in radio sets which have acthat takes care of the problem easily. cash register. I would accept no cumulated throughout the winter
On this counter are placed "dying" sets trade-ins, or very few.
I would cut season, according to Ralph C. Overand parts that have been reduced in
price for quick sale. The public has down on servicing and on free acker, "Radio Ralph" of 46 Smith
become accustomed to looking over demonstrations as much as possible Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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The

Trade

Is

CONFIDENT!
THE radio trade is looking forward to the begins in the Fall and dealers can plan ahead and
coming season with the utmost confidence.
This year we've had the usual number of

weak dealers falling by the wayside, the usual pessimistic expressions from manufacturers who found
themselves unfortunately unable to carry on-yet
the trade believes the season to come will witness
the continued further expansion and progress

of radio.

Many elements contribute to this attitude of con-

fidence.

will thus be better prepared for the busy season.

Technical developments recorded in new appara-

tus will also serve to whet the public's interest in
radio next season. New sets and accessories, par ticularly those having to do with taking current
from the electric light lines, will be important factors in bringing the final sales figures for 1927 up
to the highest level they have yet attained.

Foremost is the fact that the market is PROBABLY the most logical

reason for the
there, waiting to be sold. Saturation figures show 1 trade's confidence in the future can
be seen by a
a vast number of homes in the country still without glance at the accompanying chart. The upper line
radio-to the number of twenty million!
shows the trend in total sales. Annual sales have
increased continually since 1922, and,
the
AGAIN, the people of our country are prosper- present rate of expansion is not as rapid aswhile
in previous, probably more prosperous today than ous years, the line is still on the up -grade. It can
they ever have been. Business, generally, is excel- be expected to continue this very natural progreslent. There is very little unemployment. There sion in so young and virile an industry as radio.
will be a plentiful supply of money. Reports indicate that dealers are already lining up an imposing
THE lower line shows the seasonal cycles. Each
array of prospects.
successive peak has always been a little higher
Then, conditions within the radio industry augur than the previous one. The maximum volume of
well for the future. Broadcasting is improving and each year's sales has been reached at mid -winter
will continue to improve, from the standpoints of and the lowest point in the valley at mid -summer.
both clarity of reception and quality of programs. But each succeeding year, the low point has been a
In other words, this coming season will witness the little higher. Correspondingly, each
has
most orderly broadcasting set-up that has existed seen the peak reach up to a new level. Itseason
is on this
in several years,
basis of "past
while, at the
performance"
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By means of this "Town Report," submitted 'once a year
by field representatives, this
progressive jobber has first
hand knowledge of all radio
outlets in his territory. This
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card gives him not only the
number of retailers, but also
the amount of business each
one does.

r

Modern
Editor's Note: This article
and
presents the
sales building methods which

have accounted for the

marked success of a large
jobber of radio in the Middle
West. As such it will appeal

directly to our considerable
group of wholesale readers.
It contains also many suggestions of interest to deal-

ers and may be read with

profit by them.

"Business
was .49 carloads good during
1926, thank you," says H. B.

Sixsmith, sales manager of

H a r g e r and Blish, Des
Moines, Iowa, radio jobbers.

Here are the reasons why:

In January-a f t e r the
peak business.

Harger and Blish, Des Moines,
Iowa, radio jobbers, have been

singularly successful with retailers, because they get at the
real facts concerning the small
town merchant, and what he
really wants and should have in

the way of sales and servicing
helps from his distributor
The successful wholesaler of
the present day must be more

than a man who maintains a
large stock and travels many

What condi-

tion are stocks in and what
is the outlook for spring
business?

In April-how much "tag

ends" and Summer accessory
sales?

In July or August-lining

up for next season.
In October- are the decks
cleared for action?

This 5x10 in. form has

ruled spaces for the following
subjects: Business; Stock

on Hand; Class of Dealer;

Window Displays; What

Lines Does He Push; Buys
From What Other Jobbers;
Reasons Why; Credit In-

formation ; General Informa"/F A DEALER is worth
tion. Under the last heading
getting he's worth keepsalesmen-He must be the conare filled in the dealer's plans
ing." "The wise dealer
fidant and business counselor of
for getting business during
buys only what he can sell."
his dealer
the next three months and
These two homely maxims,
his anticipated volume.
repeated more than once by
Another form is submitted
Sixsmith, sum up the whole
business philosophy of this large and merchant himself, form the founda- by the jobber's field representative
influential radio jobber; a house tion on which better and bigger sales once a year. This is called the "Town
which has, within three years, built should be built, says Sixsmith. Vital Report." On it are spaces for the
and held an enthusiastic, loyal or- statistical information is obtained names of all the dealers in the town
ganization of over 500 dealers in by this concern's salesmen not once, who sell radio and, of greater imtherefore, but four times a year. portance, the amount -of business
sixty-seven counties in Iowa.
The very closest kind of personal Nothing is left to guesswork. A each one is doing. This is a check
contact and a knowledge of each dealer's report card must be com- on local conditions and on the spedealer's business, superior, in many pletely filled out at the beginning of cific activity of the dealer representing Harger and Blish. "The health instances, to the knowledge of the each quarterly radio season:
66
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by every dealer just prior to
the seasonal phases of radio

D

stock movements, keep Harger

^

and Blish fully posted on the
business health of their accounts. They serve, also, to
direct the dealer's mind to the
vital facts of his affairs which
he might otherwise overlook.
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ful effect of these records on dealer ber's salesman, therefore, should re(2) How to train and inspire the
and salesman, and the information ceive an intensive and thorough clerk to sell:
Factors that induce a woman to buy
obtained for headquarters files are training in these three subjects.
A complete mastery of the talking
invaluable," Sixsmith declared.
"The first obligation requires little
Specifically just what services explanation. Intelligent buying and
should the modern jobber perform intelligent selling on the part of the
for his dealers? Sixsmith was jobber are prime requisites. A
asked.
24 -hour delivery system, whether the
"The first service is and will order be large or small, is greatly
continue to be, that of a reserve to be desired.
stock carrier;" he stated. "The
"If you want to hold your dealers
modern jobber must anticipate terri- don't overstock them. Too much

points of each item
Sales promotional ideas
Market analysis
Window display

Things that make an advertisement

"pull"
Building mailing lists
Uses

and abuses of campaigns,
premiums, sales, contests.

"It sounds like a big contract to
torial stock demands and carry a importance cannot be attached to ask any jobber, to say nothing of a
sufficient volume of each item so this rule. An accurate picture of jobber's salesmen, to master such a
that he can give immediate delivery reserve stocks and of rate of flow, as formidable list as that, doesn't it?"
service to dealers on staple goods. presented by the dealer reports, is Sixsmith asked. "Yet, if a dealer

"But present conditions have essential; but a policy of quick ship- would survive, he must have a sound
brought to the foreground other ments on small as well as large fundamental knowledge at least of
these things. This is especially true
obligations equally as important. orders is just as necessary."
Helping the dealer to make money
Making a better business man of of itemized costs and the percentage
is a big contract. It includes a the retailer involves according to of gross volume permissible for each
great many things. It is not only Sixsmith a complete understanding selling or maintenance activity.

to the selfish interests of the jobber of these fundamentals in (1) busi- And who is in a better position, or
to render this service, but his duty ness control and (2) sales promo- more privileged to impart this inas well.
formation, to strengthen, in friendly
tional methods :
fashion, the dealer, than his jobber?"
"He can do this in three ways.
(1) Store records every merchant
The biggest thing Harger and
First, by not overstocking his cus- should
keep:
Blish has yet attempted in line with
tomers-in other words, by intelliFinancial controls
its second policy of helping the
Business statements
gent selling. This entails also quick
Customer's accounts
dealer to sell ended a short time ago.
delivery facilities. Second, by makAccounts payable
Its "Take Your Vacation at Our Exing a better business man of the
Expenses-by character
pense" sales contest opened Jan. 1
dealer ; and third, by helping the
Sales-by type of merchandise
Sales-by individuals
and closed April 15. The prize, an
dealer to sell.
How the help spends its time hour extensive tour through the Great
"Obviously, the jobber's salesman
by hour
Lakes and Canada to New York and
is in closest touch with the dealer
Average sale per prospect
Philadelphia, will be awarded in
and upon him the great burden of
Average cost per sale
Stocks and turnover
July.
these functions must fall. The jobRadio Retailing, June, 1927
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RUMORS heralding the coming time in the near
of broadcasting over electric future-no one is
power lines-"wired radio"- ready to say at the
have cropped up periodically during present moment
the last four years. Although there whether it is a

ff7ireless"

1

Entertainment over the
soon become

a reality-

has been no concentrated effort to matter of months
indicate that the power companies or of years-that wire broadcasting mercial experiment with considerare actively planning direct and in- will be undertaken in some city. able interest, particularly with a
tensive competition with radio enter- That announcement is likely to cause view to determine how the public
tainment, the radio industry often tremors of uncertainty in the radio takes it. They are not likely to rush
expresses concern about the ultimate trade of that city. However, the in- in with a huge investment to make
effect of wire broadcasting on radio dustry as a whole will not feel the the wire programs available on a
sales. Each time that a statement competition of the new force on any- national scale without first having
ample evidence that the public will
appears in the press regarding thing like a national scale.
The equipment required to impress neglect radio reception and be satis"wired wireless" radio men seek to
learn if it means the eventual doom programs on a city's wire lines is fied with the choice of two or three
of their business, or competition so expensive and elaborate. The power programs which wired radio may
powerful that the possibilities of companies will watch the first com- offer them.
Revolutions in radio are a
their making continued profits
thing
of the past; it is only a
will be in any way diminnervous
attitude on the part of
ished.
The FACTS in a Nutshell
the radio industry which reThe largest and most active
gards the coming of new influorganization interested in the
ences and factors as revolutiontransmission of programs over
ary. Nor is radio likely to
electric power lines is Wired
stand still and permit the newAdvantages
Radio, Incorporated. This comcomer to put it out of business.
pany has been busily engaged
1. Numerous programs avail-

RADIO

in research and development of

transmission of entertainment
and educational material over

power lines for no less than
four years. It conducted an
experimental public program

service in Staten Island, N. Y.,

undertaken to gain practical

experience with the system of
wired wireless.
Considering t n e resources

and experience of this organi-

zation and the care and thoroughness with which it has
studied the problems and possibilities of wire broadcasting,
it is quite certain that when it
begins operations it will be on

a high standard of programs,
transmission and reproduction.

The equipment rented to the
consumer a n d the programs

which it will make available to
him, it may be assumed, will be
of high merit. The quality of
the entertainment afforded by

the new system will be on a

high plane.
Details of equipment and pro-

grams have been worked out
with such meticulous care that
the radio trade may reasonably
expect announcement at some
sg

The fact must be appreciated

able from many different stations appealing to every conceivable taste

that the power and lighting

direct tax on listeners
3. Intensive program competi-

would be the last to interfere
with the increasingly widespread use or radio receiving

2. Program costs met without

tion among stations assures
continuing variety and improved standards

4. Immense audience makes any
kind of program event available to the listener, including
sporting events and addresses

by the President

5. The incomparable thrill of
long-distance reception.

O. Receiving apparatus available for use in any location
under any conditions-city or
country, on land, sea and air,
in stationary, semi -permanent

and portable form
7. Broadcasting available at any
point in the United States

Disadvantages
1. Limited to local reception
in midsummer.

companies have gained a great
d e a 1 through the widespread

use of radio and that they

Arthur Williams, the
president of the New York Edison Company, testified in a rate
sets.

case that his company attributed an increase of $1,000,000

revenue annually to the extra
current consumed by radio enthusiasts in supplying receiving

sets and associated apparatus
and also through the e x t r a
lighting current used by late
listeners. The lighting companies have little or nothing to
gain, so far as load is concerned, by substituting a wired
radio customer for a potential
radio set user.
The wired radio proposition
is considered by the lighting

companies principally as

a means of increasing the current used by power consumers.
Wired radio means increased
revenue only if it attracts those
who are not radio set users or

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

MENACE
electric light lines may
Can it compete with radio?

Radios

to

and will have in an here today ready to serve him, for
increasing degree, waiting to employ a problematic
a lure and a variety service which may not be available

with which wire in his own city for some time to

programs will

come.

The radio trade is inclined to be
prospective buyers of radio sets.
The following factors may be' nervous regarding possible revoluThe power companies will be the considered sufficient reasons why tionary changes because it was, itlast to discourage radio; indeed, we "wired wireless" will probably never self, born on a wave of enthusiasm
have every reason to believe that menace radio-(1) wire broadcast- which swept everything before it.
they will use wired radio as a means ing will be available only to con- But electric power radio and
of encouraging interest in radio re- gested areas at some indeterminate wire broadcasting do not have a
ception. Radio is becoming more time in the future; (2) the user em- similar virgin field; they must inand more a power proposition, as we ploying both radio and wire programs vade a firmly established market
tend to amplifiers drawing directly will have a broader entertainment which is already reasonably well
on the lighting circuits. The inter- service than if he confines him- served. There will be no great inhave

to compete.

ests of the radio industry and the self only to wire programs; (3) undations of the radio market by
power companies are not only un- there is no reason, while radio is new and competing devices because
opposed but both have every-

thing to gain by a close and
sympathetic mutual under-

The FACTS in a Nutshell

standing.

Only in the most populous
areas it is likely to be possible
to obtain sufficient revenue to
meet the cost of wire program
presentation. Such areas are
already served by well -estab-

group of buyers.

"WIRED
WIRELESS"

The employment of intelligent
and aggressive selling methods,

capitalizing the establishment
of wire broadcast rather than
facing it as a rival, will actu-

Advantages

than any prospective
system of wire program service

1. No seasonal variation in
reception quality

choice

can offer.

Consequently, al-

ally make the radio business
more profitable for the trade

though wire service may be an
excellent adjunct to increase the
standard of programs available

Apparent Disadvantages

cannot, on account of its limited
program choice, displace it.
Having no possibility of

1. Limited program choice; the
most ambitious plans offer
but three possible programs

through the radio receiver, it

commercial broadcasting support, the wire program system
must have many thousands of

2. Monthly fee for programs
charged, whether apparatus is

subscribers at a minimum
charge of perhaps $2.00 a

used or not, plus extra costs
in light bill for current used
3. No fascination in manipulation of equipment

national coverage a prospect of
the remote future. Meanwhile
radio broadcasting is develop-

4. Wired programs will

month, for headphone service
in order to break even. This
will limit it to the larger cities
for many, many years, making

ing apace and we may look
to improvement of broadcasting
conditions through competition,

better government regulation
and improved program standards. The standards of commercial broadcasting also con
tinue to improve. Radio has,
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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to a now wary and educated

lished broadcasting, with coL-

siderably greater program

prospective developments a r e
o n 1 y supplementary services
which must prove themselves

be

available only in a few limited
city areas
5. fl single non -competing program organization the source
of all available programs

6. Equipment cannot be purchased, but must be rented; a
continual financial drain

and of greater service and usefulness to the public.
From the first, radio recep-

tion has been a marvel which
has appealed to the public as a
sort of magic. While it is no
longer novel it is even a greater
marvel now than ever. Today
we have a choice of high grade

programs ; a quality of transmission and a skill in studio

management approaching a fine

art; and a realism of reception

so far surpassing what gave
satisfaction to buyers of previous years, that wired radio
faces in radio broadcasting a
most powerfully entrenched
rival.

To regard it as a menace
or a really dangerous competitor is indeed overestimating
i t s immediate potentialities.
When we look upon our own

product-radio broadcastingwith an adequate appreciation
of its might and power, we can
see no serious danger from any
possible rival to radio's continued growth.
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more care in installation and more
adequate instruction to the customer
when the sale is made.
The classification of "improper installation," held responsible for

Dealers themselves cause the majority of

their customers' complaints, according to the
experience of this radio service organization-Ways to reduce the number of calls.
By EDGAR H. FELIX

fifty per cent of service calls, in-

These are the facts as stated to the

writer by Perce B. Collison, sales

THE dealer himself is respon- manager for Rossiter, Tyler and Mcsible for sixty-five per cent of Donnell of New York City, official
the complaints and service
calls which receiving set users
make. This may surprise most re-

New York service representatives of

important set manufacturers, and

service agents for numerous dealers.
tailers of radio sets, yet an organiza- Throughout the four years of its
tion which is servicing sets for four existence, the R T M Radio Service
thousand customers, and keeps a has kept records accurately and most
careful tabulation of the funda- of the information in this article is
mental cause of each service call, obtained through its co-operation
states that fifty per cent of its busi- and from its unique and extensive
ness arises from wrong accessories set repairing and installation exor imperfect installation, occurring perience.
Service calls and visits in answer
at the time the set sale is made;
fifteen per cent is due to misunder- to complaints after the sale is made
standing or insufficient instruction are items of such magnitude in the
of the purchaser by the dealer; expenses of every radio dealer that
twenty per cent to customer abuse or methods of reducing them, successnegligence and only fifteen per cent fully applied, reflect directly in the
to factory faults in sets or acces- profit column. Generally speaking,
reducing that sixty-five per cent of
sories.

In other words -65 per cent of preventable

service complaints are AVOIDABLE.
71

service calls depends

cludes not only errors in actual wiring and installation of the radio set
and its accessories, but the improper
selection of the tubes and power supply which accompany it. The most
serious source of trouble in this comprehensive classification is the mistake of furnishing the customer with
a source of power supply inadequate
for the receiver. The explanation

for this frequent error is that the
salesman

concentrates his efforts

upon selling the most expensive receiving set which he can induce the
customer to buy and then scrimps on
accessories in order to keep the outlay within the maximum figure which
the customer will spend.
Certainly an automobile dealer

would be foolish who would devote

his effort to selling a high priced
chassis and, to keep within the customer's limit, would supply it with

second hand tires and a soap box
body. A radio set is no better than
its weakest accessory and the all too

frequent custom of selling a cheap

upon more intelligent salesmanship, speaker, small size B battery or
Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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SER`'ICE GALLS
Can be Avoided
power unit which delivers insuffi- tests the voltage supplied to the set quency amplifier, detector tube and
cient voltage at the current drain re- installed at the customer's residence each of the audio amplifier tubes.
quired by the set, is doing serious with a high resistance voltmeter, at
Any marked deviation from preinjury to the industry as a whole. least a thousand
scribed voltage,
It gives an indisputable argument to ohms per volt
that class, altogether too numerous, (nothing less will
which is "still waiting for radio to be give an accurate
perfected."
reading for this
The receiving set, completely in- purpose), in order

as determined by

tube requirements

and re -

stalled, should be considered as a to check up the

unit. The dealer sells the complete plate volt package; a failure of any part of it, a g e supplied
however insignificant, means the the radio frefailure of the entire equipment. The
sale of low grade tubes, accessories
or power supply, in order to make a
larger profit on the set, is inviting a
later series of service calls which will

eat up that profit. A little less expensive set, with high grade tubes,
adequate current supply and a
speaker of good quality, means a per-

manently satisfied customer and a
profit which will not be constantly in

jeopardy because of the customer's
kicks.

The matter of selecting power supply instruments for radio sets is one
which cannot be looked upon lightly.
The voltage marking on a B -socket
power binding post is something which

rarely has a meaning, because, with
most such devices the voltage output
varies according to the load impressed upon it. No dealer does a

thorough installation job unless he
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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ceiving set manufacturer's specifications, means distortion and lessened
stability of the receiver. Measuring
the plate voltage when the receiver is
installed may cost twenty-five cents
worth of the installer's time. Failure

to measure it, is likely to cost the
dealer in the end, five dollars extra
overhead, a dissatisfied customer and
possibly one or two discouraged
prospects.

after warming up is over, the cus- store asking for a definite receiver
tomer would be thankful for the because it was recommended by a
thoughtfulness of the dealer in sup- friend. For example, the customer
plying him with this superior detec- may ask for a certain brand of retor tube. Instead, his first evening ceiver "operating directly from the
of radio entertainment is one of ex- electric light socket."
He is given the set asked for but,
asperation which ends in a service
call, costing the dealer at least $2.50 instead of deriving its energy directly from the light mains, it
in time.
Careless antenna installations and is powered by a storage battery
improperly connected power supply equipped with a trickle charger,

Small or low priced B batteries are mistakes so elementary that one which may require the occasional adwith medium or high -current -drain - cannot understand why dealers who dition of distilled water, and the
sets cause trouble because of their claim to be business men can be battery of which may sometimes reshort life. It may be harder to make guilty of them. When a purchaser quire a full charge. Neither of these
the sale if $17.50 worth of B bat- has spent $200 or $300 for a radio things is attended to because the
teries instead of $9 worth is recom- set, he is entitled to better instal- dealer making the sale neglects to
mended, but it is not so hard to show lation than the mere tacking of a mention these facts to the purchaser.
the customer that you are saving nail in a chimney to hold the aerial The result is a service call arising
him money by doing so. Properly wire. Nevertheless, I have observed out of a "misunderstanding." More
presented, the customer will ap- this kind of installation made by re- properly it is misrepresentation because the salesman has not taken the
preciate your interest in his behalf. tail concerns of national repute.
Perhaps it is done without the trouble to explain the functioning of
INSTEAD of ignoring the subject, knowledge of the retailer, but it is the equipment to the prospect.
Showing the customer all he need
tell the true story about B batteries ; his responsibility to prevent that
let the purchaser take his choice be- kind of "service." Antennas are know about tuning his set, correct
tween batteries cheap in the be- sometimes installed with a charge of adjustment of filament rheostats,
ginning or cheap in the end. Too only $2.50, but rarely, if ever, care of storage battery and power
often the salesman will try to chop especially in the case of apartment supply, is a matter of a few minutes
off $8.50 from the first cost, only to houses, can a good installation job work on the part of an intelligent
have the customer come back in two be done at less than three times that installer. This precludes the pracmonths dissatisfied and irritated be- figure. The effort to save the cus- tice of using a schoolboy to install
cause the inadequate batteries have tomer a few dollars by cheap instal- antennas during off hours and makes
given out. Or, more than likely, the lation is an excellent way of increas- necessary the use of a technically
customer will renew his supply from ing the cost of doing business for trained and fairly high salaried ina rival dealer.
the short-sighted dealer. Incorrectly staller. Responsible dealers who
Another error which the service connected accessories are also the take the precaution to insure a satcompany reports as one of frequent outcome of low-priced installation by isfied customer are building reputations in their communities which
occurrence is the equipping of a set incompetent service men.
gradually give them a position of
with the wrong tubes and the wrong
FIFTEEN per cent of the service supremacy in spite of their adhersize C battery. It is hard to undercalls are due to customer misun- ence to list prices, made necessary
stand why a dealer will put a power
tube in the last stage of a receiving derstanding or poor instruction of the by this foresighted policy.
It is probable that a part of the
set not wired to accommodate it, but customer by the dealer. A service
twenty
per cent of service calls due
complaint
may
be
to
the
effect
that
strangely enough, this is a frequent
cause of complaint. Or with a bat- the set squeals constantly, while the to customer abuse or negligence are
tery operated set which is adapted only attention needed is to have the attributable to this same lack of in only for use with socket power units rheostat turned down. Or, after a instruction by the dealer when the
and drawing too heavy current to be month or two, the storage battery sale is made. The buyer of a radio
economically ' powered by B bat- gives out and the customer is sur- set is entitled to a demonstration in
teries. Then he wonders why service prised to learn that it requires his home, after the receiver is incharging. Just why the radio dealer stalled, of just how each control on
calls eat into his profits.
Another frequent cause of trouble should not have displayed the ordi- the set is manipulated, and what
is the supplying of a special detector nary sales intelligence which each care is necessary to insure long tube
tube without properly instructing the such case represents is not clear, but life and trouble -free reception. If
customer as to its operating char- this kind of abuse is so widespread he knows how to adjust his receiver,
acteristics. After hearing a fine that it is the cause of hundreds of he is not likely to abuse it.
Even the fifteen per cent of comdemonstration in the store, the pur- service calls every month in the area
plaints
attributed to imperfections
chaser has the receiver installed in covered by Rossiter, Tyler and Mcin
manufacture
can be reduced by
He
wonders
why
he
did
Donnell.
his home.
A large proportion of the classi- thorough test of each set before shipnot notice the hissing noise when
fication of "misunderstandings," accounting for fifteen per cent of the
R T M's service calls, are those arising from definite expectations in
structed by the dealer as to the performance which are not realized.
warming up process and correct ad- Most frequently these occur in the
justment of the filament rheostat, case of customers who come to the

the set was sold him and is likely to
conclude that the demonstration set
is superior to his own.
Were customers properly in-

72

ment.

This classification is the

only one which represents service
largely unavoidable.

It is a pitiful situation that an industry, so thoroughly conscious of
the importance of service, should fail

so lamentably in its practice.
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TELEVISION
ds a Future Market
SOME day, television will be per- velopment work is completed, a long
fected to the point where the period of simplification, standardizatelevision receiver will take its tion and commercial designing still
place on the market with the radio lies ahead.

public is keen for any news of tele-

be suited to production in quantity
and at a price sufficiently low to be
attractive to the public. None of
these requirements are met by the
In the laboratory, the television existent laboratory devices. Nor is
receiver need not be reliable to be anyone, sufficiently close to the situsufficiently advanced for an occa- ation to speak with authority, willsional private demonstration; it has ing to hazard a prediction as to how
the aid of the most skilled scientific soon the radio dealer may count
men to operate it; it has few limi- upon television receivers as a part of
tations in the way of cost, while it his regular stock.

laboratory reality and a few months

shall he tell his customers who even

television receiver was successfully
demonstrated. But much remains to

art? As we see it, television will go
through a gradual process of evolution. Much work still remains to be
done in the laboratory requiring
great resources and engineering skill

receiver as an instrument of home
entertainment. In fact, dealers all
over the country report curiosity on
the part of the public as to how soon

they may have the opportunity to
purchase

such

instruments.

The

vision and awaits expectantly the remains an object of experiment. To
However, even in its present state,
day when it will become a com- be commercially practical, however, television is a subject of much inmercial possibility.
television must have reasonable re- terest to the radio dealer. Will it
Some of the keenest minds in the liability and utility; it must require fall to his lot to market television
research field have for years been no technical skill to operate; it must apparatus? If so, how soon? What
devoting themselves to making the
preparation can the far-sighted
visionary prediction of television a
dealer make for the new field? What

ago the crude predecessor of the

be done to convert a laboratory
curiosity into a reliable instrument
which an average citizen can operate.

Even assuming that the basic de-

That television is, in its present state, a complicated
and expensive function is shown by this photo of the
apparatus developed by the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. Left to right: 1, Control panel
for monitor board; 2, Monitor board for operator; 3,

now manifest interest in the new

(Please turn to page 91)

Transmitting apparatus; and 4, Its control panel; 5,
Amplifiers; 6, Receiver and screen; and 7, Its control
panel. Above: A rear view of the screen on which

images are projected, showing the complicated wiring
system required to produce the images.

1927

On this page are up-to-date figures
pertaining to the growth of the radio
industry. They have been compiled
by the statistical department of
"Radio Retailing" and supplement
the review of statistics published in
the January issue

Statistical
is w11 i W, e L'J »11111111111011111111

ev zew

RADIO SATURATION COMPARED WITH DWELLINGS WIRED FOR ELECTRICITY
15,923,060 DWELLINGS AS OF JAN. 1, 1927

9

1/111

8

4,000,000
Have Radio Sets

7

NEWLY WIRED HOMES BY YEARS
1,783,000

6
5

1,323000

1222,550

4
3
2

1Q10

a

1,191

10919

jIIfl!I

1099 1097 109.1 109C 109C 1097

870,000

0

690,000 730,000

300,000

ll

1

1920

(As of January 1st.)

192.2

1921

1923

1927 are expected to approximate $525,000,000.
Primary Radio Stores

4.700

Electrical Dealers %%/%//////////////////////20°%////////////////////í1

-15 000

Auto Supply Houses

Furniture Stores

30.000
Retailers

6.8yo//

Hardware Stores

The percentage of business done

i////,5.4%M

by each type of store

W5.4°fo//
Miscellaneous Stores V 5,3%/4

selling

Note that, although primary radio stores, numerically,
rank second (see chart at right),
they do the largest percentage

Department Stores

radio.

Direct to Consumer® 2.6%

of business.

Sporting Goods Hanes

with
Inventory
of
5500
or
Over

1.3%

1.11.111111

@0.3%

42.500

1.000

® Sporting Goode 7,500
1.200

- Department Stores 3,400
600

Electric Light Companies 4.027

8

United States Production
I926Automotive Exports

7

were 11% of Total

7
6

i

15

i

14

1

I

United States Production
Radio Exportsto Countries
below the Equator in 1926
were 03 341,429 or 37%

4

*Miscellaneous
Omitted

This is a concise picture of the internal set-up of the retail
radio trade, showing the number of stores in other trades
that sell radio.

were 3% of Total

5

44.000

1.200

Primary Radio

1926 Radio Exports

6

1

,

I

I

1,%

of Total Exports

3

'

2
¿

1

.

!

3
12

tI
10

9
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1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924
Figures Baud on Reports
From Dept. of Commerce
1925

1926

The radio export curve from 1918 to date. There was an
appreciable drop from 1925 to 1926, which indicates that
manufacturers may not be taking fullest advantage of the
lucrative export market.

Í
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t
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45.000

2.700

miscellaneous

I

9

Radio

1.200

Companies

10

Dealers Not Selling

4.900

Electric Light ®1%
Chain Stores

INN Dealers Selling Radio

4.600

///íj

E77

7000

7.900

"Rz3'//..

Stores

AverageYearly
Family Increase

The number of newly -wired homes indicates
the possible
market for socket -power instruments. Note that the number of new radio sets in use each year (chart at left), does
not even keep pace with the number of homes wired for
electricity each year.

The number of sets in use each year-the number sold,
less those scrapped. Radio sales in dollars and cents for

Music &Phonograph

1926

1925

1924

8

7
6

5

4
3
2
1

c
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Deo
1926

Comparing the manufacturers' sales curve with the retailers'. The shaded portion is the period when retailers generally operate at a loss and need the utmost aid and
encouragement from their manufacturers.
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Dealers

The

Themselves SAY
Here are the results of a survey made by the
American Press Association among the newspapers in 600 towns under 25,000 population.
The newspapers, in turn, had the radio dealers of
their towns answer the questions.
Are sets using butteries or house current more popular?

TT'hirh art the most poplar broadcasting stations?
Votes Letters

Votes

Letters

Votes

66
65
65
49
44
42
37

WGY
WOW
WLW
WSB
WCCO
KYW

37
30
29
29
25

WJZ
KDKA
WEAF

231

214
135

WLS

89
85
77
76

WIII.

WOC
WGN

21
21

WDAF

Letters

Letters
WWI
KMOX
WJAX
WSMB
WBBM

Votes

KOA

19
18
17
17
16
16
16

WBAP
WTAM
WPG
WFAA
KSD
KFNF

KFI

What radio set is the best seller?
(Rated 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th)
let
R. C. A
Crosley
Freshman
Kolster..
Stewart Warner..
Freed Eiseman...
Fads..

2nd

287
114
61

24
20
10

6

Grebe...
Day Fan

Zenith
Federal

90
20
12
15
19

4th
18 King

3rd
44
56
90

34 Strom. Carlson...
40 Mohawk
3 Sparton
Erla
6 Splitdorf
7 Magnavox
8 Pfanetiehl
2 Neutrowound...
4 A. C. Dayton....
0 Thorola
5 Bremer Tully....

21
13
13

I

26

5
4
3

22

4

12
12

7

4

9
4

5

6
2

Bosch...

133
119

6
2
4

7

1st

2nd

2

8

I

3
2

3
2

I

3

...

4
9
8

2
4
3

2
6
4

4
2

4

I

2
I

I

I

2

2

2

.

2

I

..

I

Which is preferred-single dial, or multiple dial control?
Single dial -381; Multiple dial -119; Equal -57.

3

I

5
2
2

5

2

Which is preferred-speaker built in or separate?
Built in -201; Separate -342; Equal -42.
(Many state that built-in sets are more popular, but,
due to the cost, more separate speakers are sold.)

3rd 4th

5
2

I

coming in -98; Equal -11.
(Many state that socket power would be more popular
but is a little beyond the pocketbook.)

WSAI

In addition to these, forty-nine other stations were mentioned with more
than one vote.

Atwater Kent....

Batteries -479; House current -105; House current

3

3

What proportion of console or cabinet models were sold
last year as against- ordinary table sets? 32 per cent.

5

What percentage of sets are sold on the installment plan!
52.8 per cent.

li'hat speaker is most popular?
R. C. A

158
106

66
71

32

9

Crosley

43

61

II

II

18
16
16
15
13
10
8
8
8
5
4

41
10
13
5
7
9

9
8

2
11

5

8

Atwater Kent......
Utah .

Western Electric...
Fada..

Music Master......

Farrand
Magnavox...
Federal Brander....
Thorola

15
14

9
4
12
8

6

18

5

6
3

4
4

6

Rola
Musicone

Tower..
Baldwin

Acme..
Amplion
Peerless.

Freshman
Strom. Carl
Trimm
Westingnouse
Sonochorde
Sparton
Day -Fan..

4
4
4
2
2
3
I

6
4
6

5
3
7

2

I

2

4
5

I

2
2
3
2

4

2

I

4

I

2
I

3
2

2
3

2

I

5
I
I
2
.
Pathe..
8
3
4
Bosch.
7
4
Stewart Warner....
2
In addition to these, twenty-five different makes of speakers were reported.
I

I
I

I

What price range on sets is within reach of the majority
of buyers?
64 reported

$50-$75

265 reported
357 reported
$'75-$100
$100-$150
21 reported
62 reported
$150-$250
$250 and over

What percentage of homes are wired for electric current?
84.9 per cent.

(Figures given for towns only-in the country districts
percentage is far lower.)

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

What percentage of dealers will take old sets as part payment for new sets? 54 per cent.

Suggestions from dealers as to what
kind of dealer help from the manu-

facturer has proved the most valuable
in increasing sales:
28-Newspaper advertising.
36-Co-operative newspaper advertising
in local papers.
9-Advertising leaflets.
8-Direct mail.
23-Dealers complain of no advertising
help from manufacturers as yet.
84-Local newspaper advertising.
14-Window displays.
20-National advertising.
4-Better service.
15-National advt. over dealer's name.
3-Give program hours such as Atwat:r Kent.
4-Furnish good cuts and copy.
4-Broadcasting.
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The First Beard of Directors of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association
1924-25.

The

Story

RMA

of the

What the Radio Manufacturers' Association means to the
industry-its past accomplishments and hopes for the future
By MAJOR HERBERT H. FROST
First President
Radio Manufacturers' Association

"Through the collective efforts of Tully, Fred W. Wellman, F. W. Will. its accomplishments seem nothing
man., most of the constructive work
In the preliminary organization it short of marvelous. The story of its
of this age is done."
became my lot to act as chairman, creation and development forms one
with Mr. A. J. Carter as secretary. of the great romances in the highly
IT IS DOUBTFUL if a more fit- Many regular round table discussions romantic history of radio.
ting quotation than the foregoing of this group followed the main
There has been, from the start
could be found to epitomize the theme of which was to find ways a glamour surrounding the RMA
record of the Radio Manufacturers' and means for bettering and stabil- and its doings that can be traced
Association in its fruitful history of izing the manufacturing end of the only to the enthusiasm of its memthree years.
radio industry. The idea of a bers and their patriotic devotion to
Exactly where and at what national organization developed fast, their ideals, and the aims and purmoment the thought of a Radio and on May 12, 1924, the RMA was poses of the organization as outlined
Association was born may always re- incorporated under the state laws in its constitutionmain a mystery, for the need of such of Illinois.
"To promote the best interests of
'an organization had been felt by
Although the first two years were the radio trade and listening public
several manufacturers for some occupied largely in formative activi- by the enforcement of higher standtime, and frequent speculations had ties, the period was not without its ards in radio manufacture, the elimnaturally followed and thoughts had outstanding accomplishments, which ination of unfair and dishonest
been interchanged. Early in 1924 a have continued to make it an organ- merchandising practices and the essmall group of men were first called ization known for action.
tablishment and maintenance of fair
together and formed the nucleus of
From the slender membership roll price levels."
From its inception, the RMA
of 19, we went into the Atlantic City
what is now the RMA.
The record shows that the original convention in May, 1926, with a has seemed pre -destined to achieve
group comprising this informal coun- membership of 146, which, as we what it set out to do. And this has
celebrate our third anniversary, has been made possible only because of
cil was as follows:
C. H. Belden, A. J. Carter, R. A. been augmented to a roll of 258 re- the splendid co-operation and supConner, Herbert H. Frost, G. R. sponsible manufacturers of radio port given it by the rank and file of
Haase, A. A. Howard, W. H. Huth, equipment.
its membership.
P. C. Lenz, Jr., A. Newcombe, E. N.
The RMA first gained public
When it is realized that the Radio
Rauland, Frank Reichmann, Theo- Manufacturers' Association has been recognition when in its early history

dore Sheldon, W. H. Trimm, J. C. in existence but three short years, it fought the proposed federal tax
76
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of 10 per cent on all radio apparatus,
accomplishing the defeat of that
measure and thereby saving the
American listening public millions of
dollars. Similar successful efforts
were prosecuted, both in Illinois and

taining thereto, which affect radio. 20,000 to allot! It was indeed gratiAlthough standardization work fying but at the same time serious.
has been in progress for a long time However, there is always a solution
and the standards of the RMA are and by arrangement with the Hotel
in effect among its members to a Stevens, in addition to the main exlarge degree, this work is now trans- hibition hall the entire fifth and

Michigan, to keep radio free from ferred to the newly -organized Engi- sixth floors will become virtual exhithe attacks of class legislation.
neering Division, which also has a bition halls unto themselves.
Again the RMA became familiar Safety Section and a Technical ProThe Future
to the public through its show pro- cedure Section.
grams which have resulted in the
Our organization is admirably
While the future is always a matmagnificent Radio World's Fair held equipped to carry out this work since ter of speculation, a fair index of its
annually in New York City, and the standardization without limitation of promises may always be well taken
annual Chicago Radio Show, both of the art primarily concerns itself from the past. Aside from such rewhich are thoroughly national in with the manufacture of parts. At flection, however, there are definite
character and provide yearly stimu- the last meeting of this section held things to which we may look with
lation to both the industry in gen- in Chicago in February, more than full anticipation of realizing them.
eral and the public, which is always 250 engineers attended, representing As our President, Mr. Arthur T.
hungry for radio information.
Haugh, stated a short time ago, "By
over 120 manufacturers.
To the end that the various radio reason of the various forces which
Recognition by Industry
interests may be served by a common are at work throughout the radio inAlthough less in the limelight, the effort the RMA joined the Co- dustry, we will one day find the
activities of the RMA within the in- ordinating Committee in the effort broadcaster, the manufacturer, the
dustry itself have perhaps been the for a radio control law, and born of jobber and the dealer, willing and
most vital. It was the dominant that experience we now maintain a able to act as one unit in matters
leadership of the RMA which suc- permanent liaison with the National affecting the business of this great
cessfully carried through the effort Association of Broadcasters, through industry. Technically, ethically and
to license manufacturers under the a consolidation of personnel both in legally we will be able to stabilize the
patents held by the Navy covering the Chicago and New York offices. infant industry, making it a healthy
Radio

Frequency

and

Reflexing.

Again it was the RMA which organized and secured more equitable

freight rates before the Interstate
Commerce Commission, a work which
is

still going on with great effec-

tiveness. Continuing activities of
the organization comprise a full

credit service for its members, the
promulgation of fair trade practices
and a Patent Research Bureau which

Trade Show
By the time this appears in print
the first RMA Trade Show will be
in full swing in the Hotel Stevens
in Chicago.
Attendance at this
event will prove to the observer the
success of this latest achievement.
It is interesting, however, to note
that on the first announcement of

business child and bringing it into
its own with the public to which it is

rightfully the greatest contribution
of mankind of all time."
Since the RMA is entirely democratic in its structure, never having
been dominated by any one group,
but always gaining its strength to
accomplish its purposes through the
concerted efforts of all its members,
the first show, reservations were re- I am sure that as the future unfolds

reports all patents issued and the ceived for over 40,000 square feet of we will be found healthy and strong,
status of all the adjudications per- exhibition space, and we only had in the vanguard of radio progress.
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vOW
a new and highly improved type
of RCA loudspeaker
to strengthen summer sales

Principal Characteristics of RCA
Loudspeaker 100A
1-More low frequency

response - better han-

dling of the lower notes.

2-Surprisingly

reproduction.
3-Handles more power
than any loudspeaker of

its kind on the market.

4-Extra rugged con-

RCA LOUDSPEAKER 100-A..{35. LIST

5-A newly discovered
principle applied in the
small corrugated paper
cone prevents "rattle."
6-Step-up lever increases cone motion and gets

THE most popular and largest selling loud-

struction. Large, powerful magnet unit. Large,
heavy wire coils.

more bass response than

many cones two and
three times as big.

7-Special felt application behind cone.
8-Cone and unit completely enclosed.

9-Compact, attractive

appearance.

speaker on the market has been RCA Loudspeaker 100. Here is an even finer loudspeakerModel 100-A-with four major and a number of
minor betterments in construction and design.
This startling improvement is brought about by
adopting a radically new principle in cone loudspeaker construction. It is the result of additional
research and experiment in RCA Laboratories.
And embodies all the advanced features of mod-

ern radio reproduction. When you hear RCA

This sign marks the

Loudspeaker 100-A you will agree that nothing to

every community.

leading dealer is

compare with it has ever been marketed at anywhere near the price.

ftCALouds eaker
MADEBY THE MAKERS
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

,

OF

New York

THE RADIOLA
-

Chicago

San Francisco

The present RCA A.C. drive
method of light socket operation

is the only perfected method

on the market today
PUBLIC OPINION is demanding light
socket operation. You are hearing many
claims and rumors about this or that method.
Your customers are asking you many questions about them. Now is the time to look

before you leap. The only perfected and

finished method of A. C. Drive on the
market today for high quality radio reproduction is that embodied in RCA Radiola
28 with RCA Loudspeaker 104. RCA engineers, after exhaustive laboratory research
and experiment have come to the conclusion

that the principles employed in this combination are basically sound and cannot be
improved upon.

This combination wrote a new chapter of
musical realism into radio history when it
was introduced. The radio found in the
finest homes, where nothing but the very
best could find entrance. It is still recognized by all as the highest development of
broadcast receiving. Its leadership in"Class
A" is not even disputed, much less threat-

RADIOLA 20
"More radio entertainment

ened by any competing set, combination
or prospective development.

per dollar than any other

$260 list
Radiola 28, with 8 Radiotrons
RCA Loudspeaker 104, complete . $275 list
A. C. Package for adapting Radiola 28 for use
with RCA Loudspeaker 104 on 50-60 cycle, 110
volt A. C. Lighting circuit . . . . $35 list
Antenna coupler, for adapting Radiola 28 with
$4 25 list
outdoor antenna
.

set ever made."
This is the practically unanimous opinion of owners, dealers,
engineers and musicians who know the Radiola 20-the 1927
radio market's outstanding value. Many times as selective as
the ordinary antenna set. Can be adapted for complete lighting socket operation. The fastest and easiest selling set available toddy.

Radiola 20, less equipment

Radiola 28 with RCA Loudspeaker
104. Universally acknowledged as
the master stroke of modern radio.

.

RCA distributors will furnish an A. C. Drive
Radiola 28, ready for connection to the RCA
Loudspeaker 104, which reduces cost and time
in installation.

$78 list

tkCA Ikadi ola

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE RAD I OTRO N

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

New York

r

Chicago

San Francisco
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Your Editors Have

June, 19,27

"Socket Power" Nomenclature Needs
to be Clarified
THE clarification of nomenclature concerning socket

power devices is a job still to be done by the industry, which, at the present time, is assuming serious
proportions. It is something that might well be taken
up by our two groups of manufacturers.
To refer to instruments taking radio supply from the

house current as "socket power units" is undoubtedly
an improvement over the old term, "battery eliminator."
But it does not go far enough.

There are several different types of socket power

devices and each should have its own individual appellation, so that when one type is mentioned, there will be
no confusion as to the principle employed.

hard worker. His success would indicate, however, that

a substantial percentage of householders can be interested in radio, if properly contacted. Also, that an

intensive cultivation of good territory will yield a

volume of sales well worth the time and effort necessary

to obtain them.

*

*

*

Good Broadcasting Continues
ON every hand, there is adequate evidence of the
determination of broadcast station managers to
keep program standards at midwinter levels throughout the summer. There doesn't seem to be any "summer
slump" this year, so far as program quality is concerned.
A recent statement from one of the largest broadcasting organizations indicates that few of the popular pro-

Special descriptive terms need to be coined for the grams will be curtailed or discontinued this season,
following types of devices-units which combine storage
battery and trickle charger; devices which employ tube
or dry chemical rectification in combination with a cell

This means, therefore, that there should be just as much
public interest in radio this summer as there was last

acting as a condenser rather than a storage cell; and
electric receiving sets using the new types of A.C.
tubes functioning through a step-down transformer.

broadcasting that are being maintained this summer as

*

*

*

Is This the Merchandising Plan
of the Future?

winter.

Radio retailers, who realize the high standards of

never before, and drive that fact home to their cus-

tomers, will find business surprisingly good.
*

*

*

Why Two Radio Associations?What Should be Done?

THE novelty of radio has worn off. It is just barely
possible that the public is becoming disinterested IT IS an unfortunate thing that there are two comin radio as RADIO. But they will continue to be interpeting national associations of manufacturers in the
ested in radio as MUSIC.
radio industry. Everybody agrees on that. But the
Perhaps one of the reasons why receiving sets today fact remains that we have the industry marshalled into

are not moving as fast as the trade would like is be- two camps. And men are asking what is going to be
cause everyone who is going to buy radio as radio has done about it. Such a situation in so young an industry
already done so. Perhaps those who haven't got radio would be a distinct menace to order and
progress were
sets today never can be appealed to on the basis of radio. it not for an unusual condition which in the end will
But there isn't a home in the country that cannot be govern the conflict between the Radio Manufacturers
appealed to on the basis of music. This is a merchan- Association and the Radio Division of the National
dising plan whose importance is just beginning to be Electrical Manufacturers Association. It so happens that
realized. Don't sell radio as radio. Interpret radio there is a very considerable duplication of membership
to your customers as a musical instrument comparable in the two organizations, and in this very strong joint
to the piano and violin.
interest between the two organizations lies security for
Possibly the appeal of radio is limited to those who the industry, and a mutual incentive which should lead
understand it. The appeal of music is universal. The

to harmony.

prospects you have been unable to sell radio to may
The fundamental discord between the R.M.A. and the
harken to your sales story if you bring them music. N.E.M.A. lies in a matter of principle. The N.E.M.A.
It is worth a trial, at any rate.
looks upon radio as an important branch of the elec*
*
*
trical industry-important but nevertheless a branch,
just as the apparatus and the supply manufacturers are
Remember-Only One House
grouped as separate divisions in the N.E.M.A. And
the electrical man supports his opinion by pointing to
in Six Has a Radio
the growing trend toward the direct use of central
ARADIO salesman in Troy, N. Y., recently "cov- station power in receiving sets and the prospective
ered" every one of thirty-nine families on one city development of broadcasting over power company sysThis systematic and thorough canvass netted tems by wired radio. But the R.M.A. maintains that
him a total of eight sales in two weeks. And he is get- radio has grown far beyond the stage of being a branch
ting results like this right along-according to the of anything. It has become a great separate but allied
report of a representative of Radio Retailing who industry, they say, largely independent in its production
accompanied this man on his outside selling for two and its distribution, as much an industry apart as the
days.
industry and the street railway industry are
We grant that this man is a real salesman and a telephone
separate entities, with separate associations, despite the
block.
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This to Say
fact that both are clearly electrical in origin and nature.
And there you are.
What should be done about it? Nothing. There is

no need for taking sides. There is no excuse for a
battle. Already there has been too much feeling expressed and exhibited. The situation will work itself

Vol. 5, No. 6

Throughout the New England states in
particular, buyers are deliberately abusing this privilege, not only obtaining merchandise at discounts for
dangerous.

their own use but acting as miniature "distributors" for

all their friends. Every set that is sold, every part
that leaves a radio factory, other than through normal
out easily and naturally if the members and the friends channels of distribution is detrimental to the manufacturer himself, for when this is done, sales are
of both associations will give it a chance.
shunted away from the distributor and retailer upon
AS a matter of fact, the industry can well afford to whom the success of the manufacturer depends. Inleave decision to the 50 companies-more or less- quiries regarding merchandise received by manufacwho belong to both associations. If they agree with the turers or jobbers should immediately be turned over to
rest that it is foolish and wasteful to maintain two a retail outlet.
associations they will do one of two things. Either they

*

*

*

will negotiate a marriage ceremony and effect a combination of the two organizations on some mutually Service Men Should Carry Testing
agreeable basis whereby the strength and leadership of
Equipment
both may be united and the present duplication of effort
FVERY radio service man should carry with him
conserved or they will bring about a drift in member. either a complete testing outfit or such individual
ship either from the N.E.M.A. division to the R.M.A.
or from the R.M.A. to the N.E.M.A. division and effect tube and battery testers as to enable him to cope with
the elimination of one or the other by the simple process any situation that might arise. The guesswork in
of abandonment. The radio industry will be satisfied radio servicing is fast being eliminated and with the
with either solution that has the united support of the equipment now available there is no reason why a service man should not be able to tell very quickly, by a
manufacturers.
Of course this may take time. Meanwhile the respon- series of quick, sure tests, just what part of the circuit
sibility rests upon those manufacturers who belong to is out of order.
No one would have any confidence in a physician who
both associations. The radio industry properly
to them to maintain good feeling between the two or- came to the house without his little bag of pills,
ganizations and to prevent wasteful competition. It stethescope and thermometer. In the same manner
would be folly for them both to engage in parallel radio owners are now beginning to look with distrust
promotion projects. Their standardization work should upon the dealer who sends his service man on a trouble
be co-ordinated by having both groups clear their call without the proper means of finding the difficulty.

standards in an orderly way through the American
Engineering Standards Committee. And the closest possible liaison should be maintained between the officials

He Should Have Had a Service Contract

and the directorates of both groups, so long as there
be two. The members of the N.E.M.A. and the R.M.A.,
are men working for the same ideal-the advancement
of radio. There should be no strife between them.
*

*

*

I ;POSE YOU WOMEN
FOLKS LERT THAT RADIO
ON ALL DAY L13TEN/N4.
TO PAN CAKE RECIPES :!
HER.EWHEN JOE DILL AND

Don't Oversell Distance
ALTHOUGH tone quality is important in the minds
of radio fans, the ability of receiving sets to get
distance is still a very great sales factor.

With the public still interested largely in distant
stations, many dealers exhibit a tendency to overplay
this particular feature. Clear reception can be obtained
within a range, of say from 500 to 1,000 miles, but if
this range is exceeded, although the set may be capable
of much greater distance, natural noises are bound to
result. This in turn will make a dissatisfied customer.
Therefore, retain distance in the sales talk, but don't
oversell it.

*

*

TM' BOYS ARE COMIN'OVER

TO LISTEN IN ON THE
FIUHT RETURNS-THE
BATTERIES ARE AS
DEAD AS

PAPAFUNNY
MAN

MUMMY ((-

{Ili
3,;A> i,i

a\

*

Trading Goodwill for a Mess of Pottage
Pr HE granting of courtesy discounts to sales managers and buyers of large concerns in entirely
irrelevant lines by manufacturers and jobbers of radio
apparatus is a practice that has become exceedingly
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

RADIO NI4NT- THE LITTLE

RADIO PARTY SCHEDULED FOR
THIS EVENING AT HERM EIATZ
HQUSE,WAS CALLED OPP AT THE
LAST MINUTE."
-J

i
l.O'fl- p.m. y, Inv. i.1.w rtw.m. M.

E Y -t7

-Elizabeth, N. J., Journal
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How to Build and Use

1 Radio Interference Finder
Construction and operating details of a small portable loop operated receiver to be used in locating radio interferences
TO BE able to find accurately
and quickly the various sources

Conducted by

stethoscope in the hands of a doctor.

Many dealers have realized the

H. W. BAUKAT

of radio interference is of the
greatest advantage to radio dealers. Technical Editor, "Radio Retailing"
With such apparatus as is described
in this article, the dealer can locate considerable degree of accuracy just

importance of locating power leaks,

interference from oil burners, arc-

ing commutators on vacuum cleaners

and electric fans, and hundreds of

sources of man-made static which in- what type of set will be required in a similar noise -makers, but following
terfere with radio reception. This particular location. In fact, a port- tradition closely, the receivers used

instrument can also be used to de- able radio compass in the hands of
termine accurately the conditions the intelligent dealer is much like the for this purpose have usually taken
the form of a very highly sensitive set
under which a
of t h e superbroadcast re.Radio freq.
choke coil
heterodyne
type.
Fi/cement
-'000000
ceiver will have
199
control jock,
The result of
to operate when
this was a set
installed in the
difficult both to
customer's home.
Loop
construct and to
The dealer using

-

it can quickly

handle, as w e I 1

locate the best

and cumbersome.

as very heavy

a n d accurately
place for the installation of the
set in 'the home
and forecast with
82

O
221V.

O

67j V.

bA
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9V.

Above is the schematic wiring diagram of the interference finder.
Note the series filament circuit.

However, a little
consideration of
the

conditions

usually met will

show at once
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that the highly sensitive type of re-

III I

ceiver is not at all necessary.

II

1116

r

Man-made static ordinarily arises
from some electrical device operating on not more than 110 volts and
such interference is necessarily of
comparatively low power. In any
neighborhood there may be several
such sources of interference, and
when two or more of these sources
are almost in line with each other,

IIIIIIII!
/I1111Ith'

9

_

yw

0

0

o

0

I

1111.1,1
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the highly sensitive interference -

finding set is very apt to pick up all
of them at once, making it very difficult to isolate individual sources.
This condition is apt to occur and
be particularly annoying when the
more distant of two signals is much
the stronger. In such a case the
nearer and weaker signal is lost en-

L
tY/

M

r

N

T

2"

Top view sub -panel. A, detector; B, 1st audio tube; C, 2d audio

tube; D, r.f. choke coil; E, midget condenser; F, by-pass condenser; g, filament control switch; H, tuning condenser; L, back

tirely and not discovered until the
stronger one has been eliminated.
Certainly the interference -finding
set should be no more sensitive than

end loop; M, center tap loop; N, front end loop.

the broadcast receiver to be used
and in practice it will be found best
to have the interference -finder some-

r

El

what less sensitive. With such a set,
close -by and weak interfering sig-

"

nals can be easily found and remedied

and the process carried on to the

h

more distant signals until the entire
area has been covered.

The set described here was de-

i<11-*

for some time with complete success.

k

The fundamental circuit used is the

in mind in designing and building
this apparatus that the cost was to

be low and, in order to make the
used.

The cost of the parts to the

o
o

o

C-

12

s,3

tubes are connected in series, and
current furnished from two 44 volt
C batteries which eliminates rheostats and reduces the total battery

s;

!A

weight, while a filament control jack

separate filament switch.

A loop with a small number of

turns is somewhat more selective
than one having a large number and

therefore the loop of this set contains ten turns and is tuned with a
comparatively large capacity, which,

in this case, is a .001 mfd. variable
condenser.

The choke coil used is of great

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Igg"
a

o

dealer does not exceed $30.
A 9 -plate midget condenser for the
control of regeneration eliminates all
movable coils. The filaments of the

does away with the necessity of a

lV

Bottom of sub -panel, from the front. I, 1st audio transformer;
J, 2d audio transformer; K, grid leak and condenser; g, filament
control switch; m, center tap loop; n, front end loop.

old-fashioned single circuit regenerative operating on a loop. It was kept

completed set as light as possible, a
minimum amount of apparatus was

vi

i

veloped for such work by the Hammerlund Mfg. Co., 424 West 33d St.,
New York City, and has been in use

-1

ITTA
o

o

VF
Tu

^?r

J

Back panel layout. A, detector; B, 1st audio tube; D, r.f. choke
coil; E, midget condenser; F, by-pass condenser; H, tuning con-

denser; I, 1st audio transformer; J, 2d audio transformer;
K, grid leak and condenser; L, back end loop; M, center tap
loop; N, front end loop.
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Left-The case and
loop frame of the
interference finder,
with the loop wound
and ready to be
slipped into the case.

Right-The set com-

pletely assembled
and ready for operation.

For the A

battery, 9 volts are

used, while 67 volts
are employed for the
B battery.

importance, especially if the audio
frequency transformer is one having
large distribution capacity through
which the radio frequency currents
can be passed back to the B battery.

stands 15 inches high, is 12 inches
wide and 51 inches deep, overall.
The back of the cabinet is hinged and
provided with a catch while the front

front panel by means of two right
angle aluminum brackets.

extends up only 8 inches from the
Before drilling the front and base
The set will not oscillate without bottom, the rest being left open to panel, the exact position of each
this choke coil.
accommodate the front panel.
piece of apparatus should be careWhile certain parts, which are
The inside frame upon which the fully laid out on paper. The accomherein named, were used in the con- loop is wound was in this case con- panying sketches and phqtographs
struction of this outfit, it is under- structed of ie-inch pine, 141 inches show just exactly how this is to be
stood, of course, that any other parts high, 111 inches wide, and 5 inches done. There is plenty of room for

of equal quality may be substituted, deep, fitting snugly into the cabinet.
the operating characteristics of the Notches were cut with a hack saw
set varying with the substitutions at each of the corners of this frame,
made. It will also be seen that in the the notches being spaced 1 inch apart

all the apparatus if the space is used
to best advantage. However, it will

be found that a little forethought
and time taken in laying out the ap-

rear of the set between the top of and deep enough to accommodate the paratus will save a lot of extra drillthe batteries and the bottom of the loop wire. Then ten turns of No. 20 ing and re -locating later on.
sub -panel is quite a bit of space by 28 Litz wire was wound on, the
Hints on Wiring
which does not seem to be used. This ends being passed through small
is left for the purpose of carrying a
headphone, a pencil and pad or any
other small item that the user might
wish to have here in order to make
the outfit complete.

Construction Details

In the original set all of the parts
holes in the frame and held in position by wooden pegs. A center tap were mounted in position and the

was taken off at the fifth turn by wiring completed in one job. While
passing a loop of the wire through a
hole in the frame. The frame and
loop were then fitted into the cabinet
and held in place by two small wood

there is nothing especially difficult
about this wiring, which is clearly

shown in the wiring diagram and

may be seen in the view of the sub While a detailed description of the screws through the bottom. The panel base, a few hints may be of
construction will not be attempted, a front and base panels are of 1 -inch benefit. Only two binding posts are
few suggestions might be of value Bakelite, the front panel being 7 provided for loop connections, one of
to the builder. The cabinet used was inches by 12 inches and the base these being for the outside front end
constructed from thoroughly dried panel being 5 inches by 101 inches. of the loop and the other for the
and seasoned 1 -inch mahogany. It The base panel is fastened to the
Please turn to Page 109

The under side of the sub -panel of the interference finder showing the assembly and the actual
wiring.

84

Looking down on the sub -panel. Sim-

plicity and balance of design are at
once evident.
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Where Radio
Can he Sold
this Summer

If your town

has a yacht or
boat club, and
it has no radio
set,-well, the
rest is simple.

In towns located on

a waterfront, own-

e===e=ac,

ers of excursion
boats have often
been prevailed upon
to provide radio

The advantages are obvious and the

entertainment f o r
t h e ir passengers.

easy to

summer, father

When the family
goes away for the

house committee is usually

sell.

usually gets

lone-

some. Dealers whe
watch the papers
for news of departing vacation.

ists can capitalize
fact that a
radio set, either as
the

a straight sale or

a rental, will keep
the blues away.

AWALK or drive around any town
presents a number of possible sum-

mer markets for radio.
On this page and the two following
are presented in picture form some of
the places where radio receivers have
been sold in the summertime. The

markets indicated have come to the

editors' attention during past seasons as
places where some live dealer has made
a radio installation.

In glancing over these pages, keep

in mind-some brother radio
merchant, somewhere, has sold a set to
one or more of these types of prospects.
What others have done, you can do!

this

i

-..

Radio

Where

a Ready

in the
;r

What could be more romantic on a moonlit sum-

mer evening than a row across the lake, over
which are wafted the sweet strains of a Metro-

ROOMS

politan orchestra? A renter of boats at a popular
Westchester County, N. Y., lake, found his boat
rentals jumped 50 per cent after he installed a
receiver.

"Ham and eggs the e times a day" are made much
more palatable when washed down with a little

A dealer in Pennsylvania succeeded in
selling 11 out of 13 local boarding houses by a
music.

concentrated campaign on this class of prospect.

-

110`1¡_

Orchestras a r e expensive. The proprietor of a roadhouse

near White Plains,
N. Y., has found it
much more profitable to engage an

orchestra o n 1 y on
Saturdays and Sundays, having a radio
installation to pro-

vide inusic for dancing during the week.
Properly presented
to other roadhouse
owners, the s ant e
idea should result in
sales.

86
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Hits

Found

Miir/eet
.Summer

How many rcc.dsicóe refreshmer t stanch, 'hat you
r auto trips, have radio se -i.? A good
puss
many. Anal a good many more haven L A radio

set a., en ettentio-i-getter is a profatiSle investn:nt for them.

The i;e creme paror xs a trtea and lk-,ved mar!.J wala?s, it is the exception to gee such a
store w:thoet a, radio set. Trj it, especially at
amusrment resorts where competition_ is keen.
The cso+cd w74 ala'a+ts be attracted ti the place
that ffrrs them entertainment with t.Jeir sodas.
ket.

Practically e v e r y

t own is equipped
with a number of
summer resort ho-

tels. Orchestras are
luxuries, a radio set
almost a necessity.
Dealers report uu-

usual success in selling to this particular
market.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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RADIOBAY
MASTER
CITY

SPEAKER"

Model 49-splendid in soft

live

beauty of walnut plywood. Sturdy,
serviceable. Has 86 -inch horn for

clearer, more beautiful reproduction.
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that becomes
ever brilhter
Radio Master Cabinets
Now-An Even More Beautiful Line with Scientific
Long Column Horn
THE star of the Trades Show at Chicago-yes-but more than that.
-Also an ever brighter star in the radio dealer's galaxy of profit
makers.

The new Line of Radio Master Cabinets, of which the one shown here
is representative, is even more beautiful. In addition you now have
available the long air column horn (86 inches) which has been popularized by the modern phonograph.

This is one of the new ones-called the "Consolette Speaker." The
radio set is placed on top.
In other models (without the long column speaker) the set is concealed within. Any set will fit. All wiring, batteries, etc. concealed.
Installation made in a few minutes.
All these cabinets are made in our own shops by master wood workers

--artists in bringing out the beauty of fine woods for the delight of
your customers. Construction is sturdy-made for a lifetime of service.
t se these cabinets to present the radio set which has won your confidence in a beautiful setting. Sell them to customers who already
have a good radio, and want a cabinet. It provides a business in
which saturation fears do not exist.
Get ready for fall business now. Send for information, and our excellent dealer proposition.

CORPORATION
MICHIGAN
I (V D V ST RI ES

See The Radio Master
Cabinets at Booth 93,
The Radio Trade Show,
Chicago

or Room 532 and 533,
Stevens Hotel

.Some

Prize Winning
Radio

WINDOWS

A "Treasure Chest" of Music
Thu window above, of Houghton and

Birk, Hartford, Conn., presents a receiver buried in the sand, with pirate
accost cwunIs scattered around, carrying uut the idea that a radio set is
a treasure chest.

California Prize -Winner
The California Phonograph Company, San Francisco, carried off one

of the prizes

in

the recent Ernest

Ingold contest, with the above attractively equipped window. What makes

the display striking is its extremely
good balance.

TWO MARKS

vii

01
IB h'

A -K- IN RADIO

Two New Jersey Winners
Baker Brothers, Newark, N. J., won first
prize for cities of more than 50,000 popula-

tion in the contest recently conducted by

New Jersey Radio, Inc., jobbers, of Newark.
The setting compares a radio receiver with
th( gem of a ring. (Above.)
In a contest for dealers in Farrand speak-

ers, conducted by the North Ward Radio
Company, Inc., Newark, N. J., Frank Hermance, Union City, N. J., took first prize
with the neatly laid out window at the left.

How Contract -Purchasing
Companies Finance Time
Payments
(From Page 57)
of their products.
It is

often

obviated when the finance plan provides for payment of cash advances

to jobber or direct to manufacturer
in actual payment for merchandise.
Finance companies for the most

part insist that retailers obtain a

down -payment of at least 25 per cent
of the cash value of the sale. This
requirement, together with a time payment contract specifying full payment within 10 or 12 months
maximum, is thought to be sufficient

assurance that the consumer "means
business." It is without question a
sensible requirement and one which
the editors urge all retailers to
adopt if they have not already done
so. Twenty-five per cent down in
cash and 10 or 12 months to pay is

mercial discount companies in order as well as experimental television
to give the reader a general idea of transmitters.

what this service costs. This has
Coincident with the limited exbeen found impracticable, however, perimental development
may come
as these rates vary considerably
the appearance of the first
with the difference in plans and com- cial television reception commerdevices.
panies. So widely do they differ in
Their
quality
of
picture
reproducfact, that it is impossible to arrive tion will compare as favorably with
even at an average figure that would the ideal as the first distorting
radio
not be misleading to the retailer.
receivers of 1922 compare with the
It is well to keep in mind, how- products of today. But
this art
ever, that rates are based principally comes within the field once
of commeron the "mortality" of contracts. Re- cial exploitation, however limited
by
serves naturally influence them to a high cost and mechanical
and
eleccertain extent, as do methods of col- trical imperfections, it may mark
lection and other services performed the beginning of
a new era in the
for the retailer. Any finance com- radio trade.
pany would, we are certain, be glad
observers hold the view that
to forward its rate card on request theSome
first
commercial television reto radio dealers.
ceivers will be the forerunners of a
In overcoming the time -payment boom comparable to that which

financing problem which is certain to companied the widespread growthacof
become an increasingly important radio reception. We
are
inclined
to
factor, if it has not already grown to regard it in a more conservative
important proportions, radio re- fight. It may begin only
as a minor

tailers should first try to arrange
an excellent practice for the radio for the financing of time -payment
retailer whether he deals with a sales with the bank in which their
finance company, carries his own accounts are carried.
paper, or negotiates it through a
Failing an equitable arrangement
local bank.
with a bank it would be well to investigate plans offered by finance
Interest Charges Vary
companies in conjunction with manuSSENTIALLY, contracts entered
into between retailers and commercial discount companies are of the
"recourse to dealer" variety. In other
words the finance company may call

upon the retailer to make good for
non -payments by customers. When
collections become difficult for the
finance company the retailer is
usually called upon to straighten out
such "tough" cases and in this way

undue friction and the possible loss
of business through credit letters

mailed by the finance companies may
be avoided.
"Recourse" is a common characteristic of most plans offered to
radio dealers, those isolated companies which actually buy contracts
and responsibilities, "lock -stock and
barrel," being few and far between
and then usually of the manufacturer -guarantee variety. Practically

facturers. These will be found quite

economical.

factor in the radio market, because,
unlike the first broadcast receivers,
the television outfits are likely to
be quite expensive. It will have the
attraction of novelty as a sales aid,
but, trained by experience with
broadcast reception, the public will

not be too quick to seize upon it.
The forward -looking dealer who

The next best plan is to select a has a clientele of experimenters alfinance company close to home offer- ready established will not overlook
opportunity to become better
ing a general plan best adapted to any
acquainted with the possibilities
the use of a particular dealer. The
television and telephotography,
retailer should make sure that rates of
because, to hold that experimental
are equitable.
he must himself be techniRetailers are urged to take care of trade,
cally qualified. That means familimonthly collections if this is at all
feasible. If not, by all means make arity with photo -electric cells, osciland synchronous motors
sure that the plan selected does not lographs
just
as
soon
as the trend of amateur
isolate you from your customers.

Television as a

Future Market

television experimentation is definitely determined. Only that special

group of dealers with a large parts
and experimental business would
first participate in such a buying

trend.
Those dealers in the complete
before it is ready to interest any field who are receiving inquiries set
or
but the professional experimenter. requests for opinion as to when teleThen will follow a period of amateur vision receivers will be available,
experimentation, the first stage may rest assured that there will be
every contract plan includes insur- which involves sales to the public,
ance of the merchandise against fire, perhaps closely regulated to permit no sudden changes or revolutions in
theft and embezzlement, and the of future licensing and collection of the radio field, occasioned by the
premium charges for this service program fees. This will be strictly early appearance of television apare usually included in the finance a parts business and one appealing paratus, and that progress will take
its slow, natural course.
company's interest charge.
at first only to the experimenter of television may become a Eventually,
substantial
It was originally the intention of some resources. It awaits the dethe editors to include in this article velopment of practical and reason- contributor, after a period of years
a matter-of-fact quotation of the in- ably inexpensive parts, such as of development, to the prosperity of
terest rates for financing radio ac- radio -frequency -controlled light ray the radio dealer; for the present, it
is not ready for wide public concounts made by a number of com- shutters and synchronizing devices,
sumption.
(From Page 73)
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16 Hour Broadcasting
-

Predicted

Radio Division of N. E. M. A. holds hard working and well
attended convention at Hot Springs
W. E. Holland of the Philadelphia
broadcasting, of us sleep. Daytime broadcasting of Storage Battery Company analyzed
a
primary
character
would
prove
a
through the inauguration of a great boon to this element of our poputhe status of "Socket Powered
daytime broadcasting schedule lation
in a comprehensive paper.
"The last but not the least factor Radio"
on a nation-wide scale was pre- that
"Jobbers
and dealers should not b'
would call for the extension of
dicted by George F. McClelland, vice- daytime
one
radio programs is the need of subjected to the burden of stocking
president and general manager of the great buying public when it is in line of radio sets for electrified homes
for unelectrified
the National Broadcasting Company the market for radio sets. It is the and another line"Nor
should they be
homes,"
he
said.
is
an
Radio
unique
position
of
radio
that
it
at the annual convention of the
expected
to
carry
special
power
built around a broadcasting units applicable to onlysocket
Division of the National Electrical industry
one kind of
It
can
be
demonstrated
only
service.
Manufacturers Association held at in connection with that service. The set.
"The demand of the radio public is
Hot Springs, the week of May 30. best possible reception of the poorest
for
convenient and dependable operainadequate
is
an
listeners
program
possible
million
Probably three
tion
of the radio set from the light
A
high
recommendation
for
any
set.
would be added to the radio audi- class broadcasting program, therefore, socket without sacrifice of radio quality
ence by this service, he believes.
performance. The listening public
transmitted during the day hours, or
getting more and more critical of
would be of inestimable value to the is
performance and will not tolerate disAdequate Daytime Programs radio industry.
Needed
"It is plain that any program which tortion or hum. Quality not only
the radio manufacturing in- must be retained but must be improved.
"Broadcasting, theoretically at least, advances
dustry
advances
the interests of broad- Furthermore, the public does not want
already covers the outermost limits of casting and therefore
the interests of to be limited to low power or so-called
far to
space," he said, "but it
dry cell tubes.
the
public."
be
said
to
go in time before we may
SIXTEEN

hour

have established the best possible
With some twenty committees in
broadcasting service commensurate
action
the Radio Division spent five
with the requirements of a population of 117,000,000 people. Of the days in hard work. The attendance

more than 30,000,000 women in this
country over 21 years of age, less than
9,000,000 are employed in duties outside of the home. Radio broadcasting has made a start, it is true, in
bringing a daytime service of information and entertainment to the home.
Yet much remains to be done in order
to provide an adequate daytime program for 21,000,000 women in the
are
United States, most of whommusianxious and eager to receive the
cal, educational and informative
features which radio can bring.
"There are 25,000,000 school children
in the United States, the vast majority
of whom are still awaiting an organized
plan of service that will bring radio to
the classroom, as an established factor
in musical education. The decision
reached by Walter Damrosch, the distinguished dean of musical education

was the largest since the organization of this group and the strongest
in point of interest and enthusiasm.
The activities of the committees oc-

Economy To Be Deciding
Factor in Buying

"So far, economy of operation has
not been a major factor in radio. The

prospect has bought the best set he

could afford or, in many cases, the set
his friends talked about whether or not
he could afford it, and has not counted
cupied most of the time, but two the costs. This is passing. With more
general sessions gave opportunity and more good sets to choose from,
for the programming of a variety of economy will be the deciding factor
in many cases. It is to the advantage
addresses of broad interest.
of the customer to purchase standard
socket power equipment that may be
Praises Rapid Stabilization

used to operate any good radio set.
is then free to choose his set on its
Ray H. Manson, chief engineer, He
merits
alone rather than to choose
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.

some special set because it is designed
Co., speaking on "Radio Standardiza- for light -socket operation. He is also
tion" paid tribute to the rapid free to change to another set if he
without sacrificing his investstabilization influence which had desires
ment in the power equipment.
been brought to the radio industry
"Present radio receivers with standby the pooling of the intelligence in ard tubes, socket -powered with the
in council and in human present indirect system of "A" power
in this country, to broadcast a series engineering, firmly
good rectifier -and -filter "B" power,
established for and
of educational concerts to the schools, association
set
a
very high standard of performis a very great step in the right direc- more than a decade in the electrical ance, convenience and economy. With
tion.

industry, and outlined the history of this high standard established as a

"It may seem an anachronism in this standardization in radio. He out- criterion, together with the great comday of super -radio programs when the
advantages, it is not likely
greatest stars of the opera and the lined the need for further standard- mercial
that
A.C.
tubes or other new devices
concert stage, when the most dis- ization of the important dimensions will quickly supplant the present triedtinguished figures in educational and for the measuring instruments on and-true system.
public life, have been featured on the receiving sets and described the
"The A.C. tube, no matter how good
air, that hundreds of thousands of significance of the color code de- it may be in its ultimate development
people whose homes are equipped with
and application, can only closely apradio sets have never had the oppor- veloped for cables and announced proach or, at best, equal present standtunity to hear an outstanding radio that the handbook on standards ards of performance. It is not within
program. For we must remember that could hereafter be published twice a the bounds of probability that it will
in many professions and many trades
attain such perfection without going
there are millions who labor while most year.
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through a long period of quantity proTechnical papers were also pre- list of standard characteristics of
duction and application."
sented by Dr. Irving Wolff, of the general purpose tubes. Standard con-

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief Radio Corporation of America on nections for the elements of rectifier
"Loud' Speaker Characteristics"; by tubes were adopted and standard
Professor L. A. Hazeltine of the dimensions for the U.Y. tube 5 pin

broadcast engineer, Radio Corporation of America, expressed great confidence in the present organization
of national broadcasting.

Broadcasting Now On a Sound
Basis
"Broadcasting service in the United
States at the present is on a stable and
sound technical basis," he said, "and
there is therefore no need for any radical modification of our broadcasting
organization, even as to the power of

Hazeltine Corporation on "Stand- base and connections for the heater
ardization Works on Vacuum Tubes type A.C. tubes to this base.
The socket power committee
and Methods of Measurement"; and
by Francis H. Engel of the Radio adopted standards covering the conCorporation of America on "Vacuum struction of socket power devices in
Tube Developments."
accordance with the Underwriters'
Federal Radio Commissioners Bul- specifications.

The capacitor committee of the
lard, Bellows and Caldwell were all
expected to be present and were battery and socket power sections
adopted testing and dimensional
stations. But there are a number of scheduled to speak, but the unexways in which present or future broad- pected exigencies of the broadcast- standards for fixed paper capacitors.
The receiving set committee
casters can help radio listeners and the ing allocation situation, had precipiradio industry. They can locate (or tated a series of public hearings in adopted standards for the connecrelocate) their stations at points where Washington, before the Commission tions of power supply cables to rethe radio congestion in the area is not
excessive, as it is in certain densely and none of the Commissioners was ceiving sets and additions to the
color code, also a number of definipopulated areas.
able to attend the convention.
"Such stations should be located so
tions from the old Power Club hand
Substantial
progress
was
made
in
that they are reasonably accessible standardization as the following list book of standards, such as switches,
from the great telephone network systems, thus enabling the furnishing of of the more important items attests : insulators and the like.
L. B. F. Raycroft was re-elected
programs available on such networks.
Station owners can also systematiReceiver Section Adopts
vice-president and chairman of the
cally increase the power of their staRadio Division.
Standards
tions until the average power in this
An interesting step was taken
country shall have been increased at
The parts committee of the re- looking toward an expansion
of the
least tenfold, and in some cases in a ceiver
section adopted standard activities of the radio division along
considerably higher ratio (particularly
dimensions for radio receiving pilot
in the West).
"The radio industry itself can assist lamps, and established these standard the lines of market developments.
The merchandising committee has
by lending its support, both toward terms.
merchandising counbroadcasting and toward the supplyResistor-to designate resistances. cil to consist of the sales managers
ing of high quality programs capable
of giving continuing listener satisfacInductor-to designate inductance of all member companies. This
tion. This can be done either by indi- or choke coils.
council will operate by committees
vidual companies or groups; and doubtCapacitor-to designate electrical appointed to study or promote speless many radio companies will desire
to follow the example of some who condensers.
cific activities or objective. George
have shown how to help broadcasting.
The standard designations for re- O. Scoville, vice-president, Strom "Having started on a sound basis, as
several years' experience has made ap- sistors of 100,000 ohms or over will berg -Carlson Company, was made
parent, there is no fundamental be in megohms and decimal frac- chairman of the merchandising counobstacle to the steady growth of broad- tions. Resistors operating below cil, and D. S. Spector, sales manager,
casting, the corresponding expansion of 100,000 ,ohms will be indicated in Federal Brandes, Inc., vice-chairman.
the radio industry, and the provision
Progress was reported on the
of a permanently valuable and ap- ohms.
The vacuum tube section added N.E.M.A. hour program but no
preciated service to the American
people."
audio output tubes to the present definite announcement is yet ready.

Nema's Board of Governors

Left to right-Francis E. Neagle, H. C. Petty, Alfred
E. Waller, A. H. Timmerman, David Sarnoff, Chas.

H. Strawbridge, J. H. Trumbull, M. O. Troy, Fay
Woodmansee, N. A. Wolcott, H. B. Crouse, D. H.
Murphy, F. S. Hunting, S. L. Nicholson, J. W. Perry,
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

E. M. Herr, M. C. Rypinski, Gerard Swope, D. R.
Bullen, J. M. Curtin, C. A. Bates, Louis Allis,

B. B. Dinsmore, R. H. Goodwillie, J. F. Kerlin, H. W.
Young, and L. B. F. Raycroft, vice-president, who heads
the radio division of the N.E.M.A.
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Trade S/i o w READY for Opening!
WITH the floor space in the exhibition hall filled to capacity
and the exhibitors overflowing

on to several floors of the hotel, the
first annual RMA trade show will be

open at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, on
Monday morning, June 13.
This first radio show exclusively for

the trade has aroused unprecedented

and gen. sls. mgr. ;

M. W. Mitchell, asst.
sls. mgr.; J. B. Hess,
salesman ; H. E.

Diamond Electric Specialties Corp., 101 S.
Orange Avenue, Newark, N. J. -104Bristol, adv. and sls. prom. mgr.; Chas.
F. M. Rosenfield ; A. E. Simon, mgr. ChiM. Hofman, salesman ; Wm. J. Browne.
cago office ; G. Azeling, Chicago office ;
salesman ; W. Royce Beamish, salesman.
J. Schneider, Chicago
office.
Andiola Radio Co.. 430 S. Green St.. Chi- Diamond T Radio Mfrs., South Bend, Ind.
cago, III.-18-Mortimer Frankel, pres.;
-36-R.
P.
Neville,
sec.
& treas. ; C. L.
H. E. Anderson, sls. mgr. ; F. J. Marco,
Smith, pres. ; B. J. Schmidt, sls. mgr.
consulting radio eng. ; E. J. Glennon, Diamond
Vacuum Products Co., 4049
engineer.
Diversey
Ave., Chicago, Iii.-45-FrankBaritone Mfg. Co., 846 W. Jackson Blvd.,
lin
Mayo ; J.
McCabe.

Chicago, Ill. -11B

M.

Sharpe ; George D.

interest and enthusiasm throughout the Belden Mfg. Co.. 23rd & Western Ave., Chi- Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co., 2987 Franklin St.,
cago, Ill. -69
radio industry. Recognized as one of
Detroit, Mich. -47
Elec. Mfg. Co., 120 S. Sangamon Dubiller Condenser Corp., 4377 Bronx
the greatest possible factors in bringing Benjamin
St.,
Chicago,
Ill.
-143-E.
R.
Peel,
radio
Blvd., New York City-91A-Joe Fried,
about stabilization, in enabling manusls. mgr. ; R. V. Stephenson, radio sls.
head of industrial sales div.; Fred D.
engr.
facturers to get their lines designed
Williams, pres. ; Fred L. Damarin, sales
Borlanan
Radio
Corp.,
230
force; Geo. L. Palmer, gen. sls. mgr.
E. Ohio St.,
and in production early in the season,
Chicago,
Ill.
-140
Eagle
Charger Co., 121 N. Eighth St..
and in helping dealers and distributors Bosworth Elec. Mfg. Co., Main & LexingPhila., Pa. -44-I. A. Margolies,
treas.;
to have their lines decided and ready
ton Ave., Cincinnati, 0.-21
Maurice F. McCarthy, sec.
for the consumer shows in the Fall, the Brach, L. S., Mfg. Co.. 127 Sussex, Ave., Eby, H. H., Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa. -7
Newark, N. J.-60
Trade Show has been swept along on
Ekko Co., 111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.
-2A
-Tally Mfg. Co., inc., 53.2 S. Canal
a wave of enthusiasm that guarantees Bremer
St., Chicago, Ill. -101
Electrad Inc., 175 Varick St., New York
its phenomenal success.
City-10-Arthur Moss, treas.
& Stratton Corp., 1047 Louis Ave.,
If subsequent trade shows are as Briggs
Milwaukee, Wis.-71
Electrical Merchandising, 36th St. and 10th
Ave., New York City-27-(see Radio
successful as the present one, the radio Brooklyn Metal Stamping Co., 718 Atlantic
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. -43-J. C. Fishel;
industry can look forward to rapidly
D. H. Engelson ; M. Hirsch.
increasing soundness and stability in Brown
& Caine, Inc., 2317 Calumet Ave.,
future years.
Chicago, 111.-152

Buckwalter Radio Corp., 2632 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago, I1l.-144
Burgess Battery Co., I11 W. Monroe St.,

Guide to the Show

Chicago, 111.-51

The list of exhibitors, booth numbers,

and those in attendance at the booths,

follows:
Abox Co., 215 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Ill. -5
Acme Apparatus Co., 37 Osborne St., Cambridge, Mass.-gib-Claude F. Cairns,
pres.; P. W. Mack, N. Y. office ; H. F.
Tideman, Chicago office; H. H. Whetter,
Chicago; W. A. Bockius, Chicago.
Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co., 1444 Hamilton
Ave., Cleveland, 0.-122A-M. B. Dewey
and W. T. Kirton, factory rep. for Ill.
and Ind. ; Mr. Bunch, chief eng. ; R. A.
Lais, asst. sls. mgr.
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn. -135C
Adler Mfg. no., 29th & Chestnut Ste.,
Louisville, Ky.-124-N. P. Bloom, sec.
and gen. sis. mgr. ; Allan Strauss, dist.
sis. mgr.
Aero Products, Inc., 1772 Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.-12-Edward J. O'Hara; David
H. Lipsey.
Aerovox Wireless Corp., 70 Washington
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. -159-S. I. Cole ;
W. W. Boss, Cinc. rep.; Carl Hawthorne,
Chicago rep.; Royal Stemm, Chicago rep.

All American Radio Corp., 4201 Belmont
Ave., Chicago, 111.-79-Edwin K. Marshall, sis. eng.; G. K. Thompson, mgr.

Boston; George Hamburger, Denver ;
Guy V. Carpenter, Buffalo; Genewall, sls.
mgr. Phila. ; Charles Cooper, New York :

Gus Cohn, St. Louis; Mr. Parke, Pitts-

burgh ; Al Wildaner, Detroit ; Kenneth
Murphy, Wash., D. C.; Ed Koepke, San
Francisco; Carl Stone, Los Angeles;
Jack Gillum ; Mr. Rhodes, Chicago sis.
force.
Allen-Bradley Co., 287 Greenfield Ave..

Canfield Radio Mfg. Co., 431 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Ill. -13
Cannon & Miller, Inc., Spring Water, N. Y.
-158
Carter Radio Co., 300 S. Racine St., Chicago, 111.-95
C. E. Mfg. Co., 702 Eddy St., Providence.

R. I.-20-Ely Egnatoff, treas.; Ernest

Kauer, chief eng.; E. Slowinski : Wm.
F.
Ed. Sweeney, R. Williams;
H. Payton,
H. Steinle,
genl. sis. mgr.; E. R.
Fiske, asst. sls. mgr.; L. C. McCutcheon;
G. Coby ; A. H. Lynch; J. Kennedy ; J.

Ave.,

N.

Spencer.

Y.-147-Mr. Trainer ;

Mr.

Amseo Products Co., 416 Broome St., New
York City -103
Andrea, F. A. D., Inc., 1581 Jerome Ave.,
New York City -80
Apex Elec. Mfg. Co., 1410 W. 59th St.,

Chicago, Ill.-94-Carl W. Boyd,
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v.

p.

City -30-L. F. McClure,
Chicago rep. of Radio News.
B.
Darmstader, Chicago rep. of S.Radio
Listeners' Guide and Call Book; Robert
Hertzberg, assoc. ed. of Radio News:

R. W. DeMott, sec. & bus. mgr. Experimenter Pub. Co.
Fansteel
Products Co., State St., N. Chicago, I11. -2B
Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc., Thompson Ave. &
Court St., Long Island City, N. Y. -100-

C. L. Farrand, pres. ; Geo. H. Kiley, v. p.
in chg. of sales; W. E. Dermody, Eastern
salesman ; S. H. Kehoe, Western salesman ; ('has. H. Griffith, Southern salesCeleron Co., 1656 Seeley St.. Chicago, Ill.
man.
-120
John E., & Co., 3982 Barry Ave.,
Central Radio Labs., 16 Keefe Ave., Mil- Fast,
Chicago, Ill. -122B
waukee, 1Vis.-3
Co., Inc., Newark, N. J.Citizens Radio Call Book, 508 S. Dearborn Federal-Brandes
113
St., Chicago, IIL-32-Chas. O. Stimpson,
pres.; D. H. Bell, sec. & treas.; E. H. Federal Radio Corp., 1738 Elmwood Ave..
Jaudon, N. Y. rep.: Richard K. Pew,
Buffalo, N. Y. -78-L. E. Noble, pres.;
assoc. ed. ; A. B. Mills, Chicago rep.; E.
L. C. F. Horle, chief eng.; L. W. James,
asst. to pres. ; A. C. Stearns, adv. mgr.;
Hayes, Chicago rep. ; F. C. Burlington,
managing ed.
K. E. Reed, sls. mgr.; C. J. Jones, asst.
sls. mgr.; D. R. McKinnon, Chicago rep.;
Compressed Wood Co., 345 W. Austin Ave.,
H. Blair, Wisconsin rep.; A. V.
R.
Chicago, IIL-42
Frank, Illinois rep. ; E. C. Hill, Michigan
Continental Fibre, 1375 Wrigley Bldg.,
rep.
Chicago, Ill. -109
Ferguson, J. B.. Inc., 225 W. 57th St., New
Cornish Wire Co., 30 Church St., New York
York City -111B
City -88-W. F. Osier, Jr., v. p. ; W. M. Ferranti Ltd., 130 W. 42nd St., New York
Spear, sls, representative ; S. B. DarmCity-98A-F. S. Martin ; J. J. Thomson.
stader, Chicago rep.
Insulation Co., Spring Grove Ave.,
Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, 0.-86- Formica
Cincinnati, 0.-111A-H. W. Halos Bowel Crosley, Jr. pres. ; Lewis Crosley ;
further, mgr. Chicago office ; W. G.
Ralph H. Langley ; Harold F. Brown, DiSteiner, chg. of sls. prom. at Cincinnati ;
rector of Public Relations; Henry ChadJ. Wickser, Chicago sales staff ; P.
wick, Western sis. mgr.; Chas. E. KilLeClaire, Chicago sales staff ; J. M.
gour, chief eng.; Mr. Kellogg, Chicago
James, Chicago sales staff; F. Wiley,
rep.; Kimball Houton Stark, adv. mgr.;
Chicago sales staff.
Harry Sherwin, gen.
F. O'Neil ; S. Caton.

sls. mgr.; Byron
Reese, Pacific Coast sls. mgr.; John T.

Dalton, Eastern sls. mgr.; L. A. KelMilwaukee, Wis.-142
logg, Field Prom. Mgr.
Aluminum Co. of America, 2400 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.. -117
Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co., 1749 Grace
St., Chicago, 111.-57
American Bosch Magneto Co., Springfield,
Mass. -65
Cunningham, E. T., Inc., 370 Seventh Ave..
New
York City -141-M. F. Burns; J.
American Electric Co., 6401 S. State St.,
W. Cocke ; F. E. Harding ; C. R. King ;
Chicago, 111.-11
F. H. Larrabee; W. Autenrieth; J. P.
American Mechanical Labs.. 285 N. 6th St.,
O'Connor; J. P. Furey ; C. Risley ; H. E.
Brooklyn, N. Y.-136A-John J. Mucher,
Goodwin ; H. Briggs; E. R. Haines; R.
pres.; Chas. Golenpaul, gen. mgr. & sls.
E. Stemm ; P. Jefferys ; H. A. Edwards.
mgr. ; L. G. Cushing, Chicago branch
Daven Radio Corp.. 160 Summit St., Newmgr.
Ampllon Corp. of America. 280 Madison

Retailing)
Electrical Research Labs., 2500 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago, I11.-102-Geo. A.
Pearson, pres. ; Fred Wellman, v. p.
Paul W. Herman, asst. adv. nigr. ; Paul
M. Deeley, chf. eng. ; Ed. G. May, asst.
sis. mgr.
Elkon Mfg. Co., Weehawken, N. J. -77A
Experimenter Pub. Co., 230 Fifth Ave.,
New York

Freed-Eisema.nn

Radio

Corp.,

Brooklyn,

N. Y. -87-J. D. R. Freed, pres.

French Battery Co., Madison, Wis.-149
Freshman, Chas., Inc., 240 W. 40th St.,
New York City-128-Myron Goldsoll ;
Martin Zatulove ; Sig Freshman ; Wm.
H. Allen ; M. B. Shaffer; H. A. Beach.
Frost, H. H.. Inc., 160 N. LaSalle St.. Chicago, I1l.-58
General Instrument Corp., 477 Broadway,
New York City -66
General Radio

Company, 30

State

St.,

Cambridge, Mass.-115-Melville East ark, N. J.-133
ham, pres. ; H. B. Richmond, treas.; F.
G.
Smith, mid -west sales rep. ; C. T.
AeForest Radio Co., 139 Franklin St., JerBurke, eng.
sey City, N. J. -67-C. A. Rice, gen. sis.
mgr.; E. A. Livingstone, adv. mgr.; L. Gold Seal Elec. Co., 250 Park Ave., New
M.

Purington, field rep. ; Harold H.
Lloyd, asst. sls. mgr. ; Frank Squire,
chief eng.
DeJnr Products Co., 199 Lafayette St.,
New York City -8-H. DeJur; D. R. Bit tan ; L. E. Lyons.

York City -97
Gould Storage Battery Co., 250 Park Ave.,

New York City -116-F. E. Boos, district engr. Chicago; S. E. Gane, district
sls. mgr. Chicago ; L. H. Hobbs, sales
dept. Chicago ; J. C. Porter, sales dept.
Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

Chicago ; J. A. Koch, sales dept. Chiton ; R. J. Noel, San Francisco ; J. B.
cago ; M. J. Barry, sales dept. Chicago ;
Hess, Kansas City ; Robert Williams,
Roy B. Graham, western dist. mgr. ChiCleveland ; C. D. Myers, Fort Worth,
cago; C. J. McKenna, asst. sls. mgr. New
Tex.; John T. Jones, Minneapolis.
York ; Raymond A. Klock, Engineering Paragon
Elec. Corp.,. Upper Montclair,
Dept. New York ; J. 0. Archibald, EngiN. J. -41A -P. Petroff, gen. mgr. ; R. T.
neering Dept. Depew ; H. R. Strang, sales
Hungerford,
sls. mgr. ; N. Barbarie,
dept. Kansas City, Mo. ; Victor Partenlaboratory experimenter.
heimer, sales dept. Kansas City, Mo.
Elec. Co., Inc., 33 W. 60th St.,
Grebe, A. H., & Co., Inc., 109 W. 57th St., Perryman
New York City -48-B. S. Katz, pres.
New York City -75
G.
H.
Perryman,
treks. ; H. B. Foster,
Greene -Browne Mfg. Co., 2600 N. Western
gen. mgr.; R. B. Lacey, western sls. mgr.
Ave., Chicago, 111.-157
Pfanstiehl
Radio
Co.,
111.-118
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., 4540 Armitage
-M. G. MoriarityWaukegan,
; Carl Pfanstiehl,
Ave., Chicago, Ill. -S5 -B. J. Grigsby.
pres. ; Hoyt Leach ; L. A. Dodd
; Don
pres. ; Wm. C. Grunow, v. p. ; D. Wane Taylor.
maker, director of adv. ; S. L. Arneson, Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philaoffice mgr. ; H. E. Young, eastern sis.
delphia., Pa. -119
mgr. ; N. D. Patti, salesmen ; H. E.
Kranz, chf. eng. ; W. L. Hoist, purch.
Phonograph and Talking Machine Weekly.
146 Water St., New York City-26agt. ; E. W. Macke, salesman ; J. T. JackCurtIs A. Wessel, ed. ; Sidney E. Davis,
man, salesman ; J. P. Miller, salesman ;
adv. mgr.
A. C. Winnan, sec.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc., 424 W. 33rd Platter Cabinet Co., North Vernon, Ind.
105 -0. R. Platter, sec. & treas. ; F. S.
St., New York City -136B
Matthews, asst. mgr.; James Martin,
Howard Radio Co., 459 E. Ohio St., Chiradio eng. ; S. B. Brandt, sis. rep. ; W.
cago, ILL -129
P. Lockwood, sls. rep.
Hoyt Elec. Instrument Co., 857 Boylston Polymet
Mfg. Corp., 599 Broadway, New
St., Boston, Mass. -14-L. E. Moore ; C.
York
City -155
W. Burton, treas.
Pooley
Co.,
1600 Indiana Ave.. PhiladelImperial Molded Products Corp., 2925 W.
phia, Pa. -151
Harrison St., Chicago, I1L-19
Potter
Mfg.
Co., 2004 Sheridan Rd. N.,
Indiana Mfg. & Elec. Co., Marion, Ind. -96
Chicago, Ill. -39
-A. E. Case pres. ; Dudley E. Foster,
chief eng. ; O. R. Westfall, sls. mgr.; Precision Prod. Co.. 321 S. (Main St., Ann
Arbor, Mich. -112
Geo. L. Holmes, New York City sales
rep.; F. J. Keller, Ft. Worth, Tex., sales Premier Radio Corp., Defiance, 0.-16-E.
rep. ; L. E. Spencer, Nashville, Tenn. ;
J.
Allen, pres.: G. R. DeVeaux, sec. &
sales rep. ; O. B. Leonhart, Seattle,
treas. ; K. A. Duerk, chief eng.
Wash., sales rep. ; J. C. Roper, Minne- Prest-O-Lite,
Indianapolis, Ind. -40
apolis, Minn., sales rep. ; J. S. Cummings,
R. S. Muele Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo., sales rep. ; L. C. Herr- Q.Chicago,
I11. -145A
mann, Chicago, Ill., sales rep. ; Chas. E.
Bird, Youngstown, Ohio, sales rep.
Radio Corporation of America, 233 Broadway,
New
York City -89
International Resistance Co., Perry Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.. -1-S. B. Darmstader, Radio Dealer, 10 E. 39th St., New York
Chicago rep. ; Francis R. Ehle ; Chas. N.
City -25
Weyl, Eng. Dept.
Radio
Engineering, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
33A
Irvington
Varnish
&
Insulator
Co.,
Irvington, N. J. -139-E. E. Hiler ; L. M. Radio Master Corp. of America Bay City,
Carter ; C. E. Garneau, sls. mgr.
Mich. -93
Jefferson Elec. Mfg. Co., 501 S. Green St., Radio Merchandising, 239 W. 39th St., New
Chicago, Ill. -130
York City -33
Jewell Elee. Instrument Co., 1650 Walnut Radio Retailing, 10th Ave. and 36th St.,
St., Chicago, Ill. -132
New York City -28 -William C. Alley ;
Johnson Motor Prod. Co., 308 Sheldon St.,
M. Clements ; Ray V. Sutliffe ; H. W.
Chicago, Ill. -23
Baukat ; M. E. Herring.
Jones, Howard, 612 S. Canal St., Chicago, Raytheon Mfg. Co., 292 Main St., CamIll. -90
bridge, Mass.-62-Mi1es Pennybacker,
asst. mgr. ; Ed. Riedel, sis. mgr. ; D. E.
Karas Elec. Co., 19 S. Lasalle St., Chicago,
Replogle, sis. eng. ; L. K. Marshall, gen.
I1l.-73
mgr.
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., 1066 Reichmann
1725 W. 74th St., Chicago,
W. Adams St., Chicago, Il1.-81
Ill. -106 Co.,
- Frank
Reichmann,
pres. ;
Kent, Atwater, Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hiram
Lanphear,
v. p. ; M. J. Friel,
-138
Pacific
Coast
mgr.
;
James
A.
Ago,
New
Keystone Radio Labs., 154 Whiting St.,
York mgr. ; L. L. Kelsey, Chicago disChicago, Ill. -15-G. S. Brock, asst. sic.
trict
mgr.
;
Marshall
P.
Fox,
Western
mgr. : I. J. Mendels, pres. ; O. P. Smith,
dist.
mgr.: George P. Granberry, factory
sis. mgr. ; L. C. McCarthy, asst. sis. ingr.
rep.

-

-

King -Buffalo, Inc., Rano St., Buffalo, N. Y. Runzel-Lenz Elec. Mfg. Co., 1751 N. West-92-Burt G. Close, v. p. ; John W. ern Ave., Chicago, I1l.-72
Million, Jr. engr. ; W. L. Morley, engr. ; Samson Eleo.
Co., Canton, Mass. -70-R.
Jas. G. Crowe, sales rep. ; R. R. Talbott,
W. Cotton, sis. mgr. ; C. C. Colby, pres. ;
sales rep. ; L. W. Smith, sales rep.; H.
Prof.
Edw.
L.
Bowles, eng. ; C. J. Brown.
C. Goodrich, sales rep. ; J. H. Mehle,
sales rep.
Sandar Corp., 130 W. 42nd St., New York
City -17
Kodel Radio Corp., 507 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, 0.-76-C. E. Ogden, Pres.
Sanguine Elec. Co., Springfield, Ill. -98B
Llgnole Corp., 508 S. Dearborn St., Chi- Scoville Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn. -134cago, I11. -135A
A.
D. Cowperthwait, Waterbury sls. office ; M. Bennett, electrical eng. ; G. G.
Lynch. Arthur, Inc., 250 W. 57th St., New
Grant,
Chicago sls. office ; C. J. Kalbfe7l,
York City -148
Chicago sls. office ; G. Wood, Chicago sic.
Magnavox Co., 2725 E. 14th St., Oakland,
office
;
P. Davidson, adv. dept. WaterCal. -59
bury.
Martng Wire Co., Muskegon, Mich. -137
Mfg. Co.. 4286 N. Western Ave.,
Martin -Copeland Co., 101 Sabin St., Provi- Sentinel
Chicago, I11. -154-J. T. Beatty, v. p.;
dence, R. I.-46
E. J. Dykstra, gen. sis. mgr. ; Addison
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc., 36th St.
H. Brown, divisional sis. director; R. A.
& 10th Ave., New York City -29 -(See
Corbridge, special rep. ; H. E. Richardson, special rep. ; J. J. Kahn, service eng.
Radio Retailing)
Mohawk Corp. of Ill., Diversey at Logan, Shamrock Radio Co., Newark, N. J.-146
Chicago, I1L-153
-Herman Rose, pres. ; Nate Hast, gen.
sis. mgr.
Mu-Rad
Radio Corp., Asbury Park, N. J.125
Showers Bros., 666 Lake Shore Drive, ChiMurdock, William, Co., 347 Washington
cago, 111.-64
Ave., Boston, Mass. -150
Slagle Radio Co.. 1232 Maumee Ave., Fort
Muter, Leslie F., Co., 76th & Greenwood
Wayne, Ind. -54-L. S. Slagle; P. K.
Romey ; /-I. A. Schryver.
Ave., Chicago, I1L-63
National Carbon Co., Inc. 30 E. 42nd St.. Sonatron Tube Co., 108 W. Lake St., ChiNew York City -108-.G. C. Furness,
cago, Ill. -110B- Harry Chirelstein,
pres. ; D. J. Quinn, sis. mgr.;
Manager Radio Div. ; E. E. Horine, asst.
A. E.
mgr. Radio Div.
Rodriguez, eng. ; L. P. Mack, Central
Newcombe -Hawley Co., St. Charles, Ill. 127

O'Neil Mfg. Co., 715 Palisade Ave., West
New York, N. J. -77B -Raymond L.
O'Neil, general office ; E. J. Clark, general office ; A. O. Braun, Chicago ; A. F.

Nelson, New York ; H. W. Gebhard, Bos-
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Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, !Lich. -89
Splitdorf Elec. Co.. 392 High St., Newark,
N. J. -83-A. A. Sinclair, exec. radio
rep. ; Robert W. Porter, v. p. & gen. sls.
mgr. ; Noel Dunbar, spec. exec. rep. ; O.
W. Smith, mgr. Chicago branch ; F. A.
Jewell, dir. of Radio Eng. & Designing.
Standard Piano Bench Co., 1225 W. Lake
St., Chicago, 111. -38 -Gordon L. Aston ;
Addison H. Brown ; R. A. Corbridge ; G.
A. Storm ; H. W. Johnson; A. E. Oswald.
Stelnite Lab., 506 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
Ill. -41C
Sterling Mfg. Co.. 2845 Prospect Ave.,
Cleveland, 0.-68-W. M. Scott, sec. ;
W. W. Dowdell, sls. mgr. ; B. W. David,
chief eng. ; L. E. Honeywell, adv. mgr.
Stevens & Co.. Inc., 46 E. Houston St., New
York City -53

Stewart Battery Co., 119 N. Peoria St.,
Chicago, 111.-56

Stewart -Warner Speedometer Corp., 1826
Diversey Blvd., Chicago, I11. -128-W.
J. Zucker, gen. sis. mgr.; R.
H. Woodford, radio sis. mgr.; A. B. Dicus, adv.
mgr. ; V. N. Hansen, accessory sls. mgr.;
0. F. Jester, radio sis. dept.; W. Hoffbauer, jr. radio sls. dept. ; C. O. Dail,
radio sis. dept. ; H. W. Boyle, radio sls.
dept. ; W. R. Moore, radio sis. dept. ; R.
M. Garvey, radio sls. dept. ; R. E. Tuohy,
radio sis. dept. ; E. W. Nofs, radio sls.
dept. ; L. E. Parker, radio eng. ; C. H.
Stone, radio eng.; J. N. Goiten, radio
eng.; M. Gurrie, radio eng.

Sunlight Lamp Co., Newton Falls, 0.123B -James W. Reagan, dist. mgr.,
Indiana and Illinois ; W. R. Pike ; Leon
C. Herrmann, dist. mgr. Wisconsin; C.
R. Gilpin, sis. mgr.
Superior Cabinet Co., Muskegon, Mich. 110A -J. M. Studner, sis. rep.; Myron
Studner, sls. rep.
Sylvania Products Co., Emporium. Pa. 137A

Talking Machine Journal, 5941 Grand Central Station, New York City -31
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
New York City -24
Timmons Radio Products Corp., Germantown,
Philadelphia, Pa. -9-J. S. Timmons; E. B. Loveman ; C. A. Malliet;
R. S. Fisher.
Tobe-Deutschmann Co., 11 Windsor St..
Cambridge, Mass. -145
Tower Mfg. Co., 98 Brookline Ave., Boston,
Mass. -55

Trimm Radio Mfg. Ca, 24 S. Clinton St.,
Chicago, Ill. -50-P. S. Pfeifer, sic.
mgr. ; C. A. Bottoroff, sec. and treas.

Triple -A Spec. Co., 312 S. Hamilton Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. -123A
Tyrman Elec. Corp.; 208 S. LaSalle St.,
Chicago, I11.-49

United Radio Corp., Rochester, N. Y.-4Selden E. May, pres. ; A. T. Haugh, gen.
sis. mgr. ; Burton S. Bigelow, adv. mgr.;
Dr. J. P. Minton ; M. F. Bickford ; G.
W. Dodson.
Universal Battery Co., 3410 S. LaSalle St.,
Chicago, Ill. -65A -Robert Mowry, gen.
mgr. ; Roy S. Mowry, sis. mgr. ; Ray O.
Watkins, eng. ; Edward H. Sennert ;
Chas. Silberman.
U -S -L Radio Co., Inc., Niagara Falls. N. Y.

-35

Utah Radio Products Co.. 1615 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Ill. -61 -Mr. Henry C.
Forster, pres. ; W. C. Perkins, sis. mgr.
Valley Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.-131
Van Horne Co., Franklin -22
Vesta Battery Co., 2100 Indiana Ave., Chicago, Ill. -134A
Victoreen, Inc.. 8528 Carnegie Ave., Cleve-

land, 0.-135B
R'albert Mfg. Co., 925 Wrghtwood Ave.,
Chicago, I1l.-84
Webster Co.. 850 Blackhawk St., Chicago,
Ill. -52
Webster Electric Co., Racine, Wis.-6
Wells -Gardner & Co., 1720 N. Robey St.,
Chicago. Ill. -121
Westinghouse Union Battery Co., Swissvale
Station, Pittsburgh, Pa. - 82 - C. H.
Smith, pres. & gen. mgr. ; J. L. Rupp, V.
p.; G. B. Cushing, gen. sis. mgr. ; Roger
Chauveau, Western sis. mgr. ; R. .1.
Cook, Eastern sis. mgr. ; O. S. Jacobsen,
rep.
Weston Flee. Instrument Co., Newark,

States sic. mgr.; R. L. Marshall, Detroit
N. J.-74
sis. mgr.: T. Goldstein, Chicago office ; Willard Storage Battery Co., 246 E. 131st
F. B. Ellis, Chicago office ; L. Newman,
St., Cleveland, 0.-134B
New York sis. mgr. ; S. B. Solinger, adv.
mgr.

Sonora Phonograph Co.. Inc., 16 E. 40th
St., New York City -107

Workrite Mfg. Co., 1812 E. 30th St., Cleve-

land, 0.-34
Please turn to next page
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Yale Electric Co., 2339 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, I11.-156
Yaxley Mfg. Co., 1103 W. Monroe St., Chi-

cago, Ill. -37-R. S. Sparrow, sls. mgr.;
Fred R. Ellinger.

Banquet Committee, Paul B. Klugh,
Chairman.
2:15 P. M.-Committee Meetings.

Program

Zenith Radio Corp., 3620 Iron St., Chicago,
The consolidated program of the third
I11. -114-E. F. McDonald, Jr., pres. ;
Paul B. Klugh, v. p. and gen. mgr.; N. annual R.M.A. convention and first
A. Fegen, sec. & sls. mgr.; Hugh Robert- annual trade show and convention of
son, treas.; C. E. Mead, factory mgr.;
C. J. Callahan, adv. mgr. ; Karl Hassel, the Federated Radio Trades Association,
eng. dept.; H. A. Gates, eng. dept.; C. t'o be held from June 13 to 17, 1927,
E. Marshall, eng. dept.; Wm. J. Gaynor, in the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Ill.,
salesman ; G. P. Gunther, salesman ; O.
H. Hulberg, salesman.
follows:

Room Exhibitors

First Radio Trade Show

Abox Co., 215 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
I11. -536A
All-American Radio Corp., 4201 Belmont
Ave., Chicago, Ill. -522
Amrad Corp., Medford Hillside, Mass. 539A
Andrea, F. A. D., Inc., 1581 Jerome Ave.,
New York City -520
Apco Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.-451
Apex Elec. Mfg. Co., 1410 W. 59th St.,
Chicago, Ill. -423A
Arcturus Radio Co., 255 Sherman St.,
Newark, N. J. -548A
Argus Radio Corp., 257 W. 17th St., New
York City -563 & 564A
Baritone Mfg. Co., 846 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, Ill. -550
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co., 120 S. Sangamon
St., Chicago, I11.-453
Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co., 532 S. Canal St.,
Chicago, I11.-519
Briggs -Stratton Corp., Milwaukee, Wis.529
Bnckwalter Radio Corp., 2632 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. -534A
Bush & Lane Piano Co., Holland, Mich. -

Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

513A

Cornfield Radio Mfg. Co., 357 Ohio

St.,

Chicago, I11. -532A
Chicago Nipple Mfg. Co., 1966 Southport
Ave., Chicago, I11. -451A
Cleartone Radio Co., 1731 Central Ave.,

Cincinnati, 0.-512

Raven Radio Corp., 160 Summit St., Newark, N. J. -546A
Dejur Products Co., 199 Lafayette St., New
York City -440A
Diamond T Radio Mfrs., 526 Niles Ave.,
South Bend, Ind. -526A

Electrical Record, 461 Eighth Ave., New
York City -612A
Electrical Research Labs., 2500 Cottage
Grove Ave., Chicago, I11.-545
Excello Products Corp., 4820 W. 16th St.,

Cicero, I1l.-512A
Federal-Brandes Co., Inc., Woolworth
Bldg., New York City -557
Federal Radio Corp., 1738 Elmwood Ave.,
Buffalo, N. Y. -430A
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn,
N. Y.-521
Freshman. Chas., Co., Inc. 240 IV. 40th
St., New York City -521A,
Grebe, A. H., & Co., Inc., 109 W. 57th St.,
New York City -523
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co.. 4540 Armitage
Ave., Chicago, I11.-547

Thursday, June 16
10 A. M.-Open R.M.A. Engineering Division.
H. B. Richmond, Chairman.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith.
Dealers and Jobbers Invited.
7 P. M.-Annual R.M.A. Banquet.
Paul B. Klugh, Toastmaster.
Hon. Herbert
Honor.

H.

Hoover, Guest

of

Broadcasting-Merlin H. Aylesworth,
Pres. National Broadcasting Co.
12:30 P. M.-Introduction of New R.M.A.
Officers.
Directors' Meeting National Association of Broadcasters.

June 13-17, 1927
Monday -10 A. M. Registration.

2 P. M.-10 P. M. Show Hours.
Tuesday-Flag Day.
2 P. M.-6 P. M. Show Hours.
Wednesday-"Chicago Trade Day."
2 P. M.-10 P. M. Show Hours.
Thursday-"National Trade Day."
10 A. M.-6 P. M. Show Hours.
Friday-Last Day.
2 P. M.-10 P. M. Show Hours.
Room Exhibition,
Hours same as above.
Demonstration rooms on Fourth, Fifth
and Sixth Floors.

Third Annual R.M.A. Convention
June 13-17, 1927
Monday, June 13
10 A. M.-Registration.

Friday, June 17

10 A. M.-Closed R.M.A. Meeting.
Reports of Committees.
Appointments of Committees.
Unfinished Business.

Federated Radio Trades
Association
Tuesday, June 14
8:15 P. M.-Federated Radio Trades Ass'n.
-Open Meeting, Harold J. Wrape,

Presiding.
Benefits of Trade Association and Their
Industries, Wm. A. Webster, Commissioner, Automotive Equipment
Ass'n.
The Need for a Stronger National
Radio.

Committee Meetings.

Tuesday, June 14
10 A. M.-R. M. A. Open Meeting.
Music by Chicago Police Band.
Address of Welcome, Hon. Wm. Hale
Thompson, Mayor of Chicago.
President's Address, Arthur T. Haugh.
Merchandising, Major Herbert H.
Frost.
Legal Phase of Association
John W. Van Allen.
Wednesday, June 15
10 A. M.-R.M.A. Closed Meeting.
Distribution and Resale by Hon. Fred
L. Maytag.
Election of Officers.

1 P. M.-Luncheon Meeting.
Fourth Annual Radio Industries

Operadlo Mfg. Co., 700 E. 40th St., Chicago, Ill. -422A
Oxidite Battery Co., 1485 Marshall Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn. -520A
Pausin Engineering Co., 727 Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark, N. J. -528A
Pequot Mfg. Corp., Glendale, L. I., N. Y.
-444A
Perryman Elec. Co., Inc., 33 W. 60th St.,
New York City -544A
Philmore Mfg. Co., 106 Seventh Ave., New
York City -502

Dealer and Jobber Association, Major
Herbert H. Frost.
Local Legislation, Hon. Frank D.
Scott.

Wednesday, June 15

10 A. M.-Open Meeting.
"Perils in the Radio Jobbing Business," Sidney Neu, Julius Andrae
Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Chairman Trade Relations Committee.
"The Conducting of Successful Radio
Shows," A. M. Edwards, Chairman,
Show Managers Committee, Secre-

tary of Michigan Radio Trade As-

sociation.
"The Field of the Manufacturers'
Agent," R. W. Bennett, Pres. St.
Louis R.T.A.
"Time Payments," Hon. Richard Lawrence.

Standard Radio Corp., 35 W. 25th St., New
York City -445A
Sterling Mfg. Co., 2845 Prospect Ave.,
Cleveland, 0.-542A
Stevens & Co., Inc., 46 E. Houston St., New
York City -553
Stewart Battery Co., 119 N. Peoria St.,
Chicago, I11.-507
Stewart -Warner Speedometer Corp., 1826
Diversey Blvd., Chicago, I11.-516
Super -Ball Antenna Co., Green Bay, Wis.

-420A
Platter Cabinet Co., Mt. Vernon, Ind. - Swan-Ilaverstick Co., Peace & Lafayette
600 & 601A
Sts., Trenton, N. J. -519A
Products Co., 321 S. Main St., Sylvania Products Co., Emporium, Pa. Indiana Mfg. & Elec. Co., Marion, Ind. - Precision
Ann Arbor, Mich. -560
505A
523A
Symphonic Radio Co.. 370 Seventh Ave.,
Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co., Irving- Premier Radio Corp., Defiance, 0.-563
New York City -553A
ton, N. J. -535A
Q. R. S. Music Co., 306 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. -413
Teletone Corp., 3rd and Van Alst Ave.,
Johnson Motor Products Co., 308 N.
Long Island City, N. Y. -556A
Sheldon St., Chicago, Ill. -437A
Cabinet Co., Indianapolis, Ind. - Temple Inc., 213 S. Peoria St., Chicago, Ill.
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co., 1066 Radio
537A
-457
W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill. -517A
King Elec. Mfg. Co.. Inc., 1681 Fillmore Radio Master Corp. of America, Bay City, Tower Mfg. Co., 98 Brookline Ave., BosMich. -618, 19, 20
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. -504A
Merchandising, 239 W. 39th St., New
King Mfg. Co., 254 Rano St., Buffalo, N. Y. Radio
York City -539
-561A
Radio
Receptor Co., 106 Seventh Ave.,
Kokomo Elec. Co., Kokomo, Ind. -509
New York City -561
Lynch, Arthur, Inc, 250 W. 57th Street, Robertson
-Davis Co., 412 Orleans St., ChiNew York City -533
cago, I11.-412
McMillan Radio Corp., 1425 S. Michigan Sentinel Mfg. Co., 4256 N. Western Ave.,
Ave., Chicago, I11.-500 & 501A
Chicago, Ill. -536
Maring Wire Co., Muskegon, Mich. -453A Shamrock
Radio Co., 196 Waverly Ave.,
Marti Elec. Radio Co., Inc., W. Orange,
Newark, N. J.-461
N. J. -507A
Signal
Elec.
Co., Broadway, Menominee,
Mayolian Corp.. 1991 Broadway, New
Mich. -530A
York City -532
Slagle
Radio
Co.,
Fort Wayne, Ind. -460
Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, Diversey at Sonatron Tube Co.,
108 W. Lake St., ChiLogan Blvd., Chicago, I11.-537
cago, Ill. -421A
National Co., 110 Brookline Street, Cam- Sonora Phonograph Co.. Inc., 16 E. 40th
St.. New York City -546
bridge, Mass. -545A
National Lead Battery Co., 1704 Roblyn Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich. Avenue, St. Paul, Minn. -502A
504
Neutrowound Radio Mfg. Co., Homewood, Spütdorf Electrical Co., 392 High St., Newark, N. J.-450
111.-556
Newcombe -Hawley Inc., St. Charles, Ill. - Sprague Specialties Co., 1511 Hancock St.,
Quincy, Mass. -463
435A
Northern Mfg. Co., 371 Ogden St., New- Standard Piano Bench Co., 1225 W. Lake
ark, N. J.-513
St., Chicago, I11.-549
96

ton, Mass. -515A
Udell Works, 28th & Barnes, Indianapolis,
Ind. -557A
Utah Radio Products Co., 1427 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, I11.-534
Vesta Battery Corp., 2100 Indiana Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. -450A
Walbert Mfg. Co., 1000 Fullerton Ave.,
Chicago, I11.-501
Webster Co., 850 Blackhawk St., Chicago,
Ill. -533A
Wells -Gardner & Co., 1720 N. Robey St.,
Chicago, Ill. -409
White, J. Andrew, 37 W. 43rd St., New
York City -452A
White, Julian M., Mfg. Co., West 5th St.
and Sioux St., Sioux City, Ia.-560A
Wise -McClung Co. Ltd., New Philadelphia,
Pa. -509A
Wolf Mfg. Industries, Kokomo, Ind. -550
& 551A

Zenith Radio Corp., 3620 Iron St., Chicago,
Ill. -505
Zetka Labs., Inc., Newark, N. J. -524A
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Types of New Sets Planned for 1927-28
Illustrations of some of the sets manufacturers are marketing for the coming Fall. Photos on this and following pages are not complete presentations of manufacturers' lines and are intended only to give some idea of the
new types of products. For manufacturers' complete lines, see page 104.

A. H. Grebe & Co. Inc.,
New York City, $125

Diamond T Radio Mfrs.,
South Bend, Ind., $65

Buffalo, N. Y., $100

Palley Electric Co.,

Globe Electric Co.,
Milwaukee, ¡Vise., $55

St. Louis, Mo.

F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,
New York City

King Mfg. Co.,

Chas. Freshman,
New York City

Chelsea Radio Co.,
Chelsea, Mass., $65
American Bosch Mag.
Corp., Spgfld., Mass., $90

Crosley Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, O., $70

Mu-Rad Radio Co.,
Asbury Park, N. J., A.C.

Neutrowound Radio Mfg Co.,
Homewood, Ill., $135, A.C.

Zenith Radio Co.,
Chicago, Ill.
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Marti Electric Radio Co.,
West Orange, N. J., $225, A.C.

Sleeper Radio Cat Mfg. Corp.,
L. I. City, N. Y., $160, A.C.
97,

Some of the New Types of Sets

Audiola Radio Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Stewart -Warner Speedometer. Corp., Chicago, 111.

Pfanstiehl Radio Co.
Waukegan, Ill.

Crosley Radio Co..
Cincinnati, O., $95

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
adio Corp. of America.,
N. Y. City, $895, A.C.

American Bosch Magneto
Corp., Springfield, Mass.,
$340

Splitdorf Radio Corp.,
Newark, N. J.,
4pprox. $400

Stro mberg-Carlson,

Rochester, N. Y., A.C.

Wright-DeCoster Inc.,
St. Paul, Minn., $313.75,
R.C.

Walbert Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, Ill., A.C.

Steinite Labs.,
Atchison, Kansas, $150
98

Slagle Radio Co.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Manufacturers Are Marketing for 1928
(Continued)

Federal-Brandes Inc.,
Newark, N. J., $265, A.C.

Freed-Eisemann Radio Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., $295, A.C.

Pfanstiehl Radio Co.,
Waukegan, Ill.

Day -Fan Electric Co.,
Dayton, Ohio, A.C.

King Mfg. Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., $125

Simplex Radio Co.,
Sandusky, O.

Audiola Radio Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Colin B. Kennedy,
St. Louis, Mo.

Standard Radio Co.,
Worcester, Masi.

Diamond T Radio Mfrs.,
South Bend, Ind., $250,
A.C.

4pex Electric Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, Ill.
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Indiana Mfg. Ei Electric
Co., Marion, Ind.
99

Some of the New Speakers Manufacturers

Timmons Radio Prod. Co.,
Philadelphia, $30

Stevens and Co.,
New York City, $35

.1m. Bosch Mag. Corp.,
Sp17d, Mass., $27.50

A. II. Grebe and Co.,
New York Ci!y, $35

Pathe Phono. & Radio Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., $30

Crosley Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, O., $11.75

Empire El. Prod. Co.,
New York City, $22.50

Bondette D1fg. Co.,
Chelsea, Mass., $15

Pacent Radio Corp..
New York City, $28.50

Splitdorf Electrical Co.,
Newark, N. J 1., $35

Trimm Radio Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, Ill., $16

Radio Corp. of America,
New York City, $35
100

Acme Apparatus Co.,
Camb., Mass., $18.50

Frank R. Porter,

Washington, D. C., $50
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Are Marketing for the Coming Season

Rola Co.,
Oakland, Cal., $32.50

Teletone Corp. of Am.,

L. I. City, N. Y., $40

Shield Speaker Co.,
Lebanon, Pa., $47.50

Cannon -Miller Co.,
Springwater, N. Y., $15

Symphonic Sales Co.,
New York City, $35

All -Am. Radio Corp.,
Chicago, III., $25

F. A. D. Andrea Co.,
New York City, $35

Claravox, Inc.,

Canton, O., $48

Charles Freshman Co.,
N. Y. City, $65 (Power)

Utah Radio Products Co.,
Chicago, Ill., $70

Progressive Mus. Inst. Co.,
New York City, $65

Magnavox Co.,
Oakland, Cal., (Power)
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Federal-Brandes, Newark,
N. J., $150 (Power)

Windsor Furniture Co.,
Chicago, Ill., $29
101

Types of Socket Power Instruments

C. E. Jacobs, Chicago,
Ill., B -Supply, $23.50

Yalley El. Co., St. Louis,
Mo., B -Supply, $37.50

American El. Co., Chicago,
Ill., B -Supply, $15

Farrand Mfg. Co.,

L. I. City, N. Y., B -Supply
& Amplifier

102

A. H. Grebe and Co.,
N. Y. City, BC -Supply, $50

Briggs & Strata!,
Milwaukee, Wis., B -Supply

Pacent Radio Corp.,
N. Y. City, B -Supply &
Amplifier, $97.50

Gen. Radio Co., Cam-

bridge, Mass., B -Supply
& Amplifier, $68

Grigsby-Grun ow -Hinds
Co., Chicago, B -Supply

Riley Rad. Prods., Attica,
Ind., B -Supply, $24.60

Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, B -Supply, $39.50

Radio Receptor Co.,
N. Y. City, B -Supply &
Amplifier, $60

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

Being Produced for the 1927-28 Market

Stewart Batter y Co.,
Chicago, Ill.,
.9 -Supply, $37.50

Timmons Radio Prod.,

Crosley Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, O.,

Philadelphia, AB C -Supply

ABC -Supply, $50

Universal Battery Co.,

Chicago, Ill., A -Supply

Phila. Storage Battery Co.,
Phila., AB-Suppiy, $69.50

Universal Poaver Supply
Co., Chicago, Ill.,
AB -Supply $67.50

Sterling Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O., A -Supply, $50

.9B -Supply, $67.50

Vesta Battery Corp.,
Chicago, Ill., A -Supply

Wise -McClung, Ltd.,

Schickerling Prods. Co.,
Newark, N. J.,

ABC -Supply

ABC -Supply, $85

New Philadelphia, O.,

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Acme Elec.-Mfg., Co.,
Cleveland, O.,

King Elec. Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.,.
A -Supply, $50
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Guidebook of Manufacturers and Products
.4 listing of radio manufacturers, types of products made, number of
models and price range. Prepared as an editorial service for the
trade without advertising considerations of any kind.*

A

couplers, 2, $5 ; Sockets, 3, 35c -75c; Dials,
4, 35c -75c; Knobs, 3, 25c -35c ; Condensers, localized control, 6, $8-15 ; Output
unit, 1, $5 ; Phonograph pickup, 1, $15 ;
Speaker, 1, $25 ; Midget speaker, 1, $2 ;
Adapters, 4, 35c-$1 ; Connectoralds, 5,
$1.25-1.50 ; Protectorald, 1, $6.50 ; Tip

Ablett Co.. Charles R., 22 Reade St., New
York City-Tubes, 7, $1.75-4.50.
Abox Co., 215 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
III.-Abox Filter, 2, $19.50 each; Abox
jacks, 1, 25c pair.
A -Power Supply, 1.
Radio Corp., 4201 Belmont
Acme Apparatus Co., 37 Osborn St., Cam- All-American
Ave., Chicago, III.-Receiving sets, 2,
bridge, Mass.-B-power supply units, 6,
battery operated, $65-130 ; Receiving sets,
D.C., $25 ; A.C., $35-50 ; Speakers, 3,
2, A.C. operated, $85-150 ; B -socket power,
$14.50-38; Single stage power amplifier,
1, $25 ; Trickle charger, 1, $15 ; Speaker,
1, $12.50; Chargers, 2, $12.50-18; Re1, $25.
ceiving kits, 2, $50-75 ; B -supply trans- Allen-Bradley
Co., 286 Greenfield Ave., Milformers, 4, $7-16 ; Power transformers,
waukee, Mo.-Bradleystat, $1.85 ; Brad4, $16-33 ; Plate transformers, 2, $16-33 ;
leyleak,
$1.85
; Bradleyohm, $2-2.25 ;
Filament transformers, 5, $5-25 ; R. F.
Bradleyometer, $2-3 ; Bradleyunit, 6ctransformers, 4, $3-15 ; Audio trans$1
;
Bradley
-amplifier,
$15 ; Radioleak for
formers, 2, $3-6 ; Momulation transtransmitters, $5 ; Radiostat for transmitformers, 2,
$5-12.50; Choke coils,
ters,
$6
;
Bradleystat
for
transmitters, $4.
10,
$4-33 ; Filter units, 2, $16-20 ;
Pot. rheostats, 3, $3 ; A. F. impedances, Aluminum Co. of America, Oliver Building,
1, $4.50 ; A. F. resistances, 1, $5.
Pittsburgh, Pa.-Aluminum box shields,
semi -fabricated products, metal stamping,
Acme Electrical & Manufacturing Co., 1444
panels, screw machine products, sheet,
Hamilton Ave., Cleveland, 0.-Control
rod, wire, tubing, die castings, sand castswitch, 2, $4.50 ; Trickle charger, 3, $6ings, foil, forgings, high purity rod, rivets,
$11 less bulb ; Trickle control switch, 1,
fabricated parts.
$14 less bulb; B eliminators, 3, $30-36
less bulb ; A -power unit, 1, $35 complete American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springwith bulb ; AB -Socket power unit, 2,
field, Mass.-Receiving sets, 3, $167.50$67.50-72.50 complete with bulb; Charg325, for socket power, add $100 ; Ambo o
tone reproducer, $27.50 ; Recreator (phon0
ograph pick-up), $20 ; Powertrol, $8 ;
Acme Wire Co., New Haven, Conn.-TransNoBattry-A, $58 ; NoBattry-B, $42.
former coils, Special radio coils, Solid
"Celatsite" wire, Flexible "Celatsite" American Electric Co Inc., State and 64th
Sts., Chicago, Ill.-Burns B eliminator,
wire, Loop antenna wire, Stranded en2, $45 ; Burns speakers, 3, $22.50-25;
amel antenna wire, Battery cables,
Burns speaker units, 3, $10-13.50 ; ConSpaghetti tubing, Radio condensers.
densers, ranging in size from 1/20 mfd.
Aero Products, Inc., 1772 Wilson Ave., Chito any desired capacity.
cago, Ill.-R. F. coils for 7 -tube set, $12 ;
R. F. coils for 6 -tube set, $16 ; "Aero American Insulated Wire Corp., 45 Baker
Seven" kit, $12.50 ; Aero-Dyn kit, $12.50 ;
St., Providence, R. 1.-Radio cords, rubAero Short -Wave coils, kit, $12.50 ; Aero
ber covered battery cables, all kinds of
transmitter coils, kit, $12 ; Aero short
electrical wire rubber covered and plain.
lamp cord.
wave receiver, kit, $10 ; Aero short wave
transmitter, kit, $10; Daily News coils, American Specialty Co.. 165 Holland Ave.,
kit, $10 ; Daily News receiver, kit, $10 ;
Bridgeport, Conn.-"Kelford" transformAero 3 -circuit tuner, kit, $5.50 ; Oscillator,
er, 4, $2.50-3.50 ; Rheostats, 4, 25c -50c ;
$5.50 ; Wave trap, $4 ; Antenna coupler,
Cushion tube socket, 1, $.25 ; Panel
$4.50.
switch, 1, 25c ; Potentiometer, 1, 50c ;
Resistor, 1, 75c; Relay switch, 1, $2.50;
Aerovox Wireless Corp.. 70 Washington St..
Brooklyn, N. Y.-Fixed mica condensers
Out -put transformer, 2, $1-2 ; Double Impedance transformer, 1, $3.50; Three
moulded in bakelite ; cap. from .00005
stage impedance unit, 1, $15 ; Trickle
to 2c -35c-$1.50; with Grid leak mountings, .00005 to .0005, 40c ; Fixed mica
charger, 1, $8: 3 stage resistance coucondensers housed in canvas bakelite, cap.
pled amplifier, 1, $4.
from .0005 to .02, 2c.-$1.15 ; with grid Amoroso Mfg. Co., India Si.,
Boston,
leak mounting, .000005 to .0005 to .0005,
Mass.-Aerial kits, 2, $2-3.50 ; Lead-in,
30c ; Fixed condensers paper dielectric fil1,
25c
;
Graund
clamps,
4,
15c
-20c.
ter type, .05 to 10 mfd. and special values,
55c up ; Pyrohm resistance, .1 to 100,000 Amplion Corp. of America, 280 Madison
Ave., New York City-Amplion speakers,
ohms and special values, 90c up ; Lavite
horn type, 4, $12-42.50 ; Phonograph atresistance, 1000 to 500,000 ohms, 90c ; Grid
tachment, 2, $12-20; Cone type, 2, $30leaks and resistances, 25,000 ohms to 10
135 ; Cabinet horn type, 1, $50 : Manumegs., 15c -30c ; Buffer condensers, $1.503.50 ; Condenser blocks, for all popular
facturer's units, 2, $4 each, net.
circuits, $10 up; Resistors, grid leak Amrad Corp., Medford Hillside, Mass type, 25,000 ohms to 200,000 ohms, 25c Neutrodyne receivers, 4, $135-275 ; Mer30c ; Resistances, for stabilizing grid cirshon electrolytic condensers, sold to
cuits, 100 to 2000 ohms, 50c ; Filament
mfgs.
ballast resistances, .5 to 2 ohms, 25c ;
Mountings, grid leaks and resistor, single Amoco Products, Inc., 416 Broome St., New
York City-Single condensers, 2, $2.75or double, 25c -50c ; Resistoformers with
3.75 ; Double condensers, 2, $5.50-7.50 ;
.006, .01 and .1, $1.50-1.70 ; Coupling conTriple
condensers, 1, $12-15 ; Four -gang
densers, Couplers, resistance, with and
condensers, 1, $16 ; Sockets, 3, $.50-1 ;
without resistors and condensers, 50cRheostats, 3, $.75-1.25 ; Potentiometers,
$1.70.
2, $1.10-3 ; Fixed resistors, 14, $.50-2.75
Alden Mfg. Co., 52 Willow St., Springfield.
Resistor mounting, 2, $.30-.40: ResistMass.-Phono radio, complete, 1, $295;
ance coupler, 2, $1.25 ; Resistance couSpeaker, amplifier, 1, $125 ; Speaker, con2,ers,

sole, 1, $75 ; Amplifier, Audio, attachable,
1, $25 ; Receiving set, detachable, 1, $35 ;
Phonograph, radio electric, 1, $50 ; B socket power, special, 2, $25-35 ; Audio

*Note - Every effort was put forth to

make this listing complete. In cases where
requested information was not supplied, the

editors assume no responsibility for omissions.
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pler kits, 2, $6.50-9 : Orthophone, $6 ;
Binding post strip, 1, $1.25 ; Binding
posts, 7, 12c; Soldering lugs, 2, $3 per
M.

Andrea, F. A. D., Inc., 1581 Jerome Ave.,
New York City-FADA receiving sets,
15, $40+400 ; Speaker, 4, $22.50-50.
Armstrong Co., 1507 E. 55th St., Chicago,
111.-Speakers ; Moulded tone chambers,
$4-11.

Auylite Electric Co., 1418 Nall St., Ft.
Wayne, fwd.-King Cole receiver 5 $75,2011.
Apco Mfg. Co., 1200 Eddy St., Providence,
R. 1.-Automatic A -charger, 1, $16.50 ;
Automatic control relay, 2, $3.75-4.50.
Apex Electric Mfg. Co.. 1410 W. 59th St.,
Chicago, 111.-Apex radio receivers, 5.

Argus Radio Corp 257 W. 17th St., New

York City-Argus power receivers,
$250-375 ; Tables, 1, $27.50.

4,

Audiola Radio Co., 430 S. Green St., Chicago. I11.-Receiving sets, 5, $70-250.
Aulsbrook & Jones Furniture Co., Sturgis.
Mich.-Special radio furniture.

B
Bakelite Corp., 247 Park Ave., New York
City-Bakelite molding materials, Laminated
materials, Transparent resin materials,
Enamels.

Varnishes,

Lacquers, Cements,

Baritone Mfg. Co., 844 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago,

111.-Speaker units,
speakers, 5, $25-39.

3; Cone

Bear Furniture, G. H., Co. 15th & Green
Sts., Allentown, Pa.-Ra,dio tables and
cabinets, 16, $9.50-115.

Belden Mtg. Co., 2300 S. Western Ave.,
Chicago, 111.-Beldenamel aerial wire,
aerial kit ; Indoor aerial and loop wire ;
Flexible rubber covered hook-up and
lead-in wire ; Colorubber hook-up wire ;
Litz wire ; Fused battery cord ; Plain
battery cord ; Extension cord ; Magnet
wire.
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., 120 S. Sangamon St., Chicago, I11.-Spring cushion
sockets, 3, 50c -75c ; Straight-line frequency condensers, 3, $3.50-4 ; Binocular -type T. R. F. transformer, 1, $2.50 ;
Solenoidal -type T. R. F. transformer
(21 in. diam.), 1, $2.10 ;
-supporting brackets, 2, $.70-1.25 ;Shelf
Battery
switch, 1, $.30.
Birnbach Radio Co., 254 W. 31st St., New
York City-Battery cables 24, 50c-$1.70
Extension cords, 5, 65c-$4.20 ; Speaker
cords, 3, 35c ; Headset cords, 3, 50c
Battery connectors, 4, $.04-.07 ; Extension
cord connector, 1, 30c; Tuning coils, 2,
$2-3.50 ; Radio frequency coils, 2, $1-2.
Blackburn Specialty Co., 1965 E. 66th St.,
Cleveland. O.-Ground clamp, 7, $45-85
per thousand, jobbers cost.
Bodine Electric Co 2254 W. Ohio St., Chienoo, Ill.-Aerials, loop, 2, $8.50-12 ; R.
F. coils, 4, $2.
Borkman Radio Corp.. 230 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.-Speakers, 5, $12.50-40 ; Speaker units, 3, $7.50-10 ; Speaker air columns.

Bosworth Electric Mfg. Co., Main & Lexington Aves.. Norwood, Cincinnati, 0.Receiving set, A.C. operated, 1, $175.
Boudette Mfg. Co., 146 Division St., Chelsea. Mass.-Sonochorde Speakers, 4, $1535.
Brach, L. S., Mtg. Co., 129 Sussex Ave.,
Newark, N. J.-Lightning arresters 4,
$1-2.50 ; Aerial outfits, 7, $3.50-5.50 ; Plug,
1, 50c ; Extension cord connector, 1, 50c;
Extension cords, 2, $.90-1.50 ; Window
lead-in, 2, 25c -35c ; Crystal insulator, 1,
$.25 ; Brach-Stats, $.75-1. ; Mountings, 3,
$.25-.30 ; Fixed crystals, 1, $.75 (Crystal
only), $1 (Crystal mounted) ; Drip -proof
hydrometer, 1, $1 ; Charging rheostat, 1,
$2.25 ; Pur-A-Tone audio coupler, 1.
$2.50 ; Totem pole antenna, 1, $10 ; Controller relays, 5, $4.50-6 ; Solderall, 1,
$36 per gross ; Blow torch, 1, $2 ; Peerless flux, 1, 15c ; Elec. soldering irons,
2, $2-2.50 ; Commercial tip, 2, $.50.
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Charlotte Furniture Co., Charlotte, Mich.E
Console cabinets, 5, $29-118.
Chelsea Radio Co., 175 Spruce St., Chelsea, Mass.-Receiving sets, 8, $26-99.50. Eagle Charger Corp., 121 No. 8th St.,6,Philadelphia, Pa.-Battery chargers,
$10Claravox, Inc., Br. 3115 W. Tuscarawas
115 ; B -battery eliminators, 2, $35-45 ; A
St., Canton. 0.-Speaker, 1, $35 ; Phonoand
B
radiopower.
graph reproducer, 2, $7.50-9.50.
H. H., Mfg. Co., Inc., 4710 Stenton
Cleartone Radio Division, Cincinnati Time Eby,
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.-Binding posts,
Recorder Co., 1731 Central Ave., Cin18,
$3.50-13.25 per hundred; Sockets, 4,
Chicago, 111.-Receiving sets, 5, $100-400 ;
cinnati, O.-A.C. receiving sets, 6, $1758hc-50c each.
1, $39.50 ; A -B -C power
B -power units,
375.
Variable
condensers,
17,
$1unit, 1, $75 ;
Corp., 213 S. Broad St., PhilaElectric Lab., Magnatron Bldg., Eckhardt
9.50 R. F. transformers, 7, $2.50-4 ; Audio Connewey
delphia, Pa.-Eckharmonic receiver, 1,
Hoboken, N. J.-Magnatron tubes, 16,
; Output transEckophonic
resonator, 1, $35.
$195
;
transformers, 2, $5-5.75
$1.75-9.50.
$.90 ;
formers, 1, $5.50 ; R. F. chokes, 1,
Cabinet Co., Waukesha. Wis.-Cabi; Sockets, Cornish Wire Co., 30 Church St., New York Ehlert
Tuning controls, 2, $2.50-3.50
nets, 4, $2.50-15 ; Tables, 1, $9 ; Consoles,
City-Aerial wire, Enameled aerial wire,
4, 50c-$1.25 ; Tuners, 3, $4-8.50 ; Short
2, $22.50-50; Speaker, 1, $12.50.
Magnet wire, Bus Bar wire, Hook-up
wave outfits, 1, $8.50 ; Grid resistances,
Eleetrad,
Inc., 175 Varick St., New York
wire,
Lead-in
wire,
Battery
cable,
Loop
1, 50c; Midget condensers, 2, 90c-$1.
City-Mica fixed condensers, .0001 to .01,
aerial wire, Annunciator wire, Flexible
13th St..
Briggs & Stratton Corp., 1047
30c-$1
;
By-pass and filter condensers, .1
cords, Antenna kits.
Radi-"A" A Milwaukee, Wis.-Basco Basco
to 4 mfd., 60c-7 ; Royalty variable re-"B" B - Crescent Braid, Inc., 289 Thurber Ave.
socket power unit, 2 ;
sistances,
12, $1.50-2 ; Rheostats and PoProvidence, R. I.-Extension cords, 2
socket power unit, 1 ; Basco combination
40c ;
lead-ins,
85c ;
tentiometers,
85c-$1.75 ; Battery cables, 10, 25c-$3
A and B socket power units, 1.
Switches,
40c; Metallic grid leaks, 50c;
Speaker and head set cords, 2, 25c-$1
Bright Star Battery Co., Hoboken,
N.
J.Jacks,
open
$1
;
Lamp
socket
antenna,
Connector plugs, 1, 35c ; Ground wire
-batDry cell A -batteries, 1, 321c; B $1.14
and closed, 25c -35c; Lightning arrestLead-in wire, Hook-up wire.
teries, 7, 17c to $3.09 ; C -batteries, 1,
ers, 50c-$1.50 ; Phasatrol, $2.75 ; Audiohm,
Crescent
Chair
Co.,
Plymouth,
Wis.-ConBand
C
-batteries,
1.
to $1.30 ;
$1.50 ; Aerial outfits, $3.50-4.50 ; Certisole cabinets, 3, $19-35.
Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp., 718 Atfied grid leaks and resistors, 50c ; Glass
grid leaks, 30c ; Variohm, $1.25 ; Resistlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.-Chokes, 3 ; Crosley Radio Corp., 3401 Colerain Ave.,
ance -coupled amplifier kits, $3-10.75 ;
Cincinnati, 0.-Receiving sets, 8, $50Power transformers, 3 ; R. F. transformbakelite
98 ; Reproducers, 2, $9.75-14.75 ; A.C.
Grid leak mountings, 5, 35c -75c.
ers, 2 ; Jacks ; Plugs, 2 ;. Dials,
Crystal
set,
1
power
supply
units,
2,
$50-50.
Tip
jacks,
and metal, 3 ;
Service Supplies Co., 17th & CamConnect- Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co., 1749 Grace Electric
Metal boxes, 2 ; Rheostats ; Detectors,
1
bria Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.-Keystone
ors, extension cord, 2 ; Crystal
Chicago,
Ill.-Panels,
Metal,
EscutSt.,
arrester,
1, $1.50.
fixed, 1 Switches, filament and anti cheons, Dials, Name plates, Cable mark- Electric Storage Battery Co., 19th and Alcapacity, 3.
ers; Prices according to specifications.
legheny
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.-A-sockBruno Radio Corp., 40 Payntar Ave.,
Long Cunningham, E. T., Inc.. 370 7th Ave., New
et power unit, 2, $24.45-31.90 ; AB Island City, N. Y.-Coils, 4, $2-5.50 ;
York
City-Tubes,
20,
$1.75-9.50.
socket
power
unit, 1 ; B -socket power
Condensers, 3, $3.50-4 ; Gang condensers,
unit, 1.
4, $11-21 ; Light switch, 1, 75c ; AdElectro -Motive Engineering Corp., 127 W.
justable brackets, $1.25.
17th St., New York City-"HY-WATT"
Mich.D
Buckeye Electric Co., Gladwin,Speakers,
megs. to 10 megohms, 50c
grid leaks,
2, $25-50;
Storage batteries,
each ; Resistors, 12,000 ohms to 200,000
2, $25-35 ; Receivers, 2, $100-250.
ohms, 75c each ; Resistors, 500 ohms to
Buckwalter Radio Corp., 2832 Prairie Ave., Day -Fan Electric Co., 1320 Wisconsin
10,000 ohms, $1 each; Heavy Duty ReBlvd., Dayton, 0.-Day-Fan motor gensistors, 100 ohms to 100,000 ohms, $1.25Chicago, Ill.-Burad Supertone receiving
erator, six -tube receiver, 3, $115-350 ; A.
$2.
sets, 8, $90-850.
reBattery
$70-235
;
receiver,
5,
C.
Elec-Tru-Tone Corp., Hibernian Building,
Bush & Lane Piano Co., Holland, Mich.ceiver, 7, $65-195.
Bush & Lane A.C. operated receiver, 2,
Cal.-Electric
Los
$175-375 ; Bush & Lane battery receivers, De Forest Radio Co., 139 Franklin St.,
pick-up, 2, $17.50-25.
2,
$12512,
Jersey
City,
N.
J.-Receiving
tubes,
Cecilian
receivers,
$80-205
;
4,
Works, Inc., Weehawken, N. J.$1.65-9 ; Transmitting tubes, 10, 59-110. Elkon
275 ; Cabinets.
Elkon trickle -charger, 3, $13.50-15 ; 3 De Jur Products Co., Inc., 199 Lafayette
ampere charger, 2, $17.50-18.50 ; A -power,
St., New York City-Variable condens1, $60.
ers, 3, $3-10.50 ; Rheostats, 1, $.50-.90 ; Empire Electrical Products Co., 132 Green
rheo$.80-1.10
;
Metal
Potentiometers,
C
St., New York City-Cone speakers, 4,
stat with combination switch, 5.75 ; Re$8.25-22.50.
$8;
Socket,
sistance
coupled
amplifier,
Carbon Products Co., Lancaster, 0.-Ace
25c ; Plug, 20c; Lighting arresters, 50c ;
A -battery, dry, 1; B -battery, dry, 8; C cable
Non -inflammable Flexo strand
battery, dry, 1.
cords, $1.50-3 ; Mica condensers, 25c-$1 ;
F
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Corp., 81 ProsWire wound resistances for B eliminapect St., Brooklyn, N. L-Variable con25c-$5,
Power
rheostats
and
Potors,
Balanced contentometers for B eliminators, $2 ; By- Fahnestock Electric Co., 141 E. Ave., Long
densers, 2000, $4-350 ; Inductors,
6, $1densers, 10, $1.25-2.50 ;
pass filter and packs condensers for B
Island City, N. Y.-Spring binding posts,
$7-15 ; Special
4,
5 ; Fixed condensers,
eliminators, $1-15; Grid leaks, 20c; ReTelephone test connectors, Wire termiradio and electrical apparatus of all
sistors, 25c.
nals, Ground clamps, Lead-ins, Battery
kinds.
switches.
Diamond Electric Specialties Corp., 101 So.
Carter Mfg. Co., 6300 Euclid Ave., CleveOrange Ave., Newark, N. J.-A-batteries, Faneteel Products Co., Ina, North Chicago,
land, Ohlo-George W. Walker vari-unit,
$1.50-4.75 ; C 1, 40c ; B -batteries, 7,
Ill,-Balkite A, 1, under $35.00 ; battery 1, $20.00 ; George W. Walker, audio -unit,
batteries, 3, 40c -85c.
less A power unit, furnishing radio "A"
2, $20.00-$35.00 ; "Cared' crystal receiver, Diamond T. Radio Mfrs., 528 N. Niles Ave..
power direct from the light switch and
1, $6.00.
operating only during reception ; Balkite
South Bend, Ind.-Receivers, 5, $49.50Carter Radio Co., 300 S. Racine Ave., ChiAB, 1 or 2, under $75.00 ; batteryless A
250.
cago, I11.-Adapters, 3, 50c-$1 ; Condens- Diamond
and B power unit, furnishing both A and
Vacuum
Prod.
Co.,
4049
Diver$.40-1.15:
Condensers,
byB power direct from the light switch and
ers, mica, 1,
sey Ave.. Chicago, Ill.-Diatron tubes, 8,
filter, 4 ; Condensoperating only during reception ; Balki`e
pass, 2 ; Condensers, Jacks,
$1.75-7.50.
2, 25c-$1.05 ;
charger, trickle and high rate, 1, $17.50;
ers, filter blocks, 1
wall, Dictograph Prod. Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.,
Jacks, cord tip, 2, 10c -30c; Jacks,
Balkite trickle charger, 2, .5 ampere,
New York City-Speakers, 3, $16.50-40;
.8. ampere, $9.50; Balkite "B,"
6, 80c-$2.75 ; Jack switches, 2, 75c up ;
.5
Piano unit, 1, $15 ; Phono-unit, 1, $10 ;
Name plates, 2, 5c Potentiometers,
3, 90 volts, $22.50 ; 135 volts, $32.50: 180
Switch block, 2, $3.50 ; Headset, 1, $6.
Resistors,,
50c-$2 ; Plugs, 5, ; 1
fixed, 5, 15c up; Resistors, adjustable, Driver -Harris Co., Harrison, N. J.-"Ni- Farrand Mfg. Co., Inc., Thompson Ave..
chrome" wire for rheostats.
4, 50c up ; Rheostats, 6, 50c up ; RheoLong Island City, N. Y.-Cone speakers.
;
stats, power, 1 Switches, 10, 2,50c-$1.50
Storage Battery Corp., 213 S. Broad
2, $16.50-32.50.
$2-2.50: Dry
Volume control rheostats,
St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.-TAB
rechargeable
Federal-Brandes, Inc., 20$ Mt. Pleasant
Volume control potentiometers, 2, $2.25dry
cell
batteries,
2,
65c-$4.50.
Ave., Newark, N. J.-Kolster, receiving
2.75 ; Current supply unit, 1.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.. 4377 Bronx Blvd.,
sets, 8, 580-375 ; Power cone in console
Caswell -Runyan Co., Huntington, Ind.New
York
City-Condensers,
fixed,
mica,
with built-in B -socket power unit, B1,Console cabinets, 5, $40-100.
receiving, .00005 to .02 mfd., 35c-$1.75 ;
$150 ; A -socket power unit, 1, $50 ;
C. E. Mfg. Co., Inc., 702 Eddy St., ProviIndustrial, .0001 to .01
socket power unit, 1, $35 ; Cone speaker,
Transmitting,
dence, R. I.-"CeCo" tubes, 15, $1.75-9.
mfd., $2-200; Condensers, fixed, paper,
1, $25.
Filter
capacities,
.1
to
10
mfds.,
60c-$10
;
Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.-ReCeloron Co., Division of Diamond State
Blocks, .1 to 10 mfds., $4-50 ; Metaleaks, Federal
Fibre Co., Bridgeport, Pa.-Panels, Tubceiving sets, 16, $100-1,200; A.F. transResistances, 20,000 ohms to 5 megohms,
ing, Insulating parts, Jack spacers, Coil
formers,
2, $8 ; High frequency buzzers,
50c -75c, 16 sizes; Ducon (light socket
forms, Condenser end plates, Celoron
1, $2.75 ; Anti -capacity switch, 2, $2.75aerial), 2, $1.50 each; R. F. transformer,
silent gears, Sub -panels, Threaded TubHand
microphone, 1, $7 ; Speaker
3.20
;
1, $4.
ing.
coupler, 1, $10.
St., Ft. Wayne. Feneo Cone Co., 57 Murray St., New York
Central Radio Labs. 18 Keefe Ave., Mil- Dudlo Mfg. Corp., Wall
Ind.-Enameled magnet wire, Cotton
waukee, Wise.-R,adiohms, PotentiomeCity-Cone speaker kits, 2, $12 ; Speaker
covered wire, Silk covered wire, TransPower
ters, Modulators, Rheostats,
units, 1, $6 ; Printed paper, 2, 75c-$1.50 ;
former coils, Choke coils, Litzendraht
rheostats, Power potentiometers, Fixed
Cone speaker accessories, 15.
wire, Stranded and braided lead wires, Ferranti,
resistances, Modu-plugs, Station selecInc., 130 W. 42nd St., New York
Antenna wire.
tors, Tone amplifiers.
City-Audio frequency transformers, 3,
Champion Carbon Mfg. Co., 307 First Na- Duro Metal Products Co., 2849 N. Kildare
$
8.50-12.
Ave., Chicago, Ill.-Qualitone loop antional Bk. Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.-B -bat& Kimmel Co., Bluffton, 0.-Craftstenna, 2, $10-12.50; Qualitone Trouba- Fett
teries, dry, 5, 81.75-4.75 ; C -batteries,
man variable condensers, 2, 74c-$1.39.
dor speaker, 1, $30.
dry, 2, 60c-$1 ; A -batteries, dry, 1, 50c.

Branston, Chas. A., Inc., 297 Washington
St., Buffalo, N. Y.-Honeycomb coils,
size 25 to 1500, $.50 to 3.40 ; Mountings,
3, 50c to $8.50 ; Receiving sets, 3, $55 to
$120 ; Kits, 2, $50 ; Portable cabinets, 1,
$45 ; Vernier dials, 1, $1.75 ; Audio transformer, 2, $3.50-7 ; R. F. transformer, 1,
$5.
Bremer -Tully Mfg. Co., 520 S. Canal St.,

;

;

;

;

;
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Fidelity Radio

Corp., Salt Lake City, Grebe. A. H., & Co.. Inc., 113 W. 57th St.,
Utah-Speaker units, 2, $7.50-8.
New
York City-Receiving sets, 13, $85350 ; B & C socket power unit, 1, $50 ;
Fishwick Radio Co.. S. E. cor. Central
Cone speaker, 1, $35.
Parkway and Elm St., Cincinnati, O.Effarsee antenna, 4, $2.50-9.50.
Greene -Brown Mfg. Co., 5100 N. RavensForbes Electric Co., Boston, Mass.-Portwood Ave., Chicago, Ill.-Brown B -current supply unit, 2, $33.50; Greene A able receiver, 1, $65; Antenna plug, 1,
$1.
power unit, All -battery eliminator, A -B -C
unit.
Fore Electrical Mtg. Co., Inc., 5255 W abada Ave., St. Louis, Mo.-Rectifiers, 4, $14- Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., 4540 Armitage
A ve., Chicago, 111.-Majestic B current
18.50.
supply, 4, $26.50-33.50 ; Majestic A curForest City Rubber Co., 1276 Ontario St.,
rent supply.
Cleveland, 0.-Hard rubber panels, Hard
Company, Inc., Grafton, 0.-Rerubber tubing, spaghetti tubing, Rubber Guthrie
ceiving set chassis only, 8, $14.50-30
phone cushions, Bakelite arrow knobs,
wholesale.
Bakelite sheeting, Unassembled cone
speakers, 2, $15 ; Binding posts, Binding
posts strips, U. X. sockets.
Forest Electric Co., 272 New St., Newark,
N. J.-Unitron B -power, 1, $45 ; A -powH
er, 1, $45.
Formica Insulation Co., 4614 Spring Grove
Ave., Cincinnati, 0.-Panels, Threaded Halldorson Co., 4745 N. Western Ave.. Chitubing, Punched insulating parts.
cago, 111.-Receiving sets, 1, $75 ; Audio
transformers, 2, $4-5.
France Mfg. Co., 10321 Berea Rd., Cleveland, 0.-Battery chargers, tube and me- Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc., 424 W. 33rd
chanical, 8, $12.50-22 ; Trickle chargers,
St., New York City-Condensers, variable,
midline, $4.50-13 ; Condenser, variable,
4, $10-15.
midget, 8, $1.25-2; Condenser, Balancing,
St.
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Junius
3, 50c -50c; Coils, R. F., 1, $2.50-2.50;
and Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.-ReCoils,
auto -coupling, 1, $3.50 ; Dials,
ceiving sets, battery and A.C. operated,
drum, 1, $6.50; Shields, aluminum,
1,
10, $60-650.
82-2
;
Condensers, variable, transmitting,
French Battery Co., Madison, Wis.-Ray3,
86-10
;
Chokes,
R.
F.,
3,
$2-2.75;
0-Vac dry cell A -batteries, 1, $.50; dry
Chokes, A. F., 1, $3-3 ; Condensers, fixed,

B -batteries,

6,

$1.50-4.75 ;

batteries, 3, $.40-.85 ;
batteries, 1, $1.75.

dry cell

C-

B & C dry cell

Freshman Chas., Co., Inc., 240 W. 40th

St., New York City-Receiving sets,

8,

$39.50-160; Battery eliminators, 2, $17.5049.50 ; Power amplifiers, 2, $50-65 ;
Speakers, 3, $10-27.50 ; Kits, 3, $9.5029.50 ; High voltage. condensers, all capacities ; Mica condensers, all capacities ;

mica, 8, 40c-$1.50; Condensers,
paper, 18, 70c-$18.

for" receivers, 3, $90-250; Cone speaker,
1, $28; Tube silencer, 1, 75c ; Piano
speaker, $28.
International
Resistance Co., Perry Bldg..
Philadelphia, Pa. - Durham metallized
resistors, all ranges, 50c-$1 ; Grid leaks,
50c$1 ; Powerohm resistors, 2, $1-1.35
sistor mountings, 2, 50c -65c.

J
Jacobs. C. E., 2802 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago.
111.-Moiliformer B -unit, 4, $23.5030.
Jefferson Elec. Mtg. Co., 501 So. Green St.,
Chicago, Ill.- Audio transformers, 4,
$2.75-6; Choke coil, 1, $5 ; Tube
tor, 3, $3.50-7.50 Chargers, 3, rejuvenaTube checker, 1, $6 ; Tube tester,$3.50-5;
B Eliminator transformer, 1, $71,; $8;B
Eliminator chokes, 1, $4.
Jesse, J. 0., Mfg. Co., Bryan, 0.-Cabinets
for the trade.
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co., 1650 Walnut St., Chicago, Ill.-Ammeters, galvanometers, milliammeters, tube testers,
voltmeters, service sets.
Jones, Howard B., 2300 Wabansia Ave.,
Chicago,
111.-Multi-plug (Battery
and plug), 4, 3, 5, 7 and 10, cable
$3-5;
Cabelug (Batterycable), 1, 60c -75c.

fixed,

Hanscom Radio Devices, Woonsocket, R. 1.
-Super unit set tester, 1, $10 ; Phonograph reproducer, 1, $16.50; S -C capacity elements, 2, $13.50-20 ; Auto -set, 1,
$35 ; Receiving sets, 2, $85-150.

Harmon. II. W. & Sons, 418 Poplar St.,
Grove City, Pa. - Radio receivers, 2,

; Re-

K
Raras
Electric Co., 19 S. La Salle St., Chicago, I11.-Audio transformers,
1, $7;
Variable condensers, 6, $6.50-7 ; Inductance coils, 2, $4-5.50 ; Retard coils, 1, $1;
Vernier dials-micrometric, 1, $3.50; A battery eliminators.
Kellogg Switchbord & Supply Co., 1066 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.-A.C. receiver,

$90-100.
Audio frequency transformers, 4, $3.505 ; Fixed grid leaks, all values ; Variable Hartford Battery Mfg. Co., 47 W. 63rd St.,
grid
grid leaks, 2; Storage battery,
1, B -power unit, 1, $40.
New York City-Storage A -batteries, 4,
Power speaker, 1, $65.
812-22; Storage B -batteries, 1, $20 ; A - Kennedy, Colin B., Inc., 3821 Laclede Ave.,
Socket
power
1,
St.
$20 ; Trickle
unit,
Frost, Herbert H., Inc-, Elkhart, Ind.Louis, Mo.-Receivers, 1, $220 ; A charger, 1, $8.
automatic
Frost headphones, 3, $3-6 ; Rheostats, 8,
unit, 1 ; B -socket
power unit, 1 power
50c-$1.39 ; Potentiometers, 4, 75c-$1.25 ; Hartman Electrical Mtg. Co., Mansfield,
A -battery charger, 1,
Fixed resistance units, 1, $.15 ; Variable
Ohio-Receiving
sets,
5,
$65-120
;
$12.50;
Automatic
A
and
B power switch,
Speak1, $5.
high resistance units, 4, $1.25-2.10;
ers, 1, $38.
Bakelite sockets, 2, 40c; Bakelite adap- Henninger, A. F., Corp., 4509 Ravenswood Ken-Rad Corp., Owensboro, Ky.-Archatron
ters, 2, 25c; Jacks, 6, 15c -90c; Plugs, 5,
tubes, 10.
Ave., Chicago, Ill.-Receivers, 6, $12540c -75c ;
Extension
cords,
$1-5.50;
450 ; Chassis, 2, $100-150; AC tube, 1, Kent, Atwater Mfg. Co.,
4700 Wissahickon
Switches, 6, 30c -75c ; Ground clamps, 1,
$6;
Rectifier
tube,
1, $4; A -B -C socket
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.-Receivers.
30c; microphones, 4, $4.50-6; Jack boxes,
3,
power unit, 1, $40 ; Condensers, 3, $5-15;
$70-140; Speakers, 3, $16-23 ; Pho2, $2-2.50; Lightning arresters, 1, $1.50.
R. F. coils, 2, 82-3.25 ; Soldering ternograph attachments, 2, $6.50; B -power
minals, 1, $4 per thousand.
supply.
Herbert, Harold, Inc., 40th Ave. at 23rd St., Keystone Radio Labs., Inc., 154 Whiting
G
St., Chicago, 111.-Receiving sets,
Long Island City, N. Y.-Receiving set,
3,
1, $120.
$49.50-85 ; Audio transformers, 4, $1.50Garod Corp., Main and Mill Sts., Belle$5.50 ; R. F. coils, 3, $1-3.
Radio
Co.,
451
E.
Ohio
St.,
Chiville, N. J.-Receiving sets, battery, and Howard
cago,
Ill.-Receiving sets, battery, 8, King Electric Mfg. Co.. Inc., 1651 Fillmore
A.C. operated, 5, $115-400.
$125-675 and AC operated.
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.-Electron Hi -Low
Gavitt Mfg. Co., Inc., West Brookfield,
chargers,
5, $13.25-39 ; B -current supply.
Electrical Inst. Works, 857 Boylston
Mass.-Telephone cords, Speaker cords, Hoyt
8,
$36-60; A -current supply, battery
St.,
Boston, Mass. - Battery chargers
Cables, Wiring assemblies, Insulated
type, 4, 827.50-40; A -current
(Commercial), 5, $60-190; Hoyt testing
wire.
supply, no
instruments, 20, $1-175.
battery, 2, $42.50-50; BC unit, 4, $39-65;
General Dry Batteries, Inc., Cleveland, O.ABC
unit,
4,
$67.50-95.
Corp., 19 Oakland St., Salem, Mass.
Kleartone A and B batteries, all stand- Hytron
-Tubes, 12, $1.75-6.
King Mtg. Corp., Rano St., Buffalo, N. Y.ard sizes, $2-4.75 ; Aristocrat A and B
Receiving sets, 6.
batteries, all standard sizes, $2-4.75.
Knickerbocker
Case Co., 230 No. Clinton
General Instrument Corp., 477 Broadway,
St., Chicago,
New York City-Variable condensers,
cases for
portable radio Ill.-Carrying
sets, (made to order
$2.50-3.50; Transformers, $10.50; RheoI
only).
stats, 75c-$1.25 ; Potentiometers, $1.251.50 ; A -eliminator, $39.50 Kodel Radio Corp., 507 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati,
0.-Battery chargers,
George Electric Co.. 293 Como Ave., St. Igrad Condenser & Mfg. Co., Inc., 26th Ave.
$1027.50 ; Replacement units, 4, 13,$5.50
D,
Rochester,
N.
Y.-By-pass
fixed
con3,
Paul, Minn.-B-power units,
$24.50densers, 1, 50c-$3; Filter fixed conTransifier A -eliminator, 4, $20-42.50
32.50.
Transifier B -eliminator, 7, $18.50-50
densers, 3, 70c-$7.20; Power Supply conGlobe Art Mfg., Cu.. 67 Winthrope St
densers blocks, 2, $11-13.50; Special
Transifier A & B eliminator, 5, $25-60.
Newark, N. J.-Farapak Condenser Bank,
types
according
to
specification.
Rurz-Kasch Co., Dayton, 0.-Tube bases,
1 mfd. to any capacity, 90 per mfd. up Imperial Radio
dials, Knobs, Vernier devices.
Corp.,
21
Ottawa
according to working voltage.
Ave..
Grand Rapids, Mich.-Michigan receiving
Globe Electric Co., 14 Keefe Ave., Milwausets,
AC
and
battery
operated,
$40-525;
kee, Wis.-Receiving sets, 2, $55-80.
Michigan current supply.
Globe Technolian Corp., Reading, Mass.- Indiana
L
Mfg. & Elec. Co., Marion, Ind.Globe headset, $3.50 ; Phono. unit, $0;
Case receiving sets, battery and AC
Speaker, $25.
operated, 9, $65-325 ; Two -rate battery Lektrodio Corp., 186 Market St.. Lynn.
Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc., 250 Park
charger, 1, $10 ; Automatic battery
Mass.-Elektron tubes, 15, $1.75-9.
Ave., New York City-Tubes, 12, $1.75-9.
charger, 1, $21.
Metal Products Co., Berea, 0.Gould Storage Battery Co., Inc., 250 Park Insulating Co. of America, Inc., 59 Warren Liberty
Connectors,
$1.47-3.25 ; Speakers, $9.12Ave.. New York City-Gould unipower,
St., New York City-Insulation, Panel
22.50 ; Speaker bases, cast, 7 in. diam.,
3, $33-42.50.
material (Bakelite, hard rubber, com3, 25c-$1 ; Ferrules, with internal thread,
Goyer Co., Willimantic, Conn.-Windham
position), Front panels, Sub -panels,
1, 13c -30c; Felt Pads, 7 in. diam., 1,
condensers, 2, $2.75-5 ; Windham wire
Sockets, Tubing, Spaghetti tubing, Knobs,
8c -25c.
formers, 1, $1 ; Rheostats, 2, $75c-$1.25.
Amplifiers, binding posts, Telephone ear Lignole Corp., 508 S. Dearborn St., Chicushions, Dials, Engraving on contract,
Gray & Danielson Mfg. Co., 260 First St..
cago, 111.-Radio panels, 3, 2c -5c per sq.
Hydrometers, Insulators, Mica, Spaghetti
San Francisco, Callt.-Remler twin -rotor
inch.
Tubing, Sockets.
condensers, 7, $5 ; Gang condensers, 4
Lynch,
Arthur H., Inc., General Motors
$12-15; Infradyne amplifier, 1, $27.50 International Equipment Co., 1324 Chestnut
Bldg., New York City-Lynch metallized
Drum dial, 2, $4.50; Socket, 1, $.50
Ave., Kansas City, Mo.-Table type cabresistors,
2, 50c-$1 ; Wire wound resistStandard dial, 1, $1 ; Choke coil, 1 90c
inets, battery tables, consoles, 10, $3-100.
ances, 2, $150-4 ; Leak proof mountings,
Intermediate transformer. 1, $6; TTuned International Radio Corp., 145 Pacific Elec.
2,
35c
-50c
; Resistance coupled amplifies
stage transformer, 1, $5.
Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal-Holmes "Roto kit, 1, $9.
;
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M
Marko Storage

Battery Co., Inc., 1402
Atlantic Ave Brooklyn, N. Y. -Storage
batteries, 2, 4, and 6 volt sizes, $11 up ;
Marko plates, all standard sizes, prices
on request.

Marti Electric Radio Co., Inc., 22 Central
Avenue, West Orange, N. J. -Marti electric power radio, 10, $225-325.
Mathlesen-Sandberg Co., 4642 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, 111. -Loop aerial,
2,

$12.50.

Muyolian Corp., 1668 Webster Ave., New
York City -A and B power supply, 2,
$75-95 ; B power supply, 5, $35-61.50 ;
Heavy duty charger, 1, $10; Tone filter,
1, $6.50 ; Power supply transformers, 2,
$7-9; Chokes, 1, $5; Tran-chokes, 1, $15 ;
Condensers, $1.50-14.
Minerva Radio Co., 154 E. Erie St., Chicago, HL -Receiving sets battery and A.C.
operated, $75-295 ; A & B electric converters, $35-100.
Co., 1601 So. Michigan

Mitchell -Taylor

Blvd., Chicago, Ill. -M -T air mast, 1, $5.
Mohawk Corp. of Ill., Diversey at Logan
Blvd., Chicago, III. -Receivers, 9, $65325 ; Speaker.
Molded Wood Products, Inc., 219 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, III. -Molded wood
horns, 10.
Musselman, A. J., Inc., 549 Washington
Blvd., Chicago, I11. -Tubes, 11, $1.60-9 ;
B -batteries, 3, $3.50-5 ; Receiving sets, 4,
$75-150.
Muter Co., Leslie F., 76th St. & Greenwood Ave., Chicago, Ill. -Lightning arresters, 4, 25c-$1 ; Lead-in insulators, 2, 15c 25c ; Adj. ground clamp, 2, 15c -20c ; Complete aerial kits, 2, $2.50-$3.50 ; Fixed
mica condensers, 16, 30c -85c ;
d
micacondensers, 16, 40c-$1; Fixed
rheostats, 12, 30c; with mtg., 50c; Fixed
grid leaks, 28, 30c -50c ; Grid leak mounting, 2, 20c -40c; Variable balancing condenser, 2, $1 each; Baby knife throw
switch, 3, 20c -50c; Variable high resistance, 4, $1.25 each ; Variable rheostats,
8, 50c; With knob, 60c; Bakelite knife
throw switch, 4, 70c-$2.50; Phone plugs,
1, 50c ; A. F. transformer, 4, $2.25-10;
Resistance amplifiers, 2, $6-8 ; Reels.
amplifier mtg. units, 4, 50c, With cond.
and Resistances, $1.50 ; Interference eliminator, 1, $2.50; Antenna plug, 1, 60c ;
Filter condensers, 16, 85c-$12; By-pass
condensers, 4, 60c -90c ; Impedance amplifier unit, 1, $6 ; Power resistance units,
8, 50c-$2 ; B -power unit, 2, $25-35 ;
Power amplifiers, 1, $50; Power transformers, 2, $5-8 ; Chokes (Power), 2, $58 ; R. F. chokes, 1, $1.

N
Nagel Electric Co.. W. G., 449 Hamilton St.,
Toledo, 0. -Radio measuring instruments.

$28.50 ;
12

0

Electrical phonograph pick-up,

Packard Electric Co., Warren, 0. -Cable,
Wiring harnesses, Aerial -ground kits.
Paragon Electric Corp., Upper Montclair,
N. J. -Double impedance units, 4, $7-25 ;
Output filter, 1, $5 ; Anti -flutter, 1, $2 ;
Audio transformers, 2, $4 ; Receivers.
ABC power unit, Tip Jocks.
Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp., 20 Grand
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. -Speakers, 3, $2560.

Pausin Engineering Co., 727 Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark, N. J.-Octacone speakers,
2,

$19.50-29.50.

R
Bacon Electric

Co., Inc.,

18 Washington
Place, New York City -Horns, 22, $1.15-6.
Radial! Co., 50 Franklin St., New York City
-Amperite, self-adjusting rheostats for
all tubes.

Radio Corp. of America, 233 Broadway
New York City -Tubes receiving and

transmitting, 26, $1.75-145 ; Sets, 6, $78895 ; Speakers, 3, $:15-275 ; B -socket
power, 1, $37; Power amplifier, 1, $105.
Radio Guild, Inc., 241 Market St., Newark,
N. J. -Cone speaker unit, 1, $5 ; Cone
speaker kits, 2, $12-16; Harkness kits, 2,

Perlesz Radio Mfg. Corp., 568 Nest Congress St., Chicago, IIL-Perlesz (Die
$36-50.
Cast) S. L. F. Condensers, Single, 4, Radio Master Corp., Bay City, Mich. $5.50-6.75 ; Periesz (Die Cast) S. L. F.
Console cabinets, 17, $25-225 ; Console
Condensers in Gangs with One Dial Control, .00035 Mfd. Cap. Standard, $28,
Single, List; $38, 2 Gang, List; $48, 3
Gang, List ; $58, 4 Gang, List ; $68, 5
Gang, List.

Perryman Electric

Co., Inc.,

33 W. 60th

St., New York City -Tubes, 20, $1.75-9.
Pfanstiehl Radio Co., Waukegan, Ill. Receiving sets, 6, $65-300.

speaker tables, 3, $82-50-110.

Radio Products Corp., Inc., 3816 N. 28th
St., Birmingham, Ala_-Superfiex receiving sets, 3, $80-139.50.
Radio Receptor Co.. 106 7th Ave., New
York City-Powerizer, power amplifier,
2, $55-60; Powerizer packs, Power transformers, Output chokes, Filter chokes,

Heavy duty audio.
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Ontario Raytheon Mfg. Co., Kendall Square
& C Ste., Philadelphia, Pa.-Philco A Building, Cambridge, Mass. - Rectifier
socket power, 1 ; B -socket power, 3 ; AB tubes, 4, $4.50-7.50.
socket power, 6 ; Storage batteries.
Kiley Radio Prod. Co., W. Mill St., Attica,
Pilot Electric Mfg. Co., Inc., 323 Berry St'.,
lnd.-B-power supply unit, 1, $24.60.
Brooklyn, N. Y. -Condensers variable and Robertson -Davis Co., Inc., 412 Orleans St.,
fixed, Dials vernier and plain, Sockets,
Chicago, Ill. -Multistage meloformers, 2,
Rheostats,
Potentiometers,
Switches,
$4-5 ; Melocoupler, 3, $5.25-6.
Transformers, Variable resistors, Midget Rola
Co., 4250 Hollis St., Oakland, CaLcondensers, Illuminated and art dials,
Cone
speakers, 2, $28.50-32.50.
Lug jacks, Brackets, Terminals, Automatic plugs, Binding posts, Kits, Pilot Bono Mfg., Co., 426 So, Clinton St., Chicago.
lights.
Ill. -Multi -stage jack filament switch, 1,
$ 2.50.
Plaza Music Co.. 10 W. 20th St., New
York City -Fine Art receivers, 3, $55- Ross Wire Co., 69 Bath St., Providence, R.
100 ; Cabinets, 2, $39-56.50.
1. -Antenna wire, Antenna springs, Antenna kits, Loop wires, Set wires, LeadPolymet Mfg. Corp., 599 B'way., New York
in wire, Ground wire, Rubber covered
City -Fixed mica. condensers, 3 types -all
cords.
capacities, 25c; Filter condensers, 3
types -all capacities, 60c-$10; Condenser
blocks, for all purposes ; Rheostats, 4,
S
60c -85c; Potentiometers, 4,
$1-1.25;

Phone plugs, 2, 35c -50c ; Extension connector, 5, 35c-$2 ; Poly grid leaks, 2, 25c;
Poly resistances, 2, 50c -75c; Wire wound
resistances, 3, 75c-$2; Resistance coupled
kits, 3, $3-5; Tube ballasts, $1.
Pooley Co., 1600 Indiana Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa. -Radio cabinets and cabinet speakers
for Atwater Kent Radio, $35-250.

Potter Mfg. Co., North Chicago, Ill. -Grid
and phone condensers, By Pass condensers. A -b -c eliminator condensers.
Precise Mfg. Co., 254 Mill St., Rochester,
N. Y. -Condensers, variable, 13, $2.5014 ; Condensers, microdensers, 6, $1.25-2 ;
Drum Dial, illuminated, 1, $4.50 ; Worm
and gear control, 1, $2.50 ; Output transformers, 1,
$4.50 ; Audio transformers, 4,
$2-5 ; Protector Switch, overload, 2, $3.75.

Precision Electric Mfg. Corp., 1020 Santa
5, $1-5.
Fe Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.-Pemco A -B
National Cabinet Co., Dayton, O. -Cabinets
power units, 3, $58.50-67.50; Pemco B three, $1-50.
eliminator, 1, $37.50.
National Carbon Co., Inc., 30 E. 42nd St., Precision Products Co., Ann Arbor, Mich.
New York City -A -batteries, dry, 2, 45c Receiving sets, 5, $65-500 ; Speakers, 2,
50c; B -batteries, dry, 9, $1.50-5 ; C -bat$10-17.50.
teries, dry, 2, 60c-$1.75.
Premier Electric Co., Grace & Ravenswood
National Electric Specialty Co., 314 So. St.
Ave., Chicago, Ill. -Receivers chassis,
Clair St., Toledo, 0. -"VAC -M" lightning
$50-150; Variable condensers, 2, $2.50-6 ;
arrester, 2.
Hedgehog audio transformers, 2, $3.50-5 ;
Rheostats, 3, 75c-$2.50; Filament reNational Lead Battery Co., St. Paul, Minn.
sistors, 3, 25c -25c ; Potentiometers, 3,
-Storage batteries, 7, $10-22 ; Power
units, 2, $22-50.
$2,50-2.50; "Micro" vernier dials, 2, $1 ;
"Lo Loss" tube sockets, 2, 90c ; R. F.
Neutrowound Radio Mfg. Co., Homewood.
transformers, 3, $1-1.50: Radio jacks, 10,
Ill. -Receiving sets, battery and A. C.
45c -65c ; Battery switches, 1, 50c ; Plugs,
operated, 9, $45-135.
1, 60c; "Library grand" speaker, 1, $35;
Niles Mfg. Co., Race & Factory St., YpsiShort wave kit, 1, $22.
lanti, Mich. -Battery chargers, 2, $10-19.
Metal Mfg. Co., 151 Barstow St..
Northern Mfg. Co., 371 Ogden St., Newark, Pressed
Waukesha.
Wis.-Wave-X antenna, 3,
N. J. -Marathon tubes.
$9-12.50 ; Redi-Mast for aerials, 2, $3.504.25.

-

Samson Electric Co., Canton. Mass. -Audio transformers, 9, $4-10 ; Audio frequency chokes, 6, $3.25-5 ; Radio frequency chokes, 3, $2-2.75 ; Transformers
for broadcast stations, 6, $15-18 ; Inductance units (coils, couplers, etc.), 15, $1.50$9.50 ; Socket power chokes (B), 3, $5-20;

Socket power transformers (B), 3, $12$25 ; Socket power chokes (A), 1, $15;
Socket power transformers (A), 2, $1520 ; Variable condensers, 7, $5-7.50:
Vernier dial, 2, $2.50; Neutralizing condenser, 1, $2.25 ; Radio frequency transformers, 1, $4.50 ; Push pull transformers, 2, $10.50 per pair, $19.50 per pair;
Output filter, 1, $10; B -supply filter, 1,

$10 ; B -power packs, 2, $20-32 ; A & B power pack, 1, $35 ; Audio amplifiers complete, 3, $85-450 ; Phonograph amplifiers,
2, $300-450.
Sandar Corp., Crescent Plaza Building,

Long Island City, N. Y. -Cone speaker.
1, $27.50.

Scanlan Electric Mfg. Co., 1113 No. Franklin St., Chicago. HI. -Audio frequency
transformers, Small power transformers
(Manufacturers only.)
Schickerling Pnoducts Corp., 401 Mulberry
St., Newark, N. J. -Tubes, 22, $1.75-9 ; A.

B and C battery eliminators, 1, $85.
Sentinel Mfg. Co., 4256 N. Western Ave..
Chicago, Ill. -Completely automatic relay control, 1, $15; 2 amp. charger, 1,
$29.50; Completely automatic A -unit, 1,
$40; B, C -power unit, 2, $44.50-65 ; A,
B, C -power unit, 2, $79.50-98.50.
Shamrock Mfg. Co., 196 Waverly Ave.,
Newark, N. J. -Receivers, battery and
A.C. operated, 6, $50-250.

Shield Speaker Co., Lebanon, Pa -Speakers, 3, $30-47.50.
Treat -O -Late Storage Battery Corp.. Speedway, Indianapolis, Ind.-"Trikl-A" power Sickles, F. W., Co., 130 Union St., Springunit, 2, $29.50-$34.50; "Speedway -B"
field, Mass. -Inductance coils, 15c-$8;
O'Neil Mfg. Co., 215 Palisade Ave.. West
socket power, 1, $34.50.
Shielded transformer coils, $1-2 ; VariNew York, N. J. -Cone speaker, $12.75 ; Progressive Musical
ometers,
$4.50 ; Variocouplers, $4.50.
Inst. Corp., 319 Sixth
Console cone speakers for manufacturers.
Ave., New York City-Melofonic speak- Silver -Marshall, Inc., 846 W. Jackson

o
P

ers,

2,

$28.50-65.

Pacent Electric Co., Inc., 91 7th Ave., New
York City -Transformers, 6, $5-7.50 ;
Q
Sockets, 65c ; Automatic plug, 60c.
Patent Radio Corp., 156 W. 16th St., New ORS Music Co., 306 So. Wabash Ave., ChiYork City -Power amplifier and B -batcago, 111. -Tubes, 7, 81.75-7 ; Rectifying
tery eliminator, $97.50; Cone speaker,
slugs, 1, $4.50.
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Blvd., Chicago, 111. -Shielded six kits, 2,
$45-95 ; Silver-Cockaday kit, 1, $56.25;
Short wave kit, 1, $23 ; Reservoir B kit,
1, $34.50 ; Unipac kit, 1, $61 ; Transformers,
9,

Unichoke),

$6-10; Chokes (R. F. and
3,

90c-$8;

Condensers,

5,

$1.50-450; Coils, 26, $1.25-5; Sockets, 2,
50c-$1 ; Condenser bank, 1, $12.50 ; Resister, 1, $2.50: Dial (vernier), 1, $2 ;
Stage shield, 1, $2 ; Link motions, 2, $22.50 ; Brackets, 1, 70c per pair.
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St.,
Simplex Radio Co., Main & Rector6, $65Philadelphia, Pa.-Receiving sets,
185.
Simplex Radio Co., Sandusky, 0.-A.C. Re-

ceiver, 1, $250.

Slagle Radio Co., Inc., 1232 Maumee Ave.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.-Receivers, 6, $70-600;
Cone speakers, 2, $16.50-25.
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp., Sixth and
Washington Aves., Long Island City, N.
Y.-Receiving sets, 6, $100-350.

Smith, B. Hawley, Danbury, Conn.-HawAB -power units, 7, $12.75-36;
power units, 3, $20-37.50 ; A -chargers, 2,
$12.50-17.50; ie8 r $2.65-17.50. 75-5 ; B storage batteries,
Sonatron Tube Co., 108 W. Lake St., Chicago, I11.-Tubes, 30, $1.75-9 ; Amplifier,

ley

1, $8.

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., Saginaw, W.
S., Mich.-Receiving sets, 4, 597.50-375;
Speakers, 2, $20-35.
Sovereign Electric & Mfg. Co., 1744 S. Ogreceiving
den Ave., Chicago, Ill.-A.C. $5.
set, 2, $325-360 ; A.C. tube, 1,
Splitdort Radio Corp., 392 High St., Newark, N. J.-Receiving sets, 11, $45-1,000
(A, B and C power supply available) ;
Cone and horn speakers.
Sprague Specialties Co., 1511 Hancock St.,

Quincy, Mass.-Tone control,
Midget

condensers,

14,

2,

14c -36c;

$3.50;
Tip

jacks, 4, 5c.
Cabinets made to order.
Standard Piano Bench Mfg. Co., 1226 W.
2,
Lake St., Chicago, Ill.-Speakers,
cabinets, 6, $24-

Standard Cabinet Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind. -

$72.50-89.50 ; Console
31.50 ; Highboy cabinets, 2, $73-76;
Tables, 4, $14-20.50 ; Console cabinets
with horns, 2, $35-42.50.

Standard Radio Corp., Worcester,
Mass.battery, 7,
Receiving

sets,

A.C.

and

$39.50-104.50.

Star Antenna Sales Co., Elkhart, IndianaStar Antenna, 1, $5.
Steinite Radio Co., Atchison, Kan.-A.C.
receivers,
receivers, 3, $100-150; battery
2, $34-79.50 ; Crystal set, 1, $6 ; "Aerieliminator," 1, $1; Interference "Elimi-

nator", 1, $1.
Sterling Mfg. Co., 2831-2853 Prospect Ave.,
Cleveland, 0.-A -power supply, 2, $32-50 ;
B -power supply, 4, $27-55 ; A, B, C. -power supply, 1, $75 ; A -battery chargers, 2,
$12-17.50 ; B -power testers, 2, $8.50-30;
Auto$5 ;
Power output transformer, 1,
matic control switches, 2, $3-4.50 ; A.C.

voltmeter, $7.50.

Stevens & Co., 46 E. Houston St., New
York City-Cone speakers, 5, $18.50-65.
Stevens Co., William, 27 Hammatt Road,
Roslindale, Mass.-"Lastites" (soldering

terminals), 2, $4-5 per thousand.
Stewart Battery Co., 119 North Peoria St.,
Chicago, I11.-A-socket power, 4, $37.5043.50 ; B -socket power, 2, $29.50-35 ;
; Super A AB -socket power, 4, $63-76Duo
-rate A -

socket power, 4, $33-38 ;
socket power, 4, $27.50-31.50 ; Power
controller, 2, $7.50; Automatic power
switch, 2, $3.50; Hi -rate automatic A -

charger, 2, $19-22.50; Tu -rate A -charger,
2,

$12-15.

Stewart -Warner Speedometer Corp., 1828
Diversey Pkway., Chicago, Ill.-Receiving
sets, 5 ; speakers, 2 .
Stiles, H. A., & Co., 174 Portland St., Boston. Mass.-Radio cabinets, consoles and
tables, $16 up.
Sunlight Lamp Co., Newton Falls, 0.-Sun-

light crusader tubes, 7, $1.75-4.50.
Super Ball Antenna Co., Inc., Green Bay,
Wis.-Antenna, 1, $10 ; Ground clamp, 1,
25c; Condenser, 1, $1; Speaker, 1, $35.
Superior Cabinet Co., Muskegon, Mich.Cabinets for jobbing trade and manufacturers.
Superton Mfg. Co., 222 Washington St.,
Hoboken, N. J.-Tubebs, 9, $1.75 to $6.

Swan-Haverstick, Inc., Peace and Lafayette Sts., Trenton, N. J.-Aerial kits, 48,
$1.25-5 ; Battery switches, 5, 20c -60c ;
Lead-in strips, 12%c-51.; A -battery connectors, 10c per pair ; Lightning arresters, 2, 35c-51; Lightning arrester bracket,
10c; Glass insulators, 25c -35c ; Porcelain
insulators, 10c -25c; trickle charger, $10.
Sylvania Products Co., Emporium, Pa.Tubes, 14, $1.75-9.
Symphonic Sales Corp., 370 7th Ave., New
York City-Globe speaker, 1, $35 ; Reproducer unit, 1, $5.50.
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Van Hoorn Co., 160 No. La Salle St., Chi-

T

cago,

ILL.-Special

metal

panels

and

chassis of all kinds for receiver manufacturers (trade marked "Vee Dee").
Teletone Corp. of America, 3rd St. and Van
Alst. Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.- Van Horne Co., Franklin, 0.-Tubes, 12,
$1.75-9.
Horn speakers, 2, $20-32.50 ; Cone speakers, 4, $10-38 ; Balanced armature horn Vesta Battery Corp., 2100 Indiana Ave.,
units, 2, $6-10; Full floating armature
Chicago,
I11.-A-power unit, Trickle

cone units, 2, $6-10.
charger, A -batteries, B -batteries, Tubes,
B -socket power unit.
Terminal Electric Co., 685 11th Ave., New
York City-Powerola A.C. receiving sets, Victoreen Radio Co., 6528 Carnegie Ave..
4, $110-155 ; Chassis, 2, $40-50 ; A -B -C
Cleveland, O.-R. F. transformers, 2, $7;
socket power units, 3, $40-60 ; Power
Coupling units, 1, $5.50 ; Antenna coupamplifier and B unit, 1, $45 ; Condensers
lers, 1, $3.50 ; Master control units, 4,
(filter), 10, 75c-$10.
$19.50 ; Audio control units, 2, $4.50;
Rheostats, 3, $1.20 ; Potentiometers, 2,
Thordaison Electric Mfg. Co., Kingsbury &
$1.50.
Huron Sts., Chicago, I11.-Audio transformers, 4, $4-8 ; Push pull transformer, (7lmco Mfg. Co., Inc., Ellicott Sq., Buffalo,
1, $13 per pair; Interstage push pull
N,
Y.-Fadio light, 4, $3.25-3.85.
transformer, 1, $8 ; Autoformer impedance amplifier, 1, $5 ; Power compact,
W
2, $15-20; 30 Henry choke, 1, $5 ; Speaker coupling transformer, 1, $6; Voltage Walbert Mfg. Co., 1000 Fullerton Ave., Chidivider resistance, 1, $2.15 ; Power incago, 111.-A.C. and battery operated reput plug, 1, $1 ; C.W. filament transceivers, 3, $180-250.
formers; C.W. plate transformers ; Mi- Ward
-Leonard Electric Co., 37 South St.,
crophone coupling transformer, 1, $18;
Mount Vernon, N. Y.-"Vitrohon" reLine amplifier output transformer, 1, $26;
sistors,
65, 75c-$25 ; Rheostats, 6, $5.50Line amplifier input transformer, 1, $26.
6.75.
Timmons Radio Products Corp., 79 E. blis- Webster
Co., 850 Blaekhawk St., Chicago,
ter St., Philadelphia, Pa.-Cone speakIll.-B-socket power units, 4, $25-39 ;
ers, 2, $18-30; A & B socket power for
B -C -socket power units, 1, $50; A -socket
series operation, 1 (manufacturers only) ;
power unit, 1, $48.50 ; A -B -socket power
B -socket power, 1, $30; Amplifier and
unit, 1, $85 ; Chargers, 2, $10.50-15.
B -socket power, 1, $70.
-Gardner & Co., 1720 N. Robey St.,
Tobe-Dentschmann Co., 11 Windsor St., Wells
Chicago, 111.-Arcadia receiving sets, 4,
Cambridge, Mass.-Tobe Bypass condens$36-84.50.
6,
Filter
condensers,
ers, 6, 60c-$3.50 ;
70c-$3.50 ; Tiny Tobe condensers, 18, 35c - Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.-Ammeters, 10, $1-35; Volt60c; Transmitting condensers, 7, $1.50meters, 10, $3-35 ; Instrument jack, 1,
17 ; Power amplifier condensers, 4, $2-6;
75c; Micarta panels, 4, $2-2.50 per lb.;
Tipon grid leaks, 14, 50c-$1 ; 2 -watt VerRectigon chargers, 2, ;18-28; Trickle
itas Resistor, 14, 50c-$1 ; 5 -watt Veritas
chargers, 1, $10.50.
Resistor, 13, 75c-$1.10; 10 -watt Veritas
Resistor, 10, $1-1.25 ; Radio interference Westinghouse Union Battery Co., Pittsfilter, 1, $15.
burgh, Pa.-A-socket power, $20 ; A-Autopower, $34 ; Complete line radio A
Tower Mfg. Corp., 98 Brookline Ave., Bosbatteries, 10, $6-18.
ton, Mass.-Headsets, 2, $1.95-2.95;
Speaker unit, 1, $3.95 ; Cone speaker unit, Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., Wav1, $4 ; Cone speaker, 3, $9.50-15 ; Relay
erly Park, Newark, N. J. ---Electrical
switch, 1.
measuring instruments, 25, $3.50-75 ;
Radio plug, 1, 60c.
Trav-ler Mfg. Corp., 3401 N. Halsted St.,
Chicago, I11.-Portable receiving sets, 1, Willard Storage Battery Co.. 246 E. 131st
$ 65.
St., Cleveland, 0.-A -storage batteries,
B -storage batteries, A -power units, B Trimm Radio Mfg. Co., 847 W. Harrison
power units, Combination A & B -power
St., Chicago, 111.-Headsets, 2, $4.40-5.50;
Speakers, 7, $10-25 ; Phono units, 2, $4.5010.

Triple -A -Specialty

Co.,

312

S.

Hamilton

Ave.. Chicago, I11.-"Silver Beauty" A power unit, 2, $39.50-45.50 ; 5 amp, A
& B unit, 2, $14-20; Direct current5,
charger, 1, $16.50 ; Battery chargers,
$10-65.

U
Udell Works, 28th St.. at Barnes Ave.. Indianapolis, Ind. --Cabinets, 20, $31-87.50;
Tables, 12, $8.50-H.

units.

Windsor Furniture Co., 1420 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.-Cone speakers, 5, $15-48.
Wireless Dry Cells, Ltd., 904 Buffalo Ave.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.-Maximite A, B &
C dry cell batteries, 10, 45c-$4.75.

Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., 76 Atherton St., Jamaica Plain, Boston, Mass.Fixed electrostatic condensers for all purposes under the trade -mark of "Faradon."
Wirt Co.. Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.Cone speaker, 1, $20 ; Lightning arrester,
1, $1.25 ; Nall insulator, 1, 40c.

United Radio Corp., 15 Caledonia Ave..
X
Rochester, N. Y.-Peerless cone speaker,
1, $35 : Cabinet speaker, manufacturers
X -L Radio Labs.. 2424 Lincoln Ave., Chionly, $15.
cago, 111.-Neutralizing condensers, 1, $1;
United Radio & Electric Corp., 500 ChanSemi -fixed condensers, 3, $1.50 ; Binding
cellor Ave., Irvington, N. J.-Ureco tubes,
posts, 1, 15c.
15, $1.75-10.
Ave..
80
4th
Scientific
Lab..
Inc.,
United
Y
New York City-Condensers, 6, $1.75-3;
Rheostats and potentiometers, 2, 50c-$1. Yale Electric C,orp., 60 Tillery St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.-A-power unit ; Trickle charger, 1;
Universal Battery Co., 3410 S. LaSalle St.,
B -power unit, 1 Dry cell A -battery, 1,
Chicago, 111.-A -socket power unit, 13 50c : A -storage battery, 3 ; Dry B -battery,
socket power unit, A -B -C -socket power
8, $1.50-4.75 ; Dry C -batteries, 2, 60cunit, A -automatic charger. Trickle char$1.75.
ger, A -storage batteries, B -storage batYaxlcy Mfg. Co., 9 S. Clinton St., Chicago.
teries.
Ill.-Jacks, 10 : Junior jacks, 11 ; Pup
Universal Power Supply Co., 1117 N. Frankjack, 1; Pup plug, 1 ; Jack switches, 10 ;
lin St., Chicago. 111.-A- and B -battery
Junior jack switches, 5 ; Extension jack,
eliminator, 1, $67.50.
Phone plugs, 2: Cable markers, 16 ;
1
USE Battery Corp., Niagara Falls. N. Y.name plates, 9: Midget battery switch,
Batteries, dry cell A, 13 & C ; Batteries,
1 ; Inductance switch, 4 ; Pilot light
storage A & B; charging relays.
switch, 1 : Pilot light bracket, 1 ; Panel
USL Radio, Inc., Niagara Falls, N. Y.light, 1; Rheostats, 11 ; Switching rheoReceiving sets, Battery chargers, A -curstats, 11; Potentiometers, 3: Etched dial
rent supply units, B -current supply units,
plates, 4 ; Rheostat knob, 1 Voltmeter
A -B -current supply units, A -power unit,
sw., 1 ; Midget jack 1 ; Midget plug, 1;
Battery chargers.
Resistance units, 23 ; Automatic power
control, 2 ; Cable connector plugs, 4 ;
Utah Radio Products Co., 1615 S. Michigan
Convenience outlets, 7.
Ave., Chicago, 111.-Speakers and units,
;

;

;

7, $10-70.

Z

V
Valley Electric Co., 4515 Shaw Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.-Valleytone radio receivers, 9,
$80-200; "Valley" battery charger, 4 ;
B -power units,

3,

$37.50-50.

Zenith Radio Corp., 3620 Iron St., Chicago,
I11.-Receiving sets ; Power supply devices.
Zetka Labs., Inc., 67-73 Winthrop St., New-

ark, N. ,1.-Tubes, 9, $1.75-9.
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rotate the entire set by using the question arise either the maker of
handle for a pivot until the inter- the outfit or the editor of this departfering signal is at a minimum. The ment will be glad to answer it.
plane. of the loop will then be at Comments from those who have conright angles to the direction of the structed the outfit as to its use are
signal. If there is much doubt as also desired.
to where the interfering signal is
originating, do this from several
Keep All Radio Frequency
points, plotting the directions on a
Voltages
to Specified Value
piece of paper and then draw a line
The
radio
at right angles to the position of the
frequency stages of

How to Build and Use
a Radio Interference Finder
From Page 84

center tap. The outside back end of
the loop is connected directly to the
pig=tail mounting screw of the tuning condenser. For clearness, the
various parts have ben labeled with
letters in the various layouts, so

that there may be no confusion of
parts.

It should be noted that the tubes
are wired in series. If the builder
has never wired a set with the filaments of the tubes connected in
series, he should be very careful in
his study of the diagram before go-

loop and at their point of intersection will be found the interfering
signal. After this has been done,
carry the set in the direction toward
which the signal grows louder until
the source of interference has been
reached.

most T.R.F. receivers, which do not
use special oscillation or regeneration control, are carefully balanced
so that they are working at high efficiency throughout the broadcast
wave band. The point of highest
efficiency in such receivers is where

In addition to finding sources of the radio frequency stages are adis that the negative lead from the interference, this set may also be justed as close to the oscillation point
ing ahead. The only point to notice

batteries connects directly to the negative

as possible without ac-

Cost of Parts

post of the detector
tube.

The

positive

battery lead connects

to the filament control jack and then to
the positive post of
the second audio tube.

3-Benjamin sockets
$ 2.25
1-.001
Hammarlund
variable condenser
6.50
1 -9 -plate Hammarlund
Midget condenser
1.8a,

With a little care-

1-Samson No. 85 R.F.

ful study the con-

1-Hedgehog 10-1 ratio

struction and wiring
of the set described
here is quickly and
e a s i l y accomplished

and the benefits de-

choke coil

audio transformer

1-Hedgehog 4-1 ratio
audio transformer
1-Frost filament control
jack

grid leak

.50

3-CX 299 tubes
3 -22/ -volt No.

6.75
768

Eveready B Batteries

2 -4/ -volt

No.

771

Eveready C Batteries
2.00
5.00

1.20

1-Marco vernier dial
2.50
1-Cabinet and loop
frame

2-Eby binding posts
3.50

5.25

Headphones
Bakelite panels

7.00
.30
2.25
2.00

.50

rived are far in excess
of the small cost. Accompanying

1-.00025 Dubilier grid

article is a list of the
parts used, together

Cost to dealer, $30.00
.35
1-4-megohm Polymet
Total weight 18 lb. complete.
These are the parts used in the laboratory experiments, although
other parts of equal merit may b e used

this

with their retail price.
From this we see that
the entire outfit

condenser

1-.001

.35

Dublier

Total, $50.00
Less 40% 20.00

fixed

condenser

can be made at the

low cost of approximately $50. For used to determine the conditions
quick figuring we will assume that under which a broadcast receiver will

the dealer can build this for 40 per
cent less, which would be his discount on the various parts, and this
would give us the total sum of $30.
In addition it will be found that the
outfit can be readily carried about

have to operate. When doing this
it must be borne in mind that this

outfit is a loop set and that the point
at which it receives signals faintest
will probably be the one at which a

tually "spilling over."
Testing and adjusting the receiver at the
factory has been done

at a particular volt-

age which is usually

specified in the

printed instructions
furnished with the receiver. Therefore, to
get the best results out
of this type of receiver
it is necessary to keep
these R.F. voltages as
near to those specified by the manufacturer as possible. Reduction in these volt-

ages has a tendency

to lower the sensitivity and selectivity of
the receiver while ex-

voltage of t en
throws the set into
cess

uncontrollable oscillation.

Wax Paper a Service Aid
Every service man knows what a
task it is to move a console loaded
with several heavy-duty B batteries
and other apparatus, yet it must be

set using an antenna will have the
occasionally to service a set
for some time without tiring the least coil pick-up from nearby sta- done
properly. One of the mean things
operator as the total weight complete tions and hence will be the best po- that happens when the heavy piece
is but 18 pounds. When not in use sition for the broadcast receiver. of furniture is moved, is that ugly
the phone plug should always be When, however, the broadcast re- scars are left in hardwood floors.
pulled out in order to save the bat- ceiver is to be loop operated, the con- This naturally brings forth caustic
teries.
ditions are reversed and the point comment from the lady of the house.

Operation
The operation of the set is very
simple. After plugging the phones
in, which turns on the filament current, advance the regeneration control until oscillations are heard on
broadcast wave bands, slowly turn

at which the radio compass works

If a piece of ordinary waxed
the best will be the best for the paper,
such as is used to wrap up
broadcast receiver. Many times

food, is placed under the legs of the
there are hidden metallic bodies in console, the service man will find
the walls of a house or building he can slide the heavy console as
which affect broadcast reception.
easily as an empty paper box, and
While the construction details of no scarred floors result. A package
the dial through its arc until the this portable radio compass are com- of waxed paper slips easily into the
interference is picked up. After this plete in every respect, should any service bag.
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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What's New in Radio and
This editorial section is prepared purely as
a news service, to keep readers of "Radio
Retailing" informed of new products.

Raytheon A -Rectifier
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Raytheon Manufacturing Com-

pany, Cambridge, Mass., has developed

rectifier known as Raytheon "A"
which it recommends for storage bata

tery charging. It is highly efficient,
non -breakable and foolproof, in the

form of a stout metal cartridge, about
the size of a man's thumb, and has no
delicate filaments, chemicals or moving
parts. It supplies a current of 21 amp.
or less at 6 volts. Several transformers
and complete units employing this
rectifier are now on the market. The
intended retail price is $4.50.

Automatically Controlled A Battery Charger

Out put Transformer

Radio Retailing, June, 19.27

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Indiana Mfg. and Electric Co.,
Marion, Ind., is making the illustrated

To eliminate direct current from the
speaker windings, the Ferranti output
transformer, type AF -O, illustrated, has
been designed by Ferranti, 130 West
42d Street, New York City. This transformer is intended for use with power
tubes and especially for the UX 171
type. It is factory tested to 1,000 volts,
and can be safely used with tubes employing plate voltages up to 500 volts.

This is equipped with
"Case"
charger.
automatic
A and B controls and an
automatic full charge cut off. It charges

the A Battery at a high rate and controls automatically from the receiving
set switch, charges battery when set is
not in operation and if B socket power
unit is used controls it automatically.
The charger automatically shuts off
when the battery is fully charged thus
gassing.
preventing overcharging or
The intended retail price is $16.50.
Without automatic relays but with
trickle and full charging rates, the intended price is $10.

Radio Set Tester
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 25 Weston Ave., Newark,
N. J., has developed this radio set
tester (Model 519) for the use of service men and dealers in trouble shooting.
This tester set measures battery and
tube socket voltages, tests circuits, and
tubes under the same condition as when
they are in their sockets, and makes all
tests using regular batteries or socket
power units without change in connections. The various ranges are obtained

Stand for R.C.A. Speaker
100
Radio Retailing. June, 1:á"S

Albert Wahle Company, Metropolitan
and Morgan Avenues, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is making the illustrated stand, developed for the Radiola 100 Speaker. It
has a bronze and gold finish and an
over-all height of 53 in. The R.C.A. 100

speaker is constructed in such a manner
that it is very simple to unscrew
the present base and mount the speaker
on
top
of this new standard. Each
standard is conveniently packed in an
individual carton, and can be easily
is
shipped.
$10.50.

The intended retail price

Correction
Radio Retailing. June. 1927

In the May issue of Radio Retailing,

page 79, in the item describing A. H.
Grebe & Company's new B and C socket

power unit, an error was made in the
These should
voltages obtainable.
have read 180 90 and 22, instead of
130, 90, and 22.
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and connections made by means of a
switch. The meter has three voltage
ranges of 200, 80 and 8 volts, and a current range of 20 milliamp. It has a
resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt, giving a full scale deflection with a curonly
rent of one milliamp. It weighs
three pounds complete with adapters
and cables.

Push -Pull Power Pack
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

A power pack kit, known as "Unipac"
type 660 is being made by Silver -Marshall, Inc., 105 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. It consists of a one stage
push-pull power amplifier and a power
supply of constant output characteristics. For operation it requires one 85
milliamp. rectifier tube, one glow tube
voltage regulator, and two power tubes,
type 112 or 171. This pack may be
constructed as a phonograph amplifier
by including an extra 199 tube, and will

turn any phonograph into an electrically operated instrument by the addition
of a record pickup and speaker.
The pack is housed in a metal case 1711
in. long, 51 in. wide and 7 in. high.
Intended retail price $62.
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For More Information on
New Parts See Page 129

Where to Buy It

411 announcements appearing on these
pages are. published without advertising
considerations of any kind whatsoever.

Metallic Rectifier
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

To replace the rectifying element in
electrolytic chargers the Kodel Radio
Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio, is marketing the illustrated Kuprox Electrolytic Replacem nt Unit which can be
attached to an S, electrolytic charger.
This rectifier is made of the new metal
Kuprox and is said to provide a constant, full ampere charging rate, twice
that of electrolytic trickle chargers, and
to have long life. The intended retail
price is $4.50.

Electrical Pickup
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Magnaphon, illustrated here, is
for reproducing
phonograph records through the agency
of the radio set. It is manufactured by
the Magnaphon Electrical Manufacturing Company, 1270 Broadway, New
York City. According to its manufacturer, it transforms any phonograph
into. a modern electrical reproducing
machine. Its use entails no changes
either in the radio set or the phonograph. Intended retail price is $12.50.

Station Separator

an electrical pickup

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Klosner Radio Corporation 1022
East 178th Street, New York City, is
manufacturing the illustrated device
known as the "Klosner Station Separator," Type I, which, it is claimed, improves selectivity, and reduces interference without complicated tuning adjustments. It is designed to be in-

Artistic Cone Type Reproducer

serted on the aerial lead-in wire. A
switch, located at the top allows the

device to be cut in or out of the antenna
circuit at will. Intended retail price, $1.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The illustrated reproducer known as
the "Mural," made by the Shield
Speaker Company, Lebanon, Pa., is designed to hang on the wall and is furnished with a wall bracket. It can be
obtained in the following colors, black
and gold, maroon and gold, blue and
gold, and ivory and brown. The intended retail price of this model is $30.
Another model, known as "Harmony,"
is equipped with a standard, and has a

single spear head at the center at the
top. The colors are the same as that
of the "Mural," and the shield itself
in this case is 29 in. by 19 in. The

stand is 5 ft. 9 in. high. The intended
retail price of this model is $37.50. The
largest model made is known as the
"Intrinsic." This is finished the same
as the "Harmony" model and the shield

is 57 in. by 21 in. The stand is 5 ft.
9 in. high and there is a single spear
head at the top of this model. The intended price of this model is $47.50.

Two Ampere A -Battery Charger
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Company, 500 W. Huron St., Chicago, Ill., is making the illustrated Type
R-175 2 -amp. battery charger, designed
for charging 6 -volt storage batteries

from 110 to 115 volt, 60 cycle power
supply. Both the battery and charger
are protected by a small 5 -amp. fuse.
If the leads from the charger to the
battery are reversed or short circuited
the fuse will burn out preventing injury
to the battery or charger. The rectifying element employed in this charger is
the Raytheon type 2-A which is guaranteed by the maker for 1000 hours
full load operation or about one year's
normal use. In the event of burning
out of the rectifier the charger may be
reconditioned in thirty seconds by inserting a new element in the clip.
Additional Raytheon 2-A rectifiers can
be purchased from any dealer for $4.50.
The intended retail price of the charger
is $12.50.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Six Tube, One Dial Control
Chassis
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The illustrated six tube, single control chassis has been designed by the

Buckingham Radio Corporation, 25 East
Austin Ave., Chicago.
It embodies

three stages of tuned radio frequency,
transformer coupled, detector and two
stages of audio frequency. All wiring,
coils and important parts are completely
shielded. It has an illuminated dial
control. It is of sturdy construction
and can be shipped and handled with-

out fear of damage, according to its
manufacturer.

Four -Tube Tuned Radio
Frequency Receiver
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Neutrowound Radio Manufacturing Company, Homewood, Ill., also is
in production on the "Junior" receiver.
This is a four -tube tuned radio frequency set and can be obtained in
genuine mahogany or American walnut
cabinet. Over-all dimensions are 18
in. long, 13 in. wide and 811 in. high. It
is very simple in operation, being tuned
by one finger and is equipped to accommodate power tubes in the last stage of
audio -frequency. It employs Neutro wound true straight line frequency tuning condensers.
The intended retail
price is $45.

What's New in Radio and Where to Buy It
Resistances for Heavy Loads
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

This new Pyrohm resistance produced

by the Aerovox Wireless Corporation,
70 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is made in two sizes the 2 in. length
dissipating 20 watts and the 4 in., 40
watts. They are constructed of resistance wire, wound on a refractory tube,
coated with enamel and fired on. The
wire, tube and enamel have the same
expansion co -efficient enabling the unit
to take care of heavy loads without
displacement or injury to the wire. It
is factory tested to stand overheating

without injury.

Battery Cable
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The illustrated cable, known as
5 -wire
"Corwico"
Battery
Cable, for connecting batteries or
power units to the radio set, is
manufactured by the Cornish Wire
Company, 30 Church Street, New
York City. Each individual strand
is identified by a different colored
winding, and the five wires are
enclosed in either a silk or a cotton
the

Full Wave Rectifier
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Hanson & Van Winkle Company,

Chestnut & Van Buren Sts., Newark,
N. J., is manufacturing the illustrated
"Quill" Model SB1 rectifier. The company claims that this is a very efficient
battery charger, basing their claim on
an over-all efficiency of 90 per cent, due
to using transformer current and their
method of rectifying both sides of the
a.c. wave after passing It through the
transformer to get a full wave pulsating
direct current. The amount of current
consumed by the one -sixth hp. motor
used for commutation is claimed to be
negligible.

Further information may be
had by writing the above company.

Five -Tube Tuned Radio
Frequency Receiver
Radio Retailing. June, 1927

"The Tone King" is a five -tube tuned
Neutrowound
Radio
Manufacturing
Company, Homewood, Ill. This Is similar to the Junior Model but using an
additional stage of audio -frequency
amplification. It is also equipped to
accommodate a power tube in last audio
frequency stage. It can be obtained in
either a genuine mahogany or American
walnut cabinet. Its over-all dimensions
are 18 in. long, 13 in. wide and 88 in.
high. Other specifications are the same

radio frequency set being made by the

as the Junior, and the intended retail

price is $55.

braid.

Six -Tube Receiver for
Automobiles

Five Tube Light Socket
Receiver

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Heina Radio Corporation, 431119 Thirty-second Place, Long Island
City, N. Y., is manufacturing the
"Heinafone," which is a specially constructed 6 tube radio receiver for automobiles. It is not a portable set, but
It
is installed as part of the car.
occupies no space in the car, and there
are no exposed aerials, wires or equipment. The tuning dials are on the instrument board. It is made in four
models suitable to various makes of
automobiles, and the prices range from
$175 to $300.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Steinite Model AC, a five tube,
two control receiver operating directly
from the electric light line is being
made by the Steinite Laboratories,
Atchison, Kansas. Its power is derived
from a converter consisting of a stepup transformer, a filter condenser and a
choke coil, a two-way rectifier tube and
a resistance plate controlling the filament of a 99 type tube. Various voltages are obtained by tapping the resistance at the proper points.

Filter Condensers for 400 Volt
Eliminators
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

In order to provide filter condensers
capable of withstanding the high voltages used in many modern B battery
eliminators the Tobe Deutschmann
Company, Boston, Mass., has provided a

line of these units designed to operate
efficiently at voltages up to 400. The
condensers are encased in silvered metal
containers, with handy baseboard mounting lugs and are equipped with side
terminals mounted near the bottom.
Manufactured in three standard sizes of
1, 2 and 4 mfd., intended to retail for
$2, $2.75 and $4.50 respectively.

Electric Power Receiver

Cone Speaker

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Resistor Couplers for High
Mu Tubes
Radio Retailing. June, 1927

For use with the new high mu tubes
the Amsco Products Inc., 416 Broome
Street, New York City, has developed
the illustrated resistor coupler known
as RC 2. These couplers are designed
to overcome the tendency of certain
amplifiers

to

motorboat,

particularly

those using the new high mu tubes,
with an amplification constant
or 30.
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The Marti Electric Radio Company,
West Orange, N. J., is making a set
known as the "Marti" electric power
receiver powered from the house current. It employs a six tube circuit

with resistance coupled audio. Its A -C
power is supplied through non -filament

cathode A -C tubes, and the B supply
is obtained from a rectifier tube. An
aerial may be used but is not essential.
It has illuminated dials, and is said to
It is made in three
be noiseless.
models : Table model TA -2, with a retail price of $235 ; Desk model DC -2,
$275 ; and Console, with speaker CS -2,

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Cannon

&

Miller

Company,

Inc.,

manufacturer of electrical specialties,
Springwater, N. Y., is making a cone
speaker known as the Cannon -Ball Cone
Speaker. It is made in two sizes. Number 3, intended for table or wall use,
comes in a mahogany frame and has an
enclosed mahogany back. Its overall
height is 21 in., width 208 in. Intended
retail price $15. Gold cord, 5 ft. long,
for hanging on wall, $1.25 extra. Number 2 has a metal frame and a gold
braid edge. It is 18 in. high and 16 in.
wide. Intended retail price, $9.

$325.
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News of Latest Products Gathered by the Editors
Variable Condenser
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Pilot Electric Mfg. Co. Inc., 323
Berry St., Brooklyn, N. Y., is now making what is called the "Centraline Capacigrad" variable condenser. According to the manufacturer, this condenser
spreads the stations equally over a
whole dial, crowding neither at one end
nor the other. The maker states that the
dielectric losses are low and that the
condenser also has a very low minimum
capacity. It is made in sizes ranging
from 8 to 23 plates and a double and
triple adapter is provided in order that
as many condensers as are desired may
be coupled to one shaft.

Hi -Mu Tubes for Dry Cell
Battery Sets
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

tube, and will stand up under 4 volts. It
can be used as a detector. When used

in a standard set a plate voltage of 90
is recommended, but it will operate on

Automatic Plug
Radio Retailing, June. 1927

The Brooklyn Metal Stamping Cor-

poration, Brooklyn, N. Y., is making the
illustrated automatic plug that requires
no pushing of levers or other manipulation to effect a release of tips. It is
made of bakelite and has plus and minus
engraved clearly on the plug. No metal
parts are exposed, thus eliminating
possibilities of shock when used with
high voltages. It is so made that two
pair of tips may be inserted on each
side, so that it may be used as a double
plug, if desired. The intended retail
price is 50 cents.

voltages up to 135.

B -Socket Power Unit

The Sonatron Tube Company, 108
West Lake Street, Chicago, Ill., has developed the illustrated Hi -Mu tube
known as Mu -29 for use with dry cell
battery sets. It is a 3 volt tube drawing the same amount of current as the
199, and has a Mu of 29. Its volume is

Radio Retailing, June. 1927

The Sterling Manufacturing Co., 2831
Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, is now
manufacturing the R-99 B socket power
unit, using the new BH Raytheon tube.

said to compare with that of a 201A

Art Panel Antenna
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Fishwick Radio Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, manufacturer of Effarsee
antennas, is making a new tapestry art
panel for use as an indoor aerial. It is

of the same construction as the company's other antennas, and is 3 x 7 ft.
It is made in two types-the Faun and
the Nymph, copies from old tapestries.
The colors are reproduced by lithographic embossing. The intended retail

price on either of these is $9.50.

Rectifier Tube

This model is provided with four connecting terminals which are, minus B,
detector, and two amplifier terminals
marked "medium" and "high" which are
arranged in the back of the case. The
medium and detector voltages are adjustable by means of two resistance
control knobs on the front of the case.
A three -position switch which increases
or decreases voltage, or shuts off the
unit entirely, is located on the outside
of the case. The medium voltage terminal supplies 25 to 135 volts, and the

high terminal delivers voltage up to 180
volts at 50 milliamp. The detector voltage is adjustable over a range of from
10 to 80 volts. Over-all dimensions are
94 in. x 54 in. x 8 in.
Model R-97,
which is similar to R-99, except that it
is equipped with two adjustable C battery voltages, so that any type of power
tube may be used also. The units are
finished in dark green with nickel trimmings and are intended to operate on
110 volts 60 cycle current. In general,
both models are designed to give
abundant smooth flowing and silent B
power for any set using 60 milliamp. or
less, with or without the use of power
tubes, The retail price of Model R-99
is $45 and 4.11:-...t of R-97 $55. This is
complete with a Raytheon tube.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The "Speed Hyvolt Rectifier" is the
name given to this gas -filled tube by
its manufacturer, the Cable Supply
Company, Inc., 31 Union Square, New
York City. It is intended for use as a
source of B potential with all types of
receiving tubes. Its voltage range is
from 250 to 350 per half wave.

A.C. and Rectifier Tubes
E. T. Cunningham, Inc., 370 Seventh
Avenue, New York City, will shortly
place on the market two new AC tubes

which with the use of a small step-

down transformer will replace A batteries in sets especially designed for
them, and two improved rectifier tubes

for B power and certain A power units.
The AC tubes are known as CX-326 and
C-327. They have operating characteristics similar to the 301-A type, and
give the same results as the 301-A or
the 299 type. CX-326 is intended for
radio frequency and audio amplification
in circuits designed for its use. Maximum plate voltage is 180 with a negative grid bias of 13.5 volts, although 135
volts is recommended. Normal plate
current with the potentials applied is
7.5 milliamp. The tube requires a potential of 1.5 volts a.c. for its filament
at 1.05 amp. It uses the standard CX
base. Intended retail price, $3. C-327

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

A Piano Speaker
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Utah Piano Speaker, illustrated,
is manufactured by the Utah Products

Company, 1615 South Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Ill. By using the plano sound-

ing board to which it may be quickly

is intended for a detector tube in circuits using the CX-326 tube, but may
be used for radio or audio frequency

and easily attached it makes a complete
reproducing device.
Intended retail
price, including 25 feet of cord, $10.

amplification. This a.c. tube employs a
separate cathode, or heater, element
which requires a potential of 2.5 volts
a.c, at 1.75 amp. to operate. 180 volts
may be applied to its plate with a
negative grid bias of 13.5 volts. Normal plate current is 6 milliamp. This
tube calls for a special five prong base.
Intended retail price, $6. The new

rectifier tubes may be used in existing
rectifying devices without change. CX
380 is a full wave rectifier, and gives a
d.c. output of 125 milliamp. It may be
interchanged with CX-313, but will give
increased output only in circuits es-

pecially designed for it. Intended retail
price. $5.50.
C-381 is a half -wave
rectifier, interchangeable with CX-316-B
but will give increased d.c. output only
Intended retail
in special circuits.
price, $9.50. Both of the rectifier tubes
are of the hot cathode type, equipped
with a ribbon oxide coated filament.
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What's New in Radio and Where to Buy It
New AC and Rectifier Tubes

Cabinets with Built-in Horns

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

New Radiotron AC tubes which with
the use of a small stepdown transformer will replace A batteries in sets
especially designed for them, and improved Radiotron rectifier tubes for B
power and certain A power units are
being manufactured by the Radio Corporation of America, 233 Broadway,
New York City. The former are known
as types UX-226 and UY -227. These
have operating, characteristics similar

The Pooley Company, Indiana Ave.,

Sixteenth and Seventeenth Streets,
Philadelphia, Pa., has brought out a
new line of radio cabinets for Atwater
Kent receivers.
All have speakers
built in. Model 2400-R-1, finished in
American walnut, is 39$ in. high, 211

in. wide and 142 in. deep, and has an

intended retail price of $57.50. Model
2700-R-1, finished in American walnut,
is 39$ in. high, 241 in. wide and 141
in. deep and is priced at $50. Model
2500-R-2 is finished in American walnut
and is equipped with a Pooley double
tone chamber, an Atwater reproducing
unit and an AK receiver. It is 431 in.
high, 28 in. wide, and 161 in. deep. Intended retail price, $125. Model 2030-R-

to the 201-A type and give the same
results as the 201-A or the 199 types.
UX-226 is intended for radio frequency
and audio frequency amplification in
circuits designed for its use. Maximum
plate voltage is 180 with a negative
grid bias of 13.5 volts, although 135
volts is recommended. Normal plate
current with the potentials applied is
7.5 milliamp. The tube requires a potential of 1.5 volts a.c. for its filament
at 1.05 amp. It uses the standard UX
base. UY -227 is intended for a detector tube in circuits using UX-227,
or may be used for radio or audio fre-

2, an arm chair model with built-in
horn, Atwater Kent reproducing unit

and an AK receiving net, is finished in
English brown mahogany, and is 311
in. high, 221 in, wide and 17j in. deep.
Its intended retail price is $75. Model
2030 -R -2-D is the same as the preceding except that it is decorated. It is

quency amplification. This a.c. tube employs a separate cathode, or heater ele-

priced at $85.

ment which requires a potential of 2.5
volts a.c. at 1.75 amp. to operate. 180
volts may be applied to its plate with
a negative grid bias of 13.5 volts. Normal plate current is 6 milliamp. This
tube calls for a special five -prong base.
The new rectifier tubes may be used
in existing rectifying devices without
change. UX-280 is a full -wave rectifier, and gives a d.c. output of 125
milliamp. It may be interchanged with
UX-213, but will give increased output
only in circuits specially designed for
it. UX-281 is a half -wave rectifier, interchangeable with UX-216-B, but will
give increased d.c. output only in
special circuits. Both
rectifier

tubes are of the hot cathode type,
equipped with a ribbon oxide coated
filament.

A -Socket Power Unit
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Abox Company 215 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., is manufacturing an Abox A socket power unit, which,

according to its manufacturer, includes
no storage battery of any kind. This
unit consists of a rectifier and an Abox
filter built into one compact unit. It
an delivers sufficient current at 6 volts for
eight tubes. No change in the wiring
of the set is necessary. This power
unit functions only when the set is in
use.

Power Speaker

Light Socket A -Power Unit
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Stewart Battery Company, 119127 North Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill.,
has put on the market its new Stewart
Electric A to replace the storage battery in any set. It contains no battery,
tubes, acid, liquids or moving parts.
According to its manufacturer it has
no hum. It is controlled automatically
from the radio set switch. Small and
compact it fits into any console set compartment. It is made in four models:
V-70-6 volt, 50-60 cycles, with a retail price of $37.50 ; V-73-6 volts, 2540 cycles, $43.50 ; V-75-4 volt, 50-60
cycles, $37.50 ; and V-77-4 volt, 25-40
cycles, $43.50.

Batteryless Receiver

The Charles Freshman Company, Inc.,
240 West 40th Street, New York City, is

making a new power speaker. The
mahogany table on which the speaker
is housed is of conservative design and
is intended for use as a separate unit
detached from the radio set. The radio
set may be placed on top. The speaker

is designed for use with any type of
radio set having one stage of audio

frequency amplification or the equivalent. It operates directly from 110
volts 60 cycle current and uses one 210
and one 216 B. tube. The intended retail price complete is $65. If it is

desired just to have the speaker and

table without the power amplifier this

can be had for $27.50.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Neutrowound Radio Manufacturing Company, Homewood, Ill., is mak-

ing the "Allectric" radio receiving set.
This is designed to operate on 110
volts, 60 cycle current and dispenses
entirely with A, B and C batteries. The
radio set and power supply are all contained in one compact cabinet which can
be furnished in either genuine mahogany or American walnut. It requires
absolutely no attention. It is equipped
with a 171 power tube using 180 volts
on the plate and 401 volts C bias. It is
also equipped with a specially designed

regulates
the fluctuation in the line current. Tuning is accomplished by means of a unified drop control containing two sections.
The intended retail price
complete with extension cord and plug
is $135. This set can be obtained for
operation on 25 to 30 cycle current with
an increased cost of $5. Its over-all
dimensions are 281 in. long, 13 in. wide
and 81 in. high.
compensating device which
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High Resistance Voltmeter
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Westinghouse
Electric and
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa., is making this high resistance volt-

meter, known as PX-3 for measuring
voltages in sets using B socket power
units. The meter has an accuracy of
3 of 1 per cent, and is of the D'Arsonval
type having hardened steel pivots on
highly polished sapphire pivots. It is
provided with a molded Micarta, acid
proof case. It has a resistance of 750
ohms per volt 11 amp. full scale. Its
scale length is 21 in. It weighs 13
ounces and is 31 square by 11 in.
thick. It is made in double ranges 0 -8, 0-200 volts, No. 512825, and 0-75,
0-150 volts, No. 516582. Intended retail price of either type is $30. A
leather carrying case, No. 525430, may
be obtained for $3.50 extra.
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News of Latest Products Gathered by the Editors
Unit Type Condensers
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

This "Igrad" bank of unit condensers
Is being manufactured by the Igrad
condenser and Manufacturing Company,
26 Avenue D, Rochester, N. Y., for
A -B -C supply units using the Raytheon
BA 350 milliamp. tube. It is made up
of 5 units of 4 mfd., each (No. 84A) for
voltages up to 1250 d.c. and one unit
containing three sections of 1 mfd., each
(No. 621A) for voltages up to 600 d.c.
In addition, an Igrad No. 802AX buffer
condenser is used on the transformer
side of the rectifier.

Choke Coil

Small High Resistance Rheostat

Radio Retailing. June. 1927

The illustrated double choke No. 3584
Manufacturing Company, 2987 Franklin
St., Detroit, Mich., for use with the new
Raytheon BA350 milliamp. tube in ABC
power units. They are designed for
300-400 milliamp. and are inclosed in
a metal case. The intended retail price

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

is being made by the Dongan Electric

A Midget high resistance rheostat

that is being made by the Carter
Radio Company, 300 South Racine Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., is variable from 1,000 to
5,000 ohms and is for use where high
resistance and high wattage are required. It may be mounted in a $ in.
hole on panels of from $ in. to iR in.
Furnished complete with a black Bakelite arrow -pointer knob, with an intended retail price of $1.

is $15.

Voltmeter for High Voltages
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Drum Dial

Rectifying Tubes

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Danielson Manufacturing Company, 260
First Street, San Francisco, Cal., is

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,
tubes, known as "Rectubes," for use in
charging and rectifying devices. Each
tube is guaranteed by the manufacturer

The Remler division of the Gray &

manufacturing a new drum dial that

gives 15 inches of dial space, divided
into 200 divisions-two for each broadcast channel. It has an embossed dial
indicator plate, and calibration strips
that are removable and renewable. A
6 -volt lamp and socket are furnished
with the dial. The dial will drive all
standard makes of condensers either
single or in gangs. A mounting template
is included in each carton.
Intended
retail price, $4.50.

The

6611

Specialty

Appliance Company,

is manufacturing a line of rectifying

to give 1000 hours service. No. 600,
with a 6 amp. d.c. output is priced at

$8; No. 200, base contact with a 2 amp.
d.c. output, at $4 ; No. 200-C, wire con-

tact, with a 2 amp. d.c. output, at $4 ;
No. 100, base contact, with a 1 amp.

d.c. output, at $4 ; and No. 60 base contact, with a ieg amp. d.c. output, at $4.

The illustrated PX-4 voltmeter for
measuring high voltages in sets using
B power units is made by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa. It has an
accuracy of $ of 1 per cent, is of the

D'Arsonval type has hardened steel
pivots on highly polished slpphires,
and is enclosed in a molded-Micarta,
acid proof case. It has a resistance
of 1,000 ohms per volt, 1 milliamp. full
scale deflection and has a scale length
of 31 in. The instrument is 4$ in. sq.
and weighs 2 lb. It is made in three
combinations: 0-50 and 0-250 volts,
No. 516583, which has an intended re-

tail price of $35 (a 500 volt resistor,
No. 520593 for this type is priced at
$15) ; 0-8, and 0-200 volts, No. 512824,

price $35 ; and 0-75 and 0-150 volts, No.

A leather carrying case,
No. 525431 is supplied for $4 extra.
516629, $35.

Midget Condenser for Tuning
or Balancing Units
Radio' Retailing, June, 1927

The illustrated midget condenser is
manufactured by the Precise Manufacturing Company, Mill Street, Rochester,
N. Y., in five standard capacities. It
may be used as a balancing or neutralizing capacity in radio frequency re-

ceivers, as a coupling unit in many types
of
sets or as a tuning condenser in
short-wave receivers. Complete with
knob these units are intended to retail
at the following prices: 10 mfd., $1.25,
35 and 30 mfd., $1.50, 100 mfd., $1.75,
135 mfd., $2.

Gang Condensers
Radio Retailing, June. 1927

The Remler division of the Gray &
Danielson Manufacturing Company, 260
First Street, San Francisco, is producing a new line of gang condensers,
known as "3 -in -line" and "2 -in -line"
condensers. Each rotor is completely
insulated with Bakelite, and adjustments are easily made by means of conveniently located regulating screws. The

frames are of die-cast aluminum and

are finished in black crystalline enamel.
Special staggered connection of the
plates makes these units self -shielding,
and prevents interstage coupling. They
are made in two types for each model.
The "3 -in -line" is made for S. L. Wave
Length or S. L. Frequency. The intended
retail price for either unit is $15. The
"2 -in -line" is also made in these types,
for either of which the intended retail
price is $12.
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Tapped Wire -Wound
Resistance
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

C. E. Mountford, 30 Sullivan Street.
New York City, is manufacturing the
"Tapohm," its latest type of wire wound resistance, tapped and especially
designed for use in B -socket power
units to regulate the detector voltage.
When a resistor of 25,000 ohms is connected in series with this unit, and the
voltage in the rectifier is 135, the range
covered
by the Tapohm will be as follows:
0-14-15-24-27-33-41-45-48 volts.
If the rectifier voltage is 185, the range
will be 0-20-22-33-36-43-47-52-57 volts
approximately. Whenever the rectifier
voltage exceeds 200, the resistance used
in series should be 50,000 instead of
25,000 ohms.

B -Current Supply Unit
The

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Kokomo Electric Company,
Kokomo, Ind., is manufacturing a new
B current supply unit which operates
from the light socket. It has three
voltage taps permitting any desired

voltage from 5 to 150. It is said to be
absolutely quiet, and contains no acid
or fluid that can spilL Rectification is
by a Raytheon tube. The unit is 9 in.
long, 5} in. wide, and 8$ high and comes

in three types-type 2, for 110 volts, 60
cycles, is priced at $35 ; type 2C, for
110 volts, 25 or 30 cycles, $47.50; and
type 2A, a high powered unit for 10 or
more tube sets, $42.50.
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What the Trade is Talking About
Crosley Signs Up with RCA

Iowa led the states with 99,990,
an increase of 160 per cent over 1925.
sets.

The Crosley Radio Corporation, Cin- Indiana was second with 81,144, an

cinnati, Ohio, through its president, increase of 377 per cent over 1925.
Powell Crosley, Jr., has entered into an Missouri showed 77,510 sets; Nebraska,

Radio Aids Work in Flooded
Areas on Mississippi

Radio played an important role during the flood situation in several states
agreement with the Radio Corporation 69,784; Illinois, 65,832; Ohio, 63,448; along the Mississippi, and its tribof America for the use of the radio pat- Kansas, 62,055. The largest percent- utaries south of Cairo, Ill. Broadcastents held by the RCA, General Electric, age of increase was in Utah, which ing during the day and evening from
Westinghouse Electric and Manufac- had 6,061, as compared with 899 in 1925. Memphis stations kept people in the
flooded regions informed of the latest
turing Company, and the American
Announcements were
developments.
Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Stromberg-Carlson
Licensed
also made in this way. From Hickman,
The contracts are said to provide for a

per cent royalty based on sales.
More than a half million dollars are
71

Under RCA Patents

Ky., levee workers were called by radio,

while radio was also used to caution

Under an agreement concluded re- pilots to move
said to have been already paid RCA by cently
between the Radio Corporation weakened levees.
the Crosley company.

slowly

in

passing

of America, New York City, and the
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufac-

Company, Rochester, N. Y., the
Wisconsin "Ask 'em to Listen" turing
latter company is licensed to use any
of the 140 or more radio patents conCampaign Winners
trolled by the RCA, the General Elec-

Irving H. Mitchell has been appointed
advertising manager of FederalBrandes Inc. and H. H. Southgate sales
manager of the eastern states according

the American Telephone and Telegraph

chandising division of the company, at
the recent annual conference of the district sales representatives in New York

The Wisconsin Radio Trades Association announced the winners of its
"Ask 'Em to Listen" campaign at a
meeting of the association early in
May. Edgar Muehr of Racine, Wisconsin, won the $250 grand prize for

to an announcement made by D. S.
tric & Manufacturing Company, and Spector, general manager of the mertric Company, the Westinghouse ElecCompany.

City.

Jay M. Schwartz, formerly assistant
the most sets sold and the Atwater sales
C. E. Mountford, manufacturer of
manager of the Charles FreshHe
sold
twentyKent prize of $100.
man Company, New York City, is now Kroblack Resistors, has moved into new

four sets in thirty-nine working days. sales promotion manager of the FreedFrank Hoehl of Gimbel Bros., Milwau- Eisemann Radio, Corporation, Brooklyn,
kee, won the Willard Power unit prize N.
Y.
of $50. He sold forty-five during the
Frank Hermance, Union City, N. J.,
contest. R. H. Hasting of the Central

and larger quarters at 30-32 Sullivan

cent last year over 1925, according to

Street, New York City. The former address was 465 Greenwich Street, New
York City.
William Brand & Company, manuwas the winner of the first prize in facturers
of electrical insulating matethe dealer window display contest con- rial, formerly
of 27 East 22nd Street,
ducted by the North Ward Radio Com- is now located at
268 Fourth Ave., New
pany, Farrand jobber, 236 Halsey
Street, Newark, N. J. The second prize York City.
Colin B. Kennedy, founder of Colin B.
went to James K. O'Dea, Paterson,
N. J., and the third to the S.O.S. Radio, Kennedy, Inc., pioneer radio manufacturer of St. Louis, Mo., is soon to realso of Paterson.
the manufacturing field, having obThe Rochester Radio Trades, Inc., enter
the rights to the original name,
Rochester, N. Y., will hold its third tained
annual Rochester Radio Show at Con- trademarks and patents of the old company which has been dissolved. The
vention Hall, Rochester, N. Y., from new
company will have its headquarters
September 26 to October 1. Charles L.
Homan, vice-president of the associa- at 3821 Laclede Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

equipped with radio receiving sets. In

Band will give two concerts daily dur-

Sporting Goods Company, Milwaukee,
won the $100 Fads prize; V. Schaeffer,
of the Schaeffer & Hastrick Company
won the $100 Oriole prize; J. N.
Kleiner, the $100 Sonora prize; A. O.

Kohler, of the McCoy Roberts Company, the $100 Radiola prize.

Radio Sets on Farms Showed
126% Increase in 1926
Farm radio sets increased 126 per

The Kramer Radio Stores Inc. has
a recent report of the U. S. Depart- tion, will act as show manager, and been
formed at Milwaukee, Wis., with
show
ment of Agriculture. There are now Herbert C. Siller will be assistant
1,252,126 farms in the United States manager. The Australian National a capital of $25,900. The incorporators
July, 1925, there were 553,008 farm ing the show.

are Chas. A. Kramer, Simon Stern, and
I. A. Dinerstein.

Atwater Kent Distributors Swarm Over.

Atwater Kent distributors and their families temporarily
increased the population of Atlantic City, N. J., by several
116

hundreds when their annual convention was held at the
famous resort last month. The new Atwater Kent sets,
Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

New Orleans Safe from
Mississippi Flood

Waterbury, Conn., Dealers

Woodward, Wight & Company, New
Orleans radio jobbers, report that their
city has not been affected by the Mis-

Radio dealers of Waterbury, Conn.,
formed an association recently, and
elected Homer Blair of Brodrib & Blair
temporary chairman. The organization
adopted the name of the Radio Dealers

Organize

The city had a slight
flood recently due to an extra heavy
rainfall that did considerable, but not
serious damage, but according to C.
sissippi flood.

Association.

E. J. Frey, national advertising manager of The Republican and The Ameri-

the
company, New Orleans is perfectly
French,

first vice-president

of

can, was appointed temporary secre-

tary.
A committee consisting of C. B.
Johnson, W. Curtis, E. Palmer and L.
Rose was formed to plan the by-laws
and policies of the association.
Those present at the organization
meeting were:
William Curtis, Curtis Art Co.; M. F.

protected against the waters of the

Mississippi.

The Acme Electric and Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has returned to its factory at 1444 Hamilton
Ave. from the temporary address which

Bronson, Alling Rubber Co.;

was taken at the time its factory was
destroyed by fire last October.

The Tray-Ler Manufacturing Corporation, maker of the Trav-Ler Portable
Radio Set, formerly of 3337 North Halsted St., Chicago, has moved its general offices and factory to 3401 North
Halsted Street, Chicago.
The Northwest's Mid -season Radio

Classic, Seattle's annual radio show,
was held in that city from April 25 to
27 inclusive. It was held in the Eagles'
Auditorium, under the auspices of the

Knights Templar, Commandery Number
2, and met with unusual success.

The Radio Corporation of America
has taken new quarters for its Chicago
branch on the 18th and 19th floors of
the 100 West Monroe Building, at the

L. C.

Hoffman, Howland -Hughes; L. Straus,
Straus Hardware Co.; Charles Schmidt

New F.R.T.A. Official

and E. W. Schmidt of C. Schmidt &
Sons; J. Rigney, Greenberg & Sons;

D. Barbieri, D. Barbieri & Bros.; C. B.
Johnson, C. B. Johnson Electric shop;
J. M. E. Johnson, Jack Johnson's Tire
shop; G. Lathrop, Lathrop's shop; L.
Rose, Clapp, Rose & Vaughn; F. McCoy, McCoy's, Inc.; H. Blair, Brodrib &
Blair; E. Palmer, Palmer's Radio shop;
Radio Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
A. T. Jones, Archie T. Jones, Inc.; M.
Garber, The Radio Shop; I. B. Myers,
The Buckingham Corporation of Chi- J. H. Darcey, H. A. DeVorken and
cago is offering the trade a chassis E. J. Frey of The Republican and The
merchandising service, tying up the American.
Buckingham chassis line with a comMeet Thomas A. White, of Buffalo,
N. Y., the new First Vice-president of
the Federated Radio Trades Association. Mr. White is a graduate of Minnesota University, and has been identified for many years with the electrical
and radio business. At present he is a
director and manager of the Wholesale

plete assortment of attractive, moderate -priced consoles. These consoles
The Aerovox Wireless Corp., forcorner of Clark and Monroe Streets, are built for the Buckingham chassis merly of 489-493 Broome St., New York
line and are equipped with special City, is now located at 70 Washington
Chicago, Ill.
The Buckingham
speakers and units.
Corporation does not handle the cabibut is placing before its customers
Italy, are interested in American radio nets
products, and wish to receive catalogs a direct source of cabinet supply.
The Amrad Corporation, Medford
and price lists from manufacturers of
receiving sets, parts, accessories, and Hillside, Mass., through its new president, Major James E. Hahn, has anspeakers.
the discontinuance of its lowThe Carnegie Institute of Technology, nounced
The new Amrad line will
priced
sets.
weeks'
Pittsburgh, will give a six
course in Radio Communication from be exhibited soon.
The Valley Electric Company, radio
June 27 to August 5 under the direction of the Department of Electric manufacturer, 4515 Shaw Avenue, St.
Equipment and Construction. Anyone Louis, Mo., at a recent meeting of its
is eligible to take the course. No special board of directors, elected Herbert
restrictions have been placed on a pro- Elder president to succeed S. A.
spective student's educational training. Whitten.

S. Bernardi & Company, radio dealers, Via dei Fulgidi, Leghorn, (Livorno),

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Doing Export Business" is a sixty page pamphlet issued by the Foreign

Commerce Department of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States,
Washington, D. C., to supply information for manufacturers on the possibil-

ity of doing export business, and the

organization and methods necessary to

carry on such business successfully.

The price is fifteen cents.
The Federal Radio Corporation,
Buffalo, N. Y., announces the appointment of Kenneth E. Reed as sales manager.

Atlantic City in Their Annual Convention

speakers and power supply instruments for the coming season were exhibited for the first time. A good time was re-
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ported had by all. The phutograp is convincing evidence of
the large attendance.
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The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corpora-

Mohawk Distributors Convene

tion, Brooklyn, N. Y., has completed

arrangements with the Caswell -Runyan
Company, cabinet makers, Huntington,
Indiana, by which the latter company is

to manufacture radio cabinets exclusively for Freed-Eisemann, which will
supply the chassis to be mounted in
the cabinets. Freed-Eisemann will do
the national advertising but Caswell Runyan will sell direct to Freed-Eisemann distributors.

A new factory building has been

erected for the Gold Seal Electrical Co.,
at Central Avenue and Fifteenth
Street, Newark, N. J. This building

was ready for occupancy June 1. The
capacity of this new plant will be approximately twenty-five thousand tubes
per day. Provision for further expan-

sion has been made by obtaining an
option on adjoining property which

would give an additional daily production of ten thousand tubes.
Atwater Kent Radio Dealers of
northern Wisconsin held a district
meeting at the Hotel Wausau, Wausau,

recently. Among the speakers were
L. B. Pratt and E. Hatton of Milwau-

The Mohawk Corporation of Illinois
2222 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, was
host to its distributors in a three -days'
convention, held at the Congress Hotel,
Chicago, May 2, 3 and 4. Business
sessions were held twice daily and ad-

dresses were made by the company's
executives and leading jobbers. A
banquet was given by the company in
the Florentine room of the hotel on the
evening of May 3. There was a large
and enthusiastic attendance.

kee, George D. Phillips of Philadelphia nati, O., in the capacity of advertising
and Joseph Koehn of Green Bay. Over manager.
40 dealers were present.
Federal Brandes Inc., New York
K. H. Stark is now associated with City, has issued a beautifully printed
the Crosley Radio Corporation, Cincin- booklet on Kolster Radio. It contains

fourteen pages devoted to a description
of the set, letters of commendation, and
an offer of a demonstration, for which
a post card is enclosed.
A. B. Ayers, formerly sales manager
of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corpora-

tion, is now with the Chas. Freshman
Co., Inc., as assistant sales manager.

Radio Shows and Conventions
June 6-11: Music Industries
Chamber of Commerce Convention, Hotel Stevens, Chicago, Ill.
June 13-18: R.M.A. Convention and Trade Show, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
June 13-18: Federated Radio

*October 3-8: Salt Lake City
Radio Show, Salt Lake City,

Sept.

2 - 5:

Oregon

Radio

Washington.
September 4-10: Fifth Annual

ada.

Ambassador Auditorium, L o s

Utah.

Angeles, Cal.
Sept. 6-10: The Canadian Exhibition Company, Third Annual
Winnipeg Radio Show, Royal
Alexandra Hotel, Winnipeg.
September 10 - 16: Buffalo

Radio Show, Broadway Audi-

torium, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sept. 14 - 18: Oregon Radio
Trades Association, Portland,

Oregon.
*September 18-24: Third An-

nual Southwest National Radio

Show, Coliseum, St. Louis, Mo.
September 19 - 24: Radio
World's Fair, New Madison
Square Garden, New York City.
Sept. 22 - 25: Oregon Radio
Trades Association, Spokane,
Washington.
September 26 -October 1: SevTentative
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for the Milwaukee Sentinel.

apolis, Minn.

National Radio Exposition,

Pacific Radio Exposition, Civic
Auditorium, San Francisco, Cal.

equipment, and distributor for Sonora
radio equipment in Wisconsin, has appointed as sales manager C. J. Morris,
formerly manager of radio advertising

Annual Northwest Radio Show,
Minneapolis Auditorium, Minne-

Trades Association, Seattle,

Stevens, Chicago.
August 20-27: Fourth Annual

ufacturer of the Super Ball antenna

Boston, Mass.
September 26 -October 1: Sixth

Sept. 26 to Oct. 1: Rochester
Radio Trades, Inc., third annual
Rochester Radio Show, Convention Hall, Rochester, N. Y.
Sept. 26 -Oct. 1: The Canadian
Exhibition Company, Fourth
Annual Montreal Radio Show,
Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Can-

Trades Association, Hotel

Yahr & Lange, Inc., Milwaukee man-

enth Annual Boston Exposition,

*October 3-8: Third Annual
Indianapolis Radio Exposition,
State Fair Grounds, Indianapolis,
Ind.

October 3-8: Pittsburgh Radio
Show, Duquesne Gardens, Pittsburgh, Pa.
October 4-9: Fifth Wisconsin
Radio Exposition, Auditorium,
Milwaukee, Wis.
October 10-16: Sixth Annual
Radio Show, Coliseum, Chicago,
Ill.

*October 24-29: New Orleans

Radio

Show.

New

Orleans

"States" Building, New Orleans,
La.

*October 24-29: Dayton Radio
Show, Dayton, Ohio.
*October 26-29: Third Annual
Houston Radio Exposition, City
Auditorium, Houston, Texas.

Articles of incorporation have been

filed with the secretary of state in

.

Indianapolis by the Paramount Electric
Company, an Indianapolis corporation,
which will deal in radios and all appliantes. The company has an initial
capital stock of $15,000 and the incorporators are Herman J. Kennelly,
Claude J. Watson, Weeden S. Koontz,
James A. Clark and Karl P. Lentz.

The South Bend Radio Company,

South Bend, Ind., has changed the
location of its Mishawaka branch from
105 South Main Street, Mishawaka,
Ind., to 216 North Main Street. B. G.

Buchanan is manager of the branch,
which has the Atwater Kent agency.
Articles of incorporation have been

filed with the secretary of state in
Indianapolis by Carney & Plyley, Inc.,
of LaGrange, Ind. The corporation
will deal in radios and radio supplies
and the incorporators are Rolin E. Carney, Frank V. Carney, Willard P. Ply ley and Milo A. Plyley.
Dudlo Manufacturing Corporation,

Fort Wayne, Ind., manufacturers of
Magnet Wire and Coils, has recently

completed a new wire mill devoted exclusively to the drawing and insulating
of magnet wire. Its eastern office is
now located at 56 Earl Street, Newark,
N. J., where a branch factory for winding coils is now operating to give
speedy service to the New England and
Atlantic states.
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NEMA to Investigate Patent
Situation

The King Manufacturing Corporation

Automotive and Radio divisions held
their semi-annual sales meeting at the
Buffalo, N. Y., from May 9
The National Electrical Manufactur- factory,
May 13. Addresses were made by R.
ers Association has appointed a com- to
Webb, president of the company, B.
mittee of seven prominent electrical W.
G. Close, and H. W. Sickle, vice-presiexecutives to investigate the patent dents,
and J. W. Million, Jr., W. L. Morsituation and to determine whether
some modification of the National ley, G. R. Buckley and K. R. Smith,
Automobile Chamber of Commerce engineers. Among those present at the
were S. P. Addy, H. L. Macplan might be made applicable to the meeting
Millan, George Bain, N. M. Baker, J. G.
electrical manufacturing industry.
The committee appointed includes: Crowe, H. C. Goodrich, J. H. Mehle,
Leonard Kebler, president, Ward Leon- W. C. Moore, L. W. Smith, R. R. Talard Electric Company, chairman; A. G. bott, Robert Chambers, Howard Adams,
L. Morris, R. H. Griswold, C. L.
Davis, vice-president General Electric; J.
A. Atwater Kent, president, Atwater Eshleman and David MacMillan.
Kent Mfg. Co.; M. C. Rypinski, viceThe Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc.,
president, Federal Brandes Co.; B. E. Indianapolis, Indiana, manufacturer of
Salisbury, president, Pass & Seymour, storage batteries, acetylene gas and gas
Inc.; Harold Smith, general solicitor, tanks, has sold its storage battery
Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur- business to The Prest-O-Lite Storage
ing Company; and Charles H. Straw- Battery Corporation. The new combridge, president, Goodman Manufac- pany will continue to operate the batturing Company. Alfred E. Waller, tery plant at Speedway, Indiana, while
managing director, and Francis E. the older company will use the Indian-

Winners in New Jersey
A. K. Window Contest
The New Jersey Radio Co., Atwater
Kent jobber, 328-332 Washington St.,
Newark, anounces the following prize
winners in its recent window contest:
Group A-towns of 50,000 or over 1st prize, $1.00-Baker Bros., 481 Clin-

ton Ave., N. J.; 2d prize, $50-J. K.
O'Dea, 653 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.;
3d prize, $25-Passaic Radio Store, 37
Bloomfield Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Honorable

mention:

George

L.

Hirtzell, Jr., Elizabeth, N. J.; Greenbaum's Paterson, N. J.; Hurd Radio
& Electric Co., Elizabeth, N. J.; Max
Laiks & Son, Passaic, N. J.; Wm. E.
Kuntz & Sons, Jersey City, N. J.;
Morris Schlein, Jersey City, N. J.;
Weequahic Music Shop, Newark, N. J.;
Perdue & Ross, Inc., East Orange, N. J.,
and Solow Radio Company, Paterson, N. J.

Group B-towns of from 25,000 to
50,000 - 1st prize, $100 - The Radio
Neagle, legal counsel of the Association apolis plant. F. H. Landwehr, Toledo, is Studio, 638 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J.;
are ex -officio members.
president of the new company, J. H. 2d prize, $50-J. Lawlor, 404 BloomMcDuffee, Indianapolis vice-president, field Ave., Montclair, N. J.; 3d prize,
and J. B. Motley, Indianapolis, secre- $25-Green's Radio & Electric Service,
RCA Re-elects Directors
tary and treasurer. These with F. M. 102 Kearny Ave., Kearny, N. J.
Honorable Mention: E, A. Dunn,
The Radio Corporation of America Coburn and F. A. Harrington, form the New Brunswick, N. J.; Wm. A. Bohr,
stockholders at their annual meeting board of directors.
Irvington, N. J., and 011dorf and Son,
May third, 1927, re-elected for a term
The National Broadcasting Company Clifton, N. J.
of three years the following directors through its Red and Blue networks, of
Group C-towns of 25,000 and unwhose term of office had expired : Owen which WEAF and WJZ, New York City, der -1st prize, $100-Bower's Music
D. Young, Albert G. Davis, Guy M, are the key stations, will in the future Shop, Rahway, N. J.; 2d prize, $50Tripp, James G. Harbord, and Harry broadcast all sporting events held under Rutherford Radio Shop, Rutherford,
P. Davis. At a meeting of the Board the sponsorship of George L. (Tex) N. J.; 3d
$25-Lank Electric
of Directors May 6, a dividend of 11 Rickard following a recent agreement.
Co., 204 Wanaque Ave., Pompton
per cent for the second quarter of the
N. J.
Leslie G. Thomas, until recently in Lakes,
year 1927 was declared on outstanding
Honorable mention : A. P. Hummers,
"A" preferred stock. The dividend is charge of production in the F. A. D. Bogota; Leon R. Marenghi, Chatham,
payable July 1 to stockholders of rec- Andrea organization, now holds a simi- N. J.; O. P. Dickerson, Rockaway,
lar position with the Freed-Eisemann N. J.; Traeger's Music House, Stapleord June 1.
Radio Corporation, Brooklyn. Harry ton, Staten Island, N. Y.; Wm. H.
Dreyer, formerly research engineer of Stevens, Newton, N. J., and George
Albert Boehlke has been appointed the Hazeltine Corporation is now a Brooks & Co., Somerville, N. J.
sales manager for the Chicago district, member of the Freed-Eisemann technifor Majestic Current Supply Units, cal organization.
Vail R. Bucklin, first vice-president of
manufactured by Grigsby - Grunow The American Electric Company, the Stewart -Warner Speedometer CorHinds Company of Chicago.
6401 South State Street, Chicago, has poration, 1826 Diversey Parkway, ChiFederal-Brandes, Inc., maker of merged with the Automatic Electric cago, is one of the founders and a diKolster receiving sets and Brandes Manufacturing Company of that city, rector of the new Congress Trust and
Savings Bank of that city.
speakers, has provided new offices for makers of the Pax Dial Telephone.
its merchandising division in one of the
company's factories, at 200 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Newark, N. J. All equipDigesting Some New Merchandising Ideas
ment was recently removed from the
Woolworth Building, New York City,
where the merchandising headquarters
have been located for several years.
The Sparks - Withington Company,
Jackson, Mich., has appointed Brooke,
Smith & French, Inc., Detroit national
advertising agency, as advertising and
merchandising counselors for Sparton
Radios and Sparton Motor Car Horns.
The Indiana Manufacturing & Electric Company, Marion, Ohio, has appointed O. R. Westfall sales manager.

Mr. Westfall has sold "Case" radio
years and has a wide trade acquaint-

throughout the middle -west for several
ance.

M. E. Seegmiller, sales manager of
the Howard Radio Company 451-469
East Ohio Street, Chicago, maker of
De -luxe neutrodyne radio receivers, has
resigned.
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Federal Brandes Inc., district sales
representatives from all parts of the

country were guests of the company at
this enjoyable dinner at the Hotel
Commodore, New York City, during
their annual six -day conference. D.
S. Spector, head of the merchandising
division, presided and addresses were
made

by

Ellery

Stone,

president,

Frederick Dietrich and M. C. Rypin-

ski,

vice-presidents, and Dr. F.

A.

Kolster, chief research engineer.
Among those taking part in the con-

ference were A. Y. Tuel, San Francisco ;
Allan C. Forbes, Chicago ; W. J. Thimm,
Kansas City ; J. C. Stanley, Minneapolis ; J. J. Reilly, Detroit ; W. A. Eaton,
Washington, D. C. ; W. A. Hendrickson, Boston ; and A. G. Nordholm,
New York.
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News of Jobbers and Distributors
followed by a business session at which
Toronto Jobber is Host
executives of the Beckwith and Federal
Companies made addresses.
to Dealers
Harringtons Limited, radio jobber
Atwater Kent dealers on the Pacific
Sixty-seven retailers gathered recoast demonstrated their skill in win- and dealer of Australia and New Zea- cently in Toronto, Canada, as guests of
dow displays in two recent contests, land, would like to get in touch with the Tait Radio Sales, Federal Radio
featuring the Pooley Model Radio American radio set and accessories Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y., jabbers for
Cabinet, sponsored by Ernest Ingold, manufacturers with a view to handling Ontario and Quebec. A dinner at the
Inc., jobber, 930 Van Ness Ave., San their lines. Manufacturers interested King Edward Hotel preceded the busiFrancisco, Cal., and Ray Thomas, in Australian and New Zealand repre- ness session. W. H. Tait, general manjobber for southern California, of Los sentation should write to John E. Har- ager of the Tait Radio Sales, presided
rington, sales manager, 386 George at the dinner and at the business meetAngeles.
The H. C. Capwell Company, Oak- Street, Sydney, Australia, for further ing. Addresses were made by C. J.
land, Cal., was the winner of the first particulars.
Jones, assistant sales manager, A. C.
prize in the Ingold contest, while the
The Plaza Music Company, manufac- Stearns, advertising manager, L. C. F.
other winners were L. J. Kitt Com- turer and distributor of musical mer- Horle, chief engineer and K. L. Henderpany, Stockton; Ralph Berggren, San chandise, 10 West Twentieth Street, son, his assistant, of the Federal Radio
Jose; California Phonograph Company, New York City, wishes to obtain for Corporation.
San Francisco; and the Sterling Fur- the coming season the local distribution
niture Company, San Francisco.
of a nationally advertised radio receiver
The Walbert Manufacturing ComThe winner of the first prize in the and four or five nationally -advertised pany,
formerly of 925 Wrightwood AveSouthern California contest was the accessories. Manufacturers desiring nue, Chicago,
has removed to 1,000 FulGoodson Radio Company, Fullerton, representation in the New York terri- lerton Avenue, that city. The company
California. The other winners were tory should get in touch with Emil S. announces the appointment of the folthe Parmelee-Dohrmann Company, San Schenkel at the above address.
lowing new representatives: W. S.
Diego, and the Stone Electric Supply
The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corpora- Reid, Reid Sales Corporation, Kansas
Honorable tion, Brooklyn, New York, announces City, Mo., for western Missouri, Kansas
Company, Los Angeles.
mention was awarded the Glendale the appointment as distributors of the and Oklahoma; L. C. Kohn, Omaha,
Music Company, Glendale; Hancock G. J. Seedman Automotive & Radio sup- Neb., for Iowa, Nebraska and South
Music Company, Pasadena; Southern ply Company, 1166 Bedford Avenue, Dakota; E. G. Howard, Howard & GeeCalifornia Music Company, Los An- Brooklyn, N. Y., for Brooklyn and Long seka Co., Minneapolis, Minn., for North
geles; Collinge Hardware Company, Los Island, and the Spartan Electric Corpo- Dakota, Minnesota, and western WisAngeles; and Azusa Radio Shop, Azusa. ration, 350 West Thirty-fourth Street, consin.
New York City, for Manhattan, the
C. R. Bach, former Pacific Coast manThe Geo. C. Beckwith Radio Corpo- Bronx and Staten Island.
ager of the Manhattan Electrical Supration, Milwaukee branch of the MinnePerry Saftier has been appointed ply Company, has organized the C. R.
apolis wholesale firm, recently ap- radio sales manager for P. W. Mack, Bach Company, manufacturers' Western
pointed Federal Ortho-sonic jobbers for Inc., 231 West 29th Street, New York representative, with offices at 252 Fifth
Wisconsin, acted as host to sixty Fed- City. The company represents the Street, San Francisco. The new comeral dealers at a spring meeting held in Acme Apparatus Company, manufac- pany employs four outside salesmen
the Elks Club, Milwaukee. The meet- turer of radio equipment and acces- covering California, Oregon, Washinging opened with a dinner. This was sories, in the metropolitan territory.
ton, and the intermountain territory.

Winners In Coast Window
Display Contests

After the Convention Business Was Over

The most lasting impression of a convention is generally
made by the concluding banquet. Above are the Federal
Ortho-Sonic dealers enjoying the hospitality of the Harry
Alter Company, Chicago jobber, at a dinner in a Chicago
120

hotel early in April. The convention which preceded this
happy occasion drew a large attendance. After dinner

speeches were made by executives of the Alter Company, and
of the Federal Radio Corporation.
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Facts every dealer and his salesmen

should know about Crosley in order
to put forth their best selling effort!
in the maximum number of stations.
Crosley single drum control will
tune all nearby and powerful stations

Radio Corporation is one of the few radio companies to show constant earnings year after year.
WLW, the Crosley Super -power broadcasting
Station, constantly supplies many enjoyable hours

better than most one dial sets-but with the

of clean entertainment. WLW is included in

"Acuminators" (secondary tuners) hosts of stations may be enjoyed which are entirely
missed by strictly one dial sets.
Crosley possesses licenses that enable

the first ten preferred stations according to votes
now being taken by a national radio publication. Their local polling shows WLW

Crosley circuits are designed- to- bring

is also among the first ten stations in
leading cities.

them to manufacture an exceptionally
efficient circuit. They do not radiate and
annoy neighbors.
Crosley prices are low because Crosley
manufactures in large quantities. Costs
are spread over a multitude of units. Purchasing power is enormous. Savings are
tremendous.

Musicones are the outstanding loud
THE CROSLEY
MUSICONE

Enormous demand
has kept price at an
incredible low level.
Patented actuating
unit will reproduce
sound perfeftly.

12 -inch size -5 9.75
16 -inch size-$14.75

The Crosley plant is one of the largest in the

country and as far as can be ascertained has

speaker success. Hundreds of thousands
have been sold. They reproduce at $9.75
and $14.75 as sweetly, accurately and with

as great volume as the most expensive
loud speakers on the market.

The secret of the Musicone quality,

volume and perfection is in the Crosley patented

actuating unit-not the cone.

turned out more pieces of radio apparatus than
any other radio concern.

Crosley Battery Type Radios
Batteryless Radios
A B & C Power Unit

The Crosley engineering laboratories are
headed by radio engineers of national repu-

Musicones

tation and achievement.

Crosley resources are strong.

The Crosley

$29 to $98
$70 and $95
$50

$9.75 and $14.75

Write Dept. 130 for descriptive literature

The Crosley Radio Corporation,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Powel Crosley, Jr., Pres.

1,,
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Merchandising

Radio Parts
A Section of Radio Retailing

June, 1927
41,

Demand for POWER
ON THE eve of the trade's first
radio show of national impor-

tance there is little speculation
among jobbers engaged in the parts

business as to what items will lead the
field this year.
Interviews with jobbers in Chicago
and New York point without exception
to parts necessary in the construction
of power amplifiers and current supply
devices operating directly from light
sockets as likely to be of greatest interest to buyers.
Business forecasts are at best questionable things, regardless of the forecaster's source of information. In this

however, jobber opinion is
strengthened by the activities of manufacturers. That manufacturers of radio
parts are looking to power devices for
much of the year's business is reflected
in the number of these companies scheduled to exhibit such apparatus in Chicago this month.
About 200 manufacturers have con-

will Aid Parts
More Power !-That's what consumers are
crying for this year. Chicago and New York
jobbers predict heavy demand for parts for
amplifiers and current supply devices.

case,

filter choke coils, but high -capacity con- ing resistances will be used.

And the
beauty of this business is the necessity
sistances, rheostats, wire, binding posts for apparatus of real quality because of
and other apparatus sufficiently rugged the tremendous strain of high -voltage

densers, tube sockets, heavy-duty re-

to stand high -voltage strains will go work.
into the making of power units and

amplifiers. In many types of both these

Keep an Eye on "A" Units

tracted for display space at the Hotel units, shielding, panels, audio transThe demand for power amplifier parts
Stevens in preparation for the indus- formers, impedances and even amplify - will be stimulated by general accepttry's first trade exhibiance of high - voltage
tion. Possibly 40 per
and power tubes as a
cent of these manu-

facturers are actively

engaged in making

parts, and retailers who
attend the show will
undoubtedly find that

nearly 60 per cent of
the parts manufacturers exhibiting will make
units necessary in the
construction of power

amplifiers or current
supply devices. This is,
of course, in addition to

other parts, in many
instances.

Jobbers, whose business depends largely on

foresight, believe that
practically every radio
part manufactured will
be carried through to a
satisfactory sales total
on the crest of a con-

sumer demand for

p o w e r devices. Not
alone transformers and
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Good "Power" Business Means
Good Parts Businessfor every power supply unit or power

amplifier parts sale calls for at least $50
worth of these:

High voltage
transformers
Filter choke coils

Heavy duty resistances
Tube sockets
Amplifying transformers
Rheostats
Amplifier resistances
By-pass and filter
Panels
condensers
Connection wire
Amplifier impedances Cabinets
Out -put units
Shielding
Filament transformers Binding posts

means of obtaining true
reproduction and tonal
"depth." A tendency
toward the use of such

apparatus has already

been felt and will probably mature fully within
the next few months.
Retailers can do much

to focus the attention
of consumers on these
units by doing their

best to dissipate the

illusion, created in the

"old days of blasting
speakers," that power

amplifiers mean nothing
but tremendous volume.
Tone quality is certainly

to be radio's guiding
as soon as buyers are

angel for some time and

convinced that the latest

types of amplifiers are
designed for tone and

not volume alone the
whole

industry

will
123
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Jçading Dealers and Jobb ers
now stock LO@MCDLE panels

Because they have found that these beautiful panels bring them a
good profit, sell readily, and are entirely satisfactory in every way.
Lignole panels are made with genuine woods of five-ply laminated
construction and impregnated with a material of highest insulating
qualities, thereby rendering them di -electric and moisture -resistant.
They can be easily drilled, punched, and engraved, also lithographed
or stenciled.
Lignole panels are finished either plain or in two-tone. The two-tone

panels have a darker border separated from the body
of the panel by a small vein or by a beautiful inlaid
marqueterie.
Don't miss the
Lignole Exhibit at

the Radio Trade
Show, Stevens
Hotel - Chicago,
June 13 to 18.

Booth No. 135-A.

Lignole not only improves the beauty of any set, but
also increases the electrical value. Completely drilled and
decorated panels can now be obtained for such prominent
circuits as Victoreen, Madison Moore, Melo-Heald, Nine in -Line, St. James, and others.

Endorsed and Specified by Leading Radio Engineers.

'The LIGNOLE Corporation
508 South Dearborn St,

CHICAGO, ILL.
41.11111.411111.1.1
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profit. Each power amplifier or current supply parts sale will run well up
into money; $50 may be taken as the
approximate amount spent for such
apparatus and this amount per capita
is distributed over a wide area. From
the manufacturer's standpoint a power
supply or amplifier sale by a retailer
ccvers just about all types of parts.
In the current supply field, various
jobbers have different opinions as to
the type of units likely to be most in
demand. It is the opinion of Perry

Saftler, sales manager of the radio

division of P. W. Mack, Inc., New York,
that this year's demand for convenience

and the power supply units which this
automatically implies will run largely
to A units and combination A and B,
or A, B and C units. He looks forward
to comparatively little business in the
straight B unit field. This is, of course
an opinion confined strictly to the parts
field.

"It is likely that radio set owners, Electric Company and
the Inland Electric
build their own A supplies this year. Company.
urged by a desire for convenience, will

Tone will also influence many of them
Business opinions in
to build combination units such as A, B that section tally closely
and C supplies and power amplifiers, with the reports of eastern jobbers.
all operating directly from light lines." Power units are seen as excellent busi-

ness this year, as are power ampli-

What About Tuning Units?

fiers. Audio transformers of improved

and other amplifying units conQuality parts such as variable con- design to
improve tone quality are ex -i
densers, tuning coils, dials and other ducive
petted
to
share in business while new,
apparatus of this kind rarely used in 350 and 400
milliampere rectifying
connection with either power supply de- tubes are creating
vices or power amplifiers, will be sold throughout the country. great interest
principally in "kit" form according to
Large diameter cone -speaker kits
R. R. Balbus of Radio Jobbers, Inc.,
sold in considerable quantities in.
New York City. The company is so have
Illinois
and are expected to be a factor
confident that the manufacturer adver- in this year's
business. These speakers
tising and newspaper publicity given go hand -in -hand
with power amplifiers
new circuits will create a demand for and better tone quality.
receiving set "kits," that it has compiled
In this section, as in New York, most
its retail catalog largely along these parts
which are in demand are of good
lines.
On the other hand, Jack Weber of the quality and are selling at list prices.
Weber Distributing Company also of
What Retailers May Expect
New York, expects business in parts
other than those used in power devices
the Coming Season
to come through the replacement and
Retailers may expect this:
fill-in channel rather than through circuit popularization. In the same secGood business in all units connected
tion of the country several retailers in any way with the construction of
have noted a decided increase in parts power amplifiers for tone quality imbusiness due to replacement business provement.

Saftler says, "In 1925 the New York
trade experienced a tremendous business in parts for B power supply parts,
simply because these had appeared in
circuit form in the 'fan' magazines and
in daily newspapers long before manufacturers could supply them in sufficient quantity or at prices within the
reach of buyers. This yea'r I believe
that B supply devices are available in and fill-in unit sales.
manufactured form almost as cheaply

as it is possible for the 'fan' to construct them. A devices are in more or
less the same position as was the B

A demand for convenience equipment

Chicago Jobbers Agree

permitting the operation of sets direct

In Chicago, our western editor inter- from light lines.

unit in 1925-perfected, but not avail- viewed the Leonard Linn Company, TelFair volume in other parts because
able in quantity sufficient to meet de- ephone Maintenance Company, Newark of the introduction of new circuits and
Electric Company, Hudson -Ross, Illinois a brand new business in replacements.
mand.

Home -constructed radio
sets use so many different

combinations of A, B and
C battery voltages that
selecting a set of properly
marked binding posts for
these receivers is a diffi-

cult job. When the parts
fan enters the store next
time and asks for a set of
lettered binding posts for
"so-and-so" receiver
the chart reproduced above
will probably solve the
problem. A number of pop-

1»>»>

A Convenient Binding Post Chart

6

12
10

the

ular receivers have been

listed in the column at the
extreme left and the necessary binding posts for
these circuits may be eas-

ily found by tracing opposite each circuit name
horizontally until a number is reached and then
referring to the heading
at the top of the vertical
column in which

it is

printed. This particular
chart was compiled by the

H. H. Eby Manufacturing
Company of Philadelphia

and dealers may keep it

up to date as other circuits appear by adding
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them in the columns provided.
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You can recommend Faradon
equipped sets with confidence
Faradon value is the result of twenty years of
manufacturing to high standards.
It is logic.t that makers of fine equipment include
Faradon Capacitors in their specifications.
Strengthen your prestige by merchandising Faradon equipped sets.

WIRELESS SPECIALTY
APPARATUS COMPANY
Jamaica Plain

Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
Established 1907

951

Electrostatic condensers for all purposes

Pre- y ie wing the New Circuits
Jelly "fan" magazines will tell how to build the
apparatus outlined on this page
A Universal Wavelength Receiver
FOR the set builder who does not
wish to miss a thing that is on the

air, whether it is broadcasting, amateur

short-wave communication or long -wave

ship and commercial station traffic,
Radio News for July contains an article
of exceptional interest.
In it L. W. Hatry of Hartford, Conn.,
describes a set using six plug-in coils,

which is capable of bringing in signals between 18 and 1,500 meters. The
set is regenerative, employs three tubes

and is equipped with two stages of
transformer coupled audio amplification.

Parts necessary in its construction are:

Ll, L2, L3-Set of six plug-in coils with
appropriate mounting socket. These
coils normally cover wavelengths between 19 and 1,500 meters when used

This ingenious circuit with its plug-in coils permits the user
to tune in on almost any radio station on the air regardless of

with a .00035 variable shunt condenser.
C2, C3-Variable condensers, .00035 mfd.,
straight line type.
T1, T2-Audio transformers, low ratio.
wide frequency range.

$1, S2-Battery switches.
Cl - Variable condenser, midget
.000025 mfd. or smaller.

its wavelength.

I.4-Choke coil, radio -frequency, 1 millihenry.
R1-Rheostat, 60 ohms.
CS-Condenser, fixed, grid, .0005 mfd. or

type,

.0001 mfd.

C4-Condenser, fixed, .00025 mfd.
R4-Grid leak, 2 megoms.

Jl J2-Jacks, open circuit.

R2, R3-Ballast resistances, for 199 type
tubes.

Low Voltage, High Current Capacity Rectifiers
A'

...Rectifier tub,

//4V. A.C.

5z5

+

8-9o/ts

-sTo storage battery

:A.C.

a./1
Fuse

a.c. passing enough d.c. to charge a

.Rectifier tube
8-9 Volts

- To

storage

battery

A.C.
I/O -VA. C.

.

I

Fuse

8-9 Volts
A.C.

<-

THE feature article of Radio Broadcast for July is a complete description, technical and practical, of the
Raytheon rectifying "tube" or cartridge
which is designed to rectify 8 to 9 volts

-110

..:'Rectifier tube

Circuit A uses a half -wave rectifying system for a
21 amp. battery charge rate, while circuit B, using
full -wave rectification, permits this rate to be raised
to 5 amps.

+

radio storage battery.
The article is written by James
Millen, who explains the theory of action of the various metallic and other
elements which go to make this compact rectifier, and includes circuit diagrams which show how the unit may be

used in the construction of a full or
half -wave charger, for either a 5 or
2i ampere charge rate. With an appropriate filter the unit also makes an
excellent A power unit.

Modernizing the Old Phonograph
THE July issue of Popular Radio
contains as a feature an article
which describes the methods used to

amplify phonograph selections via an
electrical pick-up device substituted for
the standard phonograph reproducing
stylus, a three stage radio amplifier and
a speaker.
It is claimed that this method of amplifying recorded music and speech per-

mits the owner of an old type phonograph to bring his machine up to the
new standard of reproduction, volume
and tonal "depth" set by radio amplifiers and the later types of electrically
operated phonographs designed to play
.electrically cut records. The method
.described of connecting up the neces-

Electrical pick-up, a quality radio amplifier and a speaker

permit a tremendous improvement in the quality of phonograph
reproduction, according to Popular Radio's article in July.
sary apparatus, is due to the research the electrical pick-up devices on the mar- trols volume and an output unit between
work of H. P. Donle, And utilizes any of ket. A variable resistance which con- amplifier and speaker are provided.
127
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Keep Up clOdio
Sales All Summer

oElD10l
F7A

Cle - Ra -Tone
Shock -Absorbing
Send for this attractive display stand. Show the pros-

Radio laboratory men, ex-

demanded, fastest -selling

pert set builders, the manu-

item the radio dealer stocks.

facturers of the leading

Non -microphonic; the
greatest contribution to

radio sets, designers ofprac-

tically every new and significant hookup revealed
during the last few years,
editors of radio magazines

Just the hookups for Summer building and all -yearround reception. Complete
instruction for building and
operating, together with all

necessary detail drawings
of the General Utility Portable and Improved Controllodyne Receivers, put
up in attractive envelopes
ready for mailing or counter use by dealers. Send for
sample

Spring Supported

Radio Socket

pective set builder the
actual socket

-

and of the radio sections
of daily newspapers- all

make the Cle-Ra-Tone
Radio Socket their first
choice.
It is the best known, most

the non -noisy operation
of the set. Tube -holding
element "floats" on finely
tempered, accurately balanced springs. Push -type,

positive, one-piece from
terminal to contact connections. Soldering lugs
or knurled nut for easy
assembly.

Your Jobber Can Supply You

Benjamin
Electric Mfg. Co.
120-128 S. Sangamon Street
NEW YORK:
247 W. 17th St.

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO:
448 Bryant St.

Manufactured in Canada by the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

New Parts Announced This Month
For additional Hete parts, sets and accessories see pages 108-114

A -B -C Condenser Block for

350 Milliamp. Tube
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Dubilier Condenser Corporation,
4377 Bronx Boulevard, New York City,
has placed on the market a special condenser to be used with the Raytheon or
similar 350 milliamp. BA tube. By
the use of an 8 mfd., a 12 mfd., and a
.1 mfd., buffer condenser, a current
of 350 milliamp. is supplied to the set
giving all the A, B, and C power needed.
To insure the obtaining of the right
condensers, they have been designated
350 BA -1 (buffer) ; 350 BA -2 (8 mfd.)
and 350 BA -3 (12 mfd.). These condensers

have a

600 volt d.c.

rating,

permitting a wide margin to take care
,,f any excess current.

Adjustable Ratio Audio
Transformers
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The two audio frequency transformers
illustrated here are being manufactured
by Silver -Marshall, Inc., 105 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., for use in
push-pull power amplifiers. Type 230
is a split secondary input transformer
with a turn ratio of 1:6. Its primary
impedance is 10,000 ohms at 30 cycles,
primary resistance approximately 3,000
ohms, and secondary d.c. resistance approximately 20,000 ohms. Type 231 is
a split primary output transformer, and
has a ratio of 3.78:1. Its primary
impedance is 20,000 ohms at 30 cycles,
the secondary impedance 1,500 ohms at
30 cycles. Its primary d.c. resistance
is 660 ohms, the secondary, 184 ohms.
Type 230 may be used as a 1:1 or 6:1
audio transformer in any circuit, while
type 231 may be used with any type of
power tube. Intended retail prices are

Heavy Duty Resistors
Radio Retailing, June. 1927

The illustrated Hy -Watt heavy duty

resistors are being made by the Electro Motive Engineering Corporation, 127
West 17th Street, New York City, (or
use in power units using Raytheon

tubes or other rectifiers requiring resistances capable of standing up under
high current loads. They are non -in-

ductive, and have silver plated contacts
units
to prevent arcing. Each of these
will, it is claimed, dissipate its rated
deheating,
excessive
power without
terioration or change in value. These
resistors come in stock sizes from 100
to 100,000 ohms with intended retail
prices from $1.25 to $2.

1673ÁHA.w

.1-1.

EMI -'2-7

t

$10 each.

Metallized Resistors
Radio Retailing, June. 1927

The International Resistance Company, Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa.,
makes the illustrated Durham Metallized Powerohm resistor. It comes in
two sizes -2.5 watts and 5 watts. The
5 watt type is three inches long, while
the 2.5 type is the standard length.
These Powerohms have a metallized
filament, and are said to be capable of
nearly 2,000 hours of constant service.

Speaker with Corrugated
Paper Cone
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Model 100A, is the latest speaker produced by the Radio Corporation of
America, 233 Broadway, New York City.
This new speaker is about 15 in. long,
and 11 in. high, and has a 7 in. cone
made of corrugated paper designed to
prevent rattles. The driving mechanism
is of an entirely new design, differing
notably from that used in the company's
Model 100 which it replaces. The intended retail price is $35.

Transformer for ABC Units

Interchangeable Coil

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Illustrated is a new Aero INT-5 interchangeable coil being made by the

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

The Dongan Electric Manufacturing
Company, Detroit, Mich., has brought
out this new transformer, No. 3591,
for
use with the Raytheon BA 350 MA tube

Aero Products
Products, Inc., 1772 Wilson Ave.,
coils have a natural
Chicago, Ill.
wave band of from 235 to 550 meters,
but by placing a fixed condenser of
.0001 mfd., across the rotor and stator
of a .00014 mfd., variable condenser,
they will tune up to 735 meters. These
are made in accordance with the same
ow loss specifications that characterize
all Aero coils. They can also be used
in low wave transmitters.

in ABC power units. This transformer

is built in two types, both for 201 A
tubes. One has a 700 volt center tap,
300-400 milliamp., and a 5 volt h amp.
center tap; the other 750 volts, center
5 volts 1
tap 300-400 milliamp. with
4 volts 5 amp.
amp.
center tap and
This transformer
is housed in an attractive metal case.
price, either type, $15.

Intended retail

Bakelite Moulded Mica
Condensers
Radio Retailing, June. 1927

A mica condenser incased in moulded
bakelite is the latest development of the
Aerovox Wireless Corp., 70 Washington
St., Brooklyn. The mounting lugs have
split ears which can be easily bent. The
d.c. resistance across terminals ranges
from 2,500 to 5,000 megohms at 650
volts d.c. According to the manufac-

turer the capacity of these condensers
is predetermined and the element impregnated before It is molded. These
condensers are made in approximately

all sizes ranging from .0005 to .02 mfd.,
with corresponding retail prices ranging
from 35c. to $1.50.

Radio Retailing, Jane, 1927
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IGRAD ii
FILTER

nits

Igrad By -Pass Condensers are of the non -inductive type and
have very high insulation resistance, measuring in the
neighborhood of 300 megohms per microfarad.
Due to the higher voltage of modern Power Amplifiers and

Welcomed by engineers, manufactur-

ers, and dealers for their unfailing
uniformity and space economy.

"Power Packs," especially of such high order as the Amer
Tran Power Paek, it became necessary to incorporate a high
voltage condenser. Igrad No. 7 and No. 8 are designed for
Igrad filters are designed for service in socket power sets,
Power Amplifiers with working voltages not exceeding 600

these high voltage plate supply units.
Type No. 1 B Unit is designed for use with the RAYTHEON

D.C. and in filter circuits for plate supply. These condensers

B TUBE and other plate supply circuits in which voltage

connection with their rectifying tubes.

Type No. 2 BH Units are for use with the RAYTHEON
BH TUBE and other plate supply circuits, in which the

are capable of operation on much higher voltage than the
By -Pass type and are recommended by Raytheon for use in

does not exceed 300 D.C.

The 4.0 M.F. size is very desirable for use in sets incorporating the UX-171 and similar Power Tubes.

voltage does not exceed S00 D.C.

Code
6025-A
605-A
61-A

BaseDimen.

D. C. Working Voltage

Capacity

11.,¡ x2

600
600
600
600
600
600

0.25 MF

1 34x2

62-A
64-A
621-A

1.4-íx2

13x2
1 '.áx2

0.5 MF
1.0 MF
2.0 MF
4.0 MF
Triple 1.0 M F

Write for catalog and prices.

Igrad Condenser dz Mfg. Co., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y.

AT THE R. M. A.
TRADE SHOW
BOOTH 8

RESISTANCE SPECIALISTS
One Bole Mount Rheostat

Manufacturers of Electrical and Radio
Rheostats, Controllers and Regulators Since 1912
All De Jur products are built up to a quality standardnot down to meet the low prices of unreliable competing
manufacturers. We have anticipated the ever growing
demand, both by set manufacturers and amateurs, for

Combination Switch
and Rheostat
Also made without
Switch

higher quality and greater efficiency in radio parts. That's
why dealers and jobbers can stock De Jur products with
the assurance that they will move quickly and at a good
profit. Manufacturers can depend on The De Jur Products Company for quality, satisfying service and on -time
Condensers

single, Double, Triple-All Capacities

deliveries.

TO DEALERS AND JOBBERS

Write for new catalog of complete 1927-28 line.
TO MANUFACTURERS
is

The De Jur Products Company

i.ighlniny; Arre*ter

the largest

manufacturer of rheostats and resistances made to
special specifications. Let us figure on your require-

ments.

DeJ

FL[XC-STRAND
NON -INFLAMMABLE
ACID -PROOF

CABLE CORO

PeJ.y.a.pRocucTs Co,
199 Lafayette Street
New York City

Poner "Rheostat

1111111,

......,.

II ire 5% ouud Itesistauees
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"What to Push
for 1928?"

That's the question every dealer and jobber is asking-"What line will make

the most money for me this year-what will sell best-at a real net profitwith the least grief?"

The 660 Unipae-A powerful push-pull power amplifier
and B supply, $02.00.

Silver -Marshall answers that question decisively at the June R.M.A. Trade
Show with a series of new developments that will guarantee S -M leadership
-and actual profits for you-in 1928.
S -M will offer a complete line of new kits-priced below the market, and
yet with the very finest features of complete all -metal assembly, vernier
drum controls, extreme selectivity, and tone quality guaranteed unsurpassed.
First is a remarkable receiver kit listing below $50, complete with a beautifully decorated sloping -front metal cabinet-a set that will out -perform
many factory -built models at twice the price.
The same set, in kit form, with completely self-contained A.C. power equipment for light -socket operation, permitting the use of power tubes thruout
will be priced below $80.00. Next is the S -C II 5 -tube receiver kit, guaran-

teed to equal or surpass any other 5 -tube receiver or kit on the market.

440 Jeweler's Time Amplifier-three stages and detector pre -tuned to

112

H.C.-Arlingtons exact wavelength,
$35.00.

And in the Fall, the famous 630 Shielded Six, simplified and improved, will
continue as the finest of all receiver kits, priced at $95.
The new S -M 660 Unipac-the most powerful power amplifier, phonograph
pick-up amplifier, and B supply kit ever offered, will create a host of friends
and customers for you, for it definitely answers the popular demand, and
introduces a new era in distortionless amplification. In addition, the 652
"Reservoir B" power supply is unique in its constant voltage output, and
freedom from the usual pronounced eliminator troubles.
In the parts field, where S -M stands supreme, S -M offers new push-pull
audio transformers, A.C. tube step-down transformers, vernier drum dials
for any panel angle or condenser, and a Jeweler's Long Wave Time Amplifier, tuned to Arlington, of unique sales appeal and tremendous efficiency.
Coupled with these new S -M items is something even more important to you.
S -M parts are sold for you before you receive them-for they are specified

in more popular circuits than all others, and are advertised to an extent

which only is possible by virtue of S -M leadership and S -M sales volume.
You don't necessarily have to "know parts" to sell S-M-you need simply
supply the demand created by forceful S -M advertising, S -M counter literature, and dominating S -M newspaper and magazine publicity.
When you tie-up with S -M you get in one complete line all the items normally
found in five or six lines-you simplify your stock, concentrate your sales
activities, reduce costly obsolete numbers, and stand back of a line that will

stand back of you this year, next year, and for years to come.

SILVER -MARSHALL, INC.
630 Shielded Six-the finest of kits, priced at $95.00.

870 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.
!

9-M Push -Pull Audio Ttransformers - 230 input and 231
output-the most advanced units
for distortionless power-$10.00

each.

631 Stage Shield-for circuit shielding in
any type of set. $2.00 each.

,

S -M Plug -In Inductances

available for all circuits.
18 to 3000 meters. $2.50
to $5.00. Universal interchangeable coil socket,
$1.00.

Automatic voltage regulation
is the feature of the 652
Reservoir B Kit. $34.50.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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Is this season's trend in set buying
going to find your receivers up-todate? Compactness, simplicity and
performance dependability are this
season's new quality standards. Just

Sell Table -Taps for Radio Use!
Have you ever watched a newly converted radio "bug"
try to get his set hitched up?

Only one wall outlet on hand-but a battery charger,

a "B" Eliminator and a portable lamp, for example, all
waiting to be plugged inl
Keep on hand a supply of Hubbell Table -Taps No. 6900
to relieve this problem-and incidentally to bring you
an exceptionally large margin of profit.

The Table -Tap when plugged into a single outlet

check your condensers to see how they
fit in this new scheme of radio things.

provides three convenient Te -Slot connections. Can be
screwed to the wall baseboard as illustrated, fastened
to the back of the radio cabinet, placed on the floor or
located elsewhere.

FOR compact set construction Spragues are

HARVEY HUBBELL

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTI ES

chosen-they are only half the size and

quarter the weight of ordinary condensers.

For surer electrical operation, Spragues
are more dependable-recent tests of them
showed a uniform breakdown of 3,500 volts

A. C. And every Sprague is factory tested
at 1,500 volts.

For constant and unvarying capacity

Spragues are safer-a process of triple impregnation and a special waterproof asphalt

aRI060.011L CpIN[CiKYT. uf..

saw V011.11. 14.V.
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Udell Radio Cabinets

A Full Line of Udell Cabinets
will be on attractive display in

Room 557-A
HOTEL STEVENS, CHICAGO
duricg

use of these "giant -hearted" condensers.

THE RADIO TRADE SHOW
Write for New Catalog.

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES CO.
QUINCY, MASS.

4
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covering makes them capacity constant.
The country's leading set builders are using these
MIDGETS. Let us tell you of the many economies
and greater dependability brought about through the

cH.u00.11.1.

PROVIDES 3 OUTLETS FROM 1

The Udell Works, Inc.
28th St. at Barnes Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
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MIDGET

CONDENSERS

Underwriter Lab.
Approved by the
Cartons of 100 - Standard Package 1000

For Free Working Samples Sign Below and Mail
Name
Address

L

COLT'S PAT. FIRE ARMS MFG. CO., HARTFORD, CONN.
I IIII I
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Rono

NOTICE

Multi -Stage

to the

Jack
Filament Switch

RADIO TRADE
to

A Clean -Cut Item
that will sell
Takes the place of all jacks
El

RONO saves time

and

easier

to operate than
Costs no more than
jacks and switches. Contacts are always clear.
A reliable article made by

two stages of audio at will.

jacks.

No plugs to thrust in-no
dangling

$2.5°

labor in wiring, cuts battery consumption, and is

in set. RONO dial throws
'phone or speaker in one or
unsightly

Price

wires

down front. RONO makes
each audio stage a filament
control, and lights only the
tubes you use.

a

reliable concern.

Will

sell itself if you display it

where customers can see it.
Write for a sample,

and our proposition to you.

Rono Manufacturing Co.
426 So. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.
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DYNESCORE

November 17th, 1925.

We have instituted suits in the

Federal Court of the Eastern
District of New York for re-

covery of profits and damages

and injunctions against Pilot
Electric Company and S. S.
Kresge Company under the

above patent.
We have also instituted suits for

who has brought suits for the

"Saves an hour per job."

etc..

Write for free blueprint and full details.

KWIKTEST RADIO LABORATORY
44114

our patent No 68828 dated

patents owned by Arthur Dorsey,

Tests every circuit in any set. Voltmeter has 0-7.5-150-300
scales.
Five hundred ohms per volt.
Unnecessary to discunnert batteries or probe with test leads. Tests tubes
for dynamic charasterist its.
Built -In wave meter.
Weighs only 0% lbs. complete In handsome carrying
case with tool and tube compartment. Test leads,
Servicing,

which are an infringement of

We are licensees of, and manufacture and sell our dials under

-Locates Trouble Instantly-

on

0 -CALLED vernier dials are
being manufactured and sold,

Co., Inc. and Modell's Radio
Stores under the same patent.

SET CHECKER.

book

ll,,ej

the recovery of profits and

RADIO TUBE AND

page

(

damages and injunctions against
Hoosick Falls Radio Parts Mfg.

WIK-TES

adapters, 00
Included.

vernier dials

Cass Ave., Detroit, Mich.

recovery of profits and damages
from and injunctions against
Pilot Electric Company and S. S.
Kresge Company.
These suits and any others which
may be found necessary to protect the above patent rights will
be vigorously prosecuted.

MARTIN-COPELAND CO.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

Complete set
as shown

_ '7500

NET

Ready to
use

Complete kit
all parts

au',-

NET
including
case, etc.

makers of
MAR -CO DIALS
and illuminated controls

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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For "B" Eliminators
and Rheostats

UP* METERS
-11

for RADIO

"TOPHET"-660 ohms per circular mil -foot
[slightly magnetic)
"SOLAR" -620 ohms per circular mil -foot

A Complete
Line for Every Purpose,

{non-magnetic}

"CUPRON"-290 ohms per circular mil -foot

Manufacturers-

{non-magnetic}
These wires can be furnished bright, oxidized,

Dealers - Consumers

enameled, silk covered and cotton covered.

SERVICE METERS
B -Eliminator Voltmeter (1,000 ohms per volt).
Service Set Tester (Makes all necessary tests).
Universal Test Set and Direct Reading Tube -Tester.
Counter Tube Tester Model 100. Time tested.
Miniature Galvanometer.
Pocket A.C. Voltmeter, for line voltage tests.
POCKET METERS
In all types and prices, including moving -coil meters.
PANEL METERS
Type 17 Voltmeters and Milliammeters.
(The pioneer 2 -in. Moving Coil Meter)
Type 536 A.C. Meters for A.C. Tubes.
us at
Tip -In and "Super" Control Voltmeters, See
Booth 14,
for Radiolas, etc.
Chicago
HOT WIRE AMMETERS
Also SWITCHBOARD METERSall types.

For Radio Tubes
Pure nickel wire, ribbon and strip
resistance wire, small tubing
We are supplying many of the large
radio manufacturers. Let us send you

samples and quote on your requirements.

GILBY
j WIRE COMPANY j
Manufacturers of a complete line of resistance wire
for every purpose.

Write us for Catalogue RR -6

Newark, N. J.

BURTON-ROGERS CO.
Sole Selling Agents
Boston, Mass.

dune 13-18
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SEATTLE-Woodward Co.
TOKIO-Jaw W. Myers
PARIS-Edgar Sidi -Leon

CHICAGO-The Fleig Corporation
CLEVELAND-C. E. White & Co.
SAN FRANCISCO-Raker-Joslyn Co.
BOSTON-Frank Booth
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Set Manufacturers!

E

Standards of radio reception are
becoming higher with each new

1927 models must be an improvement over those of 1926, and
they will be.
year.

New Metal Base Rheostats
Potentiometer5-ltheostats, 6 to 30 ohms; Potenand

tiometers,
ohms.

200

and

Correct coils are vital to good reception.
We specialize in such coils. We are
producing regularly the most advanced
types, built with the famous "Diamond weave" construction.

900

Filter Condensers - Efficient
Polymet Filter Condensers.
Made in all popular capacities from .1 to S. mfds.

Wire Wound Resistor-High
wattage type Wire Wound Resistances.
Made in a wide
range of values from 750 to
100.000 ohms.

Polytrols - Tube

ballasts.

Made in numerous values to
take care of the different
types of tubes.

Write se concerning your men requirements.
We are prepared to furnish better coils for
the new sets.

At

'

THE F. W. SICKLES COMPANY
190 Union St.. Springfield. Mans.

SICKLES E

DIAMOND-WEAVE

COILS

Hnntnmumnnnuuummmunmuanunouounonnnmnuuuunuuuuouonoonuuunununuunumtunnn0uunuu

ONLY after exhaustive
laboratory research
and extensive testing in
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all manner of operating

conditions, is a Polymet
product finally released
Molded Condenser-An extremely efficient and attractive
Bakelite Molded Condenser.
Capacities from .00015 to

.02.

for the trade.
This is the answer to
the growing demand for
Polymet
better
Essentials.

Radio

See them at the R. M. A.
Show, Booth 155

A Pure Metal Grid Leak or ResistorNot metallized. Values range from
5.000 to 100,000 ohms and from '¡
to 10 megohms.

Polymet
Manufacturing Corp.
599 Broadway
New York City

Polymet Products
lmlmnnnnnnunuununnnnnnunnnnunnnumnumnnmmnnnnnnunuunununuuuuuunuunwmnnnnnmmmn

DANGEROUS

Lightning

Radio owners know of the clanger to
their sets in unprotected antennas and
will buy lightning arresters if reminded
of that danger.
The Jewell Lightning Arrester is an
Jewell Lightning
Underwriters' Laboratory listed product
Arrester
and is suitable for either indoor br out- (Listed by Underwriters'
door installations.
Laboratory)

1

Write for descriptive Circular No. 1019
JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

1650 Walnut St., Chicago
27 Years Making Good Instruments

3
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TRW[CO

The
Fastest Selling Wire
"From the Ground Up"
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LOW VOLTAGE

DROP RELAYS
Reliable Convenience Models

for 1927-1928

Check These Improvements
1-Coil Resistance-.1 ohm. This low

resistance permits dealers to stock one
switch that will operate satisfactorily on
sets using from three to twelve Type 201-A
tubes or their equivalent in amperage drain.

Note that a wide margin of safety has
been provided even if twelve tubes are in
the set; only .3 volts drop at 3 amperes.

"One Tenth (.1) Volt Drop per Ampere"-that's the
voltage drop factor of the improved Reliable.

Radio set manufacturers and profes-

sional set builders have long known and
recognized "CORWICO" as radio's
best all-around wire. Amateurs are also
demanding better wire because they no*

2-Contact Pressure on Trickle

ChargerPoints-3% oz. Lackofpres-

sure on Trickle Charger connection has
been one of the principal reasons why
switches have failed to work in the past.
This coming year relays may be required
to carry as much as 100 watts load which
will still further increase this problem.
With 3% oz. the improved Reliable will
safely carry 300 watts without flutter or
burn. It won't be necessary to tell your
customer to tap his Reliable to start itit's 100% automatic and will maintain its

realize that, while only a small item,
wire plays a very important part in the
ultimate efficiency of any receiver. This
ever-growing demand for quality, has
steadily increased our sales and made
"CORWICO" the fastest selling radio
wire on the market. The merit of our
products backed by our consistent advertising to the radio public has made
the name "CORWICO" a guarantee of

efficiency indefinitely.
There are eight other important features of relay construction that every radio dealer should know. We
will be pleased to supply this information on request.

quality

and value in radio wire.
"CORWICO" wire is consequently the
quickest turning and best profit making
line for dealers and jobbers to handle.

"CORWICO" PRODUCTS

Tables of Voltage Drops
Using Model No. 23 S. A.
Reliable Automatic Power
Control Switch
For Type 201-A Tubes
(or their equivalent in

ANTENNA WIRE

HOOK-UP WIRE
(Solid, Stranded and Braided)
LEAD-IN WIRE
COMPLETE AERIAL KITS ANNUNCIATOR WIRE
MAGNET WIRE
LOOP AERIAL WIRE
BATTERY CABLE
LITZ WIRE
BUS BAR WIRE
FLEXIBLE WIRE

3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

At The R. M. A. Trade Show-Booth 88
All members of the trade visiting the R.N.A.
Trade Show, Hotel Stevens, Chicago, June 1317th, are invited to view the complete "Corwico"
line-Booth 88.
TO DEALERS AND JOBBERS

Write or wire today for complete catalog and discounts.

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY

1.25
1.5
1.75

"
"

2.25
2.5
2.75
3.

"
"
"

"

"

.125
.15
.175
.2
.225
.25
.275
.3

"

amperage drain)
Voltage
Drain
Drop
Tubes
.30 amps. .126 volts
5

No. of Current
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

.36
.42
.48
.54
.60
.66
.72

.151

.176
.202
.227
.252
.277
.302

55

54

Both models retail at $3.50
Write for samples and technical details. Samples sent on receipt of

list price less usual dealer discount; subject to return if desired.

The Reliable Parts Manufacturing Co.
Wellington, Ohio

TO MANUFACTURERS

Let us quote on your requirements.

amperage drain)
Voltage
Drop
.75 amps. .075 volts

No. of Current
Drain
Tubes

Using Model No. 24 S. A.
Reliable Automatic Power
Control Switch
For Type 199 Tubes
(or their equivalent in

RELIABLE
,Automatic Power Control
Switch

30 Church St., New York City

BOSTON

KANSAS CITY

CHICAGO
326 W. Madison St.
LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO

80 Federal St.

208 Baltimore Bldg.

585 Mission Street
224 East 16th Street

Reliable Parts Mfg. Co., Wellington, O.
Please send samples of Models 23-S.A. and 24-S.A. with complete information. It is understood I may return these if I so desire.

Name

Address

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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PARTS
Largest Line of Up -to -Date
Radio Products Made

SPECIFIED
in all popular circuits

Complete line of:Resistors
Jacks
Adapters
Plugs
Fil. Switches
Potentiometers
Receptacle Outlets
Jack Switches
Pilot Lights
110 Volt Switches

CONDENSER
TISSUES

Rheostats:

With or without Filament Switch

Volume Controls:

With or without Filament Switch

Prevent Breakdowns
of Most Vulnerable
Radio Parts

Voltage Controls for "B" Battery Eliminators
New Line of Fixed Condensers
Each part is developed front original research: it
is original in design, new in conception and built
to meet a specific requirement.
In Canada: Carter Radio Co., Limited, Toronto

Offices in principal cities of the world.

CARTER RADIO CO.
Chicago

B Eliminators impose severe service on Filter Condensers. The success of Radio reception depends
upon the strength and select quality
of the Tissue Paper used to insulate
the strips of foil in the Condensers.

M

(MBE
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Get this display
on your counter!

densers.

Leading manufacturers of Con-

densers have by practical tests
demonstrated the superiority of

DEXSTAR CONDENSER TISSUES. The DEXSTAR TISSUES

extra strength and high di -electric

lEl4E Dll l=

every customer putting up a new
aerial, or changing his old one. A
lot of people will be changing and
experimenting with their aerials

R1 R'

perfect

connector

to

this summer.

properties.

For the lead in, for fastening wires
at insulators, and for splicing.
For ribbon, coil or ordinary aerials.
This small Gillett is patterned after

To avoid customer complaints

and troublesome servicing, Radio
Jobbers and Dealers should make
sure that all Condensers handled
are made up with DEXSTAR TISSUES. Radio equipment is no better than its weakest link. DEX-

EEE

It will sell this strong, quick and
electrically

are made of rag stock, closely
formed, free from pinholes and conThey possess
ducting particles.

AERIAL I;oNNE~.._

its

famous big brothers used by

light and power companies everywhere.
You sell them at 10 cents each
with a good profit.

E bb eel
R1

.,......,,
6;

Far beoer dun soNn-and eavu /

Set this display hold.

ing twenty-four en
your counter where
it can stimulate sales
for you!

Park
Metalware Co., Inc.
Orchard Park, N. Y.

STAR CONDENSER TISSUES
add strength and long life to weak
Radio Condensers.
Samples of DEXSTAR TISSUES
for Condenser use will be gladly sent

for inspection by Dealers or Manufacturers.

r

C. H. DEXTER & SONS, Inc.

AERIAL CONNECTOR
411--41

Makers of Highest Grade Thin Papers

Windsor Locks, Conn.
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The choice of the expert set builder and radio fan. Specified in practically
all of the more prominent hookups of the day. Nationally advertised. For
customer satisfaction, quick turnover and consistent profits stock the complete line of Yaxley Approved Radio Products.

Air -Cooled Rheostat
This Rheostat is scientifically designed to
give correct voltage range and carrying capacity. The large number of turns of special
non -rusting, resistance wire gives this rheostat
a vernier adjustment without vernier attachment, feeding current slowly and evenly.
Smooth as silk in operation. The resistance
unit is suspended in air to permit radiation.
No steel is used in the construction of this
rheostat. Furnished in sizes from 2 to 100
ohms

Automatic Power Control
Switches on the B eliminator and cuts out the
trickle charger when set is turned on and the
reverse when set is turned off.
No. 444-Series Type Automatic Power
Control-Now furnished in the new construction, exclusively Yaxley, to take
care of sets having a current draw from
4-199 type of tubes up to 11-201 type of
tubes, keeping the voltage drop below
2/10 volts
$5.00
No. 445-Multiple Type Automatic

$1.35

Power Control-for all tube sets

Cable Connector

Midget Battery Switch

One of the most a
tical accessories to a
radio outfit as it does
away with the old-fashioned unsightly

The

mass of battery wires, simplifies battery wiring and makes an instant and

No. 670-Cable Connector for use with binding poste. ...$4.00
Send for Catalog of Complete Line

s

s n n1

11

selimines u n I m n1I l I1malles in u su un se e s eID

9 So. Clinton St.
Chicago, Ill.
11

11 e

11

s e no us u e r s sesee

filament

control

switch.

No. 10-Mlget Battery Switch

YAXLEY MFG. CO.

SWITCHES
RHEOSTATS
POTENTIOMETERS

n nn au n u n u

efficient

Never gets out of order. Hard rolled phosphor bronze springs, pure silver, self-cleaning contacts. Terminals tinned for soldering. Insulated from brass frame. Quick
make and break. Furnished complete with
"Off" and "On" Plate.

correct connection. Neat appearingsure, positive contacte. Bakelite construction.

JACKS

$6.00

50e.

RESISTANCE UNITS
PANEL LIGHTS
PHONE PLUGS,
Etc.
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New

g.

3

The Panel of Quality
and Beauty

Quality, Style and Price
Set Manufacturers
know that a transformer must meet price requirements,

5

must look well, and above all must perform well.
The Halldorson Type B combines these three major

E

Has all quality specifications of any high quality
panel but in addition Exclusive Merchandise
Features.
1. The decorative Florentine design gives perma-

nent freedom from smudges, scratches and
finger prints-the set is always clean and distinctive looking. This appeals to the user and

requirements in a manner that will astonish you.

A large shell -type core of thin laminations with a
square -wound, closely -fitting coil of heavy copper
content give a tone quality so true that the most
discriminating musical ear will be agreeably pleased.
Write for set manufacturers quotations and samples.

THE HALLDORSON COMPANY
4745 N. Western Ave.
Chicago

Haildorson
_

makes quick sales.

2. Reverse side is plain like other panels (but in
Black, Mahogany or Grained Walnut) giving
choice of two panels in one-means smaller
stocks, quicker turnover, larger profits-and
this appeals to the merchant.
Quotations furnished on molded or special items.

HOOD RUBBER CO.

`tÇ1iansformer
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Jobbers -Dealers
Camfield Radio Products
Are Essential In Your 1927-28
Sales Program
because

The Camfield Super-Seleetíve-9
FROST -RADIO IS A
Fast -Selling Line
THESE items, and the many others in the
Frost -Radio line of parts and accessories.
sell rapidly, provide a good turnover at a
nice profit, and please every set -builder.
Two especially popular and fast selling items
are the new Frost -Radio Super Variable
High Resistance Unit and the Metal Frame
Rheostat, shown above. Your jobber can
supply you with these and other FroatRadio parts.

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc.,
Main Offices and Factory

Elkhart, Ind.

Is Being Given Nation wide
Publicity
Complete descriptive articles on this remarkable new

circuit will appear in early Fall issues of "Radio,"
"Citizen's Radio Call Book," "Radio Age," "Radio

Review and Listener's Guide," "Western Radio
Trades" and other magazines.

Similar articles will

also appear in the New York Sun, the Chicago

Evening Post and many other leading newspapers
throughout the country.
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Attaches
to Any
Storage
Battery

and because
Camfield Equaltune Condensers
Just Press theBult011

YOU can attach
a Beede Test -A -

Bat to every Storage
battery that you sell.
Simple to attach,
simple to use. And

you can sell one to

every one of your

old customers.

They'll all thank
you for the advice.

Are specially designed for use with the new Turman
drum dial and are officially specified for the 1927-281

SAFE
No Risk of Acid Drip-

season in the following popular circuits:
Camfield Super -Selective 9
The Flewelling Super Ten
Scott's World Record Super 10.
Madison Moore Super
Madison Moore AC Operated

Radio Frequency Circuit

pings

Far Superior to Hydrometers

The New St. James U 240
Camfield Duoformer 5
Eight -in -Line

Non -Corrosive Terminals

Hagerman's Organtone
AND MANY OTHERS.

$ 1.75

Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers write for cuts
and detailed information.

LIST
Literature and Show Cards Furnished. Ask your Jobber Today

CAMFIELD RADIO MFG. CO.
...esa
Chicago,

351-363

E. Ohio St.

R.M A

ACCURATE
Simple and Easy to Use
All Reading Guaranteed
Accurate

CONVENIENT
Always on the Job

No Need to -Move Battery

BEEDE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
FACTORY, PENNACOOK, N. H.

Ill.
5,2

N. Y. Sales Office: 136 Liberty St., John L. Madsen, Manager
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Ø0Big Philco Plans
New 1928 Models
Ride the Tide of Electrical Operation
of Any and All Radio Sets!

-- -

Radio
-11"1"
11"1"" Socket Power
LGHT Socket operation

Why Philco will be
Radio's Best Seller!
1. Radio Switch Control

2. Built for All Power
Tubes

3. Delivers 180 Volts

4. New Current Economizer
5. Long Life Improved
Philcotrons
6. Operates any Standard
Radio

Set from the

Electric Current
7. Every Philco Guaranteed
8. Typewriter -style Cabinet-more convenient

is

-°°"kyour
yadio SetSwitch

Controls
Everything
~Your A Power
Your B Power
As well as

the set

itself

Radio's newest

It is coming with a rush! Everybody
wants to do it! And everybody knows that the

sensation!

PHILCO AB Socket Power will positively operate
any kind or any make of standard Radio Set from
the electric current.
Over 500,000 Philco Socket Powers are in use
today. The Philco is known the world over. Its
prestige is established. It is the one proven method
for obtaining Electric Light Socket Operation for
radio sets. And the New 1928 Philco Models - built
to give super -power for power tubes-will be
radio's biggest profit making accessory.

tota Iota

1/)2,Y,~

Oadzy cfet

9. No hum-No Distortion
10. Everything in ON E

brb

Cabinet

f?,, t to CoiUOrm
1:11,11'1 'Writ VS

Here is what we do
for You!

h,

1.,1 hi, rtltarifs

Safety Specifications

Think this over! No need for you to handle

a poor or unproven radio set in order to sell light
socket operation. You can sell Philco to the old -set

1. Dealers' Names on
Newspaper Advertis-

light socket operation for the particular radio set he

2. Authorized Phi lc o
Dealer Certificate
3. Sales and Service
Manuals
4. Complete Advertising

owner and to the new -set owner-giving him electric

ing

prefers.

Big Profits for You!

Kit

You know what the Dealers did last season

with the Philco!

Profits!
The marvel-

1928 Model
Philco AB Socket Power.
ous

Everything in One

Cabinet.

Big and Quick Sales!
Almost No Competition!

Big Dollar

And now for this year brand-new 1928 Models !
Super -power for Power Tubes! Lower Prices! National Broadcasting! $1,000,000 Advertising Appropriation!

Complete New and Original Selling Plans!

And NOW we will proceed to tell you the

i

5. Window Streamers
6. Counter Cards
7. Direct Mail Plan
8. Philco Sales Bulletin
9. Million Dollar Advertising Campaign

10. National Radio Broadcasting

entire story.

Read Every Word on the Next Three Pages!

Radio
Socket Power
any, fsgza/ndaizsd

thil, aecouc, awyn,t/

The Biggest Sensation in Radio This Season is Socket Power Operation of Radio Sets

Radio Broadcasting and a Mil
Campaign to Get Ac
BIG NEW FEATURES

on the Marvelous

That the Buying
Public Demands!

AGAIN the Philco Engineers have

anticipated every demand and desire of the
vast radio buying public: every requirement and
every fancy of the radio fan. The new Philco
features are actually ahead of the amazing
progress in the radio industry.

Delivers 180 Volts!
High voltage! And high voltage main-

tained! The new 1928 model Philco Socket Power
is built to deliver 180 volts at 60 milli-amperessuper-power for power tubes.

Current Economizer!

WHEN PHILCO announces a big national advertising and sales cam-

Yes, the new model Philco AB Socket

Power is equipped with the new Current Economizer. It operates the Philco at highest efficiency and at the lowest possible current cost.
You know what this one feature alone will mean
to the buying public.

Every Philco Guaranteed!
Every Philco AB Socket Power is

covered by an iron -clad guarantee from the factory - the most comprehensive guarantee ever
given a radio Socket Power.
The radio user
knows that he takes no chances with the Philco.

paign, you positively know that it will be tremendously successful. You know
that it will get you ACTUAL SALES RIGHT AWAY.

Philco Advertising and Selling Plans have always been remarkably suc-

cessful, and this season, a million dollars will be spent in national advertising. The
splendid new 1928 models with big new features will be placed upon the market.
All previous records will be smashed by the gigantic volume of sales. You will do
more Philco business than you ever dreamed possible.

500,000 Philcos Have Been Sold!
A real record! Greater than all competition put together! And this

season Philco Dealers will sell close to 1,000,000 Philco Socket Powers! Electric
light socket operation of radio sets is sweeping the country. And Philco leads the
world.

Broadcasting !

Last season the demand was so great for Philco Socket Powers that nearly

52 Weeks With

200,000 persons couldn't be supplied. We kept the factory working night and day and
even then we couldn't keep up with the amazing demand.

Y%YIL CO

season. This means a million additional prospects! No matter what make or style
of standard radio set a man may own or what kind of set he plans to buy, he can run
it from the Electric Light Socket with the Philco.

There are a million more Radio sets in use today than there were last

"On The Air"

A Million Dollars in Advertising !

Millions listen in every Friday eve-

ning to the "Philco Hour" -9 o'clock Eastern

Daylight Saving Time.
The Philco Hour Is Broadcast Through
New York
WJZ
Chicago
KYW
Pittsburgh
KDKA
WBZ
WBZA

-

Springfield. Mass.

Boston

Yes, one million dollars! The biggest advertising appropriation ever

devoted to any radio accessory! The big national magazines and the big and small
newspapers of the country will carry a big Philco advertisement week after week in
every city and town in the United States-into the homes of your particular customers.

Double page spreads in color in The Saturday Evening Post! Big 4 -color

right through the Summer and Fall, Winter and
next Spring. And other stations will be added.

advertisements in the American Weekly. Big Advertisements also in the Cosmopolitan. Literary Digest. Red Book. True Story. Popular Mechanics. Popular Science
Monthly and Liberty.

And You Make
Actual Sales !

continue to go "on the air" every Friday night throughout the entire year. Yes-one
hour "on the air" every Friday night Spring and Summer, Fall and Winter.

An all year round program!

It goes

Thousands write to us

every month for the
booklet describing the

Big Discounts for You!

Philco
Philco

Socket Power. These inquiries
pour into our Factory from the
broadcasting as well as the National Newspaper and Magazine
Advertising.

Every single one of
these inquiries-these excellent
prospects-are sent to you and
our other Dealers over the
United States. Your Jobber will
give you your share of these

You are going to make even more money with the Philco this season than

rrii:.CQ

valuable inquiries.
Send

A continuous flood of advertising! Radio broadcasting, too! Philco will

the coupon to us today and we

will tell you just how you can get your portion
of the inquiries that come into our factory by the

thousands from our National Advertising and our
Broadcasting Program.

ever before. Public confidence in the Philco Socket Power is an established fact.
Philco has the prestige. And then when you consider our tremendous national advertising appropriation; the wonderful new 1928 models; and remarkably complete new
selling plans, then you will realize what a tremendous volume of Philco business will
be done.

Remember, the Dealer discounts are as liberal as ever. Each and every

sale runs into a goodly sum of money. Your profit is big and your turn -over
will be amazingly rapid. Ask your nearest Jobber for the full details of the big
Philco Socket Power opportunity for this coming season.

NOW

Read the opposite page and learn how you can get
FREE all of these amazing advertising and sales helps.

The Biggest Sensation in Radio This Season

lion Dollar National Advertising
tual Sales for You!
New 1928

The authorized Dealer
certificate every Philco
dealer gets Free.

Radio AB and B

PHILADELPHIA

ELPyiq ORA
STi
GE

Socket Powers
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Important ! Your Name Will Go on
All Philco Newspaper Advertising

ERE'S the biggest thing we have ever offered Philco dealers. You can
penny!

flLCO

have the name and address of your store on all Philco National Newspaper
Advertising in your particular territory. And it isn't going to cost you one

Radio Saks Manual

We repeat it: Your name and your address on every advertisement placed
by Philco in the newspapers in your community-FREE! Get the details of this
wonderful advertising plan. Advertising that will really be your advertising.
Mail us the FREE Coupon below and we will send you the full and complete details.

¡WILCO

This Newspaper Advertising Will Appear
in 663 Cities and Towns

Radio Installation and
Service Manual

Think of it! A, million dollar advertising campaign! Millions in magazine
circulation in every city in the United States. More important still, the greater
portion of this million dollars will be spent in national newspaper advertising in 663
cities and towns, and with the Dealers' names at the bottom of all this advertising.

This Philco Sales
Manual is chockfull of unusual
sales ideas. It's
Free.

Furthermore, Radio broadcasting through powerful stations reaching millions more
of prospects.

In addition we have prepared special selling plans for the retail Dealer.

The Philco Service Manthat every Philco
Dealer gets Free.
ual

Remarkably effective and very inexpensive selling plans and methods that will bring
you quick and actual sales right in your own store. These Dealer helps are free
to you. They do not cost you one penny. Send the coupon below for the full details.

Get Your Dealer Franchise Just as Early as Possible

RunsyMY

Selling an easy seller ! That's the secret of successful retailing! Stock the

Electric
Curren

merchandise that the public buys rapidly and quickly! Follow the lines of the least
sales resistance! That's the ''ay you and every other retail Dealer will put the
actual cash profits in the cash drawer. Not only can you sell Philco easily, but you
can get delivery on Philco!

PriiI.CO
005k" rot
_

Philco is admitted, even by competition, to be the most profitable and the

Rad,O

most popular radio accessory in the Socket Power field. By all means do not overlook
getting your Dealer Franchise early. Send the Coupon for the full details now.

Do not forget, we are limiting the number of Philco Dealers and Jobbers

fail this Coupon NOWitc

RadiJ iLCJ
Socket

Runs An y Radio
Electric
i C"'
urrent
eowA

Sp
Special Offer
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Mail this Free Coupon and we will send you at once all the details

¡/¡
///\,
\
, ` /,

about this new 1928 plan. Don't delay! Mail the Coupon today. There are no strings
ft. It doesn't cost you one penny and it bringsa you the
attached
details and
couponfull

Easypayments

Attractive counter cards FREE for
every Philco Dealer.

this season to real live -wire merchants. Every Philco Dealer this season is to be
an Authorized Philco Dealer. And the Authorized Philco Dealer will get from us
a Certificate announcing that fact. Here certainly is an opportunity that you, as a
go-getting merchant, cannot afford to overlook for one single moment.

description of the new Philco models and Philco dealer plans. Send the
we will reply at once.

Yours í

now and

II111

PHILADELPHIA STORAGE BATTERY CO.
Ontario and C Streets
Dept. 502-13
Philadelphia, Pa.

Please send me FREE, the full details of your sensational new sales plans on the 1928 Models of the Philco
Socket Power.
Name

Address

is Socket Power Operation of Radio Sets

I

City

State

Another

Sensation!
The Famous

Socket Power
180 VOLTS

-

60 MILLI -AMPERES

No tubes- No batteries-No harmful acids!

Big Profit Margins

THE New 1928 Model Philco "B" Socket Power is
absolutely the last word in a radio "B" power unit!
It's the biggest seller in the "B" super -power field

What is especially important to you now is the fact

that the profit margins on the Philco "B" Socket Power are
mighty attractive. Not small-time profits! Big dollar margins
that make big profits-net profits-for you on each and every

in radio today because of its many sensational and exclusive
features.

sale.

Think of it! No tubes for the radio fan to worry

Concentrate on Philco!

No harmful corrosive acids to fuss with. No battery
annoyances. No water to add. No servicing required.
about.

That's your best sales move. You can well afford to

Every bit as good as the best power amplifier and better than expensive dry cells-yet much cheaper and simpler

stick to the Philco line exclusively because the basis of all
Philco sales campaigns is more profit for the dealer. Philco
has very little, if any, competition in the radio field and con-

than either.

centration on Philco means to you fewer dollars invested, less
sales effort and bigger dollar profits.

Long Life Guaranteed
The 1928 Philco "B" Socket Power is covered by the

most sweeping and the most comprehensive guarantee ever
given a "B" Socket Power unit!

,.'

Furthermore, the Philcotron itself-exclusive Philco

-.^...n..

.

.

feature and the very secret of Philco's marvelous efficiencyis guaranteed to operate for 1650 hours of actual operation -18
months at the average use of three hours per day. And replacement cost lower than ever!

Delivers 180 Volts
At 60 Milli -amperes

The marvelous

Philco "B"
Socket Power
that gives Super-

The 1928 Philco "B" Socket Power will positively

deliver 180 volts for operation of any and all power tubes.
What's more, it will maintain high voltage indefinitely. It is
especially adapted for the popular UX 171 and 371 Power

power for all
Power Tubes

Tubes.

No water to add! No binding posts on the outside!

No danger from high voltage transformers. Built to conform
to Underwriters Laboratories Safety Specifications.

Remember: All These Philco
Sales Helps are FREE!

The 1928 Philco "B" Socket Power delivers high,

steady voltage today, tomorrow and next month. Transformer
Tap adjustments make it fit perfectly the requirements of both
the largest and smallest radio sets. It produces strong tone -

-,

volume without the slightest hum or distortion and gives a

tone -quality and tone -volume that even expensive power amplifiers cannot surpass.

YOU'LL certainly want to take advantage of this

great Philco sales opportunity. You will want to know
the full details of the entire plan. All you need to do is
cut out the Free Coupon on the preceding page, sign your name
and address to it and drop it in the mail box. That two -cent
stamp will be the best investment you ever made.

But-don't put it off! Do it NOW. Mail the Free

Coupon TODAY!

Cut out this Coupon

The Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.
Ontario and C Streets
Philadelphia

It's on the back of this space. It's

worth a lot of money to you. But it costs
you absolutely nothing!

Everything in this wonderful sales
plan is FREE to you. The Coupon will
bring everything to you in a hurry.

Mail it TODAY!

(._;)H.B.B.
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"Me ant! Jttr1tsS"
'Meet us at the Radio Show Booth No.4
say it will help you cure those

.A.RE

you coming to the First
RMA Radio Trade S:iow?

"Second Payment Blues."

We have a selling policy so
square it's all corners. We have

Most everybody is going to
be here with this exhibit. New

advertising to help the dealer

things, better things, more profit-

right at home where his sales are

able things are going to be exhibited in this show. It's going

made.

Come around to booth No. 4.
You'll be as welcome as the last
payment on a seven -tube set.

to start the radio season off with
a bang-and early enough in the
year to make radio seling a real
business-instead of fcur months'

And we believe you'll be glad
you came!
P. S. ---Of course, if you aren't

side -line!

coming to the show, you may

We want to see ,you at the

Peerless Booth. For in hour if

still want to know about the Peerless Dealer or Jobber Proposition.

for a minute, just to sz_y "Hello!"

Write for the Big Peerless Portfolio and details of our selling
plan. Address your _etters to:

you want to sit and listen-or
We want you to snatch time

away between boothl2gger's vis-

Mr. Arthur T. Haugh

its to come around ani see-and

United Radio Corporation

hear-this remark, ble little

speaker. We say it makes any
radio set better. We say it will
help you solve the problem of
keeping the buyer sold. And we

z

Makers of Peerless Reproducer
15-B Caledonia Avenue
Rochester, N. Y.

A New
and different
"A" Power
Supply
PEERLESS now sponsors

a new and entirely
different type of "A"

Me ton!

Power Supply. See an-

I'll be there too

nouncement on Page 159

in case there's checks

of this issue of Radio

to sign - or other burdens

Retailing.

/(
.
UR1m_

to

bear.

SELDEN E. MAY, Pres.
United Radio Corporation

BOOTH
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ALL STANDARD TYPES

Here's the Road to

TUBE PROFITS
Are you headed the right way?
00,, Thousands of prosperous dealers
last season shared in the unprecedented success of Gold Seal Radio
Tubes.

What about this season? Will you
still be on the outside looking in, or
will you be among

those who are

This season Gold Seal will push the

"Special Purpose" types for larger
unit sales, quicker turnover, bigger
profits for ,you.
Take advantage of this profit opportunity opening before you -write for
full details of Gold

Seal, "Square
Deal" policy,

profiting by the
popularity of this

dealer helps and

fast selling line?

attractive terms.

GOLD SEAL ELECTRICAL CO., Inc.
250 PARK AVENUE - NEW YORK CITY

Be sure to skit our [South,

144

No.

97,

at the It M. A.

Trade Show, Steven) Hotel, Chicago, week of June 13th.
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BOOTH
NO.
65
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B*CH
ARMORED
' DIO
9 2 7

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

EXHIBITORS SECTION R MA TRADE SHOW

The new Bosch Radio Models are built, not
only for customer satisfaction but for dealer

profit as well. They are "transportation
proof". So strongly are they constructed that
they may be delivered to the customer with
the original factory settings-without adjustment by the dealer. To be convinced of
Bosch Superiority, examine the steel chassis,

the condenser unit assembly with its three

point mounting, the short solid connections, the locked assembly and the elimination of solder operations. All models
have Single Station Selector - electrically
lighted-Bosch -RFL circuits-are armored
and shielded and are priced for volume sale.

The new cabinets present a new beauty in
design, craftsmanship, selection and finish of
fine woods. Appearance and performance

are so ably handled and the price range so
attractive that Bosch is the outstanding dealer
line this year. The Bosch Dealer Policy is
liberal and it is strongly supported. It offers
unusual possibilities to Radio Dealers who are
in business to stay. It is well worth investigating. 'Tell us in confidence about yourself,
business standing, financial strength and plans
regardless of the lines you now carry. We will
be glad to tell you of our plans for your locality.

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORP.
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: SPRINGFIELD, MASS
BRANCHES; NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

l
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AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNE
., ...
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Model 57-Seven tubes, has Bosch RFL circuit,
efficient built-in loop, built-in 18" reproducer,

walnut cabinet with selected pattern woods,
spacious power unit compartment. Single station

Model 76-Six tubes, Bosch RFL circuit-single

selector, electrically lighted dial, Bosch Line O'Lite
tuning, armored and shielded, wired for battery or

station selector, Bosch Line O'Lite tuning, wired

socket power operation and operates on loop
or wire antenna from two to two hundred feet.

for battery or socket power operation, armored and
shielded, spacious power unit compartment, solid
walnut cabinet beautifully finished with and without

Price with built-in loop, built-in reproducer $ 340.00.

built-in reproducer-with built-in reproducer
price $195.00. Without built-in reproducer $175.00.

Model 66-Six tubes, Bosch RFL

circuit-single station selector,
electrically lighted

dial,

Bosch

Line O'Lite tuning, armored and

for battery or
socket power operation, solid
shielded, wired

walnut cabinet-beautifully
finished-an ideal table type
radio receiver.

Price $99.50.

.-_..1?rC+.?
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All these Bosch Radio Models -- ready for Bosch Socket Power Units

Nobattry "A" and the Nobattry "B"- both

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

totaling, $ 100.

EXHIBITORS SECTIONe RMA TRADE SHOW

BOOTH

NO.
05

Bosch Radio-the
Complete
Dealer Line
Model 57-Seven-tube
Receiver, Single Dial, cabinet

type, loop operated-built-in

reproducer-wired for battery or socket power operation
$340.00.

Model 76-Six-tube Receiver, Single Dial, cabinet type-

wired for battery or socket

The Bosch Nobattry "A"

speaker

.

.

.

.

.

.

$175.00.

The Bosch Nobattry "A" is a highly satisfactory power unit for converting house
current into "A" power for radio receiver

Model 66-Six-tube Receiver, Single Dial, table type,
wired for battery or socket

operation. Typically Bosch, its construction,
both mechanical and electrical is of highest
grade and its performance is a revelation.

Ambotone Reproducer -Cone Type, Table Reproducer, with years of recognition for its perfect tonal

The outstanding features of the Bosch
Nobattry "A" are:

.

reproduction

.

.

$99.50.

$27.50.

.

Nobattry -"A"- An ideal

trouble, ,no heating
delay

Small in size-can be put in radio
cabinet like a battery

Nobattry "B"-Famous
Bosch Nobattry for supplying

"B" Power for all sets up to
ten tubes-no acids, no hum,

The Bosch Nobattry "A" is a perfect cornpanion to the famous Bosch Nobattry
These two units form an ideal combination

for supplying "A" and "B" current and
retail for $100.00.
AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORP.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

$42.00.

.

Powertrol -Prevents direct
current passing from radio
receiver into reproducer with

consequent damage. Pre-

vents distortion and de-

struction in speaker. Should
be sold to every power tube
user

DETROIT

$58.00.

long lived

power efficiently as power
Receiver does not need to be rewired

CHICAGO

.

moving parts, no hum, no

No power dissipated in heat-uses

Rranchre: NEW YORK

.

up to ten tubes- no acids, no

No chemicals to add
Economical in current draw

Main Office and Works

.

ing "A" current for all sets

Instantaneous-no heating delay
No harm if left "On"
Nothing to boil over

III

power

socket power device, supply-

Constant voltage
Unvarying power
Quiet

148

power. With built-in
speaker
$195.00.
Without the built - in

.

.

.

.

.

.

$8.00.

Recreator-A truly successful three unit device for providing electric reproduction
of phonograph records-util-

izes any style phonograph
and reproduces through a

radio receiver and loud
speaker

.

.

.

.

$20.00.

All prices slightly higher,Colorado

and west, and in Canada.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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Not a Fenced -In Battery!
TheWHITE"A"SOCKET POWER UNIT D. C. current in ratio of 2/ amperes;

marks a radical and revolutionary step ample for any set up to 9 tubes. Autoin radio. It is an absolute realization of matic switch controls B Battery elimia desire entertained by millions of radio nator, if plugged into socket provided.
owners-a complete A battery elimi- A noteworthy engineering achievement,
nator. An independent unit. Relies only a perfected absolutely dependable A batupon 110 volt A. C. 60 cycle current for tery eliminator. Simple. Sturdy. Trouble
operation. No storage cells. Stores no free. Enclosed in beautiful 20 gauge metal
current. Never becomes discharged - case, finished in attractive moss green
never requires charging. Is not affected Duco. Hurry along your request today for
by disuse or constant employment or complete descriptive matter, live dealer
change of line voltage. Delivers 6 -volt helps and money -making proposition.

Julian M. White Mfg. Co., Sioux City, Iowa
See the new "A and B" also "B" at the show and ask about

the new Power Tap. R. M. H. Showrooms, 560A Stevens Hotel

EkvCtl-iYrOR

1;

Julian M. White Mfg. Co.
Sioux City, Iowa
Kindly send complete information regarding
White "A" Socket Power Units and quote dealer's
discounts.
Name
White "A" Socket Power is
licensed by Andrews-Ham-

inond Corporation under
Andrews' Condenser and
other Andrews -Hammond
patent applications.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Address
149
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BOOT\,
NO.

Be sure to see us at
Chicago Trade Show

Booth 55

Tower Manufacturing Corporation
Boston, Massachusetts

IS1r
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JUftouncin&\the 1928
PARAGON
PARAGON-one of the great
names in radio achievement-pioneers again and leads the field for 1928,
with a complete socket power radio re-

ceiver incorporating the new Paragon
Tuned Resonant Double Impedance
Amplification System.

Sound in design; built by master crafts-

men; employing the finest materials
obtainable,-the new 1928 Paragon is
worthy of its great name. It marks a
new step in permanent quality radio
reception.

See

the New Paragon at Booth 41-A,

Chicago, or write for technical data, litera-

ture and trade prices on Paragon Radio
Products.

The Paragon franchise is open only to dis-

the complete socket
power radio sets, illustrated here, the
new Paragon line includes receivers

In addition

to

tributors of high grade radio apparatus.
Inquiries are invited.

that can be operated from either bat
teries or eliminators.

PARAGON ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Manufacturers of PARAGON RADIO PRODUCTS
General Offices and Factory:

Upper Montclair
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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The Celoron Company is a firm
believer in the Annual Show of
the Radio Manufacturers' Assn.
Celoron Radio Insulation will be
exhibited at booth 120, at the 1927
Show in Chicago, June 13th to
18th, inclusive.

Such Successful Manufacturers of High
Quality Power Supply Equipment as the

TIMMONS RADIO
PRODUCTS CORP.
Are Building Added Dependability, Permanence and Beauty
into their Products with

CELORON
152
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This Laboratory Tested
and Guaranteed Radio Insulation

... Insures Uniform 4uality
Throughout Volume Production
=4

Because Celoron, this new and better

FOR power supply equipment, too,
radio manufacturers have turned to
Celoron. Celoron Radio Insulation, the
first insulating material produced expressly for the peculiar requirements
of the radio industry, meets its every

radio insulating material, costs no more

than ordinary insulation-because it is
so easily and economically machinedbecause it can be supplied in any quantity desired to meet production sched-

ules-and because every piece of

demand.

Celoron that leaves our factories is
backed by a definite guarantee based

First used by manufacturers of receiving equipment for the insulation of the

on exacting laboratory specifications,
radio manufacturers can now enjoy a
new certainty of uniform quality and

most serious seats of power loss and tone
distortion, Celoron was soon adopted for

the protection of delicate induced volt-

greater savings throughout quantity

ages throughout the radio receiver.

production.
Whatever your manufacturing require-

First used in exquisitely grained panels
for the beautifying of the radio receiv-

ments, it will be worth your while to
ask one of our experienced insulation

ing set, it has since found its place on
practically every radio instrument. Today, you will find Celoron tubes, rods,
panels and machined parts in the finest
radio equipment made.

engineers to tell you more about Celoron

and the fabricating service which is
available to manufacturers.

THE LABORATORY TEST
STANDARD UPON WHICH

CELO RON is guaranteed
Over 100 meg. resistance after four days'

exposure to humidity of 90% at 95°.
A dielectric constant below 6.
A tensile strength (I/sit material) of 10,000 lbs.
per sq. inch.
v

v

Celoron laminated products, moulding powders and
varnishes are bonded exclusively with Celoron resins.
Celoron is the only laminated phenolic material
manufactured entirely by one organization under the
control of one laboratory.

THE CELORON COMPANY, Bridgeport, Pennsylvania
Division of Diamond State Fibre Company

Laminated Products, Moulding Powders and Varnishes
Fabricating Service in New York City,Ci ncinnati,Chicago, Bost on, Kansas City, Sane

Francisco, Los Angeles, Bridgeport, Pa. In Canada, at 350 Eastern Ave., Toronto L

RADIO INSULATION
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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She WEWa
re
CASE

BOOTH

NO.
96

Loop operation c Single tuning
control( Self interstage shielded
Self -shielded loop c Compact

Full -sustained
quality of tone over

complete scale ( A
set for the man who

wants a precision
instrument ( Licensed under
Technidyne
patents
MODEL 90A
Table model in beautiful walnut cabinet. Can

be furnished for AC

tubes if desired. Without accessories, list....

The new CASE Line for 1927-28

$225°°

features higher standards of precision and performance
and beautiful cabinets
THE 90 LINE
Model .90C as illustrated. Retails 8.350.00.
Model 92C same as .90C except wired for AC tubes and equipped with tubes ready for at
lathing to light socket. Retails 8475.00.
Model 90A as illustrated. Retails 8225.00.
Model 92A same as 90A except wired for AC tubes and equipped com plete with tubes ready
for attaching to light socket. Retails &350.00.
CHASSIS SHIPPED SEPARATE FROM CABINETS, ELIMINATING BREAKAGE
DUE TO ROUGH HANDLING IN TRANSIT.

THE 60 LINE

MODEL 90C
CONSOLE
A masterpiece of furniture crafts-

manship plus real radio. Loop enclosed and panel-operated.Full
throated concert spe ker. Can be
supplied for AC tubes if desired. $
Without accessories, list

Model 61A retails 885.00, less accessories. Six rubes. fable Cabinet. Two tuning controls
and battery -operated.
Model 60.1 retails 865.00, less accessories, six tubes. Dial control.
Model 6.1B retails 8185.00 complete. Six tubes. Table Cabinet. Equipped complete with
6 AC tubes ready to plug in light socket.
Model 61C retails 8135.00, less accessories. Same as 61.1 except in High -Boy Console
Cabinet.
Model 62C retails 8235.00 complete. Same as 61 C, except wired for AC tubes and equipped
with tubes complete ready lo plug in light socket.

o0 Indiana Manufacturing & Electric Co., Marion, Ind.

Radio Receiving Sets n Automatic Chargers
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reeyears ago Wise -McClung

saw a vast market awaiting a single A -B -C power unit.

They realized that this unit had to be

1. Universally adapted to all standard
sets.

2. Free from a multiplicity of controls
and complicated adjustments.
3. Theoretically correct but embodying
only standard practices.
4. Sold at price within reach of everyone.
They felt that a period of years devoted to
extensive experiments and exhaustive

tests were essential to perfecting such a
unit.

After three years of engineering research,
this dream is now a realization.

National magazines and newspapers will

carry this message to millions of radio
listeners. The demand for Compo, the
original A -B -C power unit, will
universal.

be

COMPO Is The Standard OJPfonnunce

003110
.mw
* rte

-

ay'thevn,

THE first truly successful complete A -B -C socket power unit-a quality job inside and out
(for absolute battery elimination).

Supplies a current up to 2 amperes at 4 or 6 volts, employing a tungar tube with a guaranteed
life of 2500 hours. A forty -ampere hour cell with a paste :not jelly) electrolyte whi:h is a proved
system with years of successful service in other applications B Voltages up to 180 with 2
variable C Voltages from one to 40 volts.

Supplies current for any type standard receiver without "motor boating" or audio frequency
oscillation. Regulating tube, keeps R. F. and A. F. 90 -volt tap constant under all .oads and line
variations. Equipped with 85 mil. Raytheon type BH tube.
No liquids to stain or destroy rugs. Operates from switc_i on radio set by an automatic shunted
relay giving lowest voltage drop. Furnishes a dependable source of current supply without hum.
The leader of the A -B -C power field in looks, performance and service.

"Z EXHIBITORS SECI1ONRMA TRADE SHOW

THE COMPO "A"
SUPPLIES pure direct
current up to 2 amperes.

Humless-simple in construction and requires no
attention. It is a dependable dry trickle system.
Operates on 4 or 6 volts.
Contains a shunted relay
with lowest voltage drop
obtainable and output receptacle

for

automatic

operation of any - "B"
supply.

ACOMPANION unit to
the Compo A. Sup-

plies constant B Voltages
up to 180, two variable C
voltages from one to 40
volts. All danger of turn-

ing out transformer and
speaker windings and causing set to go into oscillation
on line variations has been
eliminated. Operates on
110-120 volts, 50-60 cycle,
AC.

TN E COMPO "BC"
THESE three units represent a triumph in radio engineering. A dependable, noiseless, trouble
free source of current supply for ail radio reception requirements. They are absolutely safe,
no external binding -posts or other jiggers. Completely shielded and insulated-very compactand finished in beautiful black, mar -proof lacquer. Conforms..to the Board of Underwriters
Codes. The A -B -C unit is complete. the A and B -C units may be connected together for complete automatic operation, or sold separately.

STABILITY

0

F equal importance to the worth
of a product is the ability of the
manufacturer to give proper service

to its distributors and dealers.
We have completely re -built and modern-

ized our plant. We have behind us years
of experience in the electrical industry.
We are producing Compo units in stream
line production, assuring thorough inspection of all parts, thus reducing the human

equation to the minimum.

It is our policy to take on only outlets
that we can serve and who in turn can
properly serve the public during the peak
of the season.

Those outlets who stock our line will at
once realize the manifold advantages of
this policy, first, in profits from increased
business, second, in good will because of
superior performance and lasting satisfac-

tion that Compo units render.
Write us today, for descriptive literature
and full details of our merchandising plan.

THE WISE-McCLUNG CO., Ltd.
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO, U. S. A.

BOOTH

NO.
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A new

we believe, Betted

APowerSupplyQIlnd,
As uniform and dependable
as the Central Station Electric
Light Supply

No liquid

NEW . in principle
. in construction...
in results! A fool.

proof power supply
that gives a dependable Direct Current
without hum or cycle beat.

You have seen "A"
Power Units-but you
have never seen this
Unit. You may have

No Storage Battery

heard their sales claims,

but who has matched
this one-year Unconditional Guarantee?

See this "Peerless"
"A" Power Supply at

No paper, mica or
electrolytic condensers

of any sort

Sponsored by United Radio
Corporation of Rochester,NY.
j- makers of 4ettit55 Reproducers

Booth No.4,First Radio

Trade Show, Stevens

Hotel, Chicago, the
week of June 13. It

will be one of the

really NEW things on
exhibit.
UNITED RADIO
CORPORATION
Makers of

Peerless Reproducer
15 Caledonia Avenue
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
S. E. MAY, President
A. T. HAUGH, Sales Manager

Unconditionally GUARANTIEIED for One Year
UR-501

Radio R. toil ioff, .1,'u
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1 air .___

AYTH EON
TYPE h PATENTC
7.

, 922;JULt '

.
'

PATENTS PF..

RAYTHEON MFC-

RAYTHEON
B-60 m. a.

CArN,

.

..U"vE

RAYTHEON

BR85 m. a.

New List Price
$4.50

List Price

$6.00

Only These Rectifiers Can Meet

The

Replacement Demand

With S 0,000 Raytheon -equipped B -power units in use and many of them now

ready for new tubes, it is evident that the dealer who exhibits Raytheon will
get the cream and the bulk of this business. Makeshift tubes will be -out of the
picture," for Raytheon-and only Raytheon-can be used satisfactorily in these
well-known units. Order Raytheon B and
BH from your jobber now.
The Following Manufacturers Have National
Distribution on One or More Complete Units
Especially Designed and Approved for Use with

Types B or BH Raytheon Rectifying Tubes.
ACME APPARATUS Co., Cambridge. Mass.
ALL-AMERICAN RADIO CORP., Chicago, Ill.
AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORP., Springfield, Mass.
AMERICAN ELECTRIC CO., INC., Chicago. III.
BREMER-TULLY MPG. Co.. Chicago, III.
CORNELL ELECTRIC MPG. Co., Long Island City, N. V.
THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION. Cincinnati. Ohio
ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABS., INC., Chicago, IllFREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORP., Brooklyn, N. V.
GENERAL RADIO CO., Cambridge, Mass.
GRIGSBY-GRUNOw-HINDS Co., Chicago, Ill.
KING ELECTRIC MFG. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
KoKGMo ELECTRIC MPG. Co., Kokomo, Ind.
MAYOLIAN RADIO CORP., Bronx. N. Y.
THE MODERN ELECTRIC MPG. Co., Toledo, Ohio
NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., Cambridge, Mass.
SPARKS-WITHINGTON Co., Jackson, Mich.
THE STERLING MPG. Co., Cleveland. Ohio
TIMMONS RADIO PRODUCTS CORP., Philadelphia, Pa.
VALLEY ELECTRIC CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Tug WEBSTER COMPANY, Chicago. Ill.
WISE-MCCLUNG Co.. LTD., New Philadelphia, Ohio
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION. Chicago. Ill.

When making replacements remember this

-accurate service records show that only
about 3% of Raytheon tubes fail within
the guaranteed time of one year or i000
hours of service. If you are convinced that
your customer is entitled to a free replacement, give him a new tube and return the
defective one to your jobber. If the jobber
does not render prompt service on adjustments, send tubes direct to Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Service Bureau, Cam-

bridge, Mass., or to the Raytheon Service
Branch, zoo? S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
with the jobber's name.

aythe on

THE HEART OF RELIABLE RADIO POWER ,4114Tb180

BOOTH

NO.
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Our I olic and Your Busires.s
The Policy Raytheon'; sales policy now enables all radio dealers to
obtain tubes for replacement 1.nd resale through authorized Raytheon jobbers
at 40% discount.
The Marketer Past sales of nationally known Raytheon -equipped B -power
units provide a replacement market for over a half -million Raytheon tubes.

These units were all designed for use with Raytheon and no other rectifier. Profits
are assured you without regard to seasons or new developments.

T he Future", This year, new sales of Raytheon -equipped devices will total
more than a million. These 1517 units will in time also require new tubes, and,

since only Raytheons will operate them satisfactorily, it's a matter of good
business to be known as a Raytheon dealer -both now and in the future.

Only those manufacturers whose
power units have been fully tested
and approved by the Raytheon research laboratories are entitled to use

Raytheon rectifiers or this symbol
in connection with their products.

RAYTHEON

Raytheon BA -350 m. a.

Raytheon A-21/2 Amperes

The problem of complete battery elimination wstlr

More proof of Raytheon's leadership! A compact,
efficient rectifier, new in principle and construc-

achievement ---the BA -35o m.a. Rectifying Tube.

tion. Raytheon A is encased in an unbreakable
metal shell, and is the ideal rectifier for battery

Oru rube has been solved by Raytheon's latest
Leading radio manufacturers collaborating with
Raytheon engineers will shortly announce com-

plete A -B -C power units employing this rectifier for

charging and A Battery elimination. It is shown
above in actual size.

List Price $4.50

use with the new series -connected receiving sets.

List Price $7.50

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Cambridge, Mass.

a

e

onL..

ART OF RELIABLE RADIO POWER .40'1- joi
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Absolutely
No Other Radio Like It
Apex Radio for 1927 is the result of a four-

year development. It is entirely differentthe circuit has nothing in common with any
other circuit in the present
day field ofradio, while the

cabinet design and workmanship are unquestionably the finest values ever
offered the buying public.
APEX means radio at its very best
- easy to sell and stays sold.

The APEX

Consoles
are masterpieces of cabinet craftsmanship.They

are products of the

Plymouth Radio&Pho-

See Us at the R. M. A. Show
The Complete line of Apex Radio Receivers, both
in the table and console types, will be shown there.

nograph Company, of
Plymouth, Wisconsin.
Specially designed f or1927, 1928 Apex Radio Receivers.

During the Show Apex plans for 1927-28, also
price range and other interesting details will be
announced. Regardless of present line-up see the
Apex showing if you would keep abreast of Radio
development.

BOOTH 94
Stevens Hotel
Chicago -June 13-18
-Prices and complete data on Apex Sets adapted fort
Lsocket power operation will be available shortly.

APEX ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY

1420 West 59th Street (Radio Division) Chicago, U. S. A.
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BOOTH

NO.

THIS IS THE LINE WITH

Caswell -Runyan Console

ELECTRIC!

C-1 -A full-size graceful
Tudor cabinet, finished in

Caswell -Runyan Console C-4-Spanish straight

figured walnut. V iolin-wood

line cabinet. Unusually heavy construction. Stump
walnut finish. Contains 84 -inch phonic -type horn
capable of delivering the finest tonal reproduction
and unusual volume on both high and low notes.

A cabinet of rare grace. List Price, cabinet C-4,
including loud speaker unit . . . $100.00
It is pictured with Model Electric 11, making a
complete electric console set.

tone chamber. Handsome
cross -bar affords additional

leg support. Metal drop
pulls. ListPrice, cabinet C-

1, including loud speaker

horn, less unit . $40.00
Set pictured in cabinet is
MODEL 800- C- 8 -This novel 8 tube set can be moved from room to
room. Has four stages Neutrodyne

model NR -9, a 6 -tube Neu-

trodyne receiver.

TRF. Beautiful Renaissance cabinet.
Illuminated rotating drum designates
station settings. Complete interstage
shielding and individual tube shielding. Embodies the latest advances in
radio engineering. List Price $395.00

MODEL NR -9 - Six
tubes, single control.
Three stages Neutro -

dyne TRF, one of
MODEL NR.8-Six tubes, two controls, two stages
Neutrodyne TRF and one stage inductively tuned
Neutrodyne radio frequency. Complete metal shield i ng. Equipped with New Freed-Eisemann "Inductor".
Mahogany cabinet.
List Price $90.00

164

which is inductively

tuned. Complete metal shielding. Equipped
with New Freed-Eise-

mann "Inductor"

List Price . $100.00
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COMPLETE PATENT COVERAGE
Caswell -Runyan

Console C2 -

Full-size luxurious

Caswell -Runyan

Early American

Jacobean period

Heavily construc-

Console C.3 -

secretary, figured
walnut finish. The

very newest in

radio cabinet design. Accommodates all necessary equipment.

Rigidly constructed. Comes equipped with
phonic -type (coiled) sound chamber, noted

for exceptional tone quality. List Price,
cabinet C-3, including loud speaker horn,
$70.00
less unit

period cabinet.

ted. Finished in
figured walnut.
Violin -wood tone

chamber having splendid acoustical properties. Handsome wooden cross -bar affords

additional leg support. List Price, Cabi-

net C-2, including loud speaker horn,

$55 00
less unit
Set pictured in cabinet is model NR -9, a
6 -tube Neutrodyne.

Set pictured is model NR -8, a 6 -tube Neutrodyne

ELECTRIC 11 -Genuine electric receiver

MODELNR-77-Anadvanced 7 -tube,
single control Neutrodyne receiver.
Four stages Neutrodyne TRF and two
stages audio frequency supplemented
by output transformer. Equipped with
Freed-Eisemann "Inductor". Each radio
stage individually shielded. Audio fre-

quency stages in separate metal compartment. New type loop. List Price

(including loop) $175.00

i

using standard tubes and only one additional
tube. (No batteries, chargers, chemicals or dry
cell tubes.) This 6 -tube receiver has 3 stages
of Neutrodyne TRF, one of which is inductively
tuned. New Freed-Eisemann "Inductor" is incorporated. Audio frequency stages are supplemented by output transformer. Complete metal
List Price $225.00
shielding.

MODEL NR -66 - Single
control, 6 -tube Neutrodyne.

Three stages Neutrodyne
TRF (the first stage induc-

tively tuned). Each radio
stage completely shielded

in separate metal compartment. Equipped with New
Freed-Eisemann "Inductor".

List Price ... $125.00

IS)EMAN
Radio Retailing lone, 1927
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New Construction
Features

I. New telephone switchboard type wiring.
2. New 100% safety factor in design of all
moving parts.

3. New oversize accurate bearings on all controls, insuring rigidity.

4. New drive system of tuning controls giving velvet -smooth operation.

5. Rigid inspection after every step in construction.

6. New service -proof volume control with
automatic switch.

7. New Freed-Eisemann "Inductor", an exclusive feature which, for the first time,
provides equal amplification on all wave
lengths.

8. A new high standard of selectivity!

-and the

101.71,4,

most liberal dealer

DY,1L£

a'S

.1%1%
crry

Write today for nearest distributor's name and address
FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION
Junius St. & Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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%ctedSterlirg
A"Power Unit!
STERLING'S new "A" Power Unit is the headliner
of the light -socket field. Tested for mechanical
excellence, proved out for power and tone quality
in use, it is certain to be the season's big seller.
Compact for the console, attractive to the eye, this Sterling
Power Unit combines everything that you or your customers
look for in an "A" Power Unit. Meter equipped to insure adjustment to exactly the power needed-economical-permanent.
Its Raytheon "A" Rectifier, the tubeless rectifier that never
heats up and cannot break, completely does away with after sales servicing. In short, this is the light socket power unit
that all Radiodom has been waiting for.
THE STERLING MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2831 Prospect Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

At the R. M. A, Show-

don't miss this com-

plete new range of

Sterling Light Socket
Units
"B" Eliminators, in 4 models,
priced from $27.00 to $55.00.

All in step with the power
requirements, conveniences

and price demands of the
1927-28 season.

Also new "A" BatteryCharger

with Raytheon Rectifier and
complete A -B -C Power Unit.

Complete Sterling

Power for Radiolas
(Illwtrated below)
Thousands of Radiola owners
want this simple Power Team.

Fits right into cabinets of
Radiolas 25 and 28.

"A" Power Unit
See the full range of Sterling "A" Power Units, "B" Eliminators,
Battery Chargers and other Radio Devices at the R.M.A. Show. Booth 68.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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DERRYMAM
RAD10 Q TUBES
"DISTANCE

WITHOUT DISTORT/ON

11

How to make
a good tune ^--Better!
PATENTED PERRYMAN BRIDGE

RIGID CONSTRUCTION

TENSION SPRINGS

Be sure to visit our booth No. 48 at
the First Annual Radio Trade Show
and particularly our display room at
the Hotel Stevens, during the show,
and during the Third Annual R. M. A.
Convention held at the Hotel Stevens
in Chicago --- June 13th to 17th.
We'll be glad to see you .-and you'll be glad you saw us.

PERRYMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
33 WEST 60TH ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Laboratories --North Bergen, N. J.
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7,21A

JOBBERS
Albany. N. Y., Fort Orange

Distributing

125

Co.,

Madison Ave.
Binghamton, N.

Y., L. C.
Drummond Co., 16 Morgan

St.
Boston,

Mass., Dewey Radio
Diet. Co., 635 Atlantic Ave.
Boston, Mass., Regal Lgt.

Z'P-201-A

OW.ubes

Co., 132 Lincoln St.
Buffalo, N. Y., H. I. Sackett
Electric Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., Vim Cycle
137
& Hardware Corp,
Broadway.
Chicago, Ill.,
Radio Co.,

Leonard -Lynn
Inc., 302 B.

Wells St.

Chicago,

tric

Ill., Monarch ElecAdams &

Co.,

Des-

plaines Sta.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Stanley A.
132

Co.,

Morsbach

E.

Court St.
Dallas, Texas, Atlantic Sales
Co.

Automotive
Texas.
Appliance Co.
Dallas, Texas, Htggenbotham,
Bailey, Logan Co.
Dallas, Texas, Moore Bros.
Electric Co.
Dallas, Texas, Schoelkopf Co.
Dallas,

ó

s ckey
c-jr.

Iowa, Herman J.
Horst, 415 West Third St.
Ia., Sickles &

Davenport,
Davenport,

Preston Co.
Detroit, Mich-, Koploy-Rosa,
1306 Randolph St.
Detroit, Mich.. K. O. Tire
Stores,
Ave.

2144 Grand River

Detroit, Mich., R. W. Kumler,
13186 Pinehurst St.
Fort Madison, Ia., Perfection
Sales Co.
Ft. Worth,

Texas,

Cogdell

Auto Supply Co.

Grand Island, Neb., Plank
Products Co.
Kansas City. Mo., Standard

many power tubes as
there are sockets in your set

Laboratories, 1406 Walnut

St.

Ia., Smith-Meyling
Battery Co.
Kansas City, Mo., Richards
& Conover Hardware Co.,
Fifth & Wyandotte Sta.
Kansas City, Mo., GustinBacon Manufacturing Co.
Lewiston. Me., Maine War ford Co.
Minneapolis, Minn., AutoKeokuk,

Co.,

Supply

motive
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Washington Ave. N.
Minn., Plant
Auto Equipment Co.
New York City. Sanford M.
Bookee, 221 Fulton St.
New York City. Parsons &
Whittemore, 299 Broadway
New York City, Weher-Rance,
225 West 57th St.
Falls. N. Y.. Niagara
Ni
Radio Stores, 422 Third
Minneapolis,

Street

Oklahoma City, Okla., Self,
.1. M. Supply Co., 511 No.
Broadway

Okmulgee, Okla., Moore, John
M., Co.
Omaha. Nebr., National Accessories, Inc., 2051 Farnum St.
Philadelphia, Pa., Lockwood
Radio Co., Inc., 637 Market St.
Reading. Pa., Geo. D. Barbey.

Think of it-without altering
a single wire you can now use

everything you want in radio-

power tubes in every socket.

power, selectivity, realism. And
more. They will effect a saving

Do you know what this means
to you? Just this! When a
customer walks into your store
today seeking to improve his
set with a power tube, you can
sell him not one, but a power
tube for every socket -

the new Zetka process ZP-

4th & Walnut Sta.
Reading, Pa., Lewis T. Gamster, 5th & Walnut Sta.

201-A.

Rochester. N. Y., Sternberg.
H. D , Corp.. 152 Broad
Street
Rock Island, Ill., Beardsley

The oxide filament

Specialty Co.

St.
St.

Louis,

Mo.,

Rice-Stix,

Louis,

Mo.,

Wholesale

Texas,

Hardwicke

D. G., Co., Dept. No.

62.

201 -A -power tubes will give you

amp. ZP-

in "A" and "B" current that
materially lengthens the hours
of battery service.
An installation of ZP-201-A's in
every socket of any one of your
demonstration sets will convince
you that every socket should have
a power tube . . . a ZP-201-A.
The price, $2.50 each, invites the
purchase of a whole new set.

ZP-201-A is one of a complete line of clear glass
tubes-each one meeting a definite radio demand.

Radio Co.. 211 No. 10th
Street

Sherman,

Etter Co.
Sioux Falls, S.
Auto Sup. Co.

D., L. & L.

Mess._ Uniteii
Springfleld.
States Radio Corp. 328
Dwight St.

D. C.. Harris
Hdwe. Co.
Washington. D. C., Potomac
Battery & Electric Co.,
1697 14th St., N. W.
Kam.,
Seeaholts
Wichita.
Fowler Radio Co., 113 No.
Market St.

Washington.

Xenia,

Ohio,

Supply Co.

Famous

Auto

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

(Zetka's sensational new 6 volt 110 amp.
tube for electkic sets is ready)
ZETKA LABORATORIES, Inc., 73 Winthrop St., Newark, N. J.

ZETKA
The Clear Glass Tube
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<1>
AUTOMATIC A POWER UNIT
for use with house current and storage batteries

NO
TUBES

NO
LIQUIDS

ABSOLUTELY NO HUM

The Switch ®n the Set Does It All!
MITTS power unit is the season's outstanding contribution to radio. Its automatic feature, for one
thing, gives it first place. Just consider how much
the radio fan will welcome the convenience of internal, automatic control which charges the "A" Bat-

tery the instant the switch on the receiving set is

turned off and just as quickly cuts off the house cur-

rent when the set is in operation. Stops charging
automatically when the battery is fully charged.
It will also control a "B'' Eliminator, if used.

SOMETHING BRAND NEW

New

S. H. Lead-inLightning
Arrester

in trickle charges-a special patented device
eliminates the possibility of a reverse current
flowing back through the charge and causing

the battery to run down. Hums and noises, which

ordinarily filter through the house current, are
entirely shut out with this unit because the house
current itself is automatically switched off when
the set is in operation.
There are no tubes to break or blow out-no acids

and liquids to spill or require attention. All in
all, the S -H Power Unit eliminates 90% of set
trouble.

A FULL WAVE UNIT
Operates at % ampere rare. Economical to operate. Compact enough to lit inside average cabinet-neat and attractive in appearance. Like other S -H products, its guaranteed
for results.

Both in
One

This unit has several popular features not found

Every experienced
radio dealer will
instantly recognize
the marvelous sales
possibilities of this

ingenious device.

You can well imagine how the radio fan will jump at it

when you point out how it eliminates numerous troublesome con-

nections. Instead of SEVEN connections required where separate leadin and lightning arrester are used
-here you have only TWO.
00"

"AERO" Complete Aerial Kit
It Sells and Sells
The "AERO" Aerial Kit

needs no special introduction, but just a reminder to
prepare your stock for the
heavy selling season.
The "AERO" is known to the
public through Saturday
Evening Post advertising and
you might just as well profit

by its popularity. Sella whole
kitful instead of a few insignificant odds and ends. It's
good business and a mighty
fine service to your trade.

If Your Jobber Can't Supply You, Write to Us

SWAN,1--IAV]ERSTICK, Inc., T EN TON, N.J.
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FERRANTI

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS
Yield Two Profits
on Sales
1. The first profit
in actual cash.

2. The extra profit
in creating good
will.

Audio Frequency
Transformer
TYPE AF -4 $8.50

Audio Frequency
Transformer
TYPE AF -3 $12.00

Ratio: 31 to 1
Dimensions 2¡"x3"x3¡"
Weight 1 lb. 8 oz.

Ratio: 32 to 1
Dimensions 24 "x3"x3 ¡"

ATRANSFORMER giving exceptionally uniform amplification at a moderate price. All types tested
to 1000 volts between windings and between windings

Weight 1 lb. 14 oz.

ANEW standard in audio

frequency amplification.
Confidently recommended to
all who wish the best in rich

and ground.

tone quality over the entire
broadcast range.

Output Transformer
TYPE OP -1 $10.00
Ratio: 1 to 1
Dimensions 2,"x3"x31"
Weight 2 lbs. 10 oz.

HE finishing touch of the modern
radio set. Will purify and improve
the tone of your speaker. Prevents possible accidents and burnouts by eliminat-

ing D. C. and high plate voltage at
speaker.

FERRANTI, LTD.
HOLLINWOOD, ENGLAND

Radio Retailing, .laxe, 1927

FERRANTI, INC.
130 WEST 42nd ST.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, LTD.
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CAN.
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ala net ivire
Magnet Wire to Radio Manufacturers?
There is one outstanding answer-and

oven s, electrically controlled. This
MARING Process guarantees to you a
uniform baking of the enamel insulation
and a consistent softness of the conductor

that is specialization!

itself.

"MARING" makes but one productMagnet W i r e-a n d

Continuous search for improvements in

WHAT is the reason for the great increase

in

sales

of MARING

makes it so well that it
has earned the reputa-

tion of "The Nation's
Finest Value in Mag-

machinery and methods
is conducted by our En-

gineering Department,

"The Nation's Finest Value in
Magnet Wire!"

which draws upon

rich experience of

nearly twenty years devoted exclusively to the
manufacture of magnet

net Wire."
First, careful selection

of raw materials is

a

wire. In short, viewed
from every standpoint

commandment that is
never broken. Then, at
each production step,
repeated and exacting

-physical, chemical
and electrical-

MARING Magnet

tests are made to insure
a uniform, dependable
and long-lived wire.

Wire is unsurpassed in
quality.

Our branch offices in the
principal cities are in

All bare copper wire
used in the manufac-

ture of MARING Magnet Wire is drawn
in our own plant to meet A.S.T.M. specifications.

All MARING Enameled

Magnet Wire is processed in MARINGdesigned and MARING-built electrical

charge of men who are
anxious and prepared to render valuable

assistance to all who are interested in the

use of magnet wire. Call upon them for this
MARING Service. No obligation. New
Free Catalog No. 27 mailed on request.

MARING WIRE COMPANY
MUSK EGON
305 Broadway
New York City
212 Powers Bldg.
Rochester, N. Y.

902 Georgia Savings
Bank Bldg.
Atlanta, Ga.
805 Bulkley Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio

MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

Branch Offices:
11

S. Desplainea St.
Chicago, Ill.
(Stocks Carried)
217 Dickson St.
St. Louis, Mo.
(Stocks Carried)

4-118 General Motors
Bldg.

Detroit, Mich.
1004 Marquette Ave.
Mlnneapoli s, Minn.

Scofleld-Beach Sales Co.
Samuel Bldg.
Toronto, Ont., Canada

"Look for the MARING Mark ! "
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POOLEY

RADIO CABIPdETS

Jor

ATWATER KENT
RADIO

A New Radio Cabinet
of Quality

>

by POOLEY

MODEL 2700 -R -E
Made especially to accommodate Atwater
Kent Models 30 and 33 Receiving Sets and

Model E Iadio Speaker. Finished in
American Walnut. Height. 39%"; width
241/2"; depth 14%". Price, without set and
speaker, $35.

¿HE name Pooley has an
immense market value. Ask any Pooley dealer. Pooley Radio

Cabinets have behind them three seasons of widespread
advertising, three seasons of successful selling, three seasons
of giving the utmost in all-round radio pleasure.
The new model shown-with others that make up the line for
1927-28-gives every Pooley representative his greatest op-

portunity for cabinet sales.

See the Pooley exhibit at the

trade show.

THE POOLEY COMPANY
1600 Indiana Avenue

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies, in Inter -Mountain States and
Canada. Canadian Pooley Radio Cabinets are manufactured

by Malcolm & Hill, Ltd., Kitchener, Canada.

Radio Retaitisrp, .faze, 1927
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ACME WIRE, RADIO PRODUCTS
SEE THEM AT THE R. M. A. TRADE SHOW, CHICAGO, JUNE
Q

13.18

The entire Acme line will be shown at the New Hotel Stevens, Booth 135-C. Though our advertisements are always
full of detail, they cannot take the place of actually seeing and examining the products. Our display at Chicago is
to give you a clear, first-hand conception of the stride we have made in the past few months. Be sure to call and bring
your dealer friends.

Acme Flexible Celatsite

ACME

riexieLc
CELATSITE WIRE

For Subpanel Wiring
Fine tinned copper wires twisted into a cable, then covered
with improved, non -inflammable Celatsite compound. Soft
and yielding, therefore, excellent for point-to-point and sub panel wiring of radio sets. The insulation strips easily and the
wires, being tinned, take the solder readily. Colors, red, yellow, green, maroon, brown, slate, blue, black and white. Re-

FOR RADIO

MOOM UP

tails in 25 -foot coils attractively boxed.

Acme Solid Celatsite
For Above -Panel Wiring
This is Nos. 14, 16, 18 and 19 tinned copper wire covered with
the same Celatsite compound described above. The insulation

strips easily and will not crack at the bends. Acme Solid

Celatsite in the small sizes, is adaptable for subpanel wiring;
in the larger sizes it is ideal for visible wiring; the bright colors

of varying shade make a splendid appearance. Made in red,
yellow, green, maroon, brown, slate, blue, black and white;
30 -inch lengths, single or assorted colors.

Acme Spaghetti
Acme Spaghetti is oil, moisture and acid proof, and highly
dielectric; the choice of manufacturers of the most delicate
electrical instruments because of its high quality. In 30 -inch
lengths, for wire cizes from 12 to 18. Nine bright colors: red,
yellow, green, maroon, slate, blue, brown, black and white.
(We also make tinned bus bar, round and square, in 2 and
22 -foot lengths.)

Acme Celatsite Battery Cable
A thoroughly insulated cable composed of five, six, seven, eight

or nine Flexible Celatsite wires, all enclosed in brown Rayon
braid. Each wire is of a different color. The workmanship and

material are of the best. One to a box, with or without
terminals.

Acme Stranded, Enameled Antenna
SPAGHETTI
FLEXIBLE
VARNISHED
TUBING

Made of seven strands of copper wire thoroughly enameled,
then twisted into a firm cable. This type of antenna resists
corrosion and presents maximum surface to the incoming
wave. Signals come in at full strength. Made in sizes to equal
Nos. 14 and 16 solid enameled antenna wire. (We also make
solid and stranded bare, and stranded tinned antenna.)

Acme Loop Antenna

No wire should be sold for loops but the best. Acme Loop
Antenna Wire is composed of sixty strands of No. 38 bare
copper wire, to give it flexibility, and five strands of No. 36
phosphor bronze wire, to prevent stretching. Green or brown
cotton next to the wire, and an outer covering of green or
brown silk, result in splendid insulation and a very pleasing
appearance. In convenient spools.
NOTE-If you cannot attend the show, send for catalog inserts giving discounts and describing the full line.

THE ACME WIRE CO., Main Office and Works, NEW HAVEN, CONN.
BRANCHES: New York, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.; Chicago, 427 West Erie St.; Cleveland, Guardian Bldg.; Boston, 80 Federal St.
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SopERQUALr

RADIO POWE1

UNITE
FOR

ALL 6 -VOLT

RADIO SETS FROM
I TO IO TUBES

See J ext 3 Pages
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Combination "A" and "B" Power
de luxe power unit - the sum total of operating efficiency and con-

RADIO'S
venience! The product of a concern that has specialized in the manufacture

of highest quality, precision -made equipment for more than fifteen years.
The Basco Combination "A" and "B" has every advantage that any radio power
unit of this type can have. It supplies a constant, unfailing flow of full -voltage
power to the tube filaments and plates, is entirely automatic in every phase of its
operation, assures the highest degree of radio reception of which the set itself is

capable, and requires so little attention that it is almost independent of human
contact. The radio set switch controls it - the city power house supplies its
source of electrical energy.
The "A" and "B" power units contained within the neat, compact, crystalline lacquer -finished steel cabinet, are the same as the independent Basco "A" and "B"

Units described on the opposite page. Note their features.

A Fully Guaranteed Complete Line
Here is thoroughly dependable, wonderfully efficient radio power for any 6 -volt

radio set of i to io tubes - "A" and "B" Combination, "A" Power, "B" Power
- power that is generated without a trickle charge, and delivered with perfect
smoothness, without line noises. Every Basco Unit is fully guaranteed both as
to performance and quality construction. You are protected against all possibility
of "customer come -backs."
Write for Details -A request for prices and details of our very
complete dealer resale program will not obligate you in any way.
(See next page for additional facts)

J1
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Radio Power Units

"A" POWER

"B" POWER

1. Exide Battery in glass jar. Best

1. New Exclusive Hook - up.
Gives best reception of which
radio set is capable. Storage
capacity in filter circuit brings
out deep, low notes and highest pitched tones, with max-

quality "A" battery obtain-

able. Electrolyte level always
visible through glass jar and
observation windows.

2. No gassing or spraying. Oil
film

on

top of electrolyte.

Protection for floors, furnishings, etc.
3. High - efficiency, Basco- made

charging unit. Entirely automatic. Starts charging when
radio

set

is

turned

off-

charges until battery reaches
peak voltage, then automatically shuts off. No trickle
charge. Economical operation.

4. Emergency Switch provides
convenient means for re -vitalizing battery after it has stood
idle

a long time.

Reduces

"servicing".

than your fist. Neat appearing, sturdy.
2. Highest efficiency of any

type of rectifier. 45% as
compared to 18 % or 20%
for other chargers.
3. Charges at 21z amperesideal rate for keeping battery in the best condition
and prolonging its life.

4. Low power consumption.
Uses only 40 watts.
5. Absolutely silent. No hum
or vibration.

6. No moving parts. Nothing
to replace except fuses and
Raytheon

5. No line disturbances. Power

is delivered from

CHARGER
1. Compact. The smallest device
of its kind; is no bigger

fully

charged battery to radio set
-line power shut off during
radio operation.
6. No moving parts to adjust or
require attention.
7. Liberal water capacity. Only
necessary to fill cells at long
intervals.

8. Colored Indicator Balls show
battery condition at all times.
9. Colored Wires simplify installation-make it "fool -proof!"

rectifying

ridge when worn out.

imum darity, in ftll volume.

2. Special

Voltage Adjusting
Knob for instantly finding

and setting ideal "B" plus
voltage for any power tube
used in sets of from 1 to
10 tubes.

3. Variable Outside Control for
regulating intermediate voltage to requirements of set.
Fixed 22 and 45 -volt taps.
4. No moving parts. Minimum
servicing.

5. Extra high quality materials

throughout. Wire -wound resistors instead of ordinary
composition resistors; best

cart-

type of condensers for filter

7. Two - winding transformer
eliminates all dangers due to
grounds in receiving set.

8. Permanent battery connection. Not necessary to disconnect from battery between charges. Simply dis-

highest
choke coils.
bank;

inductance

6. Power Cord Switch makes it
convenient to turn "B"

Power on and

off

withdrawing plug.

without

connect from light circuit.

7. Best Type Rectifying Bulb.

against possibility of damage
to radio receiver, battery,

8. Colored Wires and Colored

9. Safety Fuse. Protection

Fully guaranteed.
Terminals

and charger.

10. Ideal for charging automobile
batteries. Can be convenient-

ly carried in auto kit.

simplify

tion for customer.

installa-

9. Noiseless. No hum or line
disturbances.

(See next page for additional facts)

BRIGGS & STRATTON CORPORATION, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Built to this
Combined High Quality Standard

Exíae
Raytheon
BASCO
Raytheon, Basco - three

radio power units of outstanding qual-

of reputability, general excellence,

ity, backed by almost universal servicing-a big selling asset.

EXIDE,
names that represent a standard
and service responsibility second to
none in their respective fields-second
to none as a joint combination!
Basco technical engineering and precision manufacture have utilized the
best materials and component units
available (Exide glass -cell "A" bat-

tery, Raytheon rectifier), to create

A constantly growing discrimination

on the part of the radio public has
created a waiting demand-an eager
market-for a line of super -quality
radio power units, such as this. Can
you afford to do less than to supply
that demand? Basco Power Units
offer you this opportunity.

Backed by Extensive National Advertising
Program and Dealer Re -sale Co -Operation
will be extensively advertised next

the merchandise from your store,
into the customers' homes. Basco

Fall, and a complete, comprehensive
program of dealer re -sale co-oper-

advertising will work for you the Basco sales and distributing

ation has been developed to move

organization will work with you.

The Basco line of Radio Power Units

We have an interesting story for interested dealers.
Write for name of nearest Basco distributor, prices,

discounts, and details of our selling program.

t
VINT-UM & STRATTON CORPO
178
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Give Matchless Service
Known from Coast to Coast for their
reliability and efficiency.
Designed and built by Engineers of
the highest standing in Radio.

extreme

Visit our Display at Booth No. 122,

IR. M. A." Exhibit, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, June 13th to 18th.

RMA

ACME "A" POWER UNIT,
TYPE APU-6

ACME "A and B" SOCKET POWER UNIT

Putrniehed complete with six volt A battery

"B" Power Supply capalty 90 milliamperes at 150 volts.

and rectifying tube, the Acme Autocnatic Control Switch, the Acme Two Rate Trickle
Charger and socket for connecting with "B"
Power Supply Unit. Very attractive.
Lists complete with battery and rectifying tube
at only $35.May bewithout
purchased
the A
battery and rectifying tube for

Type AB -1.

Recommended for six to eight tube sets and Radiolas. Consists
of
standard high grade six volt storage battery, capacity
90 ampere hours, aleo an Acme BE -90 "'B" Power Supply

Unit, the Acme Two Rate Trickle Charger and the Acme

Automatic Control Switch enclosed in an attractive lacquered
case. Bulbs, cord and sockets included.
Automatic in operation, controlled by switch at set.
This unit is made with
one external control placed in primary side with fixed internal
Iealam[e.
List price complete ready to operate, $67,50

only 149.

AGME "A & B" SOCKET POWER UNIT
"B" Power Supply capacity 80 mills at 180 volts.
Type AB -2

Recommended for any number of tubes.

Includes same equip-

ment as the AB -1 except the BE -80 eliminator is used and is
supplied with 3 controls, one external and two Internal.
List price complete ready to operate, $72.50

ACME AUTOMATIC . CONTROL
SWITCH
Connects to r.ceiviet set and automatically simplifies
the charging aid operation of any unit. Should be en
every sat.
Compact- guaranteed to operate satiates Eerily. Made for bulb four and six volts and lists at
11117

$3.75

ACME UNIVERSAL "B" SUPPLY
UNITS
BE -40
Recommended for six
and eight tube sets,
with power tubes.
Two variable controls.
Capacity 40 m.a. at
150 volts. QRS, 85
mill tube furnished
as standard equipment. Raytheon BH

ACME TRICKLE
CHARGER WITH
AUTOMATIC RELAY
TYPE ATCSR
Consists of a standard
Acme Type AT -2 Trickle
Charger with Acme Automatic Control Switch with
special socket plug for connecting with B Eliminator.

Lists complete with tube at only
$17.50

tube can be used.

Complete with tube
at only

$35.

BE -60
Recommended for sets
with any number of
tubes, including power
tubes. Two variable
controls. Capacity 60
ma. at 180 volts.
QRS, 85 mill tube

ACME TWO RATE TRICKLE
CHARGER-TYPE AT -2
Designed to sere any radio receiving

furnished as standard
equipment. Raytheon
EH tube can be used.
Complete with tube
at only

$39.50.
ACME UNIVERSAL CHARGERTYPE AU -2
Prices given are for
Designed to efficiently charge either fcur or six volt
'batteries, aleo forty-eight cells of radio B battery.
East of the Rockies
Two independent windings. Batteries may be charged
and 60 cycle 110 v.
with radio set in operation.
operating
on/ $14.00
List price complete with two ampere bulb, $16.00
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES in Boston, New York City,
Acme Radio Products are nationally advertised and sold by
Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Des Moines, San
leading jobbers in every section of the country.
set.

Two charging -arse may be obtained by
simply throwing the Toggle Switch on the
outside of the cb.ugrr, giving b, or 134 amperes as deiered.
Lists complete with two ampere bulb at

Aak your Jlobbee or write us at once for our special proposition.

Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Toronto, Canada.

THE ACME ELECTRIC and MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
+

s 1" " j»CM ",.p ene
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Presenting - The First and only Complete
Line of Radio Power
Compleíely./futomatíc.

Sentinel
ABC (Completely Automatic) Power Unit
Beverly Model
The most elaborate description of this unit would fall far short
of doing justice to the importance it holds in the radio world. It
is the first and only completely automatic A -B -C power unit. In
the "Beverly" model pictured above, equipped with volt meters
which allow perfect control of all plate voltages, the set owner has
everything he could desire for power operation of ANY receiver.

Entirely New - - Radically Different!
180
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See Us at the R. M. A. Show
BOOTH No. 154
STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO, JUNE 13-18

entinet,
AS -C Power Units%
for every Radio Power Need
The Sentinel line is complete. It provides for every electrical need of
For the set owner who has a storage battery and wants automatic
"A" power, we have perfected the Automatic Relay and Charger; if he has
a charger and storage battery, the Automatic Control Unit alone will answer
his purpose'. The Sentinel Automatic "A" Unit provides relay, charger
and "A" battery all in one compact case. The Sentinel "B -C" unit furnishes voltage "B" for ANY set, with ample reserve current; 80 mil. at 180
volts. Going still a step further, the Automatic Relay, Charger, "A" Battery,
and B -C unit are scientifically combined into one master unit for all radio
power purposes-the Sentinel A -B -C.
Radio.

Beverly Model Sentinel B -C
Power Unit
The 3 meters give absolute control of all plate voltages

There is nothing on the market to compare with Sentinel products.
They are absolutely unique-and their perfect performance is guaranteed.
Our extensive schedule of forceful marketing and advertising has started.
The demand is now in excess of present production capacity. Eighteen
branch offices assure jobbers of unusual service and co-operation. Write
for all the facts and see us at the R. M. A. Show in Chicago.

SENTINEL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
9705 Cottage Grove

-

Chicago, U. S. A.

A -8-C (Completely Automatic) Unit

Supplies

every

Power

Radio

Requirement

of

41)

$40
Automatic Control
Makes Your "A" Battery and
Charger Completely Automatic
Sentinel

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Sentinel Auto Control and
Charger
Makes Your "A" Battery a Completely Automatic Power Unit

Sentinel

Completely Automatic

"A" Unit

"Not a Trickle Charger"

$44 so
Sentinel

B -C Unit

Furnishes "B" and 'C" voltages
for ANY Set with ample reserve
current:

80

mil.

at

180

volts.
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HERE'S SOMETHING NEW THAT WILL MAKE

See it at the R. M. A. Trade Show
Space 105-Stevens Hotel
Chicago-June 13 to 18
Also American Furniture Mart
Space 1123-666 Lake Shore Drive
Chicago-June 27-July 16, 1927

BACKED BY FIVE YEARS OF INTENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
Although Puropower is offered as
something that is intriguingly NEWit is almost as old as practical Radiofor it has been in process of development for the last five years and is the
result of experiments which have been
going on almost since the inception of
radio itself. Puropower, therefore, is no

experiment. It is a PROVED success.
Not only is it being used to increase
the joy of the individual Radio owner,
but its tone is so pure and its power so

prodigious that theaters and movie
houses have found it practical to hook
Puropower up to an ordinary phonograph and use it instead of an orchestra.

PLATTER CABINET COMPANY

(l///7IAM71,~íy
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YOU A LOT OF UNEXPECTED PROFIT
THE BIGGEST RADIO HIT
OF THE YEAR f. -6. It is
ANY radio fan knows that he gets much better

tone quality but insufficient power and volume
on the first stage of his set, particularly on weak and
distant stations, and so he plugs into higher stages. He
admittedly amplifies the tone, but unfortunately he

also amplifies the squeals, squawks, whistles and

yowls.

As a result, far too many people are soured on
radio.

HEARING IS BELIEVING

There are two ways of stepping up the volume,

We do not ask anyone to accept Puropower on
faith. The Platter representative carries with him
this Comparaphone so that you may hook up
every radio horn and speaker in your place and
compare them all with Puropower.
If you don't say Puropower is best we don't

mechanically or electrically. By far the ideal way is to

do it mechanically. This calls for an almost superhuman loud speaker.
The new Puropower enables the radio -owner to get
practically the same volume on the first stage as the
best of the rest of loud speakers give on the second
stage of amplification.
Now for the first time it is possible to get the power
of the second stage in combination with the pure tone
quality of the first stage-all on the first stage.
Puropower is made on the principle of the finest
violin instead of the megaphone. Therefore, it
catches the soft, mellow undertones so

want your business.

Incidentally-in order to remove all trace of
favoritism, we recommend that these tests be
conducted behind a curtain or screen-so that
you may make your decision as to which speaker
is best before you know which one you have endorsed.

Puropower invariably is proved best by test.

A PART OF THE PLATTER
FRANCHISE

vital to harmony. Every instru-

Every retailer who sells Puropower is given an
opportunity to secure a Comparaphone for demonstration purposes al our cost. This Compara phone is a part of the Platter franchise. We make
it EASY for you to sell Puropower by enabling

ment and voice register with
complete naturalness.

your prospects to hear THEIR OLD HORNS in com-

A

parison to this new and revolutionary improvement over all radio speakers of the past!

COMPLETE LINE
OF CABINET RADIOS

That's one reason why Puro power SELLS!

Mail the coupon for details.

Puropower as a separate unit comes in two sizes,
similar to the illustration on the opposite page-neat
and attractive.

In addition, Puropower is offered already installed
in several different models of cabinets, each beautiful
in cabinet work and embodying a set with great re-

ceptivity, wide range and unusually faithful reproductive qualities.
It is also available in connection with an amplification stand to increase the power of a radio set or to

increase the volume of a phonograph by means of

t

electrical amplification.

Write for complete details including prices and

terms.

NORTH VERNON - IND.

PLATTER CABINET CO.
North Vernon, Ind.
Please send the information checked below:
Puropower proposition for retail dealers.
Puropower proposition for radio manufacturers.
Puropower proposition for phonograph
manufacturers.

Puropower theater installation.
Signed

Address
City and State

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Dubilier

LIGHT-SOCKET AERIAL
Not just new, but better-better construction, better appearance and better sales

possibilities !

Behind the Scenes
The actual manufacturing of
radio devices is comparatively
simple, but the experiments,

research and tests that are

necessary to the development of
a successful piece of apparatus
require an extravagant outlay of
time, money and brains.
Every device marked "Dubilier"

is the product of one of the

world's largest and best -

equipped electrical laboratories
-Dubilier's. When O.K'd by

our engineers-and not before-

new devices or improvements are
put into production in Dubilier's
factory, where quality stands
head and shoulders above quan-

tity. As a result, every Dubilier
product has a higher factor of
safety than any similar device,
and a consequent longer life.

Like its famous brother, Ducon, with a sales record
of over a million, The New Dubilier Light Socket
Aerial will be backed with enough advertising to
insure volume sales for every Dubilier dealer.
Through wide -spread use of newspapers and national magazines, the buying public will learn how
The Dubilier Light Socket Aerial actually improves
reception while eliminating unsightly and ineffi-

cient outdoor antenna.

As a profitable summer item, the light socket
aerial is a winner, for it cuts down static to the
vanishing point.

A new counter -display carton in the familiar
Dubilier orange and blue holds ten individual

boxes. Your jobber is ready for your order. Stock
them now and catch those summer -time customers.
Reg. U.S. Pet.Off.

RETAIL PRICE, $1.50

Dubilier
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The New Micadon
"The Standard Fixed Condenser of Radio" has adapted itself to the modern trend of set
in performance. To secure for the dealer still better volume on the sales of this famous

building with a molded Bakelite case, compact in size, neat in appearance and highly efficient

condenser, we have boxed the new Micadon in attractive individual packets.
CAPACITIES-PRICES
Capacity
.00005 mfd
.0001
.00025 "
.0005 ' "

List Price
$0.45
.45
.45
.45

Capacity
.001
mfd
.0015
.002
.0025

`

List Price

Capacity

List Price

$0.50
.50
.50
.50

.003 mfd

$0.60
.60
.70
.85

.004
.005
.006

"
"
"

There ís a Dubilier Condenser for every purpose
Dubilier block condensers carry a safety factor of at least five to one.
This insures longest condenser life obtainable.
Just now the new ABC radio power units occupy the center of the radio
stage. These units promise to be the most popular in manufactured
and homemade receivers, because they operate standard % amp. tubes.
Once more Dubilier engineers have produced the necessary condenser
equipments. For Raytheon-Dubilier block condensers Type 350 -BA -1,
350 -BA -2, 350 -BA -3. These units are the approved condensers for use
with the Raytheon BA -350 mil tube and power unit.

No matter what the purpose, whether radio or industrial, from the
smallest to the largest, from a few volts to thousands of volts, there is
a suitable Dubilier condenser, with its great safety factor, which
insures long and economical life. Dubilier condensers are built to last
indefinitely.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CORPORATION
4377 Bronx Blvd., New York

Dubilier
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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First Showing
of the NEW VESTAL FULL LINE of

Rand B ,SOWER UNITS
at Radio Manufacturers Assn
Radio Show -Hotel Stevens, Chicago

June 13th to 17th Inclusive

VESTA

VESTA Type A-100
Radio A Socket Power Unit

B Socket Power Unit

VESTA Type A-101

Radio A Socket Power Unit with relay

Now has both HIGH and LOW charging rates making it adaptable for sets of any number of tubes. THE

CLEAR GLASS CASE, with everything in plain
view, is a very valuable feature to both dealer and
user. Has built-in hydrometer and trickle charger.

This unit differs from the Type loo in that it has, in
addition to the HIGH or LOW charging rate, a relay
which automatically disconnects charger when receiving set is in use. This eliminates all possibility of
hum. Built-in trickle charger and hydrometer.

(Licensed Balkilt Rectifier Patent No. RE 16438)

(Licensed Balkite Rectifier Potent No. RE 16438)

The latest perfected Vesta product, complete with
relay which automatically disconnects when set

is turned off. Likewise serves the same purpose

for the "A'' Unit when connected with same.
No tubes to burn out. No water to be added.

THE very latest engineering accomplishments in Radio

Power Units-both A and B-and a complete line of

Radio Tubes-will be presented to the trade upon this occasion-the greatest Radio Show ever held by manufacturers
-for the trade exclusively.
It is quite logical that Vesta should lead in the advance of

radio power units. Vesta has 30 years of quality battery

building to teach it just what is best.
If you cannot visit the big show-in the new $27,000,000
Stevens Hotel-write for bulletins on these latest products
-or ask the Vesta Central near you.

VESTA Improved
Trickle Charger
Now has the HIGH and LOW

charging rate and improved type
electrodes that will give uninterrupted service for several years.
(Licensed Bº/kite Rectifier

Potent No. RE /6438)

186

VESTA
VESTA BATTERY CORPORATION
2100 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, III.

Makers of Vesta Quality Batteries-Automobile and Radio-for 30 years

NOW-Complete Line of
Vesta Quality Tubes

The Vesta Line of Quality tubes now
includes tubes f or every radio require-

ment. POWER and DETECTOR

tubes have been added. Tubes with
adapter bases. Now you can specialize on this oneline of Quality tubeswith the non-microphonic feature.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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c DEALER FRANCHISE
Backed by a

NEW RADIO STANDARD
D our jobbers aid dealers,
he Amrad Franchise represents a highly profitable

There will be

connection.

only a limited number, however, because the Amrad policy is to
restrict jobEing territory to exclusive
distributors-and
appoint
exclusive
dealers only.

This means close cooperation with our

jobbers and dealers-and in hack of it
all a radio set unique in the industry,

Amrad 7 -tube Chassis.
Full, shielded-shown above
Pure single dial control.
with two shields removed. Micronettr precision sad extra heavy construction has given to ewer, part, from sordenser
gang to tone filter, an exclusive cua Ur and exactle-a that
means once Installed the Amrad :et may be forgaten. It
won't need service.

For we have created, as a result of four
years of engineering progress, a heavyduty, 6, 7
single dial,

and 8 tube

chassis,

pure

solid copper shielded,

so

selective, so exquisite in tone, so rugged

The Berwick

in construction that it fully deserves

the praise it has met with wherever it
has been shown.

Complete line of Royal Series Amrad
Receivers on exhibition at the Chicago
Radio Trade Show, Stevens Hotel 539 -A; also full outline of Amrad
National Advertising in Saturday Evening Post and daily papers.
For full information regard-

ing open territory, address

The AMRAD Corporation

6 -Tube Console
6 -tube chassis and built -In Cone Speaker. in cabinet of dark
selected walnut. simple and graceful In deaiga. Drop door In
front. Loop or antenna operated.

The Windsor

-7 -Tube

Compact
Pure one dial
fully
control,
shielded,

loop

or antenna operated. Artistic cabinet of
polished
walnut.
Extremely selechand

tive - with

mellow tone
character.

Medford Hillside, Mass.
(Manufaetcrers of Amrad Sets
under
R.C.A.
and
Nentrodyne
licenses, for the Crosley Co-pora-

tino.)

A Sign of
Utmost Quality!

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Valley
"A" Power Unit
Makes it possible to completely electrify any set. Eliminates 6 -volt
storage battery by replacing both the "A" Battery and Charger. Contains no batteries, tubes or moving parts; no hum. Simply connect up
Valley "A" Power Unit in place of the storage battery. If "B" Power
Unit is used plug it into back of the "A" Power Unit and you have a
completely electrified set without disturbing or making any changes in
your set and using your present tubes.

Consumes current from light socket only when set is in use. One

switch on the Valley "A" Power Unit turns on both "A" and "B" Power.

It is not necessary to use the switch on

List Price $39.50
f. o. b. St. Louis

Valley B Power Unit
Model 40. Designed for

use with radio receivers of
5 and 6 tubes or less. Supplies all Bcurrentnecessary
including extra B voltage

and C voltage required
when a UX-171 power

tube is used.
The tube supplied with this

unit is the standard Ray-

your set. Results are much more satisfactory than when storage battery is used.

Handsome black enamel, satin finish case,
complete with cord and plug.

Valley
Automatic Charger

Valley B Power Unit
Model60. The big Valley
B Power Unit. Designed

for all radio receivers up to
12 -tube sets. Also supplies
plate voltage necessary for

List Price

a power unit or power

tubes.
The RaytheonTube is used
with this unit also, because
of its long life and satisfactory performance.
Toggle switch on the panel
controls current from light-

$16.50
f. o. b.

St. Louis

theon type BH tube which
is ideal for this service.

$37.50

Built compactly in black enam-

Raytheon Tube)

intermediate controls, and binding post on front panel.

(including

f. o. b. St. Louis

eled case with C tap, detector and

Charges Your Battery

Overnight

Charger operates at

radio market in 1927.

The Valley ABC

most popular selling items on the

a 6 -ampere rate with

Charges at either I hí or 2 Ya amperes. Equipped
with automatic B power relay swith and battery

is capable of recharging a storage
battery between
signing -off time to-

handsomeblackmetal case.

other types of chargers. Thanks to
the Raytheon Element and Valley
engineering ingenuity, this automatic
charger has in its favor every factor
for making it one of the biggest and

6 -volt batteries and

ing circuit. Mounted in

Combines the desirable features of all

fier. May be used

with one bulb or
two, t.. charge at

Small, Compact. Black enameled case, satin
finish. Comes complete with cord, plug, leads

either 21 amperes
or 5 amperes.

and clips.

List Price $19.50, f. o. b. St. Louis

f. o. b. St. Louis

The Valley Charger
is a bulb type recti-

superior to trickle chargers.

night and listening -in time tomorrow.

$50.00

(including
Raytheon Tube)

This Two -Bulb Charger is
Noiseless

charger control. We recommend it as far

Only two working parts-the contacts, which can
be replaced cheaply and quickly by anyone. Safe,
dependable, economical. Comes complete with
cord, plug, leads and clips.

List Price

Where a quiet charger
every requirement. No adjustments. Nothing to
is desired, the Valley Two -Bulb Charger will meet

get out of order. Comes complete with cord, plug,
leads and clips. Equipped with handle.

List Price (without tubes) $15.00

Rectigon Tubes, each .... 4.00

Valleytone Radio Receiver
Made on the exclusive Valley principle of

potential balance, the Valleytone Radio
Receiver has built among thousands of

Model 52. List Price $90.00
Without Accessories

satisfied users a reputation for selectivity,
tone quality, volume and range.
On the left is shown the Valleytone No. 52,
a two -dial control 5 tube receiver, and on
the right is shown Valleytone No. 71, an
advanced one -dial 7 tube receiving set.

Model 71. List Price $95.00
Without Accessories

Valley E

Write the factory or the nearest office for further details, discounts, dealer helps, etc.
VALLEY ELECTRIC CO., Radio Division, 4515 Shaw Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

District Offices: Boston, Chicago. Cleveland, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco

Visit the Valley Exhibit at R. M. A. Show
188

Booth 131.

Ask to see the New Valley A Power Unit
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Licensed by Technidyne
Corporation

Under U.

S. Patent
No. 1593658, July 27.

Licensed by Rider Radio
Corporation Under Pats.
Pending.
Patented 5-2-'16
Patented 7-27-'26

1926.

A True Tone
and Volume
Control.

TONATROL

A True Balancing
Device for Radio
Frequency Amplifiers

PHASATROLS
Radio fans know a good accessory when
they see it. Everywhere they're buying
PHASATROLS to suppress the squeals
and noises caused by radio frequency oscillations.
Technical write-ups by authorities, our
national advertising, and enthusiastic users
have created a country -wide demand.

Dealers, get your share of PHASATROL
business. Stock them NOW.

'4Illllllllluul'

1

TONATROL
Here is Electrad's latest money-maker-a highly
efficient and perfected tone and volume control.
This new device has been tested and approved
by radio experts. Write-ups by radio editors
and our advertising are putting it over. That's
why it has met with an immediate response
wherever introduced.

Sturdily made of genuine Bakelite.

Very simple

to install. Prepare for TONATROL business
by adding it to your stock.
Tonatrol-Standard Volume Control
List $1.50
Tonatrol-Type W. S. (with filament switch
attached)

List $2.75

List 52.00

III1111111111111111

Listed by
Underwriters
Laboratories

Exclusively Licensed
by Technidyne Cor-

poration Under U. S.
Patent 1593658.

Royalty
Variable
High Resistances
Fans everywhere prefer Electrad Royalty Variable High Resistances because they know from
our advertising, write-ups by radio editors and
satisfied users their remarkable accuracy and
reliability for all control purposes.
If you now handle this easy -selling item let your
customers know about it and "cash" in on their
sales possibilities.
If you are not already
stocked, place your order with us immediately.
A range for every purpose -11 in all. Type E,
List $2.00. All other types, List $1.50.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Safe
ELECTRAD
Lamp Socket Antenna
Fans have learned from our advertising and
the experience of happy users the quality and

efficiency of this antenna. They know it is neat,
simple and safe-consumes no current-and
makes every outlet an aerial. That's why this
Electrad Lamp Socket sells fast at a substantial
profit.

Stock this accessory.
List $1.00

Write for free Hook -Up Circulars on these and Other

Electrad Products-also for descriptive circulars.

Dept. 82

175 Varick Street, New York, N. Y.
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The Complete line of electrical
Resistance the line of least
Sales resistance
Two New Lynch Items

Lynch Resistance -Coupled Amplifier Kit

k---,= r :
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-
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Lynch Heavy Duty Resistor For Use With
AmerTran Power Pack

Lynch Metallized Resistance -Coupled Amplifier Kit for use
with the New Cunningham and Radiotron High -Mu Tubes.
Lynch Heavy -Duty Resistor for use with the AmerTran
Power Pack-the latest addition to our complete line of
wire -wound resistors.

The radio public is just as anxious today as ever to take

advantage of new developments that mark true radio progress.
These new Lynch products are stepping -stones to better radio
reception. Manufacturers, jobbers and dealers already know

Lynch quality and are enthusiastically behind this advance.
If you have not used and sold Lynch parts before, start now
WIRE WOUND
IlEAVY DUTY RESISTANCE
ud
r

IlcacJ I'

ixEC, RESISTOR

5,.,t.át,,.

Lynch Standard Metallized Resistor

with these much -talked -of items for which a popular demand
is assured.

Lynch Metallized Fixed Resistors
Lynch
permanently accurate
resistors are steadily mounting in importance as profit -bringers.

Noiseless - dependable

For solution of resistance problems, they're unbeatable.

Engineers, radio authorities, and experimenters are continually
specifying "Lynch Resistors." Publicity, gained thru genuine
merit, is sending the sales curve higher and higher.

Lynch Equalizors
give perfect filament control and replace filament rheostats.
There is a type for every tube and for every combination of
tubes.
Lynch Equalizor With Single Mounting

Lynch Suppressors and Leak -Proof Mountings
prevent oscillation in radio frequency receivers.
Arthur H. Lynch, Inc., welcome the opportunity to build to your
specifications any type of resistance element. The facilities of
the Lynch engineering staff are at your disposal. Inquiries in
regard to Lynch apparatus and technical problems in the resistance
Complete merchandising
information on request.

field will receive prompt attention.
WRITE

P

Arthur H. Lynch, Inc.
1775 Broadway, New York City
Lynch Leak -Proof Double Mounting
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Our Plant
to You
at the Show
Call at Booth No. 20 and we'll take

you thru the plant and show you
HOW CeCo Tubes are made and
WHY they make a good receiver
Better.

This is our per-

sonal invitation
Come!

you-

to

See these New and Important
Members of the CeCo Family
TYPE D-+
"CeCo" type "D-%"
corresponds to UX-216 B
and is a half -wave rectifier of high emission

and long life for use in

A, B or C eliminators or

cower -packs.

Fil. Volts.... 7.5
Fit. Amps. . . 1.25
A.

C. Volts... 550

D. C. M/A...

65

List Price ....$7.50

TYPE L-10
"L-10"
corresponda to UX-210
and is a power tube for
voltages up to 425 used
"CeCo"

type

in special power -packs
and sets designed for
high voltages and ear-

Fil. Volts
Fil. Amps

....

7.5
1 25

Plate Volts.... 425
U% Base-Long Prongs
$9.00

List Price

TYPE D-1
"CeCo"

corresponds

type

"D-1"

to

17S-213

high

emission

and le a full wave rectifier

of

and long life.

For use

in A, B or C eliminators or power -packs.
Fil. Volts . . . 5.
.

Fil. dmp. ....
A.

2.

C. Volts... 220

D. O. M/A...
List Price

65

$5.00

Do You Know ThatCeCo Tubes are evacuated by an exclusive process that insures longer

life?
CeCo brought out the FIRST HIGH -MU Tube for Resistance Coupling?
CeCo made the first special hard detector tube?
CeCo is the largest plant in the world making radio tubes exclusively ?

CeCo Tubes are endorsed by competent radio authorities?

RADIO
TUBES
15 Types -A Need for Every Type
C.E. Mfg. Co., Inc., Providence R.I., U.S.A.
Largest Exclusive Tube Manufacturers in the World

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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FAC
TS
in the product

SELL
themselves
A salesman is twice as good on his job when
the product has advantages that really stand

out. The product sells - it stays sold - its
genuine merit has a way of sowing the salesman's road with the seeds of many an order
that crops up unexpectedly. Like the boy's big

snowball that grows as it rolls-sales grow
when the product has the superiority that
business can stick to. In every store-every
home-where a Stevens Speaker is tried out
you have people convinced of the advantages
of Stevens Speakers. What the Stevens does

-in tone and ability to hold its tone quality permanently - is the result of what the
Model WT-27-19in.

Model CT -27
17 in.

Smooth beaded frame in hand
rubbed Jasper brown mahog-

Colonial model - hand

oidal diaphragm in bronze with

'Golden Chime."Stevens
Armature unit and special
output transformer.

rubbed frame in Jasper
brown mahogany - seamless Buttes conoidal dia-

any finish-Stevens Armature
Unit and special output transformer-seamless Buttes con-

hragm in bronze with

''Golden Chime"- silk hanging cord with rosette.

$45.00
,1

Price

6

Stevens has inside of it. Each model is right
because all its principles have been carefully
worked out by the pioneers in Cone Speakers.

Price

.

.

.

.

$35.00

EXCLUSIVE
Scientific Superiorities

tButtes-woven fabric material-the only ma-

terial from which diaphragms can be formed
without breaking fibres of the material. Not affected by water, humidity, heat or cold. Strong, resilient, does not require careful handling.

2

Conoidal curve-the scientific curve of sound

reproduction. The entire fabric of diaphragm
is under tension - responsive to the full range of
tones and over -tones.

3

-

Permanence of tension the ideal tension of
the diaphragm is permanent regardless of its age

Model PT -27-19 in.
Height 5 di ft. , on Spanish Renaissance metal standard-gracing
the most elaborate interior-every
decorative and electrical feature of
the Stevens line-zo-ft. extension
cord-peerless in the speaker field.
Price

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$65.00

Model B-27 - 17 in.
Equipped with Stevens z -point
suspension armature unitseamless Burtex conoidal dia-

phragm-hand rubbed frameJasper brown mahogany and
bronze finish with Golden
Chime." Price
.

.

$25.00

and conditions of atmosphere and temperature.

The Stevens T. T. Unit with armature

an-

chored at both ends is proof against"freezing"
4at even
the highest voltages, as when power tubes
are used. This unit is highly sensitive and ruggedno distortion even under extreme conditions.
Mahogany sounding board giving the; fullest

5

Don't fail to see and hear them at the
R. M. A. Trade Show, Stevens Hotel,

Model A-27
141/2 in.
Seamless Buttes conoidal

diaphragm-substantial
sounding board-Jasper
brown mahogany and

bronze finish with
"Golden Chime."

Price ....

$18.50

Chicago, Booth 53.

resonance.

line of speakers-each carefully developed
-to meet the full range of requirements.
6 Full

oT E C
BY

aAMERIC/1N

O'

twui sfpeakers

pATENT pROTECTIOp(+
oRPOR_ATÍON

STEVENS & COMPANY, Inc., 46 E. Houston St., New York
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Built to excel, not undersell

Units

Socket
The heart

radio set

Here are three new Socket Power Units made
the Universal way with quality, satisfaction and long
life built into every detail.
The "A" unit is a dependable source of "A" power
equipped with Westinghouse Rectox Dry Plate Rectifier controlled by set switch. Has "B" plug-in.
The `B -C" unit delivers 40 mils at 180 volts. Ideal
for 171 power tube operation. Guaranteed delivery
of proper voltages to each tube, as specified by set
manufacturer. Seven taps two for "C" voltages and
all variable, due to the use of wire wound resistances
throughout. Improved filter circuit. Designed for use

with Raytheon BH-85 mil long -life rectifying tube.

Raytheon approved. Operates perfectly on every set
manufactured. Will sell readily and stay sold!
"A -B -C" Socket Power Unit. This unit is a combination of the "A" and "B -C" units, all contained in
one case. Set switch controls it.
The cases of all units are unusually attractive and
are finished in brown crackled lacquer.
See these units at the R. M. A. Show [space 65AJJ
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, June 13-17. Send the coupon
meanwhile for full information.

UNIVERSAL BATTERY COMPANY
3453 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.
Batteries for Every Purse and Purpose
FARM LIGHT
RADIO
AUTOMOBILE
Shop Equipment
Parts for All Makes of Batteries

UNIVERSAL
BATTERIES
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

UNIVERSAL BATTERY CO.
3453 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois
Please send full particulars of your Radio Socket Power Units,
Name
Address
State
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New! HOT! Don't Miss It!
No batteries at all. DRY socket unit furnishes A, B and C power
Wonderful audio amplification system perfect tone

Exceptional selectivity one -dial control
Everything you need to make a killing
EERE'S the first news on

l Slagle's new improved

receiver. Below is a very
brief summary of a few outstanding points. Read them
over carefully. Compare them
with anything else you choose.

See the sets, a fine, complete
line of high quality at reasonable prices. Hear 'em ! We'll
leave it to your eyes and ears
whether or not you can make

real money with'em. Let's
hear from you. The whole
story is worth investigating.
SLAGLE RADIO COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

BRIEF LIST OF OUTSTANDING SPECIFICATIONS
Power Supply: This newest development in
complete self-contained power is one of the most
important of many advantages Slagle offers you
this season. No batteries of any kind. Slagle Com

bination Unit (no acids, no water, no liquid)
supplies correct A, B and C current from ordinary lamp socket.

radio frequency, detector, and 2 audio stages.
Perfect coordination of elements eliminates all
internal causes of noise. Cannot squeal or howl.

standard. The perfect transmission of the origfinal broadcast material is uncanny in its fidelity
of full tone coloring and natural quality.

Selectivity: The special Slagle circuit provides
exceptional selectivity while retaining full tone
qualities and distance -getting power.

ment possible to use including Ferranti transformers and large horn with extremely long air

Slagle system incorporates highest grade equipcolumn.

Control: One dial, simplified tuning, with

Last stage wired for power tube which is

illuminated dial calibrated in wave lengths. Wave

recommended though not absolutely necessary.

any alterations.)

length markings well separated for easy tuning.

Chassis: One piece Cast Aluminum Chassis
swung on rubber lugs with drawn alum:num

Adaptable to long or short aerial without any
adjustments.

shielding mounted on Bakelite for each coil.

Audio Amplification: Here is the. place
where Slagle performance has again set a new

Cabinet Work: The one console model illustrated is typical of Slagle's beautiful cabinet
work. Cabinets all walnut, designed and executed by one of the leading makers of fine
pianos. Each style is a beautiful piece of furni,

(When central station power is not available

standard batteries can be substituted without

Circuit: Special Slagle design, 3 stages tuned

ture welcome in any home.

re'Radio
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The Greene -Brown Merchandising Plan
Insures Success for Jobbers and Dealers

CanY-ou Qualify?
The Most Complete Line
Of "A" and "B" Power Units

See our exhibit at R.M.A. Trade Show, Booth 157
Hotel Stevens, Chicago, June 13th to 17th, inclusive

The Outstanding Trio of "B" Power Units
The New
GREENE

The New
GREENE

"B»

"B"

5-6-7

5-6-7

COMPLETE WITH

ELIMINATES YOUR

TUBE

$27so

SERVICE PROBLEMS
No variable adjustments. Fool -proof. All
output voltages are
fixed.

A control is

Slightly higher west

provided for line voltage fluctuations.

Rockies.

of

Designed to operate 5,
6. and 7 tube sets.

J tJ
r 1HE new Greene -Brown Power
Units insure constant, uniform

"A" or "B" voltage for all

ceiving sets.
Easily sold.

re-

Easily demonstrated.

A battery eliminator line of utmost

quality. Honestly priced to sell
rapidly. Filamentless F u 11-w a y e

Rectifying Tube included in all list
THE GREENE
HI -POWER "B"
Big Brother to Greene "B" 5-6-7.

Capacity 180 volts -55 milliamperes.
No variable adjustments. All output voltages are fixed. A control is
provided for line voltage fluctuations.
Operates all sets having
heavy current draw. Unfailing "B"
Current Supply.
Price complete with 85 milliampere
tube.

`30"

Slightly higher west of Rockies.

OUR GUARANTEE
All Greene -Brown Units are unconditionally guaranteed to
operate receiving sets absolutely
without noise,-also against
electrical or mechanical defects.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

prices.

The selling franchise is open to all
jobbers who can qualify.
WRITE OR WIRE

Greene -Brown Manufacturing Co.
5100 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

Brown "B" SUPER -Power
This well-known model is now rendering unfailing service for thousands of users. Both detector and
intermediate voltages are controlled
by variable adjustments.
The Brown "B" is provided with a
three -position switch-"high" and
"low" voltage output and "off"

position.

New price complete with 85 milliampere tube.

The Quality Line

Gram ENE

X33.50
Slightly higher west of Rockies.

JOBBERS and DEALERS
Our line of "A" Power Units
will

POWER D UNITS
Better than Batteries

be

announced

at

the

R. M. A. Trade Show, Booth
157, Hotel Stevens, Chicago,

June 13 -17th inc.
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RadioAchievements

chtajestic "A"
The FIRST really successful "A" Battery
Eliminator.
Absolutely fool -proof. No liquids whatever. Entirely dry-no hum.
Majestic "A" Majestic "B" and the radio
receiver ALL controlled by the switch

on your set.

AMAZING in simplicity of design
efficiency of operation and in price.

SEE IT at

R. M.A. Trade Show
Stevens Hotel, Chicago
June 13-18 4 Booth 85
IWrite for catalog sheets or ask your jobber's salesman]
GRIGSBY - GRUNOW - HINDS - CO.
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¡fAUNAVOX
has something to say:
A three-year old query common in the radio trade is now answered
by Magnavox introduction of a remarkable power cone speaker
(electro -dynamic type on which Magnavox alone retains fundamental patents). No permanent magnet type speaker can compare
with these power speakers having no inherent cut-off, with their im-

pedance constant over the entire audio range and giving full

volume 50 to 12,000 cycles. (They are equipped with a filter cut-off
at 5,000 cycles to minimize tube distortion.) Types R-4 for 6 volt

DC operation and type R-50 for 110 volt AC, the latter regularly
equipped with a built-in power unit using one 216B rectifier tube

and one 210 power audio amplifier tube.
The new Magnavox power cone speakers will be available in attractive cabinets and as units only, for easy installation in any cabinets.
An attractive merchandising plan is offered to reliable, established
radio merchants to cash in on these speakers which will be the outstanding fast -selling radio accessory this season.
A new type permanent magnet cone speaker in several types of

housings at popular price ranges
will make the Magnavox speaker

Rectifier Tubes
Magnavox

now

line the most complete.
Eastern dealers and jobbers can now

intro-

duces to eastern territory
their rectifier tubes in 60
mil., 85 mil., and 150 mil.
sizes after long experi-

ment and a year's use of
these tubes by the Pacific Coast radio trade

has proven them very
long lived, noiseless and
possessing

great
serve of power.
a

re-

handle Magnavox speakers without conflict with other makes of sets for which
they have established connections.

The research, engineering and manufacturing
facilities of Magnavox
\k ill be concentrated on
speakers and tubes for

Write the sales representative in your
territory for the new plan.

Receiving sets will be
made for Pacific Coast
distribution.

New England States, New York and
Northern New Jersey
The John P. Rainbault Co.,
50 Church Street, New York City
Penna., Southern N. J., Del., Md., and Nor.
West. Va.
R. R. Hawley,
1015 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nor. Ohio (except N. W. Corner) and
N. W. Penn.
Brewster P. Kinney,
1375 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Special Notice

national distribution.

So. Ohio, Southern W. Va., Eastern Ky. and N. W. Ind., No. Ill., So. Wis., Iowa, Nebr.
So. Indiana
and all southern states east of Texas
S. C. Holston,
The Magnavox Company,
608 First National Bank Bldg.,
1315 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio
So. Michigan, N. W. Indiana and
Texas, all Rocky Mountain and Pacific
N. W. Ohio
Coast States and British Columbia
H. M. Hemphill,
The Magnavox Company,
2457 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
2725 East 14th St., Oakland, Calif.
No. Wisconsin, Minnesota and Dakotas
J. E. Date, Excelsior, Minn.
So. Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas and Kansas Canada excepting British Columbia
Robert W. Bennett,
R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd.,
Syndicate Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
468 King St., West, Toronto, Can.

THE MAGNAVOX CO.
General Offices and Factory, OAKLAND, CALIF.
CHICAGO SALES OFFICE, 1315 South Michigan Avenue

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Two New

TRIMM
Cones
Worthy members of the Trimm family,
destined to take the same fine place in the

No. 28 Concerto

hearts and homes of radio users as the

14 inch diameter

No. 38 Concerto Grande
17 inch diameter

famous Trimm Headsets, Home Speaker,
Entertainer and Concert Horns.

After five years of superior service,
establishing, year after year, new

ards in radio reproduction, these new
instruments are presented as another
advance in the development of the radio
art.

With the same organization, same policy,
new engineering associates and enlarged
manufacturing facilities, Trimm offers a

complete line of highest quality repro-

ducers and an absolutely dependable
service to radio jobbers and dealers.

Do not fail to see these new cones at Booth No. 50,
at the Chicago R. M. A. Show, or write for full in-

A new cone with a great future. It
reproduces the low notes as well as
the high with great fidelity and with
volume and richness to please the
most exacting.

Edge of cone is fully protected and
unit is equipped with handy handle.
May be used upright on base, sus-

pended from wall or installed
console.

198

in

formation,
address.

prices

and selling helps.

Note

new

TRÍI N
RAD

MANUFACTZIRING
OMPAN
.

Harr.

CHICAGO
U. S.A.
STALISD In2
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meet actual
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ler requirements. At-

ets. attention, holds
2. stock of same Durham
Resistors

news
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in sets
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7 in. Takes little room.
Never in the way.
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'ors are adopted by lead-

nal and"'amatá`r builders.
119w we offer you these ap-(`\.
grq\ved Resistors in 4 beá,utifúl

and 5 each of the single and

New Durham POWEROHM

Made of special heat -dissipating ma.terial whiCh radiates the heat generated
under' load. Durham Powerohtns will
operate at maximum
power continuously
without- undue resisor
tance change
heating.
2.5 -watt ,ánd 5 -watt
types, both 491 all

,frou, /

/

ranges ,, equipped
-tail or screw a> s.
_with standard,

.-

h

P

double mountings. List price
$30.75-less regular discounts.
Case costs us nearly $5.00, but
no charge to you. Order di -

erect and give us the name of

'-your

CR

Q

®i

y\r

2.0C`

4.c"

Q,\

c,

c-,10

self, do so to -day while they last. Just order
stock to fill -50 assorted Durham Resistors

-

AoáhQany and -gtáilnteA7=
dIplay cabinet whillakOsó
'cilee9pprved by evene2egoi¡
V
1Za,q.Gordéred itt
w
L aí red-,oñe F yttr- k

,

F

pprovcd Counter Cabinet

tliufltturers as well as profes-

C-O

"GC"

r.

`=

_`O

11

.

O °#
fpl

Practical
Only 9 in. by 7 in. b-

l
SIST O R S
TALL ZED

Gp`

4\'p\4`ÁáJc

I

International Resistance Co., Dept. J., Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The NIEW WFS'l'ON
2" and 3 %" Diameter
A. C. Panel Instruments
IT is no longer necessary to plan your small
WESTON
N0.

,f

A. C. panels in terms of large instruments
in order to secure a high degree of operating
economy and performance.

Miniature but reliable instruments are now

Model 517 -2 -in. diameter.

available which can be used to solve your small
panel problems-instruments that are accurate
on any commercial frequency, that have an exceptionally high resistance with a low power
consumption. Moreover they are moderately
priced.

These instruments are made as Voltmeters,
Ammeters and Milliameters in both 2 -in. and
3% -in. sizes with flush -style cases for panel
mounting.

Model 476 -3% -in. diameter.

There is no substitute for Weston quality and
these new instruments meet every rigorous
Weston specification.

R. M. A. Trade Show-Booth No. 74, Hotel Stevens
Chicago, June 13-17

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
25 Weston Avenue, Newark, N. J.

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

WESTON
(`Pioneers since 1888

'1)0
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The New ELECTRON Line
Electron "ABC" RADIO POWR
This device contains the Electric

Electron "AB" RADIO POWR
Combined "A" Supply and Electron
"B" Supply. This device will operate

"A" and Electron Giant "B" Supply

with "C" connection. It is positively the last word in high quality

six and seven tube sets including
power tube satisfactorily and without bother. Its entire operation is
automatic. Once attached can be

socket power devices and wi 11 appea

to the most critical radio buyer as
the eventual solution`of power problems. Made in'all_frequencies.

practically forgotten.

Electric "A" SUPPLY

Electron "A" SUPPLY

TheTrefinement of three
years' research. Contains

high class

current suitable for

operate all standard sets;

power plant for converting
lighting current into direct

fila-

This unit consists of a

battery of
sufficient capacity to
the Electron Hi Low Recharger, which
automatically tapers its
charge when battery is
filled. Built in all fre-

ment lighting. Once adjusted, needs no attention.

also

Does not charge or
discharge but sup-

plies current from the
line to set. A plug is provided for "B" Supply
connection. Made in all

quencies. On and off
switch on case.

frequencies.

Electron "B" SUPPLY
This "B" unit which now enters its

second season has been reinforced to
stand more abuse and give more ex-

Electron

"HI -LOW" RECHARGER

tensive service than the earlier models.
Dollar for dollar, this device contains

Full rate 22 ampere charger, automatically tapering to 4 ampere on
full battery. Dry rectifier unit- no

more value in actual material and
skill of assembly than any competition. We invite comparison. Con-

moving parts or adjustments
very compact

weight only three

pounds - built in all frequencies.
Also made in Full Wave five
ampere type at small additional

trols on detector and amplifier. Made
in all frequencies. For six and seven
tube sets. Output 150 volts at 40
mills.

Also built in "BC" model including

one variable "C" voltage tap
power tubes.

cost.

for

Electron "BC" GIANT

As the name suggests, this is a
giant among "BC" power units.
Will operate the extremely heavy

drain radio sets up to ten tubes.
Maximum output of 80 mills. This

"BC" unit has the most perfectly
tuned filter, and embodies the
highest attainment in a dry high voltage "B" Power.

CO.
KING ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING
Buffalo, N. Y.
1681 Fillmore Ave.

.

.

.

#`
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Peady! Ko1ster's
The ultimate set - Kolster
Radio 611. This unusually

attractive cabinet of highlighted stump walnut includes a Kolster 6 tube single

control radio and-the new
Kolster Power Cone Reproducer with built -in -13" supply for set.

Height - 53 ''n inches

Width - 27 inches
Depth - 18' 2 inches

/$26500
tubes and

A'supply extra

Kolster's Latest Achievement
the model 6H set
With this one model you offer your customer
all that he demands of radio. A single control
six tube Kolster Radio - built-in power cone
reproducer with "B" supply unit-ample cabinet space for either Kolster "A" supply unit or
storage battery-a beautiful high -lighted stump
walnut console cabinet.

It is the finest method of truthful reproduction
yet offered to the public.

The remarkable tone quality of the 6H must be
heard to be fully appreciated. Those who have

Your customers will want this set. Territory
may be open in your locality. Send the coupon
for further information.

heard this instrument acclaim its superiority.

202

At $265.00 this set offers the greatest value
per dollar in radio today. It is the first completely self-contained radio and power cone
combination, and constitutes a distinct advance.

Kolster
Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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1927 Developments
High -lighted pencil -striped

walnut cabinet, with cathedral grill. Faithful, realistic
reproduction, at any degree
of volume. Built-in "B" supply for the set. Equipped
with 20 foot cable.
Height - 42 inches

Width -25,'2 inches
Depth - 19 inches

Kolster's second developmenta power cone reproducer at $150.00

Kolster Radio will be displayed at the R. M. A.
Trade Show, Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Illinois,
June 13-18, 1927

Some of your customers already know the advantag
a power cone speaker. Many more will buy the Kolst

at this extremely attractive price when they hear the
flawless reproduction this speaker makes possible.

A "B" supply unit is built-in which supplies "B" voltage
to the radio set. The Kolster Power Cone and "A" supply
unit will operate any commercial set directly from the
A. C. lighting lines.
To stock and sell this instrument you must be an authorized
Kolster dealer. While there are thousands of franchised
Kolster dealers now, your territory may be open. Mail the
coupon-we will give your request every consideration.

Ra lo
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FEDERAL BRANDES, INC.,
200 Mt. Pleasant Ave.,
Newark, N. J.
I
i

Please send me information regarding the
1927-1928 Kolster proposition.

I
1

I
1

I

I

Name.

I
I

Street.

I
1

I
1

City

State
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THE BELDEN LINE of popular radio acces-

sories is even more attractive this year than
ever before.
The merchandising policy which has proved

so profitable for Belden dealers during the
past several years will be continued.

The Belden line has been enlarged by the
addition of the Belden Lightning Arrester and
a better Aerial Kit assortment.
A powerful advertising campaign, larger and
more extensive than in the past, will popularize Belden radio accessories with users.
Check up your Belden stock today and order
shortages from your jobber. Place your order
early to be ready when the rush season starts.

HtZt snel

Aerial Wire

SEE THE BIG BELDEN EXHIBIT

At the R. M. A. Trade Show
STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO

Belden Manufacturing Company
2308-A S. Western Ave.

Chicago, Ill.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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Radio Reproduction
at its best

Orchestrion Table
Model Reproducer
The renowned Orchestrion tone arm is used
in this table type reproducer, giving you an
undreamed-of

sweetness

in

reproduction,

without blaring, harsh, metallic sounds.
There is an air of refinement in the style of
this cabinet. The front, top and sides are
built of five-ply sliced mahogany of lustrous
finish. Priced remarkably low at $35.00.

The Orchestrion
De Lux Reproducer

The Orchestrion
Grand Reproducer

The famous horn type Orchestrion
reproducer

is

a

masterpiece

of

craftsmanship as well as acoustics.
A wonderful value at $29.50.

The Orchestrion
Power Unit

The new Orchestrion Power Unit
is built for heavy volume and is a
clearer-and louder radio ampli-

For those desiring true music and
a faithful reproduction of the voice
without the usual hollow and unnatural tones, they will find in the
new Orchestrion Grand all these
desirable features. It is strongly
constructed, and of beautiful design and finish. There is cabinet
space for batteries, power devices
and chargers. Furnished in either
mahogany or walnut. List price

fier.

Power tubes are unnecessary.
Attach it to any console or speaker.

only $50.00.

No rust-no corrosion-moisture-

proof. Enduring. An important
and exclusive feature of this unit

See us at the manufacturers' show
at the Hotel Stevens the week of
June 13 in room 537-A. Inquiries

is

the third

coil,

List price $7.00.

or filtering coil.

from dealers and jobbers respect.
fully solicited.

The RADIO CABINET CO.
2118 Gale Street, Indianapolis, Indiana

TRI
LOUD SPEA`E
ORCHE
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Stewart -Warner
Reproducer

Stewart -Warner

Reproducer
Model 425

Model 420

Two new models of Stewart -Warner
Reproducers are offered this year. In

both there is incorporated a newly

Console

perfected unit that insures a remarkably life -like tone throughout the entire musical range. Beautiful bronze
finish.

520., Sic tubs,

ale did

erne.

control

With these Big
Outstanding Sales

Sale r%
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space tart.

11
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FeaturesIN these new models of the famous Match
Unit Radio, Stewart -Warner has incor

rated the latest developments known to th
radio industry today. There are two chassis
models-one fully shielded-offering all these
big selling features:

1 A perfected, locomotive type, positive drive one -dial

control. All three condensers in phase at all times.
2 Vernier dial control-giving greater sensitivity and
permitting effective use of both short and long aerials.

3 Oscillation or squeal eliminated without loss of volume. Think what this means. Distant stations can
be brought in clearly with plenty of volume.
The new Stewart -Warner "88 note" audio frequency
transformer, that brings in the lowest and highest
notes with equal volume.
5 Translucent dial-light within cabinet shows through
dial to permit ready reading of accurately calibrated
wave length figures.
6 Dial panel of same wood and beautiful finish as the
cabinets.

De lame Table Model 70t, Pull

shielded ihas1t4 +elld Ktn,at and
.elected walnut veneer r.bnee.. Srlt
Panel- Me tuhr.. .ingle diet vrrnieº
eonttat,
-
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These and other features make Stewart -War-

le

4º¢1K

lM.

ner Radio the very last word in radio construction. And you can obtain them in a line
of attractive table cabinet and floor console
models, priced for all prospects.

.411~1,1111111_1~11111111--

Now is the Time to Apply for Your Franchise

_...

A Stewart -Warner franchise is the one you want. It gives you the famous Matched -

t

t

Unit Radio that means lasting satisfaction-a well -advertised line that is easy
to sell-a protective policy that means greater profits for you. If you have not
already done so tie-up with Stewart -Warner now and be ready for the big sales
season. Full details sent at your request.

STEWART-WARNER SPEEDOMETER COR'N CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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BINDING
POSTS

NO CHANGE in design for another season. That's why
lete.

Eby Binding Posts never go out of style or become obso-

They are good standard merchandise

every season.

all

season-

Eby Posts are used by eight out of ten of the leading radio
manufacturers. Look for them on the sets and socket power
devices you stock.

And they are specified in nearly every important circuit on
the market today. Eby Posts are the only binding posts whi Ii

are advertised, packaged, serviced and priced for steady
profits.

Available in the following markings recently approved I y the
Standardization Committees of the R. M. A. and N. E. N1..\.
for Socket Power Devices.

SOCKETS

Big Features of the
3
new EBY Socket
1 Contact-a three point

wiping contact

the full length of the prong-the most

scientifically perfect type of contact
known.

2 Appearance-Beautifully moulded in
Phenolic material with a new stipple
finish. Top exactly the same size as

tube base-a distinct improvement in design. Small, beautiful and completely
contained.

3 Unique design-Easily mounted either
above or below Bakelite panel and ideal
for subpanel mounting on metal. One

universal model-one stock-one price.

NEW DISCOUNTS
Eby Discounts have been completely revised for greater profits
to dealers and jobbers. Eby products are rarely cut and the
turnover is steady and steadily increasing.

Come and see us at Booth Number 7 at the R.M.A. Show.

The H. H. Eby Manufacturing Company, Inc.
4710 Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Amazing value
itt TNG

in

More beautiful designs than ever!
Great improvements in performance!
Perfect construction and assembly!

A set for every pocketbook!
Protection to enfranchised dealers!
i Lie f.///U///[!I!c/l'l
A six tube completely shielded
table receiver. A unique feature
is the loop that may be folded
inside of the cabinet. With loop

folded inside,this receiver is capable of perfectly receiving all local

stations. With loop out, reception of distant stations is possible.
Cabinet is made of beautiful Burl

Walnut with two tone effects.
Single dial station selector with
one dial volume control.

Trade Mark Registered

A six tube tuned radio frequency console
model. Single dial station selector with separate vernier adjustment, stabilized circuit,
two stages radio frequency, detector, three
stages audio. Attractive blended cabinet with
built-in speaker and space for batteries, etc.

Your Guarantee
Your King guarantee of the quality and workmanship in our sets is our huge plant,
tremendous organization and record of fair dealing with customers. Our great resources and financial stability are behind every King set. Here's a line that you can
tie to and be confident that every year of our connection will be more profitable to you.

208
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and profit
1927 line
WITH this line of Receivers, you will be in a position to
meet the demands of all classes of buyers. The line is complete with no slow moving numbers. Every King set is de-

signed and manufactured to work perfectly - as soon as removed from the carton. You will make a big mistake if you
do not investigate this line before buying. Write us for the
name of your distributor.
King Manufacturing Corporation, Buffalo, New York
7'he Barone,

The Chevalier

A six rube tuned radio frequency table
model. Single dial station selector with
separate vernier adjustment. Beautiful
Gothic design cabinet. Rugged mechanical construction.

The %rusaaer

A six tube completely shielded table model

with single dial station selector.

(Same

chassis as "Chevalier".) Handsome cabinet,
two tone finish. Unusually attractive panel
to match cabinet.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

A completely shielded six tube receiver with

single dial station selector. Beautiful Burl
Walnut High Boy cabinet. Most beautiful
design and value on the market at its price.
Built-in speaker with space for batteries, etc.
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an

"A" Power
Charger
that
Is wholly automatic

/\

Cannot be damaged
or burned out
-Contains no liquids.

AT LAST-an "A" Power charger that solves every
problem-that leaves nothing to be desired-that

-Has no tubes

gives permanent, uninterrupted service without attention.

Works perfectly regardless of
amperage.

Charg-A-Matic embodies an entirely new principle. When
plugged into the light socket, it automatically charges the

Battery

"A" battery up to 6.9 Volts and then shuts off. When
the battery drops to 5.9 Volts, it is automatically turned
on and brings battery back up to 6.9 Volts. It has a
charging rate of from 1 to 1/ amperes on standard line

Requires no attention.

voltages.

Is permanent.

Charg-A-Matic cannot be burned out. If it should be incorrectly hooked up, it will make a fluttering noise, but
will not be damaged in any way.

-RETAILS AT

Once installed, Charg-A-Matic takes care of itself. When
the set is on, it is automatically turned off, and vice versa.
It contains no liquid and no tubes-nothing requires service in any way. And it works perfectly regardless of the
size and amperage of the battery.
Charg-A-Matic offers a genuine opportunity to the aggressive dealer. It is the last word in charger efficiency-a
charger that every user will want and appreciate.

$1275

Use the coupon-mail it today for complete in-

eQt'

formation regarding Charg-A-Matic.
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New and Distinctive Radio Consoles
from the "EXCELLO" Line
The creation of

these

smart designs so closely
in keeping with the pres-

ent trend is an achievement that will bring profit
to dealers and delight
to Radio fans.

These

consoles come with or
without horn speaker of
long air travel type.
Houses 22 inch cone type

speaker as well as batteries,

charger

or

eliminator.

See Our Exhibit
Room 512.1 R.M.A.
Trade Show

The ample sound

DEALERS and
DISTRIBUTORS
are asked to write for
full particulars of the
Excello Line, also for

chamber is opened front
and rear. This eliminates
confusing vibrations as
when a cone is boxed in.

All parts of set and ac-

details of attractive

cessories instantly accesQuality cabinet
sible.
work of true Excello
type. Five-ply butt walnut doors.

Nationally
Advertised

franchise proposition.

Sell the Excello.
Write for Catalog.

L-LrO
)Radio Consoles

Nationally

Preferred

Excello Products Corporation
4834

West 16th Street

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Cicero, Illinois

(Suburb of Chicago)
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-re.)E'LL all save money + dealers, job-

ets be
SENSIBLE

bers, and manufacturers , when we stop
expecting the impossible.
Let's get down to the facts on this socket power question. Let's not rush into pitfalls
that a little sound thinking will avoid.
Based purely on research and experience,
MAR -CO has come to the conclusion that...

-there is no such thing as a
"good, cheap eliminator"...
either "c_A" or "BC". Dealers, as well as
manufacturers, have already spent plenty
of money to find that out.
But MAR -CO also knows that there is a
good, profitable market for socket-power

about this

equipment ...properly made

SOCKET
POWER

cartridges, at $60, list.

question

r

... and prop-

erly sold.

In line with this viewpoint MAR -CO is
announcing three A.C. power devices:
-a socket "c.4" power, using Raytheon

-a socket "BC" power, giving all the
needed exact voltages, at $55, list.

-a ?DRY storage battery charger and
power control, at $12.50, list, with renewable cartridge rectifier.
All of these power units serve a definite need.

They do not conflict , rather they give the
careful radio dealer his sensible answer to the
socket -power questions of his customers.

And as the maker of both eliminators and
chargers, MAR -CO's advice on their proper

use is entirely unbiased ...
To the set owner who wants complete
freedom from batteries, permanent unvarying power + MAR -CO offers ",_.1"

and "BC" socket powers:
These two devices may be used separately
or together. They do away with batteries
entirely. They are splendidly made + pur-

posely designed to give the exact output
desired under varying conditions. Handsome and rugged in appearance, they have
the reserve strength to merit your wholehearted confidence.With each one, MAR -CO

gives an unqualified year's guarantee.

co
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aCOURSE, the man who wants such
dependable quality in socket -powers must

be prepared to pay what good equipment
costs.

But the point is this ..

.

Without charginga quality price, MAR -CO
knows no way of building a socket -power

that can carry a MAR -CO guarantee .. .
or that dealers can safely recommend.
To compromise + to expect good results

without paying for good equipment
leads only to grief.
And to the set owner who does not want

to spend the price of good "eliminators",

HIGHLIGHTS
There is no such thing as a "good

r

cheap eliminator".

MAR -CO's advice is this ..

Don't buy ANY eliminator. Instead,
rely upon heavy-duty dry cells for "'BC"
supply, and upon a storage battery and
well -designed charger for "c..4" supply.

As the maker of both socket -powers
and chargers, MAR -CO's advice ' on

their proper use is entirely unbiased.

With the right charger, this combination
is a thoroughly satisfactory source of enjoy-

able reception, at low cost.

socket -powers than to sell poor ones.

And MAR -CO also offers the right charger.
Small and compact, it is entirely free from

liquids of any sort, tubes, or noise. It also
provides complete automatic "c.4, B and
C" power control. The rectifying element
is a simple cartridge, guaranteed for 2000
hours, and then replaceable at slight cost.
This, then, is MAR-Co's policy and position...

Either spend enough for good socket power, or else rely on batteries and a
MAR -CO 'ZY&Y charger.

Such a policy can only receive commen-

dation .from engineering authorities.
Such a course can only build lasting good
will for the dealers who adopt it.
To all dealers. who share this sensible view of the
power situation, MAR -CO extends hearty cooperation.

If you want to build your business on permanent
customer satisfaction ... if you want to sell equipment that makes good on your promises ... if you
want profits I not grief ... then build with MAR -CO.
Get the complete details of this worthy socket -power
line. Visit the MAR -CO booth at the Chicago trade
show, or write today to Martin -Copeland Company,
Providence, Rhode Island.

co
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Better for dealers not to sell ANY

For the set -owner who is prepared
to pay what good equipment costs
recommend MAR -CO Socket "c4"
power and Socket "BC" power.
,01
For the set -owner who wants enjoy-

able reception at low cost , recommend batteries and a MAR -CO

DRY charger.
,09
This is the sensible policy for careful
dealers + it leads to profits
instead of grief.

c/,9

MAR -CO
radio power supply units
SOCKET «e4" POWER
SOCKET "ABC" POWER

`DRY CHARGER
with renewable cartridge rectifier
213
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It4ois Like x'250 Set

And its Performance
Equals its Appearance
THERE'S a lot
more than highsounding platitudes
to be said about this

Yet it sells for only

of

116000 without Table

Will it sell ? Just one

look at

new Model 37 WorkRite. A list of its
features reads like the royalty of radio:
special 8 tube circuit with power tube;

it

and you

will answer \ our own question with a "Yes",

tuning chart ; and a cabinet that proves

There are two 6 tube models to complete
the WorkRite line for this season. Here's
your opportunity to secure a radio line that
you can boost and that will boost you.

the

Write or wire for detailed information.

all metal chassis ; complete copper shielding; antenna or loop aerial; single illumibeyond

argument

dial control ;

accurate

wonderful

$160°13

and you will say it most emphatically.

1

nated drum -type

Price

this Work Rite
masterpiece.

value

T

FULLY SHIELDED

WORK

less Table

V

Exhibited at`-'

Booth 34
at the

THE WORKRITE MFG. Co.

1812 East 30th Street

Sales Department: THE ZINKE CoM PANY
21.E

-

- CLEVELAND,

Ohio

i-.

R.M.A.Show
Chicago

Chicago, Illinois
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RAD 0

This Year: THREE CIRCUITS
Loop Sets
Battery Sets
Antennae Sets
Batteryless Sets
Antennaeless Sets

Six Tubes

- Eight Tubes ^- Ten Tubes
Table Models: Floor Models
Console Models

Authentic Period Art Cabinets

$100. to $2500.
The World's Most Complete and Finest Radio Line.
Known the World Over

"The Quality Goes In Before The Name Goes On"
"First and Foremost with Electric Sets"
"There is Profit in Zenith"

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
Radio Retailing, Jane, 1!12;

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE LINE OF DISTINCTION

Sensationally New!
and as different as
Electric Light is from a Candle
Highboy Model in American Walnut.

Curly Maple Overlay. Heavy Plywood
construction throughout. Equipped
with De Luxe Utah built-in speaker.
Speaker has 4 ft. air chamber. Size
of top - 26%x19% in. - 43 in.
high. Shipping weight 135 lbs.

Announcing
THE NEW
MCMILLAN
Pat.

Now-no more batteries-no more eliminators-no

more varied power-no more excessive service. The
sensational new McMillan Electric equipped with the
famous A. C. tubes operates direct from the light socket
without separate appurtenances. A special circuit
(patents pending) -6 tubes, shielded with special audio
transformers.
Housed in beautiful cabinets-the

supreme-the final last word in radio.

See us at the R.M.A. Show, Spaces 500 and 501A.

THE McMILLAN RADIO CORPORATION
1421 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Prices range

The Seville

from
$170 to $325

Doors of figured American Walnut
with Mahogany Overlay. Heavy

Plywood construction. Legs are
fluted.
DeLuxe Utah built-in
speaker. Utah Unit - 4 ft. air
column. Size of top 30x20 in. 58% in. high. Shipping weight
135 lbs.

Doors figured Walnut. Heavy Plywood construction throughout. De
Luxe Utah Unit built-in speaker.
4 ft. air column. Size of top 26%x
19 in. - 431/2 in. high. Shipping
weight 135 lbs.

An exclusive McMillan Cabinet.
Sides and top selected striped
Doors of Butt Walnut
Walnut.

with Crouched Mahogany Overlay.

The Orleans

Fitted with De Luxe Utah built-in
speaker - Utah Unit - 4 ft. air
column. Size of top 25%2(17% in.

- 50% in. high. Shipping weight
117 lbs.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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RECTUBE

RECTUBE
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No. 200-C
2 Amp. Wire Contact

No. 200
2 Amp. Base Contact

No. 600
6 Ampere

Engineering Sold
Them --Service
Proved Them
Rectubes
Are guaranteed to operefficiently on any
charging or rectifying
device designed for a

ate

similar type of tube.

that success or failure depended

REALIZING
upon the tube selected, it was only after exhaustive tests that manufacturers of radio equip-

ment adopted Rectubes as a vital part of their
product. We knew Rectubes would meet any
conceivable test, because they are built to meet
the severest of all tests-that of service.

Dealers who sell charging or rectifying devices
that embody Rectubes are assured that longer

life and more satisfactory service will result
from every sale.

The Specialty Appliance Co.
Factory and Offices, 6611 Euclid Avenue
CLEVELAND, OHIO

rRE
C

_)

RECTUBEr

sJ U
t
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ROCI-IESTER

See our exhibit at the
N.M.A. Trade Show,

Furnished in either
A.C. or D.C.

Stevens
cago.

Hotel,

Chi-

Booth 1 3,

Demonstration Room
451A.

e

Truthful Reproduction
Rochester Receivers are built tor the people to
whom moderate price is a consideration, but

who, first of all, demand supreme musical
quality and furniture of particular charm.
Every Rochester Receiver is not only an absolutely truthful reproducer of the finest engineer-

ing, but also a fine piece of furniture suitable
for use in the most perfectly appointed home.
The cases of all Rochester
Receivers

are

made of

solid walnut or mahogany
throughout.

The new desk models are practical writing
desks as well as superlatively fine receivers ;
thus serving a dual purpose instead of just

being beautiful

boxes.

Folding loop aerial, Temple Speaker, ample
space for batteries or eliminators. The chasses
have cast aluminum frames with all units
perfectly balanced and all mechanical parts enclosed. They are mounted

in sliding drawers in all

Four Table Models
Twe Desk Models

sets, and are easily acces-

sible for the changing of
tubes, etc.

6 and ITubes

Table Set

TYPE 9-A
operation including all accessories, furnished in
walnut or mahogany
$335.00
TYPE 9-D
Desk type, built in loop, complete light socket
operation on D.C.: all accessories, furnished in
walnut or mahogany
$335.00
TYPE 8-A
Table type, folding loop, light socket operation
with 8 A.C. tubes, furnished in walnut or mahogany but without speaker
$275.00
TYPE 8-D
Table type folding loop, battery or eliminator
operation (without accessories)
$165.00
TYPE 6-A
Six tube, antenna operated. with 6 A.C. tubes.
Furnished in walnut or mahogany complete. ex-

Desk type, built in loop, complete light socket

cept speaker

Table Set
Showing Folded
Loop Aerial

$235.00

TYPE 6-D
6 tubes and operated in walnut or mahogany. no
accessories

$150.00

TYPE 9-D
Will be furnished less tubes and A & B eliminator
but with built in loop and speaker
$250.00

CHICAGO NIPPLE MFG. CO.
1966 Southport Ave., Chicago, Ill.

ViRS
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All The Notes Can Be Heard

NOW

PERFECTLY
Loud Speaker Consoles De Luxe
The last word in true reproduction and beauty. Not
only satisfies the desire for orthophonic effect, but completely captivates the lover of real music and beautiful
sound.

Equipped with the FAIRFAX MASTER quality tone
chamber and the FIDELITY Super unit.
The removable bottom
front panel makes bat-

teries and eliminators

easily accessibleample space for all accessories.
Walnut finish-size top 17# by
33# inches -36 inches high.
No. 601.

Quality merchandise

at COMPETITIVE prices.
See us at the Radio Trade Show,
Booth No. 42 - also large
demonstrating exhibit - room
No. 450 Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.

finish - size
top 17# by 25 inches
Walnut

-36 inches high.
No. 602

FAIRFAX MASTER
A compact, non -vibrating, carefully molded wood chamber.
scientifically constructed to reproduce naturally all notes,

high and low, without distortion.
Meets all manufacturers' requirements. We save you the
cost of mounting. This horn comes to you already mounted
Simply slide it into the
in a light weight wood box.

cabinet and block.
Over-all dimensions-Bell, 213/4 by 18 inches-depth 15
inches-tone travel 8 feet. Standard fitting ',fi inch by 18
thread.

We also manufacture a complete line of tone chambers for
any type or size of cabinet.

THE
FIDELITY
One of the finest units manufactured. Guaranteed to be durable.
dependable and of highest quality.
Reproduces all low and high notes faithfully. Perfectly adaptable
to cabinets, tone chambers, cone speakers, and for converting
phonographs into loud speakers.
Distributed exclusively by the Molded Wood Products, Inc.

Manufacturers-let our engineer» assist you in solving your

Manufacturers and Jobberssend for samples and prices.

acoustical problems.

Jobbers-Some territories still open.
Write for details.

MOLDED WOOD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
219 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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The Public Demands \ I TTOMATIC CONTI< 01
so of course-

EAGLE has a complete XUTOMATIC Line
\GL1' ti( )CKE-1' "K" I'(\\ ER

135 V( )l."I''-

Will operate any six tube set or less, including power tubes. Variable control on

detector and radio frequency voltage.
AUTOMATIC Relay Built in With Flush Receptacle in Rear to Attach Trickle Charger
for AUTOMATIC Control Direct from Switch on Radio Set.
Delivers 135 volts at 40 mils. Constant radio B power supply without fluctuation.

Latest approved design in every detail. Uses either Raytheon type B -H, or Q. R. S.
85 mil. tube. Will improve the reception of any radio set.
Rated very conservatively. It will deliver much in excess of 135 volts.
Size 4" x 916" x 7".

EAGLE SOCKET "K" 1'O\VI:lt

Itill V OI."I'S

Delivers 180 volts at 60 mils. Will operate any set up to ten tubes, including two power

tubes. Very selective arrangement of taps with high and low switch with range from 135

volts to 180 volts on maximum.
Has AUTOMATIC Relay Built in With Flush Receptacle in Rear to Plug in Charger,
Permitting Operation from Switch on Radio Set.
Will deliver in excess of 200 volts on sets drawing less than 60 mils. Uses either
Raytheon type B -H, or Q. R. S. 85 mil. tube. Designed especially for heavy duty work on
powerful multiple tube sets. Binding post terminals enclosed under cover. Built entirely
to latest approved specifications. Size 5-s" x 91" x 82".

Eagle Socket "B" Power
135 Volts

EAGLE UIRI-DISK K:A-I'"I'FR' (;tI.ARGI:R
Bone dry-no tubes, no acids. One-half ampere trickle rate, 11 ampere high rate.

Absolutely quiet and cool in operation. Can be left on battery continuously or used intermittently.
Coupled with B Eliminator forms economical A and B power supply, automatically
controlled from radio set.
Fully guaranteed. Patent protection. Size 71" x 41" x 41".

EAGLE

\" and "K" It:\I)I(_I'O\\ It I NIT

Smooth and constant source of "A" and "B" supply, direct from the A.C. lighting

circuit. Delivers 180 volts at 60 mils.
Designed to accommodate all types of radio sets from a three tube set to a ten tube set

including two power tubes. A wide variation of taps to accommodate all makes of sets.
Variable detector and intermediate as well as a variable maximum output. Binding post
panel enclosed under cover.
Completely AUTOMATIC, Operating Directly from the Switch on the Radio Set.

Indicating meter which shows at all times the condition of the filament supply.

Mechanically and electrically correct in every detail. Uses Raytheon B -H or Q. R. S.
85 mil. tube. Built in accordance with the latest approved specifications. Absolutely
quiet and cool in operation.
Fits Into Any Ordinary Size Console Cabinet. Beautiful and compact.
Black and Gold finish. Size 16" x 8" x 8".

Ilcrc'. the Whole Stnn 1

Automatically controlled from the switch on
the set.
Just press the button to know the condition
of tube lighting supply.

Eagle Socket "B" Power
180 Volts

Runs perfectly cool in continuous operation.
Can be installed inside of cabinet.

No hum, heat or interference.

EAGLE CHARGER CORPORATION
121 North 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Eagle Dri-Disk Battery Charger

Eagle "A" and "B"
Radio-Powr Unit
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The experience that

has been the result

1

of years of pioneer-

A 40 amp. hour bat-

tery of ample 're-

ing development and
battery manufacture,

has produced the

serve capacity. Will
furnish perfect "A"

finest "A" unit that

power for all sets.

you can sell.

Dependable as only

a Westinghouse
product can be.

Westinghouse "A"
Autopower enables

2

you to more than
meet competition.

Retailing at $35
(slightly higher west
of the Mississippi) it

completely meets
every demand for
the satisfactory performance expected
of a quality product.

Two trickle charge
rates, one for light

Make more money
with the New

"A" power units
THE finest "A" power
unitWestinghouse can

To meet still lower
price competition is

the Westinghouse
"A" Socketpower,

retailing at $20
(slightly higher west

of the Mississippi).
It is shown below.

build. Plugs into light
socket and is controlled
entirely by the set switch.

will create an evergrowing demand for
these Westinghouse

products that will
start you off with
a bang.

no glare.

3
There's a special
socket for attaching
a "B" eliminator,

making the set virtu-

ally electrically
operated.

Sell it with "B" batteries
or "B" eliminators and

4

There'll be a tremendous

Relay of the finest
type built, operates
automatically from

give your customers 100%
satisfaction.

demand for this unit
National advertising

and the other for
heavy duty-and a
"booster" for quick
action. No hum,

during the coming season.
See it at the Chicago show
and let the Westinghouse

man tell you the propo-

the switch on the
radio set.

5

sition, or write today.

Safety fuse protects

Manufactured by

short circuit.Rubber
covered cord.

WESTINGHOUSE UNION BATTERY CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

against possible

79

Westinghouse
and the

"A" Socketpower

Autopower
played at the R. M. A.
Trade Show, Stevens

manship, made
of the same fine

June 13-18, 1927

ofAutobower.

same careful work-

materials, for
smaller radio sets.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Our line will be dis-

produced by the

A Junior edition

Hotel, Chicago, Ill.,

r
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Radio

Tubes

SEE the PROOF
back of the tube
"GUARANTEE"

at our
EXHIBIT
Booth No. 123-B

R. M. A. Convention
and Trade Show

As members of the it. M. A.,
an old established manufac-

turer and a "100% for the

June 13-18
Hotel Stevens, Chicago

Jobber" organization, you
can rely on SUNLIGHT.

The Dawn of a New Era' in Merchandising
Radio Tubes
Sell Radio Tubes Without the "Ifs" and Arguments
Anyone can sell radio tubes but how about selling uninterrupted performance for 12 solid
months?

Can you not see the possibilities-the vast sales potentialities-back of a high class radio tube
sold with an Unconditional One -Tear Guarantee?
This is not a meaningless guarantee, not' a, catch -phrase, but a definite promise to replace a

defective tube withoutd tape._

Standard Prices-

BASED on CONCRETE
EVIDENCE of

Liberal Discounts

Reinforced. Construction.
Sunlight Crusader Radio
Tubes base their claim of
superior strength and im-

Because of manufacturing

proved tone quality on
tangible evidence - special design and so built that
the filaments, grid and

plate of every tube are

solidly anchored and rein
forced at the point of
stress. They're built to
stand the gaff of traffic and
usual handling abuse.

a

a

economy, we are able to
sell Sunlight Crusader
Radio Tubes at standard
prices and still give the
trade better discounts.
This means profit as well
as goodwill in trade.

AK

C'NC()1'í)1.1'IONI:lL.1 .l"

GVARANIT
FOR ONE YEAR

D

Sunlight Crusader Tubes
arc made in all standard
types. Write or wire for
complete information and

WE HAVE FAITH IN OURTUBE AND FAITH IN YOU

A DEFECTIVE TUBE WE WILL GLADLY

REPLACE IMMEDIATELY

THE SUNLIGHT LAMP CO.

..v...r

NI:W TON FAILS, 01110

prices.

The Sunlight Lamp Co.
Established 1922

NEWTON FALLS, OHIO
Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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Every Demonstration
Creates Amazement
The most discriminating audience is instantly delighted and amazed with the
performance of the Newcombe -Hawley
Reproducer. Every demonstration creates

-.,.-.

a sales -building sensation. Try it!

.p.

eproducer
marvelous volume and quality
The 86 -Inch Tone Chamber
Think of a tone chamber aver 7 feet long.
That is the length of the Newcombe -Hawley
tone chamber, and the gradually expanding
contour is scientifically proportioned throughout. Low organ notes and high soprano notes
are reproduced with equal fidelity.

Hear It! The Tone Is the Test!

new standard of performance has been estab-

lished by the Newcombe - Hawley Reproducer. Remarkable volume and realistic tone
quality are achieved without intricate circuits or
special amplifier tubes; it is the perfect combination

of an amazingly efficient tone chamber and a
matched reproducing unit that has set a new high

standard of radio program reproduction. Every

dealer should investigate this outstanding radio reproducer without delay. Your jobber can arrange

a demonstration, right in your own display room.
Build Your Sales
with Newcombe Hawley Reproducers
MAIL THE COUPON!

6EHA`NLEY,ING.
EIVGOM111inos
m lete infoof
complete'Line

Ghatles,

St

mai, t{levvcombe
Please
about
Ration
u ers.

Radio
Name.
Address .

1
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The New Kellogg 510

7 Kellogg A. C. tubes,

completely shielded, including the first A. C.

Power Tube used in a
radio set.

4 stages of radio frequency,

Inductively

Tuned.
Completely equipped to

draw "A," "B" and "C"
current direct from the
alternating current electric light line, without

the use of any batteries.
Licensed

under

application

for

letters patent by Radio Frequency
Laboratories, (R. F. L.)

One of the attractive models in which
the Ne.. Kellogg A. C. Set will he
shorn.

D eftes
!1. c.OOerntes
fYom the light socket
_
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mthe Deeli,ftment

RadioReceifflel5

jereitis.
For two years you have been asking the question, "Why doesn't Kellogg bring
out an A. C. set?" You all knew that Kellogg had perfected and marketed
an A. C. tube. You couldn't understand why we didn't use them ourselves. It
was one thing to create a successful A. C. tube. But it was quite another
thing to build an A. C. set that would be worthy of the Kellogg name and
guarantee. We were pioneering a momentous step in radio development.
Even with Kellogg's vast engineering resources, it was a big job. For two
years our engineers have worked behind locked doors. A year ago we had it
-but we could not tell you about it. We had to be sure, very sure that every
detail was perfect. But NOW-after a whole year of testing and proving,
we are ready to release this new Kellogg A. C. Receiver.
is!Exhibited in Kellogg Booth No. 81 at the show. Here it
is, ready for the impatient public that has been clamoring
for a set free from ALL batteries-a set that may be plugged
into the light socket and bring in perfect reception without a thought or a care as to battery

ere it

maintenance. No "A" batteries; no "B" batteries; no "C" batteries. A set that is built
completely by Kellogg; parts, tubes and all. A set with all its units designed and built to
achieve a single ideal; backed by all of Kellogg's financial resources, and inspired by the
Kellogg determination to create the greatest radio the world has ever known.

Deliveries will start after July 15th. Application for franchise
should be made promptly if early allotments of stock are expected.
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND

SUPPLY COMPANY
Dept. A547, CHICAGO

l
No A'Battes
No B'Batteries Nffrci

No'C Batteries
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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New Factory of National Company Inc. at Malden, Mass.

THE NATIONAL COMPANY INC., having outgrown
its quarters in Cambridge, announces its removal to a new
plant at Sherman, Abbott and Jackson Streets, Malden, Mass.
Here in a modern factory with three times the floor area of its

former buildings,-with ample room on the property for
A

New

Battery Charger without

tubes or liquids, employing the new
Raytheon "A" Unit and charging
batteries at either 21/2 or 5 ampere
rate as desired. Made to established
NATIONAL COMPANY standards.

National Duo -Range Charger
Price $19.50 Each

further expansion, its steadily growing business in Radio and
Engineering Products can be carried on without crowding for
some years to come.
The new plant is near Malden Square, and is easily reached by
elevated train and surface -car connection from the central part
of Boston in less than one-half hour. Visitors are most welcome at any time.

NEW BOSTON SALES OFFICE
At this same time NATIONAL COMPANY INC. announces the establishment of a Sales Office, for the greater convenience of its customers, in the
Boston Chamber of Commerce Building, 80 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

Write us for names of nearest jobbers and literature.
The most widely used Illuminated
Vernier Dial on the market. Its
clear glow invites you to a quiet
hour in your favorite corner. Variable Ratio 6-1 to 20-1,-beautiful Bakelite ease,-easily attached
by anyone. Used in the SC -II.
Illuminated

National Velvet Vernier Dial
Price $3.00 Each
Deduct 50c. each for dials without
illumination

KNOWN FOR THEIR EXCELLENCE AND NATIONALLY USED

*NON

TUNING UNITS, VELVET VERNIER DIALS, TONE FILTERS,
IMPEDAFORMERS, B -POWER SUPPLIES, POWER AMPLIFIERS, OFFICIAL BROWNING -DRAKE R. F. TRANSFORMERS
AND COILS

NATIONAL COMPANY INC., W. A. Ready, President, MALDEN, MASS.
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`Ihe

bOX
COMPLETE

"A' Battery Eliminator
Now Available
NOTHING ELSE TO BUY
SIZE
9%8' long
81/a' high
5%" wide

Licensed by the ANDREWS-HAMMOND CORP.,

under Andrews' condenser and other Andrews
and Hammond Patents and Patent applications

The Best and Cheapest "A" Power
tubes at 6 volts. Simply connect to any radio

The Abox will give the same long life
and the same 100% customer satisfaction
that the many thousands of Abox Filters
now in use throughout the country have
given in the past. It is fully guaranteed for
one year from the date purchased by the

set without changing the wiring and turn

customer.

The Abox "A" Eliminator is a rectifier and

an Abox Filter circuit in one compact
unit. It changes the alternating current
from the light socket to hum -free direct
current for operating eight or less large

the switch at the light socket.
Each part of the Abox "A" Eliminator
is
carefully designed and has been tested
It contains no batteries in paste form or
over
long periods. Together they form a
otherwise. The same condensers that proved

their efficacy in the Abox Filter are used
in the Abox "A" Eliminator and supply
the enormous capacities needed for a low
voltage filter. These condensers cannot be
punctured or broken down-they do not
need replacing and their characteristics do
not change with use or disuse.

perfectly co-ordinated unit which is not
only the best but the cheapest source of "A"
Power for radio sets.

We will be pleased to furnish detailed
information. Send for circulars or see us at
the Abox booth and demonstration rooms
at the RMA Trade Show, Chicago.

The Jibox Company
215 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Another Startling Timmons Development!
An entirely new cone speaker designed for heavy
duty with the new power tubes and electrified receivers

And at a Trice to Meet the Competition

-

1. Greater Volume

3. Elliptical Shape with Off Center Actuating Unit*
2. Unexcelled Tone Quality
4. Beautifully Finished
5. Sturdy, Rugged Unit

The finest speaker ever built by the recognized leaders in speaker
design since Radio's beginning-it utilizes to the fullest extent the

high power output of modern receivers.
Scientifically correct in shape and principle, for the natural undistorted
reproduction of the entire range of tone frequencies, it will handle the
maximum output of any receiver indefinitely.
Attractively decorated with the same fascinating ship design used on
the TIMMONS Concert Grand Cone Speaker, its over all size is 28
by 221/2 inches.

See it at the Show ... Booth No. 9
*You Can Make This Test Yourself
It proves the scientific Timmons principle of the elliptical cone with off -center

actuating unit - reproducing, naturally, the entire range of tone frequencies.
Strike a short tuning fork. It vibrates at high frequency producing

other tones except those which are
the product of the natural period of

a high tone. Strike a long tuning

vibration of each cone are forced and

fork. The result is a fewer number
of vibrations producing a low tone.
It's the same with Radio Speakers.

hence distorted in varying degrees.

An ordinary round cone with

reproduces the entire range of

The Timmons elliptical shaped
cone with off -center actuating unit

centered actuating unit has one
natural period of vibration. If it is

tone frequencies naturally without
distortion because in the curve of

a small cone it vibrates naturally

increasing distance from apex to

at some particularly high frequency.
If it is a large cone it vibrates naturally at a certain low frequency. All

rim some part of the cone's surface
is always vibrating naturally with

every tone to be reproduced.

TIMMONS RADIO PRODUCTS CORP.
Germantown, Philadelphia

TIMMON S Radio Products
POWER AMPLIFIERS-TIMMONS B-LIMINATOR -COMBINATION POWER AMPLIFIER -B-SUPPLY
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6T?/alue
This new line of
MURDOCK RADIO
fairly emanates value
In design-construction-and quality it

is

correct in every detail-and
Murdock Radio
Model 163

MURDOCK RADIO
is priced for the masses
Seven Tubes
Single Control
Completely Shielded

Priced moderately and supplied in four beautiful console cabinets in addition to an attractive table model-all within the price reach of
the masses.

Murdock Radio
Model 164

Outstanding in quality and attractivenesspopular priced, MURDOCK RADIO warrants your serious consideration for 19271928.

MURDOCK
RADIO

.,

93uilders of 'Radio Apparatus since 190¢

MURDOCK COMPANY
320 Washington Ave.
CHELSEA, MASS.

Sold Only by Franchised Dealers and Distributors
Murdock Radio
Model 162

CABINETS BY
ADLER-ROYAL
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

We will cheerfully forward details to
Dealers and Distributors who enquire
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A full line including America's
most beautiful radio (new)
$65 to $600
See them at Booth 112 at the
R. M. A. Show
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Took Our Own
Medicine andJJ/íedl/
WE devised a merchandising plan Then, instead of
trying it on dealers-we tried it on ourselves.
We put it into operation in 47 towns and cities, during one of the worst months of the "off" season. It workedworked so well, in fact, that the dealers sold sets faster than
in the rush season, and wondered why they had never done
it before. It's like that with all simple plans that work.
Because we know it is good medicine, we are passing it along
to all Arborphone dealers.
As nearly as it is possible with such a thing, this plan makes
profitable sales certain.
What is the plan?-Write us and we'll tell you. Arborphone
dealers everywhere are going to use it, and we've proved
they'll sell rings around their competitors.

The ARBORPHONE
In thousands of homes, the splendid qualities of the Arbor phone have been demonstrated beyond all possible doubt.
By a circuit which is years ahead of its time, we extract the
last bit of volume and distance from every tube, at all agave
lengths.

Tone quality-perfectly revitalizes

everything from

the

delicate shadings of the voice to the mighty richness of the
great symphony orchestra.

A RBORPMONE

The Radio Coach

RADIO

DMONSTmnos COACH

See it at the R. M. A.

Show-it's one of the
most interesting

parts

of our radio merchandising plan.

PHO
Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Precision Products Co.
335 South Main St.
ANN ARBOR, MICH.
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-regardless of
line voltage variation
MODEL
110

COMPACT

COMPLETE in one unit, the Cleartone line of A. C.
electric sets has conquered a new world. More than
a year spent in successful A. C. set manufacturing has
enabled us to bring out a thoroughly proven set which will

operate perfectly at any voltage from 100 to 125 Volts
A. C.

Cleartone sets are assembled in a completely shielded
chassis. No "A" or "B" batteries; one dial compensated
control. A complete socket power unit!-And a full line
of sets ranging in price from $145.00 to $345.00 to meet
every radio set demand. Operating on McCullough A. C.
tubes, Cleartone sets are the only ones which will operate
perfectly under line voltage variations.
See us at booth 512 at the R M A Trade Show
or write us for full information

Cleartone
A. C. ELECTRIC SETS

THE CLEARTONE RADIO CO.
DIVISION OF

The Cincinnati Time Recording Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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THE ONLY

ORTHO-S ONI C
RADIO
Reg. I.T. S. Pat. O.

*The fundamental exclusive
^trcuit making possible Orthasonic reproduction is patented
under

IT.

1,532,970.

S.

Letters Patent

7\kw and improved designs
with full light socket operation,
;Federal

orlho sonic

FEDERAL RETAILERS

can now add

tion to the long list of desirable selling
features already offered by the widely
known Federal line.

Re ailer J
l

socket -operated Otho-sonic radio recep"Or

The Sign of the Designated
Federal Retailer.

Not only are new models now offered, models more

beautiful than ever and with greater refinements in
physical appearance and chassis constructionNot only does this line insure you the greater sales
opportunity arising from wide variety, an all -satisfying price -range, and a performance that no radio in
the world has ever surpassed-

But now-in Federal construction-still further
enhancing Federal's prestige and desirability, comes
full operation from light socket.

Federal radio engineers have been working for
years on the various types of light socket operation.
This epoch-making, new Federal development is the
fruit of their efforts. And the brilliant performance

of the new Federal Ortho-sonic sets, functioning
with all A, B and C batteries eliminated, proves
how successful they were.

This new Federal development moreover incorporates tremendous strides in

the elimination of the familiar short -

comings of light -socket operation. By
ingenious design, the maximum of regulation to off-

set current fluctuations is obtained. A.C. hum and
other objectionable noises are reduced to a negligible
degree. No electrolyte, liquid or other material requiring replacement is used. And the current supply
feature requires but a single tube, and this carries a

six months' guaranty with replacement made on a
pro -rata "mileage basis."
You should know about these sets. The Federal

line is backed by an organization of pioneers in the
electrical communication field. It is a line that will
never be "orphaned." It is broadly advertised
nationally. An unusual line-up of newspaper advertising and selling helps go behind it. It holds the
respect and confidence of the most reliable class of
retailers in the field. No radio designation you can
secure will ever bring you more sincere cooperation
or pay you more handsomely for your efforts.

Get in touch with your wholesaler; or write us

-at once.

FEDERAL
RADIO
Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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J4-archiYcq under the

Orthosonic banner
assures retailers of quick, steady turnovers, handsome profits,
satisfied customers and bigger sales.
Why carry many lines when there is a Federal for every need?

If you are not a designated Federal Retailer see the nearest

Federal Wholesaler at once or write us.
Prices upon application
F-10 - Seres

tubes.

lured radio
Designed for
use with loop only. Single
control. Maxim 10l, selecBalanced
frequency.

D-10-Fire tubes.

Balanced tuned radio frequency. Centralized
selective.
l'ery
trol.

Genuine Mahogany cabinet.

mown.

Finished in riel,

tivity-long range reception. Bugged. all metal

construction. Illuminated
Per
scale.
volume
conIral. Mahogany cabinet

-I"rem it ion i nbty. Finished in rich broma+. satin texture.

F -10-60-P. 10

receivinK

D-10-60-1)-/ 0 receiving
set with circuit adapted
for light socket operation.

set, with circuit adapted
for light sr,cket operation. Furnished with Inr-

supply equipment. eliminating all batteries. Also
built-in
equipped with
coupling derive. giving

eliminating all batteries.
Also equipped frith builtin coupling device, !tiring
finest tone quality.

Furnished

finest tone

with

current

quality.

D-5 Console - Specially
designed and finished to
snatch. D-10 and D -I0-60.
Ample space for all batteries or current supply
equipment.

E-10 - Six tubes. Bal-

anced tuned radio frequency. Single control.
ExIlluminated scale.

tremely selective. Marimrnm
receiving range.
Rugged. all metal construction. Perfect control

of volume. Rich brown
mahogany
ea/1i net.
Beautiful inlay.
E -10-60-E-/0 receiving
set. with circuit adapted

for light socket operation.
Furnis'ed s,-itl, en, -rent
supply equipment. eliminating all batteries. Also
equipped with built-in
coupling derive. giving
finest tone quality.

rent

supply

rorss/s srn t,

F-6 Console - Specially
designed and finished to
matcl, F-10. Ample space

for all batteries or cur-

rent .supply equipment.
Equipped with special

rubber tire casters.

D-40-Fire tubes.

Bal-

anced tuned radio frequency. Centralized con-

trol.

latest

Built -ire speaker-

avofrsticat design.
rich lone finality.
B e c e i r e r compartment
.slides out to install tubes.
Gen a iue ,,-alum cabinet.
Deep,

A ',pie space for all batteries.

D -40 -60-D -I0

receiving

set. with circuit adapted
for light socket opera
lion. Furnished with cur
rent supply equipmsersr
eliminating all balterie-.
Also equipped vcith built
in coupling device, gis
ing finest tone quality.

Console - Specially
designed and finished to
match E -I0 and E-10-60.
Ample space for all batE-5

teries or current supply

equipment.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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A PRICE FOR EVER PURSE

ORTHO - SONIC

RADIO

E-40 - Si.r tubes.

F-40 - Seven tubes.

frequency. Single control. Extremely selec-

frequency.

Balanced tuned radio

tire - nn a xi i U ur

r o u g e.
receiving
Rugged. all metal con-

struction. Illuminated
scale. Built-in speaker
- latest acoustical

design.

Receiver com-

partment slides out
to install tubes. Genuine

awlsn t cabinet.
Artistically an tkiued.
and inlaid with Fiddle -hack
mahogany.
Ample .space for all
batteries.

Balanced tuned radio

Designed

for use with loop
only. .Single control.
Maxim u,. selectivity

-long range

recep-

Rugged. a 7 l
lion.
metal
rons:rn ct ion.
Illuminated scale. Exceptionally
la r g e

built-in
la te 51
design.

speaker-

acoustical
Genuine wal-

nut cabinet.
cally

Artisti-

antiqued.

In-

laid with Vermilion.
Ample space for all

batteries or current
supply equipment.

E-45-60-Six tubes.
Balanced tuned
radio frequency. Full operation front
Single control.
Very
1/nilt-in speaker, latest
is completely shielded.
Splendid original cabinet design of
figured walnut. with rich overlay of

light .socket.
setectire.
design.

Set

Built-in coupler provides utmost in tonal rendition.
Fiddle -back mahogany.

Loop operated.
Balanced tuned radio frequency. Single
control.
Loop concealed in door of
cabinet.
Built-in. speaker.
Newest
acoustical design.
.Set is completely

F-45-11O-Seven, tubes.

shielded.
Cabinet of new and unique
Splendid appearance accomdesign.
plished htf artistic use of diamond

massed walnut with maple and burl

overlays.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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Custom13uLLt Models

For those seeking the ultimate in radio cabinet work and design, We offer
these four splendid examples of furniture craftsmanship.
Prices upon application
Oxford -Seven tubes. Single control. Illuminated scale. Custom built cabinet of genuine
walnut and maple finished in deep brown, carefully antiqued. Loop concealed in door. Con-

tains famous Federal seven foot horn.

The

cabinet is characteristic of the workmanship of
the early English artisan.

Oxford 60-Oxford receiving set, with circuit

adapted for light socket operation. Furnished
with current supply equipment, eliminating all
batteries.
Also equipped with built-in coupling device, giving finest tone quality.

Louvain -

Seven

tubes.

Single

control.

Illuminated scale. Cu.ctma built cabinet of
walnut and cherry burl.
semi -arched top,
characteristic of later English design, finished
in a dull mash. Loop concealed in door. Contains famous Federal seven foot horn.

Louvain 60-Louvain receiving set, with circuit adapted for light .son/vet operation. Furnished wit/i current supply equipment. eliminating all batteries. Also equipped with builtin coupling device, giving finest tone quality.

The Mandarin

Mandarin-Seven

tubes.

Single

control.

Illuminated .scale.
Loop concealed in door.
Contains famous Federal seven foot horn.
Cabinet decorated in an authentic Chinese
Chippendale the upper section being beautifully
finished with hand applied Chinese decorating
of the raised type. Lower section is of selected

Walnut finished in a dark brown tone with a
tracery of maple.
Mandarin 60-Mandarin receiving set. with circuit adapted for light .socket operation. Furnished with. current supply equipment, eliminating all batteries. Also equipped with builtin coupling device, giving finest tone quality.

Milan-Seven tubes. Single control. Illuminated scale. Custom built cabinet of genuine
walnut and maple finished in deep brown.
Loop

concealed

in

door.

Contains

famous

Federal seven foot horn. Splendid example of
cabinet maker's art in Italian renaissance.
Wood of selected walnut with all decorations
hand carved and raised.

Milan 60-Milan

receiving set with circuit
adapted for light socket operation. Furnished
with current supply equipment. eliminating
all batteries.
Also equipped with built-in
coupling device, giving finest tone quality.

The Louvain

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION, Buffalo, N. Y.
(Division of Federal Telephone and Telegraph Company)
Operating Broadcast Station WGR at Buffalo
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Be sure and see us at the
show-A surprise awaits
you.

Get our distribution
plans, prices, etc., at
once.

THE CARTER MFG, CO.

6300 LRUCLID
Radio

Retailing,
June, 1927

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Guthrie promises four things. Read this announcement and make him prove every statement. First: He offers the radio trade a one -dial,
six tube set that will meet any and all competition
regardless of price. Second: A one-dial, eight tube
set that is the season's outstanding development
in tone, selectivity and ease of operation. Just as it
is impossible to compare a six cylinder car with an
eight, it is impossible to compare this extraordinary

set with anything heretofore manufactured.
Third: Despite these remarkable achievements,
the cost on these sets has been kept down until
they exceed in value anything Guthrie has heretofore accomplished. Fourth: These sets, built
on proven principles, will conserve and mobilize
the tremendous equity that every jobber and
dealer has in good will created for B batteries,
B eliminators and trickle chargers by years of
local and national advertising. Remember the high
priced market in any commodity is an expensive
market to supply. This year price and performance will sell millions of sets where high prices

have hitherto closed the door.
The Guthrie Co., Elyria. Ohio (Formerly Grafton, Ohio)
238
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The present Counterphase-Six

and Eight will be continued
without change IN ADDITION the new "hundred

dollar" Six in table model and console
will open tremendous new fields among
the thousands of B -T followers who
have been clamoring for a B -T set at a
lower price.

EVERY B -T PRODUCT in

five

years has been more than successful-no

single item has ever been "dumped"Each year adds prestige to the B -T
line and to the dealer who handles it.

ALL DEALERS are being refranIf you write today you may still
be in time to secure protection in your
city, and share in the profits on the new

chised.

Power Units and

the

B -T CONE

SPEAKER.

BREMER TULLY MFG. CO.
520 S. Canal St., Chicago, Ill.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927

Counterphase 8 -Table Model
Also available in Consoles and
with separate power tables.

/7f
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EXHIBITORS SECTION RMA TRADE SHOW

The NEW
and wonderfully improved
SUPER -SENSITIVE

Adaptable to
all Standard

Perfectly
Matched

Tubes.

In presenting this new AERO coil to the radio public on July 1st, we are offering the
finest inductance unit ever placed on the market.
This new coil is the very last word in coil construction. It contains a host of new
and important improvements. It possesses amazing adaptability and can be used in all
R. F. circuits-both bridge and loss balanced. Its exclusive features make it easily
adaptable to 5, 6, or 7 tube sets.

Here are a few of the remarkable characteristics of this new AERO Coil:
1. Rugged-Will keep appearance and original electrical characteristics indefinitely.
2. High electrical efficiency-Unusually high
ratio of inductance to radio frequency resistance.

4. Good mounting facilities-Terminals

at

lower end of coil permit short connections
to tubes, sockets, etc.
S. Adaptability-Carefully designed primary

windings of proper impedance for any

3. Shape ratio-Ratio of coil length to coil
diameter is such that magnetic coupling
between coils is at a minimum, thus eliminating necessity for shielding in many re-

ceivers.

type commercial tube immediately available.

6. Ease of connection-Screw type terminals
permit optional choice of connections with-

out soldering iron, or with soldering iron.

.1 coil kits, and
will also be used In the AERO R.F.R. kit and the AER( 3 Circuit Tuner. Ile
sure to see this amazing coil at the R.M.A. Trade Show, for it's going to be
the sensation of the coming season. Visit our exhibition in Booth No. 12 and
let us give you complete information. If you can't attend the show, write at

This new type AFRO coil will be presented next season is :3 and

once for details.

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
1772 Wilson Ave.,

240

Chicago, Ill.
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BUILT LIKE A VIOLIN

List price

TIP TABLE MODEL

$40
Our complete line will be

Are

you providing the
utmost in radio enjoyment
and economy possible?

shown and demonstrated in
Room 556A, Stevens Hotel, Are you giving your trade

during the Chicago Show. the following tube advanOnly when you hear the tages which mean so much
amazing expression Teletone in radio reception?
speakers give radio reception,

will you realize the quick
sales possibilities it offers.

Long Filament Life
Nothing less than one year?

Uniformity
Every tube a perfect match
without selective test?

E [TONE
announces a

TIP TABLE

Capacity-VolumeComplete
Don't hold out on your trade.

Don't hold out on yourself.
Enjoy the better profits that

grow out of greater customer
satisfaction, less servicing
and more volume of business.

THE ARCH
DOES IT
Perfect degasification, made
possible by Ken-Rad's entirely
new and exclusive "arch"
principle of construction is the
secret of the ARCHATRONS
amazing sensitivity, uniformity

and longer life,

CONE SPEAKER

KEN _r1_ RAD

This novel speaker not only achieves the famous

ARCS -IA" l'RONS

acoustic excellence of Teletone Speakers, but actually
can be used as a table as well!

Skilled musical instrument makers have given
their long experience to each detail of its manufac-

ture. Only spruce wood is used on the interiorwood comparable in quality to that used in the finest

violins. A full floating armature unit operates
equally well on voltages from 90 up.
The stand and frame which acts as a sounding
board are made of genuine mahogany.

Unconditionally
Guaranteed

FOR ONE YEAR
Excess voltage errors excepted
We stand ready to back up our
claim that ARCHATRONS are
for
positively the greatest performing

every
tube

Only the increased manufacturing facilities of
our large new plant enable us to offer this unique
speaker at such an attractive price.

tubes on the market today.

TELETONE CORPORATION
of AMERICA

the severest test on your own receiver and if you
do not find that they outlive and outperform any
other tube, return the shipment for full credit.
ARCHATRONS live longer and do more-but cost
no more than ordinary tubes.
Write us direct or thru your
local ARCHATRON distributor

Room 556A, Stevens Hotel
COMPLETE DISPLAY AND DEMONSTRATION

TRIAL AT OUR RISK
Order

a

single set of ARCHA-

TRONS-or to cover your tube
Put them to
stock requirements.

need

THE KEN-RAD CORP., Inc.,

OwKybore

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication

There's a never-ending source of

POWER for your customers and
PROFIT for you, in this

(YAM; 0:14e.
TRIKL-"A" POWER UNIT
Here's an "A" battery and charger combined

that is making radio history.
Just plug it into a light socket-and forget it.
The charging unit is automatic and fool -proof.

It operates without noise or hum. No bulbs-no
liquid-no moving parts.
The battery is a special Prest-O-Lite develop-

ment, designed to meet the exacting requirements
of radio use. It requires water only twice a year.
This unit is attractive to dealers be
cause it satisfies customers.

Best of all-there's a real PROFIT
in it for you. Write for details.

"Always on the Job"
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Continuous Circuit
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Five

E

CLIPS f

-Bulldog- Grip

PRESTO-LITE STORAGE
BATTERY SALES CORPORATION
Indianapolis, Indiana

__

beautiful models -

6, 7 and 8 tube circuits

of

remarkable perform-

ance-prices $75 to $200.

The new 8 has
One dial
control

One volume

e'UPS
RADIO

control
Illuminated

,

BATTERIES

port dial of

logging type
Panel switch
with "broad"

and "sharp"

tuning positions.
Newcombe -

Hawley

speaker built in

A national sales organization
built upon a battery clip !
YOU WILL SEE WHY WHEN YOU SEE THE CLIP

If the Hartung battery and test clip is that good, it must

offer you a good item for your store.
It is enough better than the conventional clips that the difference is easily noticeable.

You can get a handy assortment of the popular sizes at the
same price advantage formerly applying only on large

quantities.
Get this sales -pulling display carton on your counter.
Order through your jobber, or write direct for samples.

C. F. HARTUNG CO., 728 E. 61st St., Los Angeles, Cal.

wing (tole
EIGHT

A masterpiece of radio engineering and cabinet design.
Simplest possible tuning and finest tone quality over complete range. Cabinet of high -lighted American walnut.

Anylite Electric Company
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

Builders of Receivers That Maya Never Disappointed
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PANEL METERS

All Meters Fully
Guaranteed

For Manufacturers and Set Builders
No. 430-0-10 V.

No. 440-0-100 Mill.

No. 441-0-300 Mil.

We Will Manufacture Any Special Meters for Radio Set

Or Battery Charger Manufacturers

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST
No. 430-0-10 Volt

LUNDQUIST TOOL & MFG. CO.
144 Greene St., Worcester, Mass.

Panel Meters
nnnunuunuuuuuuuumm
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The New

ittW

Star Antenna
Provides for
An Effective
Antenna System

TRADE MARI( eco.

RECEIVERS-EQUALIZORS-SUPPRESSORS

RETAILS $5.00

Now Ready-new fall line of Elkay Receivers,
including the Electric Senior, Battery Senior,

Dealers and Jobbers

also Junior Six -tube and Junior Seven -tube for
batteries. Write for territorial rights.

Get Lined Up Now

THE LANGBEIN-KAUFMAN RADIO CO.

Main and Hickory Sts.

Star Antenna Sales

Dept. M, 62 Franklin St., New Haven, Conn.
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AR1tEST&RS
-widely recognized
as standard equipment
Recognized for years as the
sets

for radio

against the dangers of

lightning.
Made of genuine Bakelite
and Brass parts, Keystone
Radio Lightning Arresters

Retail Price
$1.50
(In Canada $2.00)

are designed and manufactured by a company that has
produced

over

2,000,000

lightning arresters for radio
and industrial purposes.
Place your order now and be
prepared for the big summer
demand.

Write today!

ELECTRIC SEI VICE SU1J1I,IES CO.
50 Church St.
New York, N. Y.

17th and Cambria Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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A.
C.
TUBES
Of interest to Manufacturers of Sets

KEYST
LIGHTNING
surest protection

Elkhart, Ind.

Ill. Merchants' Bk. Bldg.
Chicago, Ill.

Manufacturers of Eliminators and Jobbers
AC -227, AC -226, AC -280, and AC -281

li

These are four new Magnatron tubes available after
June 1st. Two new tubes for A.C. reception and two improved rectifier tubes-all with the well-known Magnium
oxide -coated filament.
The AC -227 is super -sensitive detector as well as superior
radio or audio amplifier. Made with a five -prong base it
requires a special socket: but it is also made with the
Magnatron Adapter Base so that it can be used in regular
sockets without any change in the set. It easily makes
every radio set a potentially batteryless set. List price $6.00
The AC -226 is a more powerful radio or audio amplifier.
and also makes a splendid power tube in last stage audio.
It should not be used as detector, but gives excellent results when the AC -227 is employed as detector. Has regular four -prong base. List price
$3.00
The AC -280 is a new full -wave rectifier tube with an output of 125 mills. List price
$S
The AC -281 is a new half -wave rectifier with an output
50
of 125 mills. List price
$9.50

These new tubes will make it possible to eliminate all
batteries in the operation of receiving sets, without loss
of any kind.

Wire or write imediately for further information and
price.

TUBE MANUFACTURERS
We are now able to furnish to other tube manufacturers
Magnium Filament and Cathodes for the above tubes. as well
as in all other types and sizes. This filament is stable, easily
handled and easily worked; gives unvarying good results in
vacuum tubes over a perid of from 2,000 to 10,000 hours.

Connewey Electric Laboratories
Magnatron Building., Hoboken, N.J.

HIAGNATRON S
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Make a Battery Tester
PART OF
EVERY RADIO SALE
Whether a radio customer prefers the handy,

new Scranton Cap Testers or the Scranton
Kant -Stick, be sure he buys one or the other
as part of his set. Either increases his satisfaction by helping keep the battery up to par.
And both
add nicely

-Feel Day -Fan's
Husky Motor
Pull Air!

to your

profit.

Retails for

$18.75

The Cap Testers remain permanently in the battery, reducing three testing operations to

Plug in a Day -Fan
Jr. Cleaner (Form-

one-the simplest. They make
it possible to check up on all
three cells in thirty seconds,

feel that husky motor
leap into life-put

erly Handy-Vac)your hand near the
nozzle and feel the

without danger of spilling acid.

Their universal plugs fit any
battery. A wonderful selling
combination of novelty and
necessity.

$2,00
LIST
(Set of Three)

For buyers who would
KANTSTICK

BATTERY
TESTER

$1,00
LIST

strong sweeping air -

BATTERY
CAP TESTER

rather have a regulation
style battery tester, Kant Stick offers the last word
accuracy. Its triple pendulum type
float is protected from
in

tested,

pull that's the sure
sign of a successful

cleaner.
Hand it, running, to your customer! Let her run it over a
pad on your counter. Day -Fan Jr. Cleaner only weighs
3 lbs.-she can do it easily.
It's an ideal seller because it's so light and small you can
demonstrate it anywhere-it's so powerful it tells its own
story in actions that speak louder than words-it's so inexpensive that it's all over but the wrapping.

If the sale needs an additional "push-over"-tell her how

easily and quickly it cleans cushions, couches, car upholstery,

curtains, clothes, mattresses, draperies, carpets, and coatsbut you probably won't have to.
Day -Fan Jr. Cleaner sells itself on sight as soon as it's
running in the customer's hand. Write us for information.

DAY -FAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO

breaking by rubber

cushioned shock absorbers,

and from sticking by the
specially shaped tube. A
reliable tester and a reliable seller-always.

DAY -FAN FANS
Don't forget. That same constant runing Day -Fan Motor drives the big
blades of Day -Fan Fans. That is why
these fans have seven big talking -points.

The biggest one on a hot day is "extra
air delivery." Write us for the other
six.

Ask Your Jobber's Salesman

SCRANTON GLASS INSTRUMENT CO., Inc.
Scranton, Pennsylvania

SCJRANT
TEST INSTRUMENTS
ADV. PICARDSOIIN, INC., N. Y.

For More Than 38 Years Manufacturers of
High Grade Electrical Apparatus

2L5
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GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
PERMANENT "A"

At the

SHOW

Eliminator

AFTER four years of unrelenting scientific research and experiment, there
emerges from our laboratories the PER-

MANENT "A" Eliminator ready to

Don't miss the NEW

The PERMANENT "A" does NOT

Gould Unipower

pile up PROFITS for YOU!

use a storage battery and trickle charger.

It is the only REAL "A" Eliminator.
The PERMANENT "A" has no tubes.

There is no acid to spill. No AC hum on
any set, nor is any rewiring whatever required. Simply connect the PERMANENT "A" the same as you would
connect your storage battery. Requires no
dealer service. Every PERMANENT
"A" sale will make a permanent customer.

Write or wire TODAY for further details.

high,

6

inches wide and 81

inches long.

mately 21 lbs.

$39.50

If you cannot attend the show, write

at once for details of Gould's important 1927-28 program. We have
THE GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO., INC.
Depew, New York
Branches: New York, Chicago, Kansas City, San Francisco

Weighs approxi-

SEE it at BOOTH 66
R.M.A. Show, Chicago

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
477 Broadway

Booth 116, Hotel Stevens
Chicago, June 13-16

news vital to every radio dealer.

PERMANENT "A" Eliminator: Delivers power up to ten
tubes. Operates on 110 volts

A.C., 60 cycles. Consumes only LIST
between SO and 60 watts at PRICE
maximum load. Size 8% inches

{

New York City

iiipower
Off when it's on

On when it's off

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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Overtone
the Passport to Public Favor
Four years ago, Carl Pfanstiehl stood alone in

the solitary position of being the pioneer of
quality reproduction. First to pass unhampered the signal impulse through a radio sethe produced the first radio with outstanding
tone quality-accomplishing a unique achievement in radio design. There is no distortion of

the delicate vibrations making the colorful
overtones which distinguish and register the
many impulses of voice-musical instrument
-and performer.
Compare the PFANSTIEHL OVERTONE with the ordinary
radio-and you will know the difference. Give your ears a
chance. Let the PFANSTIEHL OVERTONE convey to your
mind a perfect reproduction of the world stage before. you.
Jobber territory now being closed-Dealer franchises
now being assigned-Write or wire for details.

PFANSTIEHL RADIO CO.

OVERTONE
RADIO

Waukegan, Ill.
PIONEERS IN SIMPLIFIED CONTROL
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The

Big (3) Three

THANK You!

Consisting of Three Types
of

Loud

Speaker

P.

The wholesome recognition accorded statistical data prepared by

Stands

Listing at $10.50 Each

Standard No. 100-A

McGraw-Hill Publications is due in

Te accommodate the New R.C.A.
Model No. 100-A Speaker

large measure to the readers of
McGraw-Hill Publications, who
reply with painstaking care to
McGraw-Hill questionnaires.

Standard No. 100
To accommodate R.C.A. Model
No. 100 Speaker

Universal Standard
Designed to fit the majority of Cone
Speakers now on the market

For Sale by All Leading
Radio Distributors

E

E-

This is a word of appreciation to
you readers who are called upon
from time to time to give McGrawHill basic information of a more or
less confidential nature.

Write for Information
No. 100.A Standard

Albert Wahle Company, Incorporated
Metropolitan & Morgan Aves.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THE PUBLISHERS
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New 2 -Use Fiat Cone (Zinc)

Avoid the

"SUMMER
SLUMP"
this year
You can with the Trav-Ler
Portable Radio, for Trav-Ler
is a year-round seller-as popular and useful in the summer
as in the rest of the year.
The Trav-Ler is really portable and easy to carry on trips. Small
enough to slip under a Pullman seat,

to tuck in a car or canoe. It weighs
only 24pounds!

Everything is in one small case-

batteries, loud speaker, aerial, 5
tubes. Just lift the
cover and tune inin a car, a train, on a
boat, out camping, at
hotels. No aerials to
string up. No ground

connections. Sweet
tone. Strong volume.
Standard parts. Single
dial control.
`Price complete,

at only

$ List
1 Price
23°
New Beauty
Beautifully
in

blue

finished
and gold

with neat walnut
frame. The "Fiat"
Cone harmonízes with

the finest furniture.

New Tone
Quality
The tone quality .of
the "Fiat" is equal

to that of the highest
priced speakers. This
cone is built on the

principle of the
"Majestic"
Horn Reproducer.
famous

New Volume

The deep resonance of its tones also matches
the higher priced speakers.

Sell Its Distinctive Double Use

-Console Cone or Wall
Model
Here is the speaker that radio users have been
for-a cone speaker that combines dislow
tinctive beauty-wonderful tone quality-and
value appeals

The Popular
THE
BANK

LOO,

18425

FIATS

Console Loop

Is Another Fast Seller

TRAV-LER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
3401 North Halsted Street, Chicago

,Member of
Radio Manufacturers Association

small size possible-and secures a high ratio of
inductance to distributed capacity, insuring un-

TRAV-LER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
3401 North Halsted Street, Department D, Chicago

Please send me complete dealer information on the

Type "C" Console

Fiat Loop

usual sensitivity. Every Fiat Loop is guaranteed
against any mechanical or electrical defects.

We have just acquired the sole right
for the manufacture and sale of this
loop. List price ONLY

rAddresr

type.

volume is adthe wall, as desired. Its powerful
tone quality
justable and free from buzzing. The that
of the
is excellent-as finely tempered as
highest priced speakers. Fully guaranteed.
in the
The low price for the highmakes
qualityit aoffered
remarkably
new "Fiat" Cone
Speaker
Explain
to
your
customers
that
this
fast seller.
asnew
the
speaker is built on the same principle
famous "Majestic" Horn Reproducer. This
"Fiat" Cone will show you more sales than you
ever have had before on a speaker.

This new 1927 model Bank Wound Loop is made
of solid walnut with natural lacquer finish, hand of design is an adornment to
rubbed. Its beautyThis
loop turns on a 7 -inch
any radio set.
The
patented
Bank Winding makes the
radius.

name

changed from
Console to Wall
is

Its double decorative
price.
strongly. By simply detaching the base, the new
"Fiat" is easily converted from a console type to
a wall model. Set it on the table-hang it on

Without Accessories, $65.00

Trav-Ler Portable Radio.

By simply detaching base, this cone

250

DEALERS-You are assured of a good profit
margin on every "Fiat" sale. Fast turnover
-wide profits! Send for sample order today.

METAL DEVICES CORPORATION
Manufacturers of the famous "Majestic" Horn Reproducer.

2646 N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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The Last Word in Sound
Reproduction
MOST any Speaker brings you something of Radio's

joy-but until you've really heard a "Jewel Case"
with its resonant tonal beauty, tonal completeness, naturalness, you've missed the fullest joy! There are so
many claims in Radio we only ask you this-just believe
your own ears when you listen to recreations of music,
speaking, or singing so nat-

ural you scarcely realize

the living authors are many
miles away. That is Velvet
Radio joy!
{[ No. 21

$40.00

]}

Velvet Radio Speakers bring
a definite contribution to
Radio reproduction in more

than mere beauty-for the
rich rounded vibrant tones
are natural as life itself-

it's "just as if you were
there!"
Sales Representative to the
Jobbing Trade

The ZINKE CO.
1323 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago
"The Jewel Case" is a

musical instrumentin
tonal
but it is as well, a
beautiful piece of
handicraft.

supreme

beauty and powerJLulf. by BORKDIAI RADIO CORP., Salt Luke City. Utah.

F

s.

s.

Longer Life
Greater
Amplification
Non-Microphonic

SUPERFLEX

5.2

for Summer Reception
Inbuilt STATIC SNUBBER. Test One
Radio Products Corp., Inc.
3816 N. 28th St., Birmingham, Ala.
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Soveign

Manufacturers
Jobbers
Dealers

A -C -Kits
CONVERT YOUR

111111111111111111111

MILL

PRESENT SETS

Write for

INTO
BATTERY -LESS
RECEIVERS

Details

FOR

Battery -Less Receivers

"BONE-DRI" A Socket -Power
and
BATTERY CHARGERS

Equal to

WEBSTER B's Raytheon Equipped
Enough Said!

See the latest in socket -power units at
Booth 52, R.M.A. trade show week
June 13, Chicago.
In the meantime write for free booklet

Operate Direct From Light Socket
Manufactured by

"How to eliminate your batteries"

THE WEBSTER CO.

SOVEREIGN ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

848 Blackhawk, Chicago

123-127 N. Sangamon St., Chicago, Ill.
+5m1liimummmxumnmmmuamnmmmmnnnu 1111 ununumuuuuumumnunummmuumumunl limnmmmuli.
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VICTOREEN
Wile re
Wwtteci:

112
Audio Transformer
Unít

That's where the Cuno Radio Reel enables the owner of a set to place his loud
speaker-or an extra one: in another part
of the room or another room, out on the
porch, in the kitchen. And cords are kept
free from tangles and consequent damage.

It's a real seller and a profit maker for
you.

i

toreen 112-worthy of its name-consists

of two stages of audio amplification in one case,
using two No. 112 power tubes. It is especially
recommended for its exceptional freedom from

distortion and its wider tonal limits. Will
work with any type loud speaker and show
improvement in tonal quality.
booklet. List Price

Ask your jobber or write
us for descriptive circular
and dealers' discounts.
Model 687 Radio Reel-A

VICTOREEN UNIVERSAL CIRCUIT

self -rewinding reel,
with button controlled ratchet,
and protected extension cord.
Easily connected between

loud speaker jack and horn.
Readily attached, with two
screws, to cabinet or table.
Well made, practicable, durable, easy to operate. Handfinished

in

$22.00

has been further perfected and will please an even
larger number of fans during the coming season.

novel

somely

Send for new

ICTOREEN 10PART'S

brown

s

enamel and nickel. Attractive
display card included in each
carton of six. Complete with
terminals and 25 feet of high
grade cord, list, each... $3.75

t'y,F_1r

AUDIO CONTROL UNIT

A F TRANSFORMER

The
Cuno
Engineering
Corp.
Meriden, Conn.

MASTER CONTROL UNIT

RHEOSTAT

Exhibited at Booth No. 1358 at the
R.M.A. Convention and Trade Show,
June 13th to 18th, Hotel Stevens.
Chicago.
Now is the time to line up with Victoreen
for a profitable season. Write for prices,
discounts, etc.
Branches in all principal cities.

Notice to Manufacturers
We also make the Radio Reel

in a model to be built into
the set. Write for descrip-

tive circular and prices.

The George W. Walker Cleveland,
Co. Ohio

6528 Carnegie Avenue

alercAanduer, of j iornrten Radio Prndn.,,
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eAnnouncing...
The Sonatron A -C Tube
At the
R. M. A. SHOW

June 13-17 Inclusive
The Sonatron Tube Com-

pany will occupy Booth
110-B at the R.M.A. Show.

You are cordially invited
to visit us at this space.

THE Sonatron Tube Company announces the
presentation at the June R. M. A. Show, of its
newest laboratory development-the Sonatron A -C
Tube ... Together with the Sonatron SH-85, Son-

atron Tubes are now available for complete electriInquiry is invited.
cal operation of receivers

tat *A

R!N A

...

SONATRON TUBE COMPANY
108 West Lake Street
CHICAGO
NEWARK, N. J.

320 Lafayette Bldg.
16 Hudson Street
DETROIT
NEW YORK
WINDSOR, ONT., CAN.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
Nationally Advertised

Standard Quality
uuunnuuuuununuu11muuu11unun1111nu11nu11n11nnum11un11mnuittmunuuunuuun11nuunnnuc:anune=
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MANUFACTURERS

e

- Tie Up With -

YTRO

I

=

TRIPLE TESTED

RADIO TUBES
Guaranteed 100%
Licensed under Sodium Process

g.

Patent No. 1,573,593

Jobbers 'write for exclusive territory.

Many Repeat Orders On
This Radio Light
8th

HYTRON CORPORATION
SALEM, MASS.

Jan.

APROMINENT New York jobber
reordered seven times. Another in Newark, N. J.
ordered four times in two months. A Chicago jobber's
second order was double his first order and his third
order was double his second.
A world famous department store, on their third order
in two months, received four times the quantity of their
second order. Many others report similar successes.
Vimeo Radio Light is a big seller at Í63.85 retail price.
Display it for summer business. Write for full particulars and attractive discounts.
since

Samples on request.
__

All Tepes

immta nnull
lunmmiuunuu maitu tttmmuuniummi in unimin mmuunnuuuuummumnimmuunnnun
unmununnmmunnmuuunumimuummuninumminintimum mm minammuummnuuu mmunimnnmUmuml.

Wanted for the Big Buck Parade =_
Jobbers and Dealers Everywhere to Join the Rest or
the Troop In Merchandising Our Famous Buck
Radio Tubes.

List Types-201As-199s-12s
price $1.00 or One Buck E
Types --Detectors and

/

VIMCO MFG. COMPANY, INC.

Manufacturers of Nationally -Known "BendO-Life"

721-B Ellicott Sq., Buffalo, N. Y.

RADIO VIMCO

F.

LIGHT

Powers

price
List200M-112s-171s
o NBeuwc-ka

Gas
Elimi- T ube for BRectifl
OurFilled Buck

14"
4

natos.
Now Is the time to

Start
get in line.
marching, enlist New B

Customers, increase
your Sales and real- z
ize Bigger Profits. _
Advertising
Free

Matter - Stands,
Streamers,
Logs, etc.

/

Radio

UNE
ELECTRICIVRSAL

LIIS11l~11.11~1~11.1111~la1111Ml
lam tun nunnnnnnunnnnnawñ

turn nnnmum] n :it
=.nnuuuuwtwunuuunuu:u11uuuunumuuu run' 11nnnn ilium

LAMP CO.

Newark, N. J.
7111111111111 11 11

1
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D® n®t fail t® see
the Ampli®n

Radio
Receptor Co.

11--+xhibit at the

announces

Chicag® Sh®w

The Famous

oWERI ZER

{-a gain
leads

Amplion
the field in

Reg.II. S. Pat. Office

A Real A-B-C

new developments in
radio reproduction.

Current Supply

The new models that were first demonstrated

at

the

International

REO

with

Graham-

Amplion Conference in London in May
1927, will be demonstrated to the American

trade for the first time at the Music Trade
and Radio Shows in Chicago.
Present at the London Conference were
representatives of the International Amplion
Corporations. For many years Graham-

Amplion with its famous research laboratories has been the leader in the development and improvement of radio sound
reproduction.

and Power Amplification

The Famous

POWERIZER
with 2 Stage Amplification Using
the New Power Tubes
The Famous

POWERIZER

RE(i

with 2 Stage Power Amplification
and Real

The new additions to the famous Amplion

A -B -C Supply

Line are bound to be of great interest to
everyone demonstrating and selling radio

using No Batteries, Liquids or Paste

equipment. We will be glad to welcome all
radio dealers and wholesalers at our booth.
The Amplion Display is at Booth
147. Demonstrations in Rooms
HOTEL STEVENS
805-806,
Chicago, Ill.

POWERIZER Units
REG.

Complete Parts as employed in the
Power Transformers.
Powerizer.
Audio Transformers. Filter Chokes.
Output Transformers.

pOWERIZER Packs
REG.

AMPLION
THE AMPLION CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
280 Madison Avenue, New York City
The Amplion Corporation o1 Canada Ltd.
130 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ont.

FOR POWER and AUDIO AMPLIFICATION for MANUFACTURERS' USE.
Licensed by Radio Corporation of America
and Associated Companies

Come and see us at Room 561, Stevens
Hotel, R. M. A. Trade Show, Chicago.

Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
106 Seventh Ave., New York

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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44 QUALITY"
CABINETS for
Every Type of Receiver
You will appreciate the value of a high quality cabinet in assisting the sale
of a receiver when you see the excellence of our new Speaker Cabinets. Of
number one American striped walnut, and finished in duo -tone lacquer, they
are decidely superior pieces of furniture. Large Orthophonic type loud
speaker horn is built into the cabinet in the space below the receiver space,
and there is ample room for batteries or power units.
In addition to those illustrated, we build lower priced cabinets without doors,
and cabinets similar to the No. 70R with feet like those on the type 80R.

In every,cabinet from the smallest to the largest, the workmanship and
quality of material is the very best obtainable. They are in keeping with
the finest set that will be mounted in them.

No. 70R 18 in. deep,
26 in. wide and 41 in.
high. Equipped with
large orthophonic
speaker horn just
below the set compartment.

No.

8011

17 IA

deep, 30% in.

ART NOVELTY COMPANY

in.
wide.

31% in, high. Will accommodate large battery or eliminators.
Has large orthophonic

horn built in.

Builders of Quality Furniture

GOSHEN, IND.

The SHIELDED KNIGHT
Radio Receiver

--

Note these outstanding
selling points !

Totally Shielded, Single Control, The Utmost in Selectivity.
Six Tubes. Three Stages Tuned
Radio Frequency. Detector and
Two Stages of Audio Frequency.
The circuit is designed to accomModel 6-65. All Aluminum Cabinet and Front
Oxidized Bronze Finish. 8"x15"x7" high

This receiver is building a permanent place in a

seemingly overcrowded field because it sets a new
standard of appearance and performance. Do not

delay if you want to share in the future of this

modate a power tube in the last Audio
Frequency Stage if so desired.
Exclusive cabinet design and
Exceptional tone
finish.
quality.

exceptional product.

'65.°°

Complete with Cable Less Accessories

See your nearest jobber

T. S. Witherbee Co., Inc., Woolworth Building New York
Over 20 years' experience making and selling quality electrical apparatus

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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AR MOR TU BES

P.

'

Strength
Efficiency

_

RMO

J

I

+

the

steadily

T

increasing

demand for better reception, more
volume and greater selectivity.

,

electric

operated

sets.

SENTINEL Al~

1;

rrler..n

.r TtP ron

\

fentinel

I

Sentine`
lightning Am

'ring Anester

-'rleru.

ºntinel
q0'+EO US 1NE

G

_

Se

Uq1KRwR:rERS V

-_

IN A NEW
COUNTER DISPLAY

the

ARMOR tube has a distinct advan-

tage over other tubes, as the filament emission is constant over a
wide range of line voltage fluctua-

which will double your arrester sales. Ten arresters to each
display. A fine item for summer sales. A sample order
will convince you of its selling power. Ask your jobber.

tion.
A

Sentinel.

-

N

\

;-

Sentinel

N

The ARMOR tube has-high filament emission-pure tone reproduction-long efficient life. It is nonmicrophonic - filament, grid and
plate anchored in place, impossible to get out of alignment. Used
in

UGNLÑINS P-.NFESTER

H

Built with platinum filament to
supply

.=

G

Durability

A
R
R
E
S
T
E
R
S

Fleron..

SE;NTIN,

specially designed Armor Tube
for every need

Dealers-Send for literature.
Jobbers-Some territories are open.
Sentinel Arrester
This is the arrester, packed
in the New Display Stand.

Armstrong Electric & Mfg. Co., Inc.
351 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.
lll llllll llllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Carborundum Gap. Approved
by Underwriters. List price
$1.00.

Home Guard Arrester
Large sales volume easily
merchandise. Approved by

built with this fine piece of
Underwriters. List price $.50.

1111I I I I111111111111111111111111111111111111I I I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111I',

Retail Price

Model 20-A complete with
Raytheon Cartridge

$21.00
Model 20-B without Automatic Relays but with
trickle and full charging rates

$10.00

Equipped for, but
less Rectifier Bulb

The CASE Charger
with Automatic "A" and "B" control
and Automatic Full Charge Cut -Off
In combination with "B"

Eliminator makes any receiving set fully power operated-charges the "A"
Battery and automatically
controle both "A" Battery
and "B" Eliminator from receiving set switch. When
set is turned off, charger
automatically and rapidly

replenishes the energy used

by the radio set and automatically

shuts

off

when

COMPLETE AERIAL OUTFITS
Everything necessary for the erection of an aerial of high
efficiency packed in a sturdy 3 -piece slide container. Four
styles and prices. Each kit is a package of exceptional
value.
No. 300
No. 350

battery is fully charged, preventing overcharging and
gasing of battery.

List $3.00
List $3.50

No. 400
No. 500

List $4.00
List $5.00

OTHER FLERON SPECIALTIES

Equipped with Raytheon
"A" Rectifier Cartridgeconsumes 50% less power
than ordinary rectifiers. No
light, no noise and prac-

tically no heat.
The CASE Charger offers
volume
profits.

tails.

sales and liberal
Write for full de-

INDIANA MFG. AND ELECTRIC CO.

Porcelain
Insulators

Glass

Insulators

Stand-off
Insulators

MARION, INDIANA
Lead-in Bushing

RADIO PRODUCTS
RECEIVING SETS-CHARGERS-ACCESSORIES
',1111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iii1UISI11111111111111111111111111111111 W 11111111111111111I1111O111111111111111111C

Screw Eye Insulators

The Fleron Line of Radio Aerial Equipment is sold by all
leading jobbers. Write for folder.

M. M. FLERON di SON, Inc.
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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MORE

É

.PROFIT

New!!

on the First Sale

E

Hammarlund will exhibit at the R. M. A.

E

eral

Trade Show at Chicago, June 13 to 19, sev-

new products-as well

as improved

models of standard Hammarlund Condensers
and Coils.

E

Alsos.

E

-

JOBBERS

DEALERS

If there is no
Vogue Jobber in
your immediate
section. write us
naming
direct
jobber.

Drum Dial (Illuminated)
Multiple Matched Condenser Unit
Radio Frequency Choke Coil
E

PROFIT
on the Repeat Sales

WITH

There will be a new --

E

MORE

Plus

Equalizing Condenser
Midget Condenser

OGUE
NONPAREIL

Choice territory
still open. Send
for information
for next season
oq this profit
producing line
of quality tubes.

The Deluxe Six -Tube 1928 Model

Tubes-should be one of your outstanding money making
accessories. A VOGUE sales analysis sent you on request
pointing out the features of our sales policy, price arrangement, advertising, dealer helps and GUARANTEE will

HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS
"Hi -Q" Receiver
Other new Hammarlund developments
will follow soon.

convince you.
Duplex Base
Power Tubes
eliminate
adapters

Visit the Hammarlund Exhibit at Space 136-B

Straight Matched and Combination Matched

V 300

Super Detector

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
New York
424-438 W. 33rd Street

9'0't B..e#>vt Ra.ctio-

ammarlund

©

A Complete Line

PREC/S/ONt

ALLAN MFG. CO.

PRODUCTS

o

J

c

m11 ntm

m 11m m m 1111 mm m m m 111 mmt11mmmmm m

m11 mnim

11

-

Harrison, N. J.

E

m n m m nm mm nmm11mmm111111111mmtmelmlttld

Los Angeles
212 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

Chicago

tOo W Chicago Ave.

an1111uu111111umuu11uummmunmmmuunuwuun11unuuuuuuuuuumn11uuuuunnuuuunnuun11unmuc

Answering the problem of Radio Distribution
MERCHANDISING RADIO is difficult for the manufacturer
because it cuts across so many trades. The dealers and
jobbers who sell radio equipment are to be found in the
electrical, music and phonograph, hardware, furniture,

auto supply, department store and a number of the
other trades.
Radio Retailing's circulation includes all the outlets
in these fields which sell radio, irrespective of trade lines.
Here is proof of the effectiveness of its "coverage"

policy: Radio Retailing has the largest paid circulation of

any trade publication; radio manufacturers carried a
larger volume of advertising in the June issue of Radio
Retailing than the combined radio publicity of other
publications.

Radio Retailing
The Business Magazine of the Radio Industry
MCGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
473 Tenth Ave., New York City

Member A. B.C.

Radio Retailing, June, 1927
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EARCHLIGHT SECTION
SURPLUS
STOCKS-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

,--,,

UWDISPLAYED-RATE PER WORD':
Positions Warted, 6 cents a word, minimum
$1.25 an insertion, payable in advance.
Positions Vacant and all other
10 cents a word, minimum charge $2.00.
Proposals, 40 cents a line an insertion.

INFORMATION:

classifications.%B
Numbers in care of any of our offices
count 10 words additional in undisplayed ads.
Discount of
if one paymentni mades ofin
advance for four consecutive insertions of
undisplayed ads (not including proposals).
Box

1

4

to

to

DISPLAYED-RATE PER INCH:
3 inches
7

$6.65 an Inch
6.20 an inch
6.20 an íest.

inches

to 14 Inches

Rates for largeri spaces, or yearly
nn
on
t.
do advertising 4ncA 18 measured vertically on

one column, 3 columns -30

inches-to apage.

Radio Retailing
, , y_tln,

SALESMAN WANTED
Wanted

Salesman on commission basis on our radio
battery cable, extension cords and other
items.
Wilkens Electric Mfg. Corp.,
White Plains, New York.

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED

Manufacturers
Attention!
Due to expansion of regular business,
reputable manufacturer is forced to
sacrifice Condenser Line, consisting of
finished stock, tools, dies, patents, parts

Wanted
in process, advertising cuts, literature,
A-1 manufacturers' sales representative in
etc., at a real "Bargain" price. SplenKansas City, St. Louis, New Orleans,
did opportunity for radio set or parts
Milwaukee, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cincinmanufacturers. Thorough investiganati, Indianapolis, Richmond, Little Rock.
Cleveland and New York : to handle our
tion invited.
line of relay switches in territory surBO -36. Radio Retailing,
rounding headquarters mentioned : must
have jobber and dealer following : write.
Tenth Ave. at 36th St., New York City
giving territory covered, etc. RW-34, I«
Radio Retailing, Guardian Bldg., Cleve-

, , ,.,,, ...11

,,,,,

FREE RADIO
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Employers in any line of the Radio

industry (or in allied industries)

should call on our Free Radio Employment Service when additional
employees

are

needed.

Thoroughly

trained, experienced men supplied anywhere in the U. S. or Canada on 48
hours' notice. No charge for service.

Send post card today for our free
monthly bulletin. Address National Radio
Institute, Dept. R.R.. Washington. D. C.

land, Ohio.

We want your

REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE
Manufacturers Representative Agency
Wanted
F. O. Fleischer now operating as distributor of Servel electric refrigeration at
Minneapolis, recently owner and operator of Stewart Warner Products Service
Station, Minneapolis, wishes to represent
manufacturer of radio and electric

merchandise
to jobbers and dealers of
the Northwest.
Address Northwest
Utility Sales, 39 South Eighth
Street,
Minneapolis, Minn.

SPECIALTY
Patents

A LEADING Piano House in an Eastern
City of 800,000 population, authorized Representatives of Steinway.
Duo Art and the Gulbransen Line

cash price

located on a most prominent corner of

EMPIRE RADIO CO.

the business section, will sub -lease ample

Boston, Mass.

216 Washington St.,

or consider a concession for conducting a musical instrument, radio and
sheet music Department. Privilege will
be givers to operate under the present
Firm Name which carries considerable
prestige in this City. Applicants will
be required to take over the present
stock of radio and musical instrument
merchandise, and must be able to give
space

Probably you would have glanced at and
passed over Armstrongs' or De -Forests
patents if they had advertised them in a
small classified ad. Do not pass over
this ad.

proper guarantee to conduct the business on a strictly high basis.

and
will undoubtedly be glad to advise
you. Jewell Williams, Columbus, Mississippi.

1600 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Responsible
concerns write to me formanufacturing
information
about
the
best
commercial invention of
radio. Radio Retailing has full details

SURPLUS RADIO STOCK
Send us your list and lowest

Buyers
Everywhere
know

For further information address

"Searchlight"

BO -35, Radio Retailing

Try an ad for what you
wish to sell.

If there is anything you want
or something you don't want that other readers of this paper can

supply-or use-advertise in the

smcwarr CTIOON
Somebody is always looking for something to meet
certain business needs. Some men in charge of plant

operations may be in the market for good used
equipment-others may have just what they want,

to sell. Some may require a man of unusual qualiAgencies Wanted
Agents Wanted
Auction Notices
Buildings For Sale
Business Opportunities
Civil Service Opportunities
Contracts To Be Let

Contracts Wanted
Educational Courses
Employment Agencies
Exchanges
For Rent Items
Franchises
Industrial Sites

fications for a particular position-that man may
be another reader of this paper!
Put the Searchlight Section to work for you under
any of the following classifications-to fill your
business needs.

Miscellaneous Wants

New Industries Wanted
Partners Wanted
Patents For Sale
Patent Attorneys
Plants Tor Sale

Positions Vacant

Positions Wanted
Property For Sale
Receivers' Sales
Representatives Wanted
Salesmen Wanted
ork Wanted
Etc., Etc., Etc.

rrr.rr,.u..
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
Abox Co.

Acme Electric & Mfg. Co
Acme Wire Co

Adler Mfg. Co
Aero Products Co., Inc
Allan Mfg. Co.

Radio Receptor
Radio Trade Catalog
Raytheon Mfg. Co
238 Red Lion Cabinet Co

227 Grebe & Co., Inc., A. H
179 Greene -Brown Mfg. Co
174 Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co.
4 Guthrie Mfg. Co.
240
254

Halldorson Co.
145, 146, 147, 148 Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
25 Hartung Co., C. F
American Resistor Corp.
251 Hood Rubber Co
Amplion Corp. of America
187 Hubble, Harvey, Inc
Amrad Corp.
16 Hyatt Elec. Corp
Andrea, F. A. D
Hytron Corp.
242
Anylite Elec. Co
44
Apco Mfg. Co
162 Igrad Condenser & Mfg. Co
Apex Elec. Mfg. Co
253 Indiana Mfg. & Elec. Co
Armstrong Elec. & Mfg. Co
252 International Resistance Co
Art Novelty Mfg. Co.
52 Interstate Elec. Co
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co

5

195
196

Reliable Parts Mfg. Co
Rola Co.

137 Rono Mfg. Co.
254
242

American Bosch Magneto Co.,

Bake'ite Corp.
Baker Smith Co
Baritone Mfg. Co.
Beede Elec. Instrument Co
Belden Mfg. Co
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co
Borkman Radio Corp

15
23
31
138
204
128
248
30
24
239

137
132
22
250

130

154, 253
199
47

Jewell Elec. Instrument Co
Johnson Motor Prod. Co

134
210

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,

224, 225

32
Kennedy, Inc., Colin B
Bosworth Elec. Mfg. Co.
241
Ken-Rad Corp., Inc
Boudette Mfg. Co
201
King Elec. Mfg. Co
Bremer Tully Mfg. Co
208, 209
King Mfg. Co
Briggs Stratton Corp.. 175, 176, 177, 178 Kwiktest Radio Lab.
133
134
Burton -Rogers Co.
243
138 Langbein-Kaufman Radio Co
Camfield Radio Mfg. Co
124
237 Lignole Corp.
Carter Mfg. Co
243
Lundquist
Tool
&
Mfg.
Co
136
Carter Radio Co
190
Lynch
Co.,
Inc.,
Arthur
H
191
C E Mfg. Co
152, 153
Celeron Co.
218 Magnavox Co.
Chicago Nipple Mfg. Co
172
232 Maring Wire Co.
Cleartone Radio Co
172
Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co 132 Martin Copeland Co
133, 212, 213
243 McMillan Radio Co
Conneway Elec. Lab
216
135 Metal Devices Corp
Cornish Wire Co.
247
121 Modern Elec. Mfg. Co
Crosley Radio Corp
Front Cover
Cunningham, Inc., C. T.,
40, 41
Mohawk Corp.
Inside Front Cover Molded Wood Prod. Co
219
249 Murdock Co., Wm. J
Cuno Engineering Corp
229

Day Fan Elec. Co
DeJur Products Co.
Dexter & Sons, Inc., C. H
Dubilier Condenser Corp
Dudld Mfg. Corp

Eagle Charger Co
Eby Mfg. Co., H. H
Electrad, Inc.
Electric Service Supplies
Electric Storage Battery Co
Excello Products Corp

244 National Co.

130 National Carbon Co
136 Newcombe -Hawley, Inc.

226
12
223

184, 185

45

Paragon Elec. Corp.

Park Metalware Co

220 Peerless Elec. Co
207 Perryman Elec. Co
189 Pfanstiehl Radio Co
243
28
211

35
Fansteel Products Co.
10
Farrand. Mfg. Co
Federal-Brandes Corp.
202, 203
Federal Radio Corp..233, 234, 235, 236

Ferranti, Inc.

171

Freshman Co., Inc., Chas. H
Frost, Inc., Herbert H

138

General Instrument Corp.
Gilby Wire Co
Gold Seal Elec. Co., Inc.
Gould Storage Battery Cn

245
134
144
245

253
Fleron & Son, Inc., M. M
Freed Eisemann Radio Corp.,
163, 164, 165, 166
8

151
136
33
168
246

251

38, 39
160, 161
50, 51
135
26
133

46
Sandar Corp.
244
Scranton Glass Instrument Co
255
Searchlight Section
180, 181
Sentinel Mfg. Co
37
shamrock Mfg. Co
134
Sickles Co., F. W
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
131
Slagle Radio Co
194
Sleeper Radio Co
36
Sonatron Tube. Co
250
covreign Elec. Mfg. Co.
248
Sparks-Withington Co.
14
Spartan Elec. Corp.
42
Specialty Appliance Co
249
splitdorf Radio Corp
43
Sprague Specialties Co.
132
Star Antenna Sales Co
243
Standard Piano Bench Mfg. Co
48
Standard Radio Corp
49
Sterling Mfg. Co
167

Stevens & Co

192

Stewart Battery Co.
17, 18, 19, 20
Stewart Warner
206
Stromberg Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co
2
Sunlight Lamp Co
222
Superton Mfg. Co
34
Swan Haverstick Co , Inc
170
Sylvania Prod. Co..Inside Back Cover
Symphonic Sales Corp
13
(

Teletone Corp.
Temple, Inc.
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co

Timmons Radio Corp
Tower Mfg. Corp
Trav-Ler Mfg. Corp.
Trimm Radio Mfg. Co

Udell Works
United Radio Corp
Universal Battery Co
Universal Elec. Lamp Co
Utah Radio Prod. Co
Valley Elec. Co
Van Doom Corp.
Vesta Battery Co
Vimco Mfg. Co

241
29
122
228
150
247
198
132

143, 159
193
250
3
188
21

186
250

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.,
139, 140, 141, 142
246
Platter Cabinet Co
182, 183 Wahle Co., Inc, Albert
249
Polymet Mfg. Corp
134 Walker Co., Geo. W
6
173 Watsontown Table & Furniture Co
Pooley Co. .......
248
11 Webster Co.
Popular Science Monthly ..
221
Positions Wanted
255 Westinghouse Union Battery Co
200
Precision Prod. Co
230, 231 Weston Elec. Instrument Co
149
27 White Mfg. Co., Julian M
Premier Elec. Co.
Prest-O-Lite Co., Inc
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AMPLIFIER
Fil. Volts 5.c0
Fíl. Amps. 0.15
Plate Volts
zo to 135

Here is the new box which will
add much to the outward appearance of a package already known
for its efficient contents -

The design of this carton is typical of the
country surrounding Sylvania's laboratories and factory - wooded, rolling bills and
blue sky, far removed from congested mar-

kets and competitive labor- a community
in itself ohiconscientiou s workers who are

happy in giving their best efforts to the
production of "The Tubes that Never
Disappoint."
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Twelve months of big

Radiotron advertising
every year
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52 weeks of steady
turnover and profit if you sell

R C A Radiotrons.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA.
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